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SUMMARY 

Realising the value of the growing quantity of webenabled devices and data is a 

significant global challenge, and is essential in overcoming the mounting global 

environmental and economic issues. This is especially true in urban environments, 

where the potential to leverage technology for operational performance improvements 

is highest, due to the high density of many interlinked systems. This thesis 

hypothesises that moving beyond the stateoftheart of Internet of Things 

technologies, to a Semantic Web of Things approach, can improve the outcomes of 

technology interventions for stakeholders, by improving applicationlayer 

interoperability. The premise is that by providing a rich and shared understanding of 

the cyberphysical context of devices, services, and data, applications are able to 

interoperate better. This in turn leads to a more integrated consideration of the 

problem space by business services, and so a more holistic optimisation can be 

achieved, across previously siloed systems. 

The methodology adopted was an iterative experimentation process alongside 

experts, culminating in the development of a Semantic Web of Things platform for 

smart cities. This consists of an integrated suite of APIs for accessing semantically

enriched builtenvironment data from various perspectives. This includes an IoT 

resource discovery endpoint which extracts semantic metadata from a triple store and 

transforms it to be compliant with the recent Hypercat standard. The API also 

exposes a full SPARQL endpoint for rich querying of the data, as well as BIM, 

CityGML, and timeseries endpoints for accessing specific views of the data. To further 

promote resource discovery and interoperability, the platform includes a 3D GUI for 

visually exploring the city, building, and sensor data, and is built on a comprehensive 

smart city ontology which extends the recent BSI smart city ontology and aligns this 

with several relevant de facto standards. 
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To support the final design science stage and provide a rigorous exploration of the 

hypothesis, participatory action research methods were iteratively undertaken across 

6 research projects, involving engagement with circa 40 organisations. This work 

considered the subdomains of smart cities, and initially focused on the energy 

domain. Software and ontologies were developed and analysed alongside experts, 

before an extended learning iteration in the water domain was undertaken, producing 

a smart water semantic model and platform. 

The work demonstrates that a Semantic Web of Things approach does improve 

applicationlayer interoperability. Some of the results observed through this project 

include i) reducing energy consumption in public buildings by circa 30% through a 

smart retrofit BEMS, ii) enabling water utilities to better manage regulatory 

compliance and network management, and iii) maximising the profitability of domestic 

renewable energy generation through smart holonic microgrids. 

Semantic technologies are well suited to addressing the ‘variety’ of big data in IoT 

systems, and support a system of systems approach to smart city management. 

Whilst existing research in this area focuses on annotating sensors with ICT 

descriptors, this work shows that integrating this with rich domain context is beneficial 

in promoting interoperability and discoverability. Future work involves investigating 

the use of the artefacts developed in other smart city domains, and furthering the 

consensusbuilding process towards standardisation.  
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WCIM Water catchment information model 

WebGL Web Graphics Library 

WISDOM Water Analytics and Intelligent Sensing for Demand-Optimised 
Management 

WITS Water Industry Telemetry Standards 

WoT Web of Things 

WSSNO Water Semantic Sensor Network Ontology  

WVCSM Water Value Chain Semantic Model 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Smart cities and industrial systems, such as power grids, water distribution 

networks, and district heating networks, are facing increasing pressures towards 

sustainability, resilience, and service quality [1]–[5]. Artificial intelligence, and ICT in 

general, have been heralded as the solution to these challenges by offering remote 

sensing, actuation, and intelligence; using machine processing to assist with the 

feedback and decision making process [6]–[9]. Recent advances in cybernetics, 

along with big data technologies, and low cost hardware and communication 

solutions, have created a wealth of resources for better management of a smart 

city’s system of systems [10]–[13]. However, this increase in ICT penetration within 

complex systems has led to interoperability chasms between data silos in terms of 

visibility, syntax, protocols, semantics, security, licensing, and trust [14]–[16]. Even 

beyond this, the nature of leveraging these resources for business and societal 

value is not clearly understood, resulting in the idiom “drowning in data” [17].  

The Internet of Things is attempting to solve the challenge of interoperability [18], 

[19], and has made significant advances, but there is much work remaining to 

achieve the level of integration required to truly unlock the value of advanced 

software in these domains [20]–[23]. Specifically, whilst the Internet of Things is 

achieving communicationlayer interoperability, this does not consider the use of 

this data at the application layer [24], [25]. This has recently been observed in 

research, and has led to a new field of studying applicationlayer interoperability, 

which has been termed the Semantic Web of Things, owing to its grounding in 

semantic technologies [23], [26], [27]. Now, significant effort is required to 

accelerate progress in this field by developing and applying Semantic Web of 

Things processes and artefacts [28]. This includes the development, adoption and 

standardization of relevant ontologies, but also knowledge surrounding their 

lifecycle processes and accompanying software, towards application domain value 

[29]. 

Regardless of applicationlayer interoperability, how can organisations derive value 

from the ‘rising tide’ of big data? Ongoing big data and ICT intervention research 

should keep closely abreast of the growth of the Semantic Web of Things, in order 
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to best capitalize on artificial intelligence [30], optimization [31], [32], simulation [33], 

and advanced applications in general. It is critical that cyber systems integrate data 

effectively and efficiently, and user interfaces apply business semantics intelligently, 

in order to best empower decision makers and organisations [34], [35]. This leads to 

the challenge of capturing complex semantics, then using them to better support 

advanced applications, built on the technology of the Internet of Things [36], [37]. 

Again, this requires significant research around the Semantic Web of Things, and 

emphasizes the need for a pragmatic mindset of using semantic technologies to 

provide business value in realworld contexts. 

This thesis presents a step towards unlocking the full potential of IoT and ‘AI’ 

through semantic web technologies. The work begins from a robust theoretical 

grounding, before conducting extensive engagement with experts though smart city 

research projects, and ultimately develops and tests ontologies and software at both 

the back and frontend. The experimental work iteratively learns from investigations 

in the (relatively more advanced) energy domain, before exploring the applicability 

of these in water domain use cases. The investigation finally unifies and generalizes 

these action and design research iterations through a semantic smart city platform. 

1.2 CENTRAL CONCEPT DEFINITIONS 

In order to fully understand the stated problem, it is pertinent to define some of the 

key terms and concepts. This section briefly introduces an understanding of smart 

cities, interoperability, and ontologies, as primers to their discussion through the 

literature review. 

1.2.1 WHAT IS A SMART CITY? 

The term ‘smart city’ has many connotations owing to its wide use across the 

application of digital technologies towards intelligence in urban environment 

management [38], [39]. The term is arguably an extension of the ‘digital city’ trend, 

placing greater emphasis on the intelligent use of ICT, hence prioritising the value 

derived from the application of ICT [5], [40]–[42]. Further, pertinent rhetoric typically 

emphasises the role of citizens and societal benefit. This leads to the notion of ICT 

as a facilitator, whereby systemic improvement is the goal of smart cities, and 

digitisation is associated with this due to its potential for assisting in feedback loops 

and communication. This is the predominant definition adopted within this thesis, 
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where the ‘end goal’ of smart city research is to holistically optimise urban 

environments across social, technological, environmental, economic, and political 

contexts.  

Whilst local governments are typically the primary stakeholders in ‘core’ smart city 

projects, the ‘domains’ of smart cities (e.g. smart grids, smart water) are often 

outside of local government control, yet central to the paradigm. The many 

conflicting definitions and views on smart cities are considered fully in the literature 

review, but overall this thesis adopts a broad perspective and typically uses the 

phrase ‘smart urban systems’ to explicitly include all smart domains. 

1.2.2 THE MEANING OF INTEROPERABILITY 

Interoperability is increasingly a commonly used term, and appears at the surface to 

simply mean ‘working together’. However, there are many facets of interoperability, 

and its typical usage does not acknowledge the depths of the term. Just as people 

‘working together’ does not mean they are doing so effectively, software 

components being able to exchange messages does not mean they are doing so 

effectively [15], [16], [20], [43]. One interpretation of the facets of interoperability is 

the sum of: i) resource discovery and communicability, ii) resource interface 

provision, iii) security and privacy, iv) permission & restraints on resource usage 

(licensing), v) understanding of response syntax, vi) context, meaning and 

provenance (semantics) of the resources and data, and vii) trust of all the former 

aspects. 

In general usage, ‘interoperability’ often ignores the latter aspects of these 

requirements, relying instead on adhoc and manual interpretation of semantics 

when building software. By formalising the meaning of data; such as its units, 

context, and assumed logic, software developers can achieve semantic 

interoperability between components in a system [44], [45]. This thesis strives 

towards automated semantic interoperability, to achieve true system integration in a 

more powerful and scalable manner. By explicitly formalising semantics, machines 

have the potential to develop interoperability automatically, at runtime [46], [47].  

As well as between machines, interoperability should also be sought between 

machinehumanbusiness interfaces at the highest order. The outputs of 

applications should integrate seamlessly with the business processes they support 
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[44]. Currently this involves an extra stage of interpretation by experts, and 

improving this interface is the topic of humanmachine interaction. Again, by 

capturing rich semantics explicitly, and leveraging them properly at the application 

layer, the knowledge value chain from sensor to business impact can be far more 

efficient and effective [48]. Therefore, the definition adopted for interoperability 

includes a broad scope; including loworder syntactical interoperability, 

terminological and semantic interoperability, and also business logic and human

machine interoperability. 

1.2.3 A PRIMER FOR ONTOLOGIES 

The word “ontology” has a habit of overwhelming people. The academic leaning of 

its community has disengaged industry and decisionmakers, and definitions like “an 

explicit specification of a conceptualization” [49], whilst correct, have not helped its 

plight. But for all the philosophy in their discourse, they are ultimately just a list of 

statements held to be true [50], [51]. This brief introduction aims to demystify 

ontologies as a first step in engaging the reader and alluding to their relevance for 

business and ICT systems.  

Ontologies mean lots of different things to different people [52]. This introduction 

focuses on the models developed for the semantic web and written in the web 

ontology language (OWL, or OWL2 more recently), although alternative 

interpretations are discussed in the literature review. Various aspects of ontologies 

are now introduced; starting with the one stated a few sentences ago: 

Ontologies are a list of statements held to be true 

At the simplest, an ontology is a list of statements, organised and written in a 

specific way, and assumed to be true by a person or piece of software. Each 

statement has three parts: a subject at the start (the thing which the statement is 

about), an object at the end (which can be another thing or a piece of data), and a 

concept which connects them (called a predicate). As several of the statements will 

describe the same things, this builds up a network of related concepts which 

represents a rich knowledge model. 

Ontologies are the data structure of graph databases 
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Ontologies provide structure to the data stored in a graph database, where ‘graph’ is 

the term used for the ‘network’ mentioned previously. In this way, they can be 

compared to traditional data schemas, where they offer several benefits, as 

discussed later. 

Ontologies capture a world view 

As a ‘list of statements held to be true’, an ontology captures a specific ‘world view’. 

As people often disagree on what is true, the highest ambition in building an 

ontology is to achieve consensus amongst a community that the world view 

captured is a good representation of a domain. 

Ontologies describe the objects and relationships in a domain 

The subjects and objects in the statements mentioned are the ‘things’ in a domain, 

which would be represented by nouns in natural speech, such as building, sensor, 

or dog. The predicates between these are then the relationships between the 

objects in a domain, such as saying that a sensor is ‘deployed at’ a building.  

Ontologies are machine readable 

The statements and world view contained in an ontology are understood by 

machines, and are designed to be easy to build software on top of. This is a key 

part of how they promote an automated understanding of data meaning and context. 

Ontologies capture expert knowledge for reuse 

As well as just stating the objects and relationships in a domain, an ontology can 

also contain detailed logic, rules, datatypes, and restrictions, to capture a rich model 

of expert knowledge. By making this knowledge machine readable, it can be reused 

by any connected piece of software in a scalable way, rather than relying on an 

individual person’s expertise and institutional knowledge, which would be lost when 

they leave an organisation. 

There are ‘domain models’ and ‘instance models’ 
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Ontology experts distinguish between the part of the model used to describe a 

domain (e.g. energy grids), and the part of the model used to describe an instance 

of that domain (e.g. the power transmission system of London). By keeping these 

parts well defined, the domain part can be kept general enough to reuse in any 

model of the domain. Technically, it is the domain part which is called an ontology, 

whilst the combination of both of them is called a knowledge base. 

Each object is uniquely identified in an ontology 

A key aspect of the semantic web is that each ‘thing’ on the web can be identified 

uniquely in all contexts, which is achieved through a specific type of identifier. These 

often resemble familiar web addresses (i.e. http://www.example.com/). This allows a 

great deal of precision in identifying ‘things’. 

Ontologies separate ‘knowledge logic’ from ‘application logic’ 

Ontologies describe the objects and relationships in a domain, but aren’t designed 

to only suit a single application. They therefore separate the way data is stored, 

structured, and perceived, from how it is used in for a specific purpose. This 

separation allows data to be more reusable, and improves the software 

development process. 

Ontologies are one part of a big picture of ‘semantic technologies’ 

Semantic technologies include ontologies, knowledge bases, database 

technologies, the query language used to interact with them, AI components which 

reason over knowledge bases to produce new knowledge, and file formats used to 

store and exchange this data. 

1.2.4 A NOTE ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

There are many contrasting schools of thought on artificial intelligence, and there is 

no consensus on the definition of the term [53]. Purists tend to only regard 

machines worthy of the title ‘artificial intelligence’ if they demonstrate general 

intellect similar or in excess of human intellect. This school of thought started at the 

birth of AI, where the task of recreating human intelligence was infamously 

underestimated at the Dartmouth College conference [54], and is also related to the 
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famous Turing test [55]. However, more modern schools of thought tend to apply 

the term more liberally, through the concept of agency [56], [57].  

According to the agentbased school of thought, anything can be considered to 

display intelligence if it is able to i) sense its environment (i.e. it has an input), ii) 

apply some form of reasoning to its perception of the environment, and iii) cause an 

effect on its environment in response to this reasoning (i.e. it has an output). More 

advanced agent types then carry additional requirements, such that the agent must 

have specific goals (such as is stated in the belief, desires and intentions model 

[58]).  

The broadening of the definition of AI has stemmed from a focus on the value 

proposition of AI, where products need not exhibit general intelligence in order to 

provide value to a market. Driverless cars are a topical example of a product which 

demonstrates intelligence, without resembling the traditional humanoid perception of 

AI. This thesis adopts a liberal interpretation of the term, and often refers to both ‘AI 

and advanced applications’, to explicitly include many technologies such as 

advanced optimisation and simulation. These would not be considered as AI by 

some, but are at the core of a broad group of technologies likely to provide great 

value to smart systems [59], which require a thorough understanding of the 

semantics of the problem space in order to achieve their intended functionality.  

1.3 EXAMPLE INDUSTRIAL CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

The precedence for Semantic Web of Things research for smart city and industrial 

applications has been suggested in the problem statement, and its academic 

grounding and contribution to a research gap is discussed in the background 

section. Beyond this however, it is pertinent to consider the potential impact and 

exploitation of the research, within existing business and sociopolitical contexts. 

This section therefore proposes a selection of topical industry issues so as to frame 

the nature of the work conducted within the current landscape of smart city and 

industrial systems. The key matters briefly discussed are the growth of a distributed 

energy landscape and the growth and challenges of the smart water market. 
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1.3.1 GROWTH OF DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES 

Urban energy systems are rapidly changing from centralized systems to the 

distributed energy systems reported in research. This is partly due to the growth of 

smart grids (SGs) [60]–[65], distributed energy resources (DERs) [66]–[69], and 

their accompanying management structures [70]–[73], multienergy systems (MESs) 

[74]–[80], and demand side management (DSM) [81]–[84]. This embodies an 

underlying shift towards sustainability [85], [86] and resilience [87]–[89] through 

distributed resources, intelligence, and system integration. However, research has 

only considered these novel concepts within the context of centralized generation 

[31], [90]. This assumption is becoming unsuitable in preparing for a landscape with 

many diverse and distributed energy resources, and active consumers. Distributed 

solutions are currently investigated in isolation from others, or under the assumption 

of sparse DER penetration [71], [91], but this limits their value proposition. 

Continuing this assumption will hinder the effective exploitation of renewables and 

novel concepts, and increase barriers to entering the distributed generation 

landscape. This calls for a new generation of energy systems which fully embrace a 

system of systems nature with a tight ICT coupling in a scalable, interoperable and 

secure framework. Such a cyberphysical landscape would require the 

interoperation of a vast array of virtual and physical assets. 

The importance of interoperability in energy systems is only likely to increase [15], 

[92]–[94], a large unsolved part of which is semantic heterogeneity between the 

many software and hardware artefacts. The data formats, terminologies, meanings, 

and logic used by people and software across disciplines and companies are often 

incompatible and require adhoc mappings to interoperate effectively. IEEE recently 

emphasised this through a ‘smart grid interoperability guide’, which referred to the 

challenge of protocol, data format and meaning interoperability [15]. This challenge 

will become increasingly pertinent as the volume of data and number of software 

artefacts involved in energy management increases alongside DER penetration, big 

data growth and the requirement for intelligent management [95]–[100].  

In order to overcome the interoperability barrier, secure communication frameworks, 

and service oriented architectures hold much potential [15]. Another critical piece of 

the solution though, is the use of a common vocabulary and data model. This 

mitigates the effort required for software artefacts to communicate effectively, helps 
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in integrating legacy systems, and promotes security and performance [15], [101]. 

These common models must standardize descriptions of the concepts and 

relationships in the domain, as well as terminology, logic, and data formats.  

As mentioned, the IEEE 2030 standard is a seminal development in the energy 

interoperability discourse [15]; it provides normative guidelines and a set of term 

definitions and descriptions through a ‘Smart Grid Interoperability Reference Model’. 

This provides essential groundwork by facilitating a common human understanding 

and advising on best practice. The guide also highlights the role of ontological 

models in ensuring a shared meaning of data, hence making it more valuable, as 

well as providing inference and rulebased functionality.  

Given the precedent from industry, growing academic interest, and the ongoing 

evolution of power systems, it is critical that energy system interoperability is 

addressed through research, including a focus on semantic modelling. Whilst 

ontologies are heralded as critical, their development, adoption and standardisation 

for energy systems is still “embryonic” [102]. Research towards a highly expressive 

and flexible urban energy model is critical, as well as investigation into how best to 

leverage such a model to improve energy system operation.  

1.3.2 SMART WATER: GROWTH AND CHALLENGES 

Water shortage has been named as the 3rd biggest risk factor for the next decade by 

the Global Economic Forum as of 2016 [103]. Even in areas of water abundance, 

the water sector faces mounting challenges. Utility companies are facing increasing 

regulation [104], and demand is growing and becoming more concentrated, due to 

increasing populations and urbanisation. In the UK specifically, business 

deregulation in 2017 poses imminent market disruption [105]. Managing capital 

expenditure is a critical issue for utilities, as well as minimising energy consumption, 

avoiding regulatory fines, and maintaining a positive customer perception [106].  

These challenges have led to growing pressures to operate, maintain, and invest in 

water networks as intelligently as possible. ICT is being explored as a means to 

reduce OPEX and lengthen the lifetime of aging infrastructure, to mitigate the need 

for additional infrastructure, also reducing CAPEX [107], [108]. This penetration of 

ICT has parallels with smart energy grids, and has been termed ‘smart water’. New 

research and products are emerging across the technology stack to empower 
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decision makers and protect our water supplies. Smart metering is one of the most 

publicised aspects of this [109], and intelligently managing network pressures to 

reduce nonrevenue water and pipe bursts is another promising example [108]. 

Smart water is a growing market [110] and offers significant potential value to 

stakeholders in water systems. However, interoperability has again been 

consistently flagged as a roadblock against unlocking this promise [107], [111]–

[113], similar to in the energy sector [15] as mentioned previously. A number of 

steps have been taken towards overcoming the water interoperability challenge, 

including the WITS protocol [114], but progress is slow, behind the energy sector, 

and only focusing on lowlevel interoperability. Higher order interoperability has only 

recently gained interest, but has since been stated as the most important hurdle to 

overcome [111], and as such is the focus of this thesis. By learning lessons from the 

energy sector, and elsewhere, and addressing this issue in an open, scalable, and 

robust way, smart water will be well positioned to continue its growth and deliver its 

full value potential across stakeholders. 

1.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

Based on the introduced need for research, the current work aims to take a step 

towards filling this gap. This is formalised through an overarching hypothesis, and 

its decomposition into specific research questions. 

The hypothesis to be tested is: 

A Semantic Web of Things approach to technology interventions can deliver value 

to smart city stakeholders by better leveraging IoT and AI synergistically to provide 

better decision support. 

In pursuit of a knowledge contribution towards evaluating this hypothesis, within the 

stated scope, the work will aim to answer the following research questions:  

1. What are the theoretical underpinnings of ICT knowledge gaps in smart cities, 

including the challenges, impact scenarios and scope for step changes? 

2. How can a semantic web of things approach integrate IoT and advanced smart 

city applications? 

3. What value does a semantic web of things approach offer technology providers 

and decision makers in smart city systems? 
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water grids, contextualised within the latest developments in the energy and water 

sectors. 

The 3rd chapter presents the systematic methodology followed in conducting the 

investigation. This begins by building a robust theoretical grounding in the nature of 

truth and its investigation through scientific methods. The chapter then transitions to 

the manifestation of the adopted research philosophy through an overarching 

approach, before providing a pragmatic overview of the work conducted. The 

chapter then proceeds to describe in detail the processes undertaken through the 

investigation, as a sequence of 3 parts: theoretical study, iterative participatory 

action research, and independent design research. 

The 4th chapter presents the results and outputs of the investigation, grouped by the 

stage of the investigation. Firstly, this presents the outputs of the theoretical study 

undertaken, which includes high level scoping and impact scenarios, as well as a 

highlevel conceptual framework which guided the rest of the investigation. The 

software artefacts and ontologies contributed to in the 2nd stage are then described 

and illustrated, and quantitative data from their testing are also included. Finally, the 

semantic smart city platform developed in the 3rd stage of the investigation is 

presented, again in terms of its software artefacts, ontological modelling, and 

performance testing. 

Chapter 5 then discusses the results and outputs produced. This begins by 

analysing the individual projects engaged with and arguing towards the main 

research findings. The chapter then considers the overall study against the 

literature, from the perspectives of IoT, smart city, energy and water domain 

research. The chapter next outlines the relevance of the contribution to current 

practices in academia, local authorities, and industry. 

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a final discussion of the work conducted and 

results obtained, from the perspective of the initial research gap identified, framed 

through the hypothesis and research questions. Firstly, the main research findings 

are summarised, before this is unified into a brief section outlining the key 

contributions to the body of knowledge. Finally, the chapter discusses the limitations 

of the investigation and proposes some potentially valuable future work. 
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The list of references is included after the conclusion chapter, followed finally by the 

appendices. Information about the motivation of the author in pursuing this work, 

and of the target audience, can be found in the appendices. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This section identifies the literature gaps which resulted in the research questions 

posed previously, and contextualises these within the broader research field. First, 

smart cities are described as a system of systems with a value proposition that 

currently isn’t being realised due to a lack of shared semantic referential and 

powerful knowledge exchange, which has prohibited the use of IoT within advanced 

applications. The IoT field is then explored in depth, and integrative application layer 

interoperability research is argued for, so as to move beyond the current IoT 

capabilities of lowlevel data exchange towards higher order business intelligence. 

The role of semantic technologies in delivering the potential of IoT and smart city 

concepts is then discussed in depth, and are related to the surrounding fields of AI, 

business intelligence, big data, and information systems. Existing smart city 

ontologies are then considered, before using smart energy systems as an example 

domain where evidence of the previous arguments can be observed. Finally, the 

emerging importance of semantic technologies in the water domain is discussed to 

highlight the growing nature of this field across smart domains before concluding 

remarks. 

2.1 THE VALUE PROPOSITION OF SMART SYSTEMS 

The smart city paradigm has gained popularity recently as a broad concept, where 

the term ‘smart’ is related to the terms ‘digital’, ‘eco’, ‘ubiquitous’, and ‘future’, in this 

context.  Much technology focused research is labelled with ‘smart city’, and mostly 

this aims to improve the operation of a city system, and possibly encourage citizen 

engagement. This emphasises that the ‘smart’ label broadly refers to ‘value delivery 

through intelligence’, distinct from the similar terms. The main stakeholders in smart 

cities are citizens, local authorities, utility companies, and technology suppliers. The 

main purported benefits of smart cities are: personalised services, better access to 

information, efficient management, better decision making, better service provision, 

and citizen engagement [7]. Some of the key intended outcomes of making cities 

smarter are the promotion of highquality, robust, and secure service delivery across 

systems, whilst simultaneously reducing the city’s environmental impact and 

increasing the perceived benefits of citizenship [42], [95], all whilst improving 

economic viability. A key aspect of this is the management of resource flows; 
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including the key resources of energy [69] (electricity, heat, and raw fuels) and 

water. 

This section begins by discussing the etymology and various interpretations of the 

term ‘smart city’, before examining the drivers for change and various highlevel 

models of smart cities. A number of case study cities are then discussed, before 

exploring the system of systems nature of urban environments. Finally, an argument 

is built towards the need for knowledge exchange between agents in order to 

manage this complexity successfully, especially whilst leveraging ICT. 

2.1.1 ETYMOLOGY AND HIGHLEVEL PERSPECTIVE OF SMART CITY 

CONCEPTS 

The label of ‘smart’ has increasingly been applied to research regarding built 

environment systems, as shown in Figure 1. The term is associated with the goals 

of sustainability, adaptability, efficiency, prosperity, and citizen satisfaction, amongst 

many others. However, there is no agreed meaning [1], [7], [115], and the term is 

often conflated with several related terms, such as ‘green city’, ‘future city’, ‘eco 

city’, and especially ‘digital city’. The origins of smart cities can be tracked to the 

‘digital city’ paradigm [5], which Figure 2 shows declined in general popularity circa 

20042008, whilst the ‘smart city’ term boomed circa 2014 in web searches. 

However, the evolution arguably began in the 1990s [116], although ‘smart’ can be 

considered a rebranding of cybernetics, which originated far earlier [117]. It is also 

interesting in Figure 2 that whilst ‘smart city’ is a global term, the other terms are 

more localised in popularity, mandating a consideration of these alternative terms, 

which are used instead of ‘smart city’ in some countries. 
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Figure 3: Growth of the ‘smart city’ term relative to similar terms in Scopus (top) and Google [118] (bottom) 

Central to smart cities is the use of data and analytics in multiobjective 

interventions across technological, environmental, productivity, quality of life, social, 

and infrastructure performance indicators [119]. However, confusion arises from the 

term’s similarity to the ‘digital city’ trend. Su [40] states that whilst a digital city 

encompasses the city’s sensing and GIS infrastructure, a smart city builds on this to 

deliver applications and improve system performance. This promotes the view that 

‘smart city’ research should focus on the value proposition of intelligent 

management, made possible through ICT, which agrees with Yeh [41] and Batty et 

al. [42]. 

2.1.2 THE SMART BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

A smart built environment integrates intelligent, informed, and evidencedriven 

decision making across the lifecycle of a building or other built asset, from initial 

concept, through design, construction, operation and endoflife processes. This is a 

multicriteria decision process, where technology should aim to provide the most 

valuable insight possible to decision makers regarding service delivery, capital and 

total expenditure, energy performance, and holistic considerations such as social 

and environmental impact. This vision has been partially captured by the recent 

industry trend of Building Information Modelling; a knowledgedriven and digitised 

set of AEC processes and technologies which also has value in asset management 

(AM) and facilities management (FM).  

From a knowledge modelling perspective, BIM represents the evolution of CAD to 

include not only geometric and aesthetic properties, but also semantic information 

regarding the entities, processes and actors which the 3D forms represent. BIM 

initially aimed to facilitate knowledge exchange from design to construction, but has 

been increasingly researched at operational phases of assets. This has included the 

use of the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), the de facto data model of BIM. 

However, much work remains to integrate these concepts and standards with the 

holistic smart building vision. From a processoriented view, the prioritisation of 

operational concerns at design stage and the role of the asset within the wider 

smart community should be researched and standardised further, to minimise total 

expenditure, environmental footprint, and embody smart principles generally. From 
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a technological perspective, the data structures and software of BIM should be 

researched alongside the IoT and AI fields in an integrative manner to leverage 

these valuable paradigms maximally within buildings.  

The operational lifecycle phase will be focused on here, where technological 

interventions are primarily made through a building management system (BMS) or 

building automation system (BAS). For example, research has studied the role of 

sensors, local PID controllers, building automation, artificial intelligence, rule based 

control and fuzzy logic [120]. Research also includes evolutionary based 

optimisation, model predictive control and multiagent systems control at various 

scales between local and supervisory [121]–[124]. However, this research is 

typically performed in vitro, and the integration of IoT with advanced applications is 

not observed in commercial products. This section forms the argument that this is 

due to a lack of integrative research between the relevant aspects of the IS, IT, and 

AI fields, where research on semantic technologies could provide a bridge to 

overcome this obstacle. 

2.1.3 SMART CITY DRIVERS FOR CHANGE 

Following from an understanding of the origins and highlevel themes of smart 

cities, it is pertinent to consider the driving forces behind the trend, before reviewing 

more detailed conceptualisations of smart cities, and case studies of relevant cities, 

in subsequent sections. 

The main stakeholders behind the emergence of smart cities are arguably 

governmental bodies, from supranational to local scale, and large technology 

companies, although city leaders and citizens also play key roles.  At the 

international level, Europe has been referred to as the global centre for smart city 

research [1], [6], although [125] notes that whilst a driving force, European Cities 

tend to emphasise soft aspects and human capital.  Outside of Europe, South Korea 

has strongly pursued the related ‘ubiquitous city’ agenda [126], [127], China and 

USA are also at the forefront, with other notable examples including Singapore 

[128]. The UK can also be argued itself to be leading the field with prominent 

example cities such as London, Edinburgh and Glasgow [129] as well as the recent 

BSI smart city ‘suite of standards’ [7], [16], [130]–[132] which recommend best 
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practice across the smart city field and emphasise the importance of an 

interoperable data framework.   

Pertinent drivers for change include social, economic and political pressures, and 

the need to be attractive places to live to retain the ‘best’ citizens [133]. Further, 

national agendas to ‘lead the way’, place political pressures on cities to become 

smart so as to improve the country’s perceived level of development and again to 

attract talent and business. Finally, business motivations behind making cities 

‘smart’ must be acknowledged. Many companies have driven the smart city agenda, 

from large multinationals to startup companies which have emerged specifically to 

benefit from this growth market valued at $1.5 trillion [134].  The most commonly 

referred to market leaders in terms of innovation and perceived market share are 

IBM [135], who arguably began the movement through their smarter planet initiative, 

as well as Intel, Siemens, Microsoft, Cisco, and Arup, (in no particular order), 

amongst others. 

Within this political and business context it is essential to make efforts towards a 

neutral consideration of the field to form valid scientific sentiment; as making a city 

smart can occur in pursuit of furthering a variety of agendas. It is also pertinent then 

to note the bottomup drivers of smart cities. Specifically, whilst public bodies and 

large ICT companies often wish to imbue smartness in cities, other companies, 

organisations, and individuals often wish to promote aspects of the smart city 

paradigm for their own reasons. This includes industrial systems, whereby smart 

grids and smart water networks, for example, promise significant benefits to the 

relevant stakeholders, and to empower customers with choice and an active role in 

the sector both economically and technologically.  

Finally, the role of the individual must not be understated, whereby improving the 

‘smartness’ of a city should involve a symbiotic relationship between improving the 

quality of life of citizens and engagement of citizens in city management. For 

example, local hackathons to create apps based on local open data can serve to 

engage citizens and deliver genuine value to them through applications made ‘by 

the people, for the people’.  
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2.1.4 CONCEPTUALISATIONS OF SMART CITIES 

Within the smart city field there are a multitude of highlevel summaries and 

‘clarifications’ of the composition of smart cities. These indicate the themes 

surrounding smart cities, but they mainly serve to indicate their author’s perspective.  

One common theme in describing smart cities is the use of a layered model to 

visualise and logically categorise the various entities, with a focus on the use of 

knowledge and ICT systems to deliver business services or applications [8], [40], 

[126], [136]–[141].  

Layered models of smart cities generally describe the flow of knowledge from 

sensors through an ICT system, to ultimately interface with users. [139] presents an 

example model, where data is collected from sensor nodes and processed through 

storage and security systems before arriving at analytics engines and interfacing 

with applications.  [138] presents a variation on this, which includes green initiatives 

and an ‘innovation layer’. Simpler layered models include those of Yovanof and 

Hazapis [140], and Su et al. [40]. Su et al. proposed a model with the layers of 

perception, network, and application.  

These models are arguably just variations of the seminal work by Harrison [8] on 

IBM’s smart planet initiative. He states that smart cities must be “interconnected, 

integrated and intelligent”.  ‘Interconnected’ refers to sensor networks; either 

physical or virtual [8], where  virtual sensors measure virtual quantities such as an 

occupant comfort index or the number of ‘tweets’ from a location. ‘Integrated’ then 

refers to simultaneous analysis of heterogeneous data sources, and ‘intelligent’ 

refers to the application of analytics to determine the best course of action. As a 

novel interpretation of the paradigm though, the model of Komninos [142] 

emphasises the knowledge and innovation systems within smart city ‘environments’, 

which include emarkets, and etechnologies. This breadth of thinking around smart 

cities, is represented well by the BSI ‘integrated operating model’ for smart cities, 

within their smart city framework publicly available specification (PAS) [130]. 

The discussed views agree generally with the layered model presented in the 

review of the UK future cities demonstrator proposals conducted by the Technology 

Strategy Board (TSB) and Arup [143], which shows most cities including a web

based virtual platform on top of an ICT infrastructure.  However, this diagram 
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implies a broader consideration of the underlying city context and also relates to 

several models of cities as system of systems. This concept of smart cities as an 

ICTfacilitated manifestation of system theories is now discussed in the following 

section. 

2.1.5 REVIEW OF SMART CITIES AROUND THE WORLD 

Grounded in the view of cities as an interconnected system of systems, this section 

examines a number of cities which have been described as ‘smart cities’, as an 

overview  of the global state of the art in practice. The cities were chosen loosely 

based on their prevalence in the discourse. The section starts with UK cities 

Glasgow and London, before looking to another European city of Barcelona, and 

then further afield to Singapore and New York. 

2.1.5.1 GLASGOW 

Following a £24m award in 2013 [144], Glasgow became the UK’s demonstrator of 

smart city innovation, with the aim of continuing its transformation to a vibrant, 

diverse and modern city, beyond its current health and social challenges [143]. 

With a focus on leveraging data and citizen engagement, Glasgow developed an 

operations centre, open data hub and a city dashboard to allow citizens to interact 

with the city and develop their own applications.  These were collectively termed a 

‘City Technology Platform’, which also encompassed GIS elements, and data hub 

APIs and platform services [145].  The operations centre coordinated public services 

related to safety and traffic [146]. The data hub offers a real time dashboard, as well 

as exposing and describing circa 400 data sets [147], which are mostly infrequently 

updated CSV files. These consist mostly of public sector data such as energy 

consumption of public buildings and public car park occupancies. The main use of 

these datasets appears to be a somewhat primitive city dashboard and a number of 

interactive maps.   

Data management within the future city Glasgow project appears to be ad hoc. The 

data catalogue doesn’t address the semantic context of its data, although there are 

plans to allow the upload of linked data in the future [148].  This currently limits the 

value of the data hub, as finding datasets is limited to simple search methods, and 

the retrieved data is heterogeneous. This makes it difficult to know what data is 
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available and requires significant effort to homogenise data at the application layer.  

In the initial Technology Strategy Board Future Cities Demonstrator proposal, 

Glasgow indicated it would utilise an ‘urban ontology of asset management’ [149] 

and a 2014 presentation indicates this is still the case [145]. From a review of the 

relevant webpages, it is likely this has manifested in an asset map for Glasgow 

[150], if this is the extent of its utilisation it fails to leverage the majority of the 

benefits which semantics offer; utilising this ontology to contextualise the datasets 

would be a significant improvement. 

2.1.5.2 LONDON 

London is expecting to increase in population by 1 million citizens between 2011 

and 2021, and to continue this acceleration towards 2030 [151]. London is 

considered to be paving the way in smart city technologies [152], in part due to the 

efforts of ‘Transport for London’ [153], [154] such as its oyster card scheme and 

advanced bus network, as well as London’s effort on district heating systems [155]. 

London appears committed to following a smart city agenda with data, technology 

and people at the core [151], [156], [157] in order to tackle challenges such as traffic, 

unemployment, energy supply, waste management and pollution [151]. 

A ‘smart London’ plan was established following an award of £3 million as a runner 

up to Glasgow in the Future Cities Demonstrator competition. This plan describes its 

7 pillars as i) citizens at the core, ii) open data, iii) use of human capital (aka the 

creative class/innovation centric), iv) links between projects, v) innovative projects, 

vi) integrating City Hall, and vii) overall ‘smartness’ [151]. The plan also emphasises 

system of system approach, defining ‘smartness’ as a measure of how the overall 

system functions as a result of its subsystems. 

It is interesting to observe a similar effort to Glasgow and Barcelona in producing a 

centralised repository of data, here referred to as the ‘London Datastore’ [158].  This 

is similar to the Glasgow Data hub in that datasets are accessed via a simple 

search engine, and are tagged with topics, formats and publisher. This is useful as a 

first step in order to make the data available, but could be improved through 

semantic search or an objectoriented API. This approach of providing data as 

separate entities has been described as a ‘bottom up’ approach similar to those in 

Bristol and Leeds [159], but does not recognise the importance of providing a 
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framework to contextualise the data. By unifying the data landscape in a more 

comprehensive way, barriers to its use could be drastically reduced. 

2.1.5.3 BARCELONA 

Recently, Barcelona has been ranked as the top overall smart city in the world by 

Forbes [160] and Juniper Research [161], one of the top 10 by IMechE [152], the 

best example of intelligent city infrastructure by CCLA [162], and the 3rd most 

climateresilient city by Fast Company [163].   Barcelona prides itself on being a 

centre for innovation [163]–[165], and has brought together a number of smart city 

projects into a unified goaloriented strategy [166]. Barcelona’s smart initiatives have 

been grouped into “Smart Governance, Smart Economy, Smart Living and Smart 

People” [167]. This includes all of the typical urban domains, although addressing 

research and tourism within a smart city strategy is novel [168]. 

Within Barcelona’s range of now unified projects, it aims to provide WiFi to all 

citizens, more charging points for electric vehicles, hireable bicycles, government 

eServices, and opportunities to develop apps through open data and hackathons. 

Barcelona’s ‘City OS’ project provides an interoperability and intelligence layer [169], 

which forms one part of BCN’s ‘smart city platform’ alongside Sentilo (which aims to 

capture data) and Applications, in a familiar layered arrangement. The City OS ‘city 

semantics’ module [170] is very interesting, and utilises an ontology to “organize 

data”, and decouple raw data from the applications which use it.  There is also 

significant interest in urban data & resource integration through ontologies & big 

data science from the Barcelona Supercomputing centre [171]. 

Despite its accolades, Barcelona is not without its critics. Moskvitch recently argued 

that Barcelona’s smart interventions appear “bitty and piecemeal”; more like a 

showcase of potential than “part of the fabric of city life” [172]. This resonates some 

of the criticisms of smart cities as a whole; that a bias towards ICT penetration does 

not necessarily improve the underlying city or quality of life for citizens, and 

mandates technical literacy to achieve any benefits. It is imperative therefore, if the 

‘smart city’ trend is to deliver value to citizens and stakeholders, that those people 

and organisations are put first in planning smart interventions, rather than looking 

for opportunities to deploy ICT in a city. 
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2.1.5.4 SINGAPORE 

Another city which has frequented the top of ‘smartest city’ lists is Singapore, which 

has actually launched a ‘smart nation’ initiative in 2014 [173], and has a long history 

of striving to be smart [128]. The initiative has very recently announced a new level 

of sensing deployment with the aim of monitoring public spaces and citizens for 

more comprehensive realtime performance monitoring and predictive analytics 

[174]. This has caused significant privacy concerns, although the political climate is 

significantly different in Singapore to countries where public freedoms are given the 

highest merit, and in that Singaporean stateowned companies are far more 

pervasive than in western societies. 

Smart Nation Singapore is split into 4 initiatives; Health, Living, Mobility, and 

Services [173]. The health initiative includes a personal health portal which 

integrates public health data with data from wearables and nutrition apps. The 

mobility initiative includes the ability to book a selfdriving shuttle from a smartphone 

app, and ‘ondemand’ busses which adapt their routes to suit community demand. 

Research has used Singaporean public transport data to understand mobility 

patterns [175], and used traffic and parking data to assist drivers [176]. Singapore 

also offers a range of open data platforms, including an API based on the 

specifications of the Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network (CKAN), and a 

geospatial API, although these follow the pattern of other ‘data hubs’ in not 

providing a shared schema or framework for the data or semantics, and so 

represents a step change rather than the final state.  

A recent review of Singapore’s Smart Nation program is offered by Chia [177], who 

emphasised the IoT and cyberphysical aspects of the program, and highlighted that 

the main challenge is likely to be societal rather than technological. However, one 

key technological barrier noted is “data heterogeneity”, and the need to support 

many different applications and devices. The main societal issue identified is 

cultural inertia in breaking down information silos and business boundaries, which is 

a common concern in smart city rhetoric. 
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2.1.5.5 NEW YORK 

New York was recently ranked by the Institute of Higher Business Studies of the 

University of Navarra as top city in the world according to their ‘cities in motion’ 

index, which measures sustainability and quality of life, and was ranked as the 

smartest US city, ahead of San Francisco and Boston [178]. This is in spite of New 

York’s low ‘social cohesion’. However, the publicity surrounding smart cities is 

significantly lower in the USA than Europe, despite the US government launching a 

smart cities initiative in September 2015 and adding more than USD$ 80 million of 

investment in September 2016 [179]. The White House has stated that the key 

areas are climate, transportation, public safety, and transforming city services, with 

an emphasis on smartness through communitydriven collaboration. New York is 

also leading an initiative of 21 cities to ensure responsible and equitable deployment 

of smart city technologies. 

A recent report to the president from the President’s Council of Advisors on Science 

and Technology (PCAST) discussed some of the New York based smart 

interventions [59]. These included the New York Fire Department using data mining 

to predict potential fires, based on 7500 factors from 17 city agencies. New York is 

also involved in ‘vision zero’, which aims to use data to reduce the danger of 

“automobilebased transportation systems”. New York is also using data about 

hospital admissions to determine areas of high asthma incidence for air quality 

monitoring purposes. The City of New York has collaborated with Cisco to offer 

‘City24/7’, a tool which integrates data from various hyperlocal sources for display 

on smart screens, located at previously unused street furniture, or by WiFi on 

nearby mobile devices [180]. 

2.1.6 HOW SMART IS TOO SMART? 

As indicated in the previous subsection, smart cities are not without their criticisms 

[181], [182], and as smart cities couple the concepts of digital and purposeful, the 

criticisms can be split into those against digitisation, and those around the purpose 

of smart cities, although the former are more prevalent. These criticisms are now 

introduced and their relevance to this thesis discussed. 
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Firstly, the smart city trend has been criticised for its bias towards ICT [117], [183], 

as this may ignore other, better avenues. For example, planting trees along the 

pavement may offset carbon footprints and improve communities [184], without any 

need for ICT. Next, ICT penetration is often linked with privacy and security issues, 

as more ICT typically means a larger ‘surface of attack’ [185], [186]. ICT penetration 

also requires that citizens be technically literate in order to benefit from the 

intervention, which requires special consideration in order to benefit the elderly and 

those less able to gain ICT skills [187], [188]. There is also great concern amongst 

some that increasing amounts of ICT, and smart metering specifically, leads to 

dangers related to electromagnetic radiation [189], [190], although scientific 

discourse largely discredits these claims [191]–[193]. 

Regarding the purpose of smart cities, some people criticise that smart cities tend to 

over emphasise the economic benefits of interventions and strategies, ignoring the 

societal and environmental impact [183]. Further, smart cities have been criticised 

for being driven by large technology companies, rather than community problems 

[183]. Recent rhetoric has emphasised the central role of citizens in smart cities, 

perhaps in response to this concern. Significant concerns have also been raised 

regarding privacy in relation to surveillance, especially with regards to machine 

intelligence [194] and big data [195]–[197]. Finally, smart cities have been criticised 

for a lack of clear purpose, as city ‘smartness’ cannot then be properly evaluated or 

compared [38]. 

The criticisms raised against smart cities do not invalidate the precedent set for 

striving for ‘smartness’, nor the significant progress made, but they do offer 

invaluable context for the hypothesis and the work to be conducted. Specifically, it is 

clear that the broader context must be considered around the information system 

interventions undertaken, including especially the privacy and security aspects, as 

well as the ethical implications. It is clear that a humancentric view of IS goals 

should be adopted, which should manifest as citizencentric goals wherever 

possible and relevant. This will mandate a rigorous consideration of the value of the 

knowledge produced in terms of realworld problem solutions spaces, as opposed to 

simply identifying where the knowledge may be applied, as this may ignore better 

nonICT solutions to those problems. By using criticisms of the smart city movement 

to guide the conducted work, the vast predicted growth of IoT, smart city, and 
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related markets and technological capability may be affected for the better for 

secure, sustainable, and citizen centric improvements. 

2.1.7 SMART CITIES AS A COMPLEX SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS 

In order to conduct research into intelligent urban management, it is pertinent to 

establish a grounding in the nature of the intelligence to be applied to cities, prior to 

the added complexity of implementing this via ICT interventions. One key field is 

systems theory, which has been widely considered within ‘smart system’ literature 

[198]. Systems theory attempts to understand the behaviour of an entity composed 

of a number of bounded parts, and stems from the more natural observation of 

physical systems [199]. This abstracts cities into systemic conceptualisations of 

interworking parts, through necessary assumptions and simplifications. By 

managing the complexity of cities in a methodical and robust manner, the behaviour 

of cities can be better understood, analysed, and predicted. 

2.1.7.1 INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEM THEORIES 

Von Bertalanffy proposed the original ‘general systems theory’ [199], from which 

systems theory has been developed to suit desired applications, for example 

system dynamics theory focuses on feedback interactions between system 

components [200]. System dynamics uses causal loops and feedback mechanisms 

to model complex systems, and have been used in DSTs for building management 

[200].  Also, Park et al. used system dynamics modelling to investigate designbuild 

strategies in Korea [201], stating that system dynamics allows the application of 

control theory to industrial systems.  Neighbouring the field of systems theory, 

complexity theory focuses on measuring and reducing the uncertainty in a system 

[202] and is derived from axiomatic design. 

Leveraging an understanding of systemic behaviours can be highly beneficial in 

promoting sustainable and resilient solutions. Given this, resilience engineering has 

received much attention in recent years.  Many authors have investigated resilience 

in systems, and frameworks for resilience thinking [203]–[206]. Fiksel defines 

resilience as a property of systems which exhibit certain characteristics, of which 

sustainability is critical [204].  This somewhat vague definition is clarified by Wright 

et al. who define it as the ability to absorb disturbance and consequently reorganise 
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[206].  Hilton et al. extend this to state that resilience is not the purpose of a system 

but rather a characteristic which requires certain functions and features [203], 

concurring with Fiksel.  Urken et al. add further complexity by distinguishing 

between robustness and resilience [205]; robustness is the attribute of functioning 

normally despite disturbance whereas resilience integrates both robustness and 

sustainability, which again concurs with Fiksel. 

Holonic system theory is based on the concept of a dynamic hierarchy of holons, 

where each holon represents an autonomous and selfcontained system, but can 

contain or be contained within other holons, within a flexible hierarchy. In this way 

the holonic approach is a hybrid between the distributed approach where 

autonomous subsystems adapt within a static framework, and the centralized 

approach where subsystem behaviour is prescribed by a supervisory controller. The 

concept aims to balance the objectives of individual systems and the overall system 

of systems, and originates from the Greek words of “holos” and “on”, meaning 

“whole” and “part” respectively [207]. Another recurring concept in the literature is 

the view of cities as ‘emergent’ systems, whereby the nature of the ‘whole’ emerges 

from the nature and interactions of its ‘parts’ [208], which featured in industrial 

systems research before the turn of the century [209].  

2.1.7.2 SMART CITY APPLICATIONS OF SYSTEM THEORIES 

Many recent works have applied system theories within smart city research. For 

example in energy systems [210], the authors stated that using system engineering 

practices can reduce risk in projects, and improve return on investment. Dodgson 

and Gann [3] also advocate the integration of systems of systems. The view of cities 

as complex systems of systems is also expressed by Javidroozi et al. [211], who 

draw parallels between city system integration enterprise system integration. The 

authors use these parallels to propose a business process centric model. Also, they 

highlight the difference between interconnected and integrated, where that latter 

goes beyond exchanging messages, to truly integrate components at a process and 

conceptual level.  

A city can be thought to contain not only technical systems such as an electricity 

grid but also social, economic, environmental and political contexts [5]. There is a 

considerable lack of research which holistically considers cities across multiple 
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systems (resource flow, crime, transport) and contexts [32]. One example of a multi

contextual system of systems model of smart cities is presented in [136], which 

shows how various issues impact across city systems. As well as considering 

systems across STEEP contexts, it is also pertinent to consider cities as 

interworking industries [212], and also as interconnected systems of physical 

infrastructure [213].  

2.1.8 LEVERAGING SYSTEM THEORIES THROUGH DECISION 

SUPPORT AND POWERFUL INTEROPERABILITY 

The empowerment of decision makers through DSTs [34] is critical to smart cities. 

Such a tool must deliver insights which are relevant, timely, accurate, and 

accessible, whilst prioritising user experience. Based on this, current tools such as 

dashboards and reports are lacking [214]. Dashboards tend to display data, trends, 

and possibly highlighted problem areas [215], and are generally either geography

centric [216], or object oriented [217], although the convergence of these would be 

valuable. Further, they typically deliver loworder knowledge such as raw data, 

performance graphs, or infographics. These only hold limited direct value: the user 

must apply expert knowledge and analysis to derive higherorder knowledge and 

business value. This process is unwieldy or impossible in the scenario of optimizing 

across complex, multidiscipline systems of systems.  

Higher order knowledge must be presented to experts, such as contextualised 

problems, suggested actions, and their implications, through multicriteria analyses 

[218], based on realtime data from many sensors across enterprise systems. These 

next generation decision support systems require the use of advanced applications 

[219]. Optimization, simulation and artificial intelligence are mature examples [221], 

but are underused in this domain. Multiagent systems are also highly relevant, as 

they are able to balance local and global objectives through emergence, respect 

information privacy, and be highly scalable [222]. There is a clear gap of intuitive 

higherorder knowledge delivery tools in the domain. Also, deploying these 

applications across in vivo sensor networks and enterprise systems requires 

seamless and powerful interoperability. In recent times this has been proposed 

through data warehousing, but this doesn’t address several key issues, so more 
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modern approaches have arisen, such as scalable NoSQL systems [223] and 

semantic data lakes [224]–[226].  

In order to systematically leverage ICT optimally, it is critical to adopt appropriate 

domain conceptualisations in building decision support software. This requires a 

careful consideration of the role of technology alongside business processes and 

physical infrastructure. Whilst this is already a part of software requirements 

engineering [227], further progress is required to truly integrate heterogeneous 

technological and physical subsystems with social and business systems. For 

example, Hefnawy et al. [228] propose a lifecycle based smart city framework for 

service integration, and highlight the importance to integrate heterogeneous 

resources. Also, the DAREED project has developed a knowledgebased decision 

support system which uses multiobjective optimisation and prioritises integration 

with business processes across stakeholders [229]. This integration of perspectives 

is also the emphasis of research by Liu et al. [230], following their extensive review 

into decision support. They also indicate that common models and aligned 

semantics are essential to achieve a multifaceted integration including services and 

processes, and also highlight that knowledgebased systems are a key enabling 

technology for this integration.  Finally, Blomqvist [231] also strongly advocate for 

semantic technologies as a means to provide integration and intelligence for 

decision support. 

2.1.9 DELIVERING ‘SMART’ THROUGH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

AND SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES 

In order to provide the most valuable decision support possible, software should 

derive insights from the data which are aligned with the target business processes. 

This is central to the ‘smart’ of smart cities, and draws on many fields of research. 

This section briefly provides an overview of some of advanced applications from 

these fields, and builds an argument for the need to support these applications 

through IoT and semantic technologies in order to realise their potential. 

A spectrum of intelligent computing is provided by Sheth et al. [232], who compare 

concepts such as artificial intelligence, ambient intelligence, and cognitive 

computing, where the difference is the degree of humancentricity. Artificial 

intelligence has also evolved for competency at specific tasks, such as selfdriving 
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cars. The role of artificial intelligence in Smart Cities has been broadly noted [23], 

[26], [30], [233]–[236], and is often accompanied with semantic technologies. 

Some of the (not mutually exclusive) fields of research which may be leveraged by 

smart cities include optimisation, artificial intelligence, cognitive computing [236], 

machine learning [237], fuzzy systems [234], neural networks [235], and agent

based systems [238]. Identifying all promising avenues of research in this area is out 

of scope, but multiagent systems are considered especially pertinent. 

The use of agency and distributed intelligence is a significant trend within smart 

cities, which involves a virtual network of intelligent and autonomous controllers 

(modelled as software agents). This allows the management intelligence to be 

modularized and hence more adaptable, resilient and scalable than in centralized 

approaches [239]. In a multiagent system approach, complete knowledge of the 

system is not required at any individual node, but each system component acts 

autonomously towards a set of predefined goals to optimize the overall system’s 

performance [240]. Software agents can interact and communicate with their 

environment and with other agents via predefined interfaces. The behaviours of 

agents are conditioned by their individual goals, which can be in cooperation or in 

competition with the goals of other agents. The behaviour of the overall system then 

emerges as a result of the behaviours of its agents. By designing the agents, their 

interactions and their goals carefully, this emergent nature can be leveraged to 

optimize the performance of the overall system. In order for this emergent behaviour 

to manifest properly, it is imperative that agents are able to communicate effectively, 

which has led to the widespread use of ontologies in agentoriented programming, 

as a common vocabulary for agents to use in exchanging messages. 

As each agent autonomously acts with the knowledge available to it, the failure or 

introduction of components or communication pathways does not cause total 

system failure, leading to the approach’s powerful resilience through adaptability 

[31], [88], [91], [241]–[245]. Further, as intelligence and computing power is 

provided at each agent, the approach is more scalable than centralized control as 

the computing power available will increase alongside the complexity of the system.  

This paradigm suits the nature of IoT well, as a core feature of IoT is its highly 

distributed and heterogeneous nature. 
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Given the recent acceleration of IoT, this represents a transformative data 

ecosystem which could be leveraged by artificial intelligence, if issues around 

interoperability, scalability and veracity are overcome. The need for convergence 

between the fields of information systems and artificial intelligence was noted before 

1990 by Brodie [246], but he stated in 2011 that almost no progress had been made 

[247], and this inertia continues to the present day. 

2.1.10 KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE AS A CRITICAL ENABLER OF 

LEVERAGING SYSTEM THEORIES 

In order to deliver advanced applications which integrate heterogeneous systems, it 

is required to align the syntax, data formats, semantics, logic, and overall domain 

perspectives, of the constituent systems’ data. This mandates a comprehensive, 

powerful, and seamless knowledge management solution in order to achieve truly 

smart cities. Such knowledge management clearly requires highly effective methods 

of creating, exchanging, and utilising system knowledge. As an extension of 

systems theories within the modern era of ICT, there has been much progress 

towards capturing systemic knowledge in formal, machineinterpretable descriptions 

of cities [46], [231], [248]–[252]. This is a critical requirement for the leveraging of 

system theories, as the application of intelligent system management approaches 

mandates communication between agents which is seamless, powerful, and 

comprehensive [208], [253]. 

This need for powerful communication is a core benefit of the semantic web, and 

can be observed in literature regarding communication theory [43]. Specifically, the 

role of communication can be divided into three parts; the composition of the 

message from an agent’s conceptualisation of an observation, the exchange of that 

message between agents, and finally the ‘consumption of’ and ‘value derivation 

from’ the message by another agent. Given this understanding, the role of 

interoperability, and semantics, in facilitating this process is clear. System 

components must be able to do more than simply exchange data, in order to 

interact in the more complex ways which are required to leverage complex system 

theory knowledge in smart cities. Arguably, The Internet of Things does not 

currently consider this powerful interoperability, despite striving to address 

interoperability challenges. This is discussed more in Section 2.1.10, and Section 

2.3 identifies that semantic technologies address this need by utilising description 
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logic and axiomisation to capture expressive machineinterpretable descriptions of 

systems. 

2.2 INTERNET OF THINGS: THE CANVAS FOR SMART 

Recent years have seen unprecedented growth in wireless and mobile devices, low

cost sensors, ubiquitous connectivity, and network communication speeds. This has 

led to a boom in the number of webconnected devices, with an anticipated global 

market impact of $11.1 trillion per annum by 2025 [20]. Alongside a growing 

acceptance of pervasive technology, this has caused a vast change in the 

integration of the cyber and physical domains [254]. This is widely acknowledged 

around the world through the concept of an Internet of Things. Whilst such 

connectivity is not a new concept, the scale and nature of the interconnectivity has 

accelerated recently due to the increasing penetration of technology in all areas of 

life, fuelled by reducing costs associated with hardware, improving communication 

networks, and strong economic, social, and political drivers for change [255]. This 

has led to the coagulation of various paradigms such as machinetomachine 

communication, smart everything, and industry 4.0, through the concept of an 

Internet of Things. The growth of this field is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, which 

indicate that academic interest in the field has grown exponentially from circa 2009, 

with popular interest following from circa 2013. 

 

Figure 4: Growth in Google search popularity of IoT 
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technologies, which in the short term requires highlevel endorsement, successful 

examples of innovation, and accessible stepchange solutions. 

This section constructs an argument for the existence and significance of the gap in 

IoT which this thesis aims to address. Firstly, the section offers an overview of IoT 

platforms and interventions in smart cities, followed by clearly identifying a key 

challenge in IoT technologies, before describing the existing work in this space, and 

finally some further considerations which must be considered, and are relevant to 

the application layer challenge observed. 

2.2.1 LEVERAGING IOT IN SMART CITY INTERVENTIONS 

Some of the key domains, or verticals, where IoT provides value in smart systems 

are energy, water, environmental monitoring, mobility, health, governance, waste, 

food, manufacturing, agriculture, wearables, homes, and other buildings, to name a 

few [18], [22], [257], [258]. IoT will also enable transformative change in information 

systems and business intelligence applications, with impact across all domains. The 

potential value of IoT has been broadly disseminated, so this section will only briefly 

touch on this before progressing to the primary identified challenge.  

The UK government has identified 5 target sectors for IoT value: transport, energy, 

healthcare, agriculture, and buildings [22]. AIOTI has identified 10 IoT domains, 

which includes those targeted by the UK government [258] and points to some 

example research.  Within the smart health domain, AIOTI points to the BUTLER 

SmartHealth trial, and the iCore pilot at Trento hospital, which aims to track portable 

equipment locations and usage for predictive capabilities. RFID technology has 

been especially touted for such applications, and is a key enabling technology for 

IoT [256]. Other medical IoT use cases include patientsensing (both inpatient and 

outpatient) [256], communitybased pervasive healthcare [259], and ambient 

assisted living [260]. 

A great deal of literature has considered the application of IoT in smart grids [261]–

[264]. Karnouskos emphasised the cyberphysical nature of this paradigm [261], and 

also highlights the business value of this evolution of energy systems. Yun and 

Yuxin describe their perception of IoT features in the context of smart grids: 

comprehensive sensing, reliable transmission, and intelligent processing [263]. They 
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provide a brief overview of some applications of IoT in smart grids, primarily in terms 

of telemetry and systems integration. Bui et al. provide a more detailed analysis of 

smart grid use cases [262], such as asset management, network performance 

monitoring and reporting, system reconfiguration, and integration of DERs. Whilst 

these works offer some basic context, IoT is likely to transform the energy industry, 

in part through demandside management [83], as IoT could be a key enabler for 

integrating smart meters, inhome displays, consumption sensors and domestic 

DERs.  

2.2.2 IOT PLATFORMS IN SMART CITIES 

Two groups of IoT research in smart cities can be identified: platforms which 

support IoT interventions, and action research alongside industrial partners to 

implement and observe IoT in their systems. This section described work on the 

former, with the latter group discussed in the following section. 

Many examples exist of IoT platforms aiming to coordinate data management in 

smart cities [265]–[268]. The CityPulse project [269] emphasises scalable IoT stream 

processing, and includes semantic tagging of streams, but this is based only on a 

simple ontology describing the domain of data and event streams, rather than 

contextualising the data through a model of the target sociotechnical system. The 

ALMANAC project [266] proposed a service oriented architecture for the collection 

and analysis of near real time information, and again boasted semantic 

interoperability. The ALMANAC platform went beyond the semantic modelling 

conducted in CityPulse to include domain concepts, such as their ontology for water 

applications [270], but this only described 6 types of object, so again lacked domain 

contextualisation. The RERUM project again proposed an IoT framework, but 

emphasised its security and privacy aspects [267]; this again utilised a semantic 

model, but only described the cyberphysical nature of implemented IoT systems, 

and not the underlying sociotechnical system. As well as IoT platforms, the role of 

standards in enabling interoperability is critical, and one effort which accomplishes 

this in an accessible and open manner, whilst incorporating semantic extensibility, is 

the Hypercat standard [47]. 
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Table 1: Summary of previous IoT platforms and projects 

Project 

Acronym 

Description Keywords 

CityPulse 

[269] 

Combines a knowledgebased approach with 

reliability testing to provide a platformbased smart 

city IoT applications. 

IoT, platform, 

Analytics, Big 

Data 

ALMANAC 

[18] 

IoT platform which collects, aggregates, and 

analyses realtime or near realtime data from 

heterogeneous sensors and actuators to support 

Smart City processes. 

IoT, platform, 

semantic 

interoperability, 

SOA 

RERUM 

[267] 

Smart city IoT platform with an emphasis on 

security, and coping with heterogeneity.  

IoT, resilience, 

cybersecurity 

VITAL 

[271] 

Heterogeneous IoT system and service integration 

project. 

IoT, platform, 

applications, 

interoperability 

TRESCIMO 

[272] 

Test beds for IoT innovation in Europe and in South 

Africa. 

IoT, M2M, 

resilience 

 

  

ClouT 

[273] 

Cloud Computing project aiming to bridge IoT with 

‘Internet of People’, emphasis on effective 

integration. 

IoT, platform, 

service

oriented 

SMARTIE 

[274] 

Security, privacy and trust project for consumer IoT 

data. 

IoT, 

cybersecurity 

FIESTA 

[275] 

IoT platform for heterogeneous IoT technology 

integration. Emphasis on a semanticsbased 

solution and providing more than just software 

outputs. 

IoT, 

interoperability,  

2.2.3 APPLICATION LAYER INTEROPERABILITY CHALLENGE 

The Industrial Internet Consortium has recently published their view of the industrial 

Internet; decomposing the space into physical systems and functional domains, the 

latter of which is then represented as a business domain above three parallel 

domains: operations, information, and application, with a control domain then 
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 Context, meaning and provenance (semantics) of the resources and data 

 Trust of all of the former aspects 

2.2.4 OVERVIEW OF THE EMERGING STANDARDS LANDSCAPE 

IoT interoperability standards are being defined by the industrial alliances and 

standards development organisations outlined in Table 2. The relevant application 

layer offerings from these organisations are summarised in Table 3. Table 3 lists the 

most pertinent offerings, rather than IoT standards such as IP, MQTT, CoAP etc., as 

these are only relevant to the lower IoT layers, so are complementary to application

layer standards. It is important to observe that 9 of 14 of the offerings have been 

updated since June 2016, and IEEE states that 80 of its standards are related to 

IoT, which highlights the pace and relevance of the IoT interoperability space at 

present. 

Table 2: Key IoT alliances and standards development organisations 

Organisati

on Name 

SD

O
2
 

Total 

Member

s
3
 

Key Members Comments 

AIOTI   Cisco, IBM, Intel, Samsung, Vodafone, 

Philips 

European focus 

AllSeen 

Alliance 

 137 Honeywell, Microsoft, Panasonic, 

Sony, Qualcomm 

Open source code-base; de-facto SDO 

Hypercat 

Alliance 

 1100
4

 Flexeye, IBM, Intel, Cisco, BSI, KPMG Application layer and discoverability focus 

IIC  245 GE, IBM, Cisco, AT&T, Intel Guiding IIoT SDO efforts 

IPSO 

Alliance 

 38 Google, Oracle, Bosch, Intel, Texas 

Instruments 

Protocol and data layer focus 

Thread 

Group 

 215 Google, Dell, LG, Samsung, Qualcomm Domestic use cases only, networking focus 

IETF ●    

ITU-T ● 268  Has specific IoT group (SG20), part of ITU, 

focused on smart cities 

OASIS ● 278 IBM, Cryptosoft, Microsoft Information modelling focus 

                                                 
2
 Standards development organisation 

3
 Based on publicly displayed information at time of writing 

4
 Individual members 
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OCF ● 224 Intel, Qualcomm, Cisco, Microsoft, GE 

Digital, IBM 

Sponsors IoTivity and includes UPnP, 

application layer focus 

OGC ● 520 IBM, Oracle, Google, Airbus, Bentley Geospatial data focus 

OMG ● 268 Microsoft, Airbus, AT&T, IBM, NASA, 

W3C 

Information modelling focus 

One M2M ● 237 ETSI, CEN, Intel, Cisco, IBM  

OPC ● 442 Microsoft, IBM, Bosch Industry 4.0 focus 

W3C ● 417 Google, Intel, IBM, Cisco, Oracle, 

Microsoft, Apple, SAP 

 

Table 3: Key application layer interoperability and discoverability offerings 

Offering Name  Organisation Endorsement Last known update 

Hypercat Standard Hypercat, BSI Approved Jun16 

WoT, TD W3C Draft Sep16 

Semantic web standards W3C Approved Mar13 

SensorThings API part 1 OGC Approved Jul16 

Core Framework OCF Draft Dec15 

XMPP-XEP-0347 XSF Experimental Nov15 

AllJoyn Framework AllSeen Alliance N/A Aug16 

CoRE resource Directory IETF Draft Jul16 

Service Layer Core Protocol Specification OneM2M Approved
5
 Aug16 

Web-Enabled DDS OMG Adopted Beta Apr15 

CAMP OASIS Draft Sep16 

Weave, Thread, Brillo Google N/A Oct16 

Bip WOT.io N/A Dec15 

Zetta Apigee N/A Oct16 

 

The AllSeen Alliance and the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF6) are especially 

pertinent organisations, although these mainly address interoperability at the lower 

layers of the ‘IoT stack’. This contrasts the Hypercat approach, which enables 

interoperability at the application level. Historically, the OCF work directly rivalled 

that of the AllSeen Alliance, although their recent union changed the landscape 

significantly. OneM2M also aims to offer a unified endtoend IoT solution, and has 

published approaches for integration with both the OCF and AllSeen standards. 

                                                 
5
 Not yet approved by ‘Type 1’ partners 

6
 The OCF is the recently rebranded Open Interconnect Consortium, and now includes the ubiquitous UPnP standard, and the 

IoTivity open source reference implementation of its specifications. 
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However, along with OASIS, these organisations all primarily focus on lower layer 

communication. 

Google is not directly supporting these initiatives; instead it is focusing on its 

Weave, Brillo, and Thread offerings, primarily for smart home. Whilst the Thread 

group has recently allied with OCF, the nature of this relationship remains to be 

seen. It is relevant though that Google is a member of W3C, which has recently 

allied with the Hypercat consortium to progress a shared vision. The semantic web 

standards of W3C such as SPARQL and RDF are not considered as IoT standards, 

but are highly relevant to this thesis. Another major market player, Apple, is not 

contributing to these open efforts and is focusing on inward innovation in its 

HomeKit products, directly rivalling Google. Also, the CAMP standard of OASIS is 

limited to tasks such as deploying, stopping, starting, and updating applications, 

rather than resource discovery, so is not considered further. 

Four of the offerings in Table 3 are open source code bases, including the AllJoyn 

Framework, and the significantly smaller Bip and Zetta offerings, which are still 

relevant albeit not likely to represent competition for AllJoyn.  As open source 

projects, none of these would undergo a formal standardisation process, which 

weakens their credibility somewhat.  

2.2.5 RELEVANT LOWER LAYER INTEROPERABILITY STANDARDS 

This section briefly introduces the aspects of key comprehensive IoT standards 

relevant to application layer interoperability. This omits many IoT standards which 

exist only at the lower layers of the IoT stack, such as MQTT, HTTP etc., which are 

not directly relevant to this thesis. Firstly the relevant aspects of the endtoend 

solution by OneM2M are addressed, followed by the relevant aspects of the work by 

OCF and the AllSeen Alliance, which all emphasise the lower layer machinecentric 

aspects of interoperability.  

OneM2M aims to provide an endtoend solution for IoT interoperability; it only 

provides guidance on using the endtoend solution to address this problem. 

Application layer interoperability is mentioned in the OneM2M application 

developer’s guide TR0025 [278], but this functionality is described in the context of 

endtoend OneM2M systems, an unlikely situation in most scenarios. 
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The OneM2M TS0004 specification [279] defines communication protocols, data 

formats, and interfaces for applications, based on the architecture specified in TS

0001 [280], although this operates at the middle of the OneM2M 3layered stack of 

‘network’, ‘common services’, ‘applications’. Further, the resources considered are 

primarily machine resources such as control policies, schedules, and memory, 

rather than application domain ‘Things’ such as sensors, cars, buildings. The 

current suite of OneM2M standards are situated alongside the AllJoyn and OIC 

offerings; closer to the communication and networking levels of interoperability, 

rather than the application layer. 

The OCF has drafted a core specification that aims to achieve “resourcebased 

interactions among IoT artefacts”, based on a RESTful API, such that each physical 

object has a URI and an API for interaction. The standard also defines endpoint and 

resource discovery, primarily based on the CoAP protocol. OIC resource type 

definitions include the properties Name (human readable; mandatory), location 

(JSON object which contain lat, long; optional), location name (human readable; 

optional), currency (optional), and region (optional). OCF defines 3 types of 

resource discovery: direct, indirect, and presence based, where only direct 

discovery is mandatory. Given that remote discovery is not mandated by the OCF 

standard, it is not well suited for the application layer challenge identified. Also, the 

approach is not well suited for semantic web integration due to the recommendation 

that RAML and JSON Schema be used for defining resource types. 

The AllSeen Alliance has produced the AllJoyn Framework; a body of code which 

facilitates the development of applications which can discover and interoperate with 

varied nearby devices. Whilst perceived in a similar space to application layer 

interoperability, this framework differs fundamentally in that it is intended for local 

networks, where data is transported directly by WiFi, Ethernet etc. The solution 

does offer a ‘Gateway Agent’ which aims to support cloudbased use cases, but this 

is supplementary to the core objective. Given this, this offering does not aim to 

address the challenge identified. The AllJoyn Framework supports Thing discovery 

through selfannouncement on a local network, and includes an ‘interface definition’ 

which specifies the properties which should be shared, such as ‘friendly names’, 

‘supported languages’, and ‘service port number’. Knowledge of these properties 

may be useful in further defining the W3C Thing Description model.  
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2.2.6 APPLICATION LAYER DISCOVERABILITY AND 

INTEROPERABILITY 

This section describes the standards and initiatives surrounding application layer 

interoperability, and discusses the relevance and merits of each offering. Firstly, the 

BSI Hypercat standard is described, followed by the W3C Web of Things 

framework. Offerings from OGC, XMPP, and IETF are then discussed. 

2.2.6.1 HYPERCAT 

Hypercat aims to facilitate application layer interoperability to accelerate 

collaborative IoT innovation. The Hypercat standard [47] provides RDFlike 

mechanisms for this in a highly accessible, lightweight, flexible and extensible 

manner, and has been adopted by BSI following its development through 2 Innovate 

UK projects and collaboration through the Hypercat Alliance. The Hypercat standard 

describes 3 aspects: i) a mandatory data format, ii) an API specification, and iii) 

other suggested extensions for common use cases. 

The central tenet of Hypercat is the mandatory file format, which requires that a 

Hypercat server must return a catalogue of resources in a specific JSON format. 

The Hypercat standard also suggests a REST style API, and an example keybased 

authentication method. The standard also suggests extensions to this such as 

subscription, further security options, various search methods, a means to integrate 

Hypercat into the linked data and semantic web ecosystem further, and finally a 

method for describing the usage licence under which a described item is provided. 

Hypercat is being leveraged across UK cities such as London, Bristol, Milton 

Keynes, and Manchester. The recent announcement of the use of Hypercat in the 

£10M smarter Manchester project ‘CityVerve’ shows that Hypercat has ongoing 

support. This, coupled with the adoption of Hypercat by BSI, and the recent 

agreement to collaborate with W3C towards a shared vision, leads to the 

recommendation that Hypercat represents the best modular approach to application 

level IoT interoperability at present. 
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2.2.6.2 WEB OF THINGS AND THING DESCRIPTION MODEL (WORLD 

WIDE WEB CONSORTIUM) 

The W3C Web of Things Interest Group was launched following a workshop in June 

2014 which was hosted in the context of the COMPOSE EC FP7 research project, 

and has recently become a full W3C working group.  The group has published a 

draft WoT architecture, and a draft document of WoT “current practices” [277], 

although these remain very much ‘works in progress’. These include a “Thing 

Description” model, and a “Scripting API”. The W3C “Thing Description” model is an 

RDF based description of ‘things’, and uses a lightweight vocabulary to describe a 

thing’s metadata, security, communication methods, properties, actions, and events. 

The WoT work is based on the existing standards of W3C, as is the Hypercat 

solution, so they are compatible. These models are compared in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 7: Comparison between WoT Thing Metadata and Hypercat Item descriptions 

2.2.6.3 SENSORTHINGS API (OPEN GEOSPATIAL CONSORTIUM) 

The OGC SensorThings API [281] is an IoTspecific development of their Sensor 

Web Enablement (SWE) standards, and is split into two parts: sensors and 

actuators, the latter of which has not yet been published. This frames the IoT in a 

manner which ignores virtual ‘things’, such as BIM models, virtual resources, and 

‘soft’ sensors. The alignment with the OGC observations and measurement (O&M) 

standards may be beneficial to environmental reporting agencies which are already 

familiar with the model, but may be seen as unnecessary complexity to IoT 

developers with different use cases. The data model of the SensorThings API is 

shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 8: SensorThings API entities 

Only a subset of the properties are mandatory in describing a thing: local id, selfLink 

(URL), navigationLink (URL), name, description (human readable), and properties. 

The approach assumes that sensor data will be retrieved via the same service 

which provides discoverability, which may be unsuitable. The approach doesn’t lend 

itself to semantic web integration, due to the less expressive entityrelationship 

modelling. 

2.2.6.4 XMPPXEP0347 (XMPP STANDARDS FOUNDATION) 

The XEP standards are extensions of the Extensible Messaging and Presence 

Protocol (XMPP), standardised by the XMPP standards foundation. XMPPXEP

03467 is an extension to support IoT discovery. The standard is more focused on 

the installation and configuration phase of IoT Things, and includes 17 use cases 

surrounding the topic of IoT discovery, including the finding of a ‘thing registry’, and 

searching for public things in a registry. The search functionality accepts XML 

serialised tagvalue search terms. The reliance on XML serialisation is detrimental 

to usage in IoT due to verbosity, with Hypercat offering a more lightweight 

approach. The reliance on tag ‘codes’ such as ‘LAT’, ‘LON’ is also poorly aligned 

with technologies, as the use of a URI predicate would leverage well accepted W3C 
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standards better. The snippets below show an example search query and response 

from a Thing Registry respectively [282]: 

Search query: 

 <iq type='get' 
       from='curious@example.org/client' 
       to='discovery.example.org' 
       id='9'> 
      <search xmlns='urn:xmpp:iot:discovery' offset='0' maxCount='20'> 
          <strEq name='MAN' value='www.ktc.se'/> 
          <strEq name='MODEL' value='IMC'/> 
          <strMask name='SN' value='39487*' wildcard='*'/> 
          <numRange name='V' min='1' minIncluded='true' max='2' maxIncluded='false'/> 
          <numRange name='LON' min='-72' minIncluded='true' max='-70' 
maxIncluded='true'/> 
          <numRange name='LAT' min='-34' minIncluded='true' max='-33' 
maxIncluded='true'/> 
      </search> 
   </iq> 

 

Query response: 

<iq type='result' 
       from='discovery.example.org' 
       to='curious@example.org/client' 

       id='9'> 
      <found xmlns='urn:xmpp:iot:discovery' more='false'> 
          <thing owner='owner@example.org' jid='thing@example.org'> 
             <str name='SN' value='394872348732948723'/> 
             <str name='MAN' value='www.ktc.se'/> 
             <str name='MODEL' value='IMC'/> 
             <num name='V' value='1.2'/> 
             <str name='CLASS' value='PLC'/> 
             <num name='LON' value='-71.519722'/> 
             <num name='LAT' value='-33.008055'/> 
          </thing> 
          ... 

      </found> 
   </iq> 

2.2.6.5 CORE RESOURCE DIRECTORY (INTERNET ENGINEERING TASK 

FORCE) 

The CoRE Resource Directory of IETF is a working document which aims to support 

remote discovery of resources in M2M applications, by defining interfaces for CRUD 

functions of a Resource Directory. A Resource Directory contains a set of endpoint 

descriptions, which are locations through which resources can be accessed, and 

which can be conceptually aggregated into groups and domains, as shown in Figure 

8. The approach only requires that endpoint names be unique within a domain, 
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which contrasts the URIbased approach of Hypercat and W3C. The response 

format following a GET request to a Resource Directory is shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: IETF resource directory information model 

 

Figure 10: IETF response format to resource and endpoint lookups 

Overall the IETF approach offers some advantages in constrained IoT 

environments, but isn’t well suited to application layer and platform layer 

interoperability, where human readability would be favourable, and a standardised 

encoding, like Hypercat’s JSON, would be a benefit. 

2.2.7 DATA QUALITY, SECURITY AND PRIVACY IN IOT 

A critical barrier to the adoption of IoT is the perceived security and privacy risks 

[22], and IoT is at the heart of many of the security and privacy concerns around 

smart cities. This section briefly reviews some of the specific concerns, measures, 

and gaps in mitigating this, as well as briefly considering data quality. 
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A great deal of relevant literature has emerged recently [283]–[291], for example the 

good discussion regarding IoT security and privacy concerns by Atamli and Martin 

[287]. They identify the following threat sources: malicious users, bad 

manufacturers, and external adversaries. They identify the following attack vectors: 

device tampering, information disclosure, privacy breach, denialofservice, 

spoofing, elevation of privilege, signal injection, and sidechannel attacks. Gayathri 

et al. [283] outline their perceived attack vectors: physical attacks, side channel 

attacks, cryptanalysis, software attacks, network attacks, disclosure of data, 

breaching privacy, denialofservice, spoofing, privilege elevation, and signal 

injection. Nurse et al. consider a different perspective of attack vectors, based on 

insider threats [285], where they provide a detailed account of 16 modified attack 

vectors. Ren et al. adopt a very interesting approach to attack vector descriptions, 

using ontological modelling [292].  

Fremantle et al. observe that traditional rolebased security is poorly suited to IoT, 

due to the number of devices, the distributed nature of control and agency, and the 

need for privilege delegation [286]. Another critical consideration is that integrating 

IoT into existing systems results in more complex and frequently changing systems, 

adding security issues [283]. These challenges are, broadly, still open issues, so the 

present work will endeavour to use best practice. 

Cybersecurity fundamentally aims to control access to information, services, and 

physical facilities, through concepts such as authorization and authentication [293]. 

(ISC)2, the leading cybersecurity consortium, has stated 10 best practices for secure 

software development [294]:  

1. Protect the Brand Your Customers Trust  

2. Know Your Business and Support it with Secure Solutions  

3. Understand the Technology of the Software  

4. Ensure Compliance to Governance, Regulations, and Privacy  

5. Know the Basic Tenets of Software Security  

6. Ensure the Protection of Sensitive Information  

7. Design Software with Secure Features  
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8. Develop Software with Secure Features  

9. Deploy Software with Secure Features  

10. Educate Yourself and Others on How to Build Secure Software 

These overarching practices should be specialised for the unique challenges which 

IoT presents [295]. Fremantle et al. restate this, and propose the use of OAuth for 

scalability alongside MQTT and TLS [286]. They also recommend standardization of 

OAuth2 usage mechanisms for IoT, but identify the scale of work required for this. 

Nurse et al. recommend future research towards i) better documentation of attack 

vectors, ii) investigation of how mobile device practices can be extended for IoT, iii) 

investigation of business societal policies, and iv) ethical and legal issues [285]. 

Vasilomanolakis et al. [291] review security measures taken in several leading edge 

IoT architecture research projects, which are summarised in Table 4 below. This 

demonstrates the emphasis to date on lowerlayer security, rather than device and 

application security, and resilience and privacy issues. Abomhara and Køien note 

the recent advances in access control, around the “socalled usage control”, which 

allows more finegrained control over thing usage, and a spatial approach which 

captures the geographical nature of threats in highly distributed systems [288]. 

Table 4: Security measures taken in several leading edge IoT architectures [291] 

Project Security Measures 

IoTA Network security: Key exchange & management component, using IP 

Security tunnels between gateways. 

Identity management: Authentication, authorization, and attribute

based access control modules. 

Also: Pseudonymisation module, trust and reputation module (thing 

trust only, not data), fault handling model 

BeTaaS Separate mechanisms for each layer of its IoT stack. 

Network security: Key management component, with certificate 

authority. Also; directory service for crossorganisation scenarios, and 

elliptic Curve Cryptography for constrained devices 

Identity management: Authentication component, with gateway and 

application scenarios, based on OAuth. Separate authorization 

component. 
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Trust: Dedicated component which aggregates metrics about security 

mechanisms, QoS, and battery load etc. 

Also: Resilience component 

OpenIoT Network security: HTTP with TLS protocol, also allowing for IPSec 

tunnels 

Identity management: Central service based on OAuth, with 

authorization based on the RBAC model. 

Trust: Trust module correlates proximal sensors to produce trust 

labels, although full method is unclear. 

Also: Resilience is approached through an inventory of things, which 

restructures the connections in the event of failure. 

IoT@Work Network security: Extensible Authentication Protocol for lowerlayer 

security 

Identity management: Authentication is provided by network security, 

authorization is provided by CapabilityBased Access Control. 

Resilience: Network slice approach, which virtualises network links 

and promotes robustness. 

  

It is important to recognise that a onesizefitsall solution to security is not 

appropriate; every organisation and use case warrants a unique consideration. It is 

also important to recognise that IoTenabled does not imply openness to any extent, 

it only states a paradigm adoption and implies a set of technologies to choose from 

in system design. 

2.2.8 INTEGRATING LEGACY SYSTEMS IN IOT SYSTEMS 

Whilst IoT may hold significant value, the transition period of adopting these 

technologies must be well considered, which requires a robust means of integrating 

existing and outdated systems with modern IoT technologies within businesses 

[296], [297]. This section briefly discusses some of the challenges and latest 

solutions in this space.  

At a high level, Khoshafian outlines 5 key challenges in modernising legacy systems 

[298]: 
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 IT systems grow in an incremental manner over time 

 They represent very significant investments 

 They are typically difficult to change 

 The majority of IT budget is used on mandatory routine operations 

 Upgrading legacy systems typically consumes more than 75% of IT spend 

Beyond this list, Gaiser et al. state that the challenges include maintaining security, 

and ensuring scalability [299] and they propose a set of  best practices, including: 

 Start with a dedicated team 

 Prioritise requirements engineering 

 Understand the sensor data to be collected 

 Design the network infrastructure 

 Check the operating environment 

 Enshrine cybersecurity principles 

 Plan for scalability 

 Ensure a support model is in place 

These sources provide useful background context to this important challenge, and 

acknowledges that integrating legacy systems with the latest technology has been 

an ongoing issue for decades. Similar challenges and rhetoric to that surrounding 

IoT integration are observed in the literature regarding earlier technology 

innovations, such as when serviceoriented architectures were the ‘latest 

technology’ [300], and even earlier at the popularisation of Java [301].  

As IT and OT technologies are widely varied across industries and all permutations 

cannot be covered here, the case of integrating IoT with SCADA systems will be 

considered further, as a significant issue in utilities and mass transit organisations, 

amongst many others. Sajid et al. offer a brief review of IoTSCADA system security 

and identify current challenges [13]. Fahrion makes a number of recommendations 

towards an industrial IoT beyond SCADA: separate data producers and consumers, 

nurture a collaborative ecosystem, use edge processing to upgrade data to 

information, adopt IoT protocols, and adopt overlay networks [297]. He also 

advocates for the use of semantic data models, as they empower application 

developers. This role of semantic models is also noted by IEEE within smart grids 

[15]. These concepts of overlay networks which provide rapid time to market without 
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disrupting existing processes and using semantic models to integrate aspects of IT 

and OT with advanced applications, is embodied throughout the present thesis. 

2.3 DELIVERING INTELLIGENCE: THE ROLE OF SEMANTIC 

TECHNOLOGIES 

The internet has been a revolutionary technology in all aspects of modern life, since 

its first conception some 30 years ago by Sir Tim BernersLee, based on the use of 

Uniform Resource Identifiers, HTML, and HTTP [302]. The introduction of user

generated content such as through Wikipedia or Facebook, caused a shift in the 

paradigm of the internet from being information serving, to a platform for 

connectivity and exchange of ideas, encapsulated through the term ‘Web 2.0’ [303]. 

This has since been superseded in research through web 3.0 and semantic 

technologies [304], which was again proposed by Sir Tim BernersLee and W3C, 

and aims to better define the meaning of information on the web. 

The semantic web adds abstraction layers above existing web technologies to 

enable machines to understand the meaning and context of content. This is 

achieved in practice through the Resource Description Framework, Web Ontology 

Language, SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language, and Semantic Web Rule 

Language. Adding this layer of abstraction above data enables many more 

advanced applications, and simplifies application development by decoupling the 

data collection and representation from the building of software which derives value 

from it. However, despite the capabilities of the semantic web, it has not enjoyed the 

success of previous web iterations [305], which Ismail and Shaikh have discussed 

very recently [306]. They propose that the semantic web needs to embody the same 

core traits of the original web: heterogeneity, distributed and crowdsourced, and 

usercentricity.  

The semantic web community has fostered the development of standards and 

technologies which allow better cooperation between human and machine 

intelligence, which is at the core of the smart city value proposition. Further, it has 

been broadly stated that more research is needed on application layer 

interoperability in the IoT field [23], [307], which the semantic web is well placed to 

address. Therefore, the role of this important technology is considered in this 

section, including a consideration of the value it may bring, and challenges and 
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opportunities to its integration with IoT, smart city, and advanced application 

concepts. Firstly, an introduction is given to semantic modelling, before reviewing 

some existing progress towards integrating this with IoT concepts. Next, this 

approach is compared to traditional alternatives, and is considered alongside the 

linked data and big data fields. A gap is then proposed of ontological modelling of 

emerging smart domains, and so ontology types and engineering practices are 

reviewed.  

2.3.1 INTRODUCTION TO SEMANTIC MODELLING AND ONTOLOGIES  

This section extends the introduction in section 1.3.3. An ontology is commonly 

defined as ‘a formalised conception of a domain’ [49]. ‘Formal’ means machine 

readable based on accepted syntax [50], such as OWL.  ‘Conception’ refers to an 

ontology reflecting a world view, by providing structure to its concepts [308]. 

‘Domain’ refers to any bounded region of concepts, which should be determined 

through requirements engineering and competency questions [50]. In OWL, 

concepts are expressed through classes, class hierarchies, object properties, data 

properties, restrictions and annotations.  

Ontologies are similar to objectoriented programming models in some ways, but 

are focused on modelling the knowledge of a domain, rather than structuring the 

data for a specific program, or language. This degree of separation from their usage 

suits ontologies well for modelling knowledge in a very open, scalable, and 

extensible manner [309], [310]. Also, because OWL is built for the web, it is well 

suited to semantically interoperate the Internet of Things. Full discussions of this 

history and ontology engineering are beyond the scope of this section, and the 

reader is directed to one of the many venerable sources for a full discussion [52], 

[311]–[313]. 

Semantic models address the issue of interoperability by creating a shared data 

format and understanding for a domain, as well as promoting discovery, consistency 

and scalability [14]. These benefits have been acknowledged in the field of semantic 

web technologies through the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards [311], 

[314]. A semantic web ontology is a collection of statements about a domain, 

serialised in a machineinterpretable format, such as RDF/XML, or turtle. An 
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ontology file is hence a collection of such statements, which is interpreted by a 

machine to produce a network of concepts. 

A deployed ontology typically forms part of a system’s backend, in order to provide 

a data store which captures meaning, contextualises data, standardises 

terminology, facilitates rule application and produces new knowledge beyond that 

which is inputted. A deployed ‘ontology’ can be split into two distinct parts: the 

domain ontology itself (called a Tbox) which is applicable across all instances of 

the domain, and an instantiation of this (called an Abox). The union of these two 

components forms a knowledge base, and alongside an inference engine, a query 

engine and a storage capability, this composes a knowledge management system. 

The inference engine utilises the statements made in order to infer new knowledge, 

and the query engine is the method of retrieving data and knowledge. 

The benefits of ontologies within the fields of engineering and computer science 

have been described as the following [52]: 

•  To share common understanding of the  structure of information  among people or 

software agents 

•  To enable reuse of domain knowledge 

•  To make domain assumptions explicit 

•  To separate domain knowledge from the operational knowledge 

•  To analyse domain knowledge 

Another central facet of ontologies is the ability to infer knowledge through explicit 

statements about a domain [50], [52], [308], [315].  This describes the ability to 

deduce that a statement is true based on other explicit statements. This action is 

typically performed by a ‘reasoner’; a separate piece of software than the ontology 

or its development environment which considers the explicit statements made and 

infers new knowledge based on this.  The inference of knowledge also requires 

another central assumption within ontological modelling; the ‘open world 

assumption’.  This separates ontological modelling from object oriented 

programming (OOP) in that an ontology assumes ‘that which is not stated is not 

known’ [50], whereas OOP assumes ‘that which is not stated is not true’. 
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2.3.2 EXISTING SEMANTIC WEB OF THINGS PROGRESS 

Semantic technologies and ontologies hold a great potential to integrate 

heterogeneous systems, and as discussed previously, this heterogeneity is the 

source of both IoT’s biggest strengths and challenges. This distributed, varied 

nature must be embraced by IoT technology to solve the application layer 

interoperability challenge identified and unlock the true potential of IoT. The 

previous section described how ontologies formalise a set of truths held by a 

machine to represent a domain perspective, and how this can be used to integrate 

systems and support semantic inference. Applying these concepts alongside IoT 

technologies would represent a transformative technology beyond even the 

predicted value of IoT, by integrating existing systems and facilitating the use of 

cybernetic research in practice in a manner and an extent not previously capable. At 

the core of the research needed to facilitate this is the convergence of IoT and 

semantic web technologies. Research on this matter is embryonic; IoT platforms 

claim to offer semantic interoperability, but they only offer shallow annotations of 

data streams or sensors.  

Broadly speaking, the main emphasis of SWoT research typically falls into one of 

the following (not mutually exclusive) groups:  

 proposing an ontology for modelling sensors or things [24], [252], [316]–

[322] 

 proposing software or software recommendations [266], [307], [323], [324] 

 discoverability and semantic search [27], [319], [325] 

 vision, review, and guidance on best practices [29], [277], [320], [326] 

 handling semantic data in constrained environments [25], [327]–[329] 

Also, the outputs of the W3C web of things [277] work group is highly relevant within 

this discourse, and whilst not yet a formal recommendation of W3C, served as 

important background and guidance for the work conducted. These sources form 

the most directly relevant discourse to the present investigation. However, they do 

not consider the integration of IoT semantics with application domain semantics, nor 

the role of SWoT technologies amongst legacy systems, or the full breadth of 

possible uses for semantic technologies. This then highlights another key gap; the 

lack of semantic modelling of many ‘smart’ domains. 
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The recent works which recognise the need for a Semantic Web of Things share an 

emphasis on powerful interoperability through ontologies and open models. Jara et 

al. [326] present their survey and vision for SWoT technologies, highlighting 

interoperability at a greater level of abstraction as an evolution of IoT, through “high

level modelling of real world entities”.  

Rubio et al. [213], used an ontologybased solution for subsystem and service 

discovery. This described services using an ontology, and reused a small number of 

CityGML concepts. However, it would be beneficial to also include application 

domain semantics in the ontology used, and to use a standard API and response 

format.  Gyrard et al. [28] emphasise that SWoT should be an evolution of IoT for 

semantic interoperability across domains, through greater application domain 

modelling. Wang et al. focus on sensor descriptions as an extension of the SSN 

ontology [330] for the IoT domain [319], and earlier, Wang et al. described IoT 

services and other supporting aspects [24]. The work of Su et al. regards data 

formats for exchanging semantic information such as JSONLD, rather than the 

abstractions themselves [25]. The earlier work of Pfisterer et al. [27] also proposed a  

SWoT vision with an emphasis on modelling real world entities, but framed the work 

as an evolution of semantic sensor networks. Also, [328] adopts a novel stance on 

SWoT, whereby webenabled things exchange microontologies, as an extension of 

MQTT and CoAP, hence proposing an IoT revolution through fundamental change 

of the lower level technologies, rather than integrating a higherorder knowledge 

layer above existing approaches.  

One example application of SWoT principles which acknowledged the role of 

higherorder knowledge management, from the water domain, is [331], where a 

knowledgebased system is developed for the web which enables consumption 

knowledge to be elicited from smart metering data. Also highly significant, the 

WatERP project has proposed a multiagent system based ICT platform to enable 

supply and demand matching in water networks, and uses a domain ontology 

alongside a data warehouse to manage the solution’s data [251], although the 

ontology is still relatively simple compared to those utilised in other domains such as 

energy and building information modelling. 

In considering the current state of maturity of SWoT research, the models of 

Barnaghi [332] and Gyrard and Serrano [323] are highly relevant. Gyrard and 
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Serrrano indicate that IoT will evolve into the ‘web of things’, which incorporates 

common application protocols, but that this will evolve further into a ‘semantic web 

of things’, which incorporates abstractions and formal descriptions. Barnaghi doesn’t 

name the levels of evolution, but indicates that above thing descriptions there must 

be semantic models of ‘devices, resources and data’, followed by ‘domain 

knowledge’, and finally ‘services and applications’. Arguably, these levels of 

abstraction are all sublevels of the ‘semantic web of things’ level from Gyrard and 

Serrano’s model. This is important as it positions the observed gap in a tangible 

manner; the network and application protocols of IoT/WoT are already broadly 

defined or being defined, and it is the semantic modelling at the application layer 

which is particularly lacking. Specifically, whilst several ‘thing ontologies’ have been 

proposed, as well as some ontologies for application domains and services and 

business processes, this field of research is significantly sparser, and no research 

has been observed which integrates all of the levels of these two models. Finally, it 

is important to note that whilst application domain ontologies exist, there are vast 

gaps in the modelling of ‘smart’ domains where IoT is intended to provide value. 

2.3.3 CONCEPTUALISATIONS OF KNOWLEDGE IN IOT SYSTEMS 

A common theme in SWoT literature is the evolution from data to more useful 

knowledge through the addition of semantic context [19], [318], [320], [333], [334], but 

this is represented in varying ways, both implicitly and explicitly. One of the earlier 

models was proposed by Evans [333], who stated that humans convert data into 

information, knowledge, and finally wisdom. Very similar to the pyramid proposed by 

Evans are the pyramids of Gyrard et al. [320], Ma et al. [318]. Gyrard et al. describe 

each level of insight very briefly, and Ma et al. also label the conversion between 

levels. The same notion is also represented by Jin et al. [19], who show a transition 

from data collection, through to data processing, data management, and data 

interpretation, and align these levels with technologies and layers of the ‘IoT stack’.  

Arguably, all of these attempts to represent flows through different stages of 

knowledge complexity are specialisations of basic feedback loops which are 

common in cybernetics, but using the language of IoT and semantics. For example, 

the models can be compared to Kolb’s experiential learning cycle [335] from 1984, 

which describes a cyclical process of: concrete experience, reflective observation, 

abstract conceptualisation, and active experimentation. It can be stated that the 
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models simply aim to computerenable as much of this cycle as possible in real time 

operational control of systems. Specifically, concrete experience is similar to direct 

sensing of an environment, reflective observation is comparable to analytics and 

advanced application processes, abstract conceptualisation is then decision 

support, and active experimentation is acting on this insight. It would be remiss to 

not also point to the similarities to control theory and feedback systems circa 50 

years ago [336], which has served as a foundation for cybernetic research and 

smart systems. 

2.3.4 COMPARISON OF SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND DATABASE 

APPROACHES 

It is imperative to thoroughly understand the alternatives to semantic technologies 

integrating systems. To this extent, semantic technologies can be thought of as 

serving two purposes: systems integration, and data storage and retrieval. Semantic 

intelligence is another key feature, but this sits within the field of artificial 

intelligence. The former role; systems integration, stems from the ability of a 

knowledge base to ‘point’ to other systems and resources through URLs.  

Semantic technologies also facilitate interoperability by allowing systems to use a 

common language and domain perspective. In this role, semantic technologies are 

comparable to aspects of previous enterprise application integration approaches 

such as enterprise service busses, and can be contrasted to hubspoke models with 

centralised integration capabilities. Figure 10 and Figure 11 indicate academic 

interest in relevant system integration concepts over time, based on Scopus 

searches. These figures clearly indicate that the ESB, EAI, and SOA approaches 

gained interest up to 2010, but that cloud computing and IoT have since become 

more popular. These figures also indicate IoT has been vastly more researched 

than these other concepts, likely due to the many disciplines which IoT intersects 

with. 
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Figure 11: Academic publications per year across systems integration approaches; absolute values 

 

Figure 12: Academic publications per year across systems integration approaches; normalised per 

approach 

Whilst a semantic web and IoT approach to systems integration is significantly 

different to earlier approaches, they can be complementary; such as ‘semantic data 

warehouses’ [337]. Semantic technologies have also been applied to service

oriented architectures through web service ontologies and service markup, and 

through a semantic services overlay above an enterprise service bus [338]. 

Modern semantic technologies are based on RDF date, so it is pertinent to compare 

RDF data stores to alternatives, such as SQL databases, NoSQL databases, data 

warehouses, relational databases, and graph databases. As mentioned though, 

semantic layers have been added to many of these [339]–[342]. The benefits and 

drawbacks of triple stores versus alternatives have been widely discussed, for 

example  [343] describes how semantic technologies surpass data warehouses in 
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modern contexts, and Ontotext defines a number of advantages of using triple 

stores over alternatives [344]: 

 Simple to change data schemas, without downtime 

 More powerful querying capabilities over distributed sources 

 More standardized than other NoSQL approaches 

 Easier to track provenance and data quality 

 Queries are simpler than SQL 

 Reasoning allows new data to be inferred from existing data 

 Efficient use of resources reduce capital expenditure and total expenditure 

 Simple to leverage the linked open data cloud alongside internal enterprise 

data 

Sarnovsky compared triple stores, SQL, NoSQL, and graph databases [345], and 

concluded that triple stores and NoSQL databases offer competitive performances 

and schema flexibility, but the standard nature of SPARQL was a benefit of triple 

stores, whilst NoSQL support transactions and better reliability. Saikaew et al. [341] 

specifically compared MongoDB to Apache Jena TDB and MySQL for storing and 

querying RDF data, and concluded that for larger data sets MySQL performed best, 

due to more efficient indexing, but Apache Jena TDB performed poorly. They also 

concurred with Saikaew that there is a need for standardised NoSQL query 

languages, comparable to SPARQL. Kilintzis et al. conducted a similar comparison, 

between Apache Jena, MySQL, and the hybrid Virtuoso server database [346], 

where Virtuoso performed best, and MySQL again outperformed Apache Jena. 

However, the literature offers conflicting comparisons of triple stores, for example 

[347] calls Virtuoso the fastest and most scalable option, whereas [348] finds that 

Virtuoso is the slowest and least scalable option. It is a benefit of triple stores and 

semantic technologies then that the choice of storage and querying software is 

modular, so options can be tested and interchanged within a prescribed 

architecture. 

2.3.5 SEMANTIC WEB AND LINKED DATA 

Linked data is often referred to in the same space as the semantic web, as it is also 

built on the open standards of W3C, and is also based on the web and URIs. In fact 

the terms have been referred to as ‘quasisynonymous’ [349]. The linked data field 
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aims to integrate data sets, typically through more lightweight ontologies and direct 

linking of datasets via incomplete semantics. This emerged as a rethinking of the 

semantic web vision circa 2006 [350], through the ‘Linked Data principles’ [351]. The 

main usage of these principles has been in the field of linked open data, which aims 

to use linked data technologies to publish a single, global, open data cloud. Linked 

Open Data allows the sharing of public city data in a more powerful manner than 

raw data, and so greatly supports smart application development [352]. 

One significant difference between semantic web and linked data is the emphasis 

on the use of OWL, which has led to issues in reasoning over Linked Data, as 

combining RDFS and OWL graphs causes significant theoretical and practical 

problems [353]. This is very relevant to the discourse, as semantic inference is a key 

benefit of semantic technologies. Another significant feature of the linked data field 

is the use of the JSONLD data format, which is an extension of JSON to facilitate 

more lightweight exchange of RDF data. This could also be used in a pure semantic 

web application as a serialisation format, which emphasises the overlap between 

the two fields. 

It has been stated that the semantic web field is topdown, whilst the linked open 

data field in bottomup [302]. This means to express that the semantic web aims to 

fit data within formal domain conceptualisations, whilst linked data adds minimal 

semantics to the data, as necessary for specific use cases. This minimal ontological 

commitment makes the Linked Data approach more palatable in the absence of 

accepted ontologies in a domain, or the absence of uses cases for comprehensive 

ontologies in a domain. This allows wider audiences to engage with semantic 

technologies, which is at the core of the internet’s popularity and success. Given the 

absence of comprehensive ontologies for many smart domains, this justifies the 

linked data approach adopted by many smart city initiatives. 

As both linked data and semantic web utilise W3C standards and address semantic 

aspects of interoperability, they are occasionally perceived as opposing 

technologies, although they are technologically highly compatible. In this way, they 

can be regarded as adjacent alternatives in the spectrum of semantic technologies. 
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2.3.6 SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES IN THE ERA OF BIG DATA 

Big data is one of the most prominent and transformative trends of modern times. 

Big data is related to IoT in the discourse, and both emphasise a shift in paradigm 

due to unprecedented scale, rather than a revolutionary technology. This scale 

however, is only one aspect of the ‘big’ of big data, which is often expressed in 

terms of volume, velocity, and variety, and also value and veracity [350]. In this way, 

vast heterogeneity must be supported whilst prioritising response times. Semantic 

technologies are well equipped to support the variety, veracity, and value of big 

data, but there are concerns regarding volume and velocity [354], as exchanging the 

meaning of data alongside the data itself inherently increases message size. 

Therefore, leveraging semantic technologies in such a landscape requires a well

considered approach to scalability. 

Literature broadly integrates the concepts of semantics and big data in two ways: i) 

developing a more efficient format for storing and exchanging semantic data, or ii) 

strategically designing a system architecture. Regarding the first approach, 

semantic message formats for constrained IoT environments [25], [327]–[329] are 

very relevant here, as these mitigate ‘semantic overhead’. However, a more 

scalable way to manage the data is also needed. Mapreduce techniques are one 

promising option, such as through the Apache Hadoop framework [355]–[358]. 

However, RDF data stream overloading and reasoning remain significant open 

challenges in this area, due to the velocity and ordered nature of the data Aufaure et 

al. [35]. 

One option for RDF stream processing is to reduce the size of the ontology 

reasoned over through intelligent splitting, or using a lightweight ontology for the 

bulk of the inference, and having dedicated services for outlier tasks [354]. One 

example is the Waves platform, which used Apache Storm, Apache Kafka, and 

Redis, to handle IoT data following conversion to a compressed RDF format [359], 

through continuous SPARQL queries. A KafkaSpark architecture has also been 

used for high velocity stream processing [360]. One aspect of the big semantic data 

issue is that more expressiveness typically results in more inference time; which 

requires research on fast reasoners [354]. As well as pursuing modular ontologies, 

incremental and distributed inference is a promising avenue to this end [315].  
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As well as the semantic web community seeking relevance in an era of big data, the 

big data community is also turning to semantic technologies organically to solve 

interoperability issues. One example of this is federating Cassandra and Solr 

databases as SPARQL endpoints [361]. Another example from the big data 

community considered how existing ExtractTransformLoad frameworks are 

insufficient for big data interoperability challenges, and explored the value which 

semantic technologies offer [362], [363]. This is corroborated by other work which 

states that entityrelationship and UML approaches are insufficient for ETL 

processes in data warehouse environments [364]. 

Some recommendations for further work to converge the semantic web and big data 

communities and technologies include i) requirements engineering work, ii) better 

ontology repositories and metadata to support reuse, and iii) better tooling for 

modularity as well as ontology engineering [354]. It is clear from the literature that 

this is a very recently observed challenge with significant research still required, but 

many promising avenues and early work towards addressing issues. It is important 

to establish the difference between using semantics to assist with developing 

interoperable applications and using ‘big semantic data’ in runtime applications. This 

is discussed further at the end of this chapter. 

2.3.7 SMART CITY ONTOLOGIES 

In order to realise the value of semantic technologies in smart cities, there must be 

sufficient ontological representations of smart cities and their subdomains. 

Currently, this is a significant gap in the literature: the ISO/IEC Joint Technical 

Committee’s report on smart cities [365] highlighted this need for ontologies. 

However, some work in this space is observed in the literature. For example, 

Fonseca et al. discussed issues related to urban ontologies for geospatial purposes 

[366] in 2000. They observed a number of complexities, including that most 

boundaries in cities are abstractly defined, most objects are complex, and very little 

knowledge exists outside of human perception.  

IBM developed the SCRIBE smart city ontology 5 years ago  [367], commenting on 

a lack of available ontologies, and stable OWL tools. Their ontology paved the way 

for formal descriptions of city services, events, metadata, and abstractions. A smart 

city ontology termed ‘Knowledge Model 4 City’ was developed in [368], with a focus 
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on public transport and mobility, but including a mapping to sensors concepts. This 

simple ontology seemed only to facilitate the query of public transport data by 

SPARQL. The SEMANCO project developed a large smart city ontology in OWL 

DLLiteA for the purpose of data integration [369], resulting in 592 classes. The 

SEMANCO ontology appears to be intended for the exchange of static data in the 

planning phase of urban areas though, given the lack of sensor concepts and 

dynamic data provision. It could therefore contribute to an upper ontology which 

links ontologies for each vertical which address these issues, as operational data 

and semantics are highly specific and ‘owned’ by each industry. The CityGML 

standard [370] formalises concepts and relationships relevant to geospatial 

knowledge in cities, and some semantics as to the nature of objects and spaces in 

cities, but in an insufficient manner for interoperability of operational smart city data 

across verticals. The ISO 37120 ontology defined indicators for sustainable 

communities [371]. A Linked Open Data modelling approach to managing smart city 

data is proposed by Consoli et al. [372], who federate GIS data into a lightweight 

ontology. Finally, BSI:PAS 182 [16] proposes a high level smart city ontology, which 

serves as an important step, albeit a ‘lowest common denominator’ approach, which 

hence captures little semantic depth. These efforts represent steps in the right 

direction, but the majority of the smart city domain remains to be modelled. 

The SSN ontology which describes sensing devices, sensor networks, and the 

observations from these, has been broadly adopted, and should be leveraged 

wherever semantics and intelligent sensing are combined. The reuse, extension and 

alignment of these existing works will allow great extensibility, without vendor lock

in, and would allow knowledge reuse for future applications. The following section 

presents the cloud platform developed, before its semantic modelling, use cases, 

and validation are discussed further 

2.3.8 SEMANTICS IN SEMANTICS: WHAT IS NOT AN ONTOLOGY? 

As the definition of ontologies is contested and intentionally abstract, there is much 

conflation of related terms, and misuse of the term ‘ontology’ in practice. Based on 

the literature, a 6level classification scheme of ontological resources is proposed in 

Figure 12, based on describing the water utility domain as an arbitrary example. 

This shows simple artefacts such as controlled vocabularies with minimal semantic 

formalisms up to full ontologies which are computable, and a further level of 
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complexity can also be included which results in the ontology’s computability not 

being guaranteed in finite time. These levels are now briefly described: 

1. A controlled vocabulary defines the words which can be used in a domain, 

but doesn’t specify semantics beyond these. 

2. A dictionary proposes a controlled vocabulary and also offers human 

readable descriptions of these words, which aids in building semantic 

interoperability. 

3. A taxonomy extends this by offering machinereadable classifications of 

objects, through ‘type of’ and mereological relationships, to produce a tree

like structure, as often seen in biological classifications. 

4. A simple ontology extends a taxonomy by enabling further relationships to 

be machineinterpretable beyond ‘type of’ relationships, to express more 

complex aspects of a domain. 

5. A computable ontology then extends this further by formalising greater 

semantic depth, such as restrictions on language usage, logical rules 

inherent in the language, and cardinality restraints. 

6. Finally, a full ontology, which has few direct uses in semantic web software 

due to computation time, removes all restraints on domain statements to 

include situations such as asserting that a class is also an individual. 
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scoping and requirements engineering stage is of pivotal importance and typically 

ends with a set of competency questions. This is discussed briefly before manual 

and automated approaches are explained. 

Competency questions provide a measurable objective which, once satisfied, 

indicates that the ontology’s basic structure is appropriate and that a sufficient level 

of detail has been achieved [50], [308], where an ontology should only contain 

enough detail to meet the requirements. This highlights the importance of effective 

requirements engineering. A leading framework for ontology engineering is the 

NeOn methodology [313], which comprehensively describes ontology engineering 

activities and paths. The approach emphasises the early stages of knowledge 

gathering, feasibility studying, and requirement specification.  

The development of ontologies for semantic web of things applications presents 

unique challenges, compared to those developed before the growth of IoT & SOA, 

which must be considered when evaluating more traditional methodologies. Whilst 

many of the recommendations and best practices of approaches such as Uschold 

[51], [374], [375] still stand, specific activities are best guided by recent works. 

METHONTOLOGY [312] has been well regarded for some time [376], but predated 

NeOn significantly, which itself is now 8 years old, although is still active. A more 

recent work [308] specifically addresses the development of ontologies for the 

semantic web, and incorporates many familiar themes, but still describes the field as 

immature. [308] also calls for a balance between object oriented programming 

model development and openworld ontologies. 

Regarding automated ontology generation, the main stages once a corpus has been 

established are concept extraction, taxonomy extraction, and nontaxonomical 

extraction [377]. Liu et al. [378] describe existing methods and systems towards 

ontology extraction from freetext documents within the biomedical field. They 

outline exactly the same steps in the process as Chen and Williams [379], and 

group approaches through ‘symbolic’ and ‘statistical’ categories, although they 

favour research within the biomedical field. Several methods of automated ontology 

extraction have been proposed in the literature, such as compound term heuristics 

and NaïveBayes semantic labelling [377], statistical triplebased identification of 

nounverbnoun triples [380], WordNet based sense disambiguation [381], or a 

simpler lexicosyntactic pattern identification [382]. 
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One example [380] proposes a methodology for extracting complex relationships 

between concepts.  First, assuming an existing concept list is available, concept 

pairs are extracted consisting of a subject and an object.  Then, the authors extract 

candidate labels (verbs) by assigning a metric to all the verbs present which favours 

verbs which occur with a small set of concepts, to remove generic verbs such as 

‘do’ or ‘have’. Candidate triples are then extracted which consist of a concept pair 

from the extracted list and a verb from the extracted list.  These triples are then 

assigned a metric based on the probability of them occurring by chance, and a 

probability threshold is used to filter less important relations.  

This section has discussed existing progress and issues related to the integration of 

semantic technologies with IoT technologies and smart cities. However, the 

adoption of smart technologies and IoT must occur not only in new smart city 

departments, but across existing industries and organisations. The following 

sections discuss progress and challenges in smart city domains identified previously 

as pertinent: smart buildings, smart energy systems, and smart water networks. 

2.4 SMART GRID: DELIVERING THE POTENTIAL OF THE EMERGING 

ENERGY LANDSCAPE 

As one of the primary domains used to test the value of SWoT technologies, a 

thorough literature review was conducted of the energy domain around the relevant 

topics.  

The concept of a smart grid has been defined normatively as “the integration of 

power, communications, and information technologies for an improved electric 

power infrastructure serving loads while providing for an ongoing evolution of end

use applications” [15]. Some of the main requirements of this have been defined 

[383]: selfdiagnostics, optimization capabilities, topological adaptability, adaptive 

protection, distributed management, islanding modes, ancillary service provision, 

demand side management, improved forecasting, selfhealing capabilities and 

preventative maintenance. Other mentioned requirements include consumer focus 

[63], [384], bidirectional data and energy flow [63], market efficiency and integration 

[385] and higher quality of service [385].  
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This section therefore begins by outlining the evolution of the energy landscape 

over time, before discussing the smart management of distributed energy 

resources, and then analysing existing semantic models of this domain and the 

relevance of multiagent systems. 

2.4.1 A BRIEF HISTORY OF ENERGY SYSTEMS 

Following the first generators of Michael Faraday, electrification began using 

renewable sources, with the first public electricity supply based on a water wheel in 

1881 [386]. The era of centralized power stations then began circa 1890 with the 

completion of the first highvoltage AC coal power station [387]. Regional and 

national grids grew in the 20th century, and due to economies of scale and 

inexpensive fossil fuels they became the status quo in the middle of the 20th 

Century. These began as public resources, but after the US Public Utility Regulatory 

Policies Act (PURPA) of 1978 [388] and the UK’s privatization of other sectors, the 

UK deregulated and privatized its energy market in 1990 [389]. Hydroelectricity also 

has a prominent place in history due to its reliability, controllability, dispatchability, 

and storability, but other renewables traditionally had a negligible role. 

Centralized electricity systems consist of a small number of large power plants, a 

high voltage transmission network, transformers which reduce the voltage, and 

medium and low voltage grids. For example in the US in 2005: 3618 plants (coal, 

nuclear and gas) supplied ~90% of the demand of 110 million households and 5 

million commercial buildings [390]. In this approach power flows in one direction, 

and consumers are passive. This lack of predictability results in the need to store a 

reserve capacity in case of load spikes [391], which wastes energy. Also energy 

losses are incurred over the long transmission distances, and the heat byproduct is 

wasted. Despite concerns, sustainability was only considered to be a 515 year 

objective [392] circa 1995, and a common view circa 2001 was that renewables held 

untapped potential [393].  

Academic interest in renewables accelerated circa 2000, but inertia in the industry 

prevailed until circa 2005, when renewable reliance accelerated; doubling between 

2004 and 2014 [394]. A number of pivotal ‘topdown’ actions such as Agenda 21 

[395] and the Kyoto Protocol [396], officially recognized climate change at an 
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international level and put steps in place to mitigate human contribution to it whilst 

adapting to its effects. National policies have since promoted and incentivised 

renewables, which has mobilized the energy landscape to change [394]. Whilst coal 

and oil reliance has been reducing, reliance on gas has been increasing alongside 

renewables due to its low emissions, and its alignment with existing markets and 

business models. However, natural gas has been predicted to deplete circa 2064 

[397], so renewable and nuclear energy sources remain important. 

In the initial stages of renewable adoption, energy systems have remained 

centralized by incorporating large wind farms [398], solar farms [399], and 

geothermal and biofuel plants, which have gradually supplemented conventional 

energy sources [394]. However, research has demonstrated the value of integrating 

distributed energy resources (DERs) into the energy landscape through distributed 

generation, polygeneration, active consumers, energy storage, plugin vehicles and 

virtual energy management. This broad field of research has converged through the 

term ‘smart grid’ [400], which aims to intelligently manage new approaches such as 

microgrids and virtual power plants [63]. The main reason for a distributed grid 

emerging was the push towards resilience and sustainability, and advances in DER 

research which enabled new entrants to the electricity market [66], [87], [401], [402]. 

2.4.2 SUPPLYSIDE ENERGY MANAGEMENT INNOVATION 

This section describes the value proposition of the smart grid vision being pursued 

by research, which is centred on the intelligent management of distributed 

generation, polygeneration, energy storage, plugin electric vehicles, and active 

consumers. 

A central feature of the shifting energy landscape is distributed generation (DG). 

This refers to the production of useful energy near or at the location of its use, which 

reduces transmission losses, and includes plants which power districts as well as 

even smaller microgeneration units. Wind and solar plants are common options, as 

they are more flexible in location than small hydro and geothermal, don’t incur 

emissions after installation, don’t require biomass fuel to be delivered, and are 

economically competitive. However, these sources of energy are subject to 

stochastic weather variations, so a core research goal has been mitigating this 
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whilst ensuring quality of service to consumers and using renewables maximally 

and economically. 

A common research avenue is to present an aggregated connection to the grid from 

a microgrid [403], [404] or virtual power plant [72]; which often include an energy 

storage solution [405] to store excess renewable energy. Microgrids are 

independently controlled distribution networks capable of operating in island mode 

[406]. The efficacy of islanding has also been shown on a real system in Hachinohe 

[403] and on a microgrid around a hospital [407]. Optimising a microgrid (with PVs, 

wind turbines and batteries) can reduce weatherbased variation and effectively 

reduce CO2 emissions by 70% in realworld conditions [403]. These environmental 

benefits can be formally prioritised, such as through fuzzy logic and a multiobjective 

genetic algorithm [408]. Also, the profit of aggregated units can be optimised 

through a unit commitment approach in a dayahead bidding [31], [409], or day 

ahead scheduling can be coupled with intraday optimisations and topological 

reconfigurations [410]. These reconfigurations can also be used to minimise outage 

time [89]. The supervisory optimisation of simple systems can be achieved through 

rule based control [404], [405]. More complex examples benefit from machine 

intelligence such as neural networks [411], and the most promising research adopts 

a distributed intelligence approach [412]–[415] for greater extensibility, adaptability, 

and resilience.  

Virtual power plants are entities which act between the grid and a collection of 

DERs to improve their operational characteristics through aggregation, and consist 

of dispatchable generators, stochastic generators, active loads and energy storage 

systems [72], and sometimes plugin vehicles [73]. Whereas microgrids consist of a 

number of proximal and physically connected DERs and loads, this is not needed 

for virtual power plants, which aggregating them remotely as a market entity [416]. 

VPP management has been reduced to an economic optimization which considers 

the grid as an energy sink in the dayahead market [72], where uncertainty can also 

be accounted for [409]. However, VPPs can meet technological objectives, such as 

load balancing, as well as economic ones [73], and can act across multiple energy 

vectors, such as through microCHP clusters [417]–[419]. 
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The main viable forms of energy storage have been stated as pumped 

hydroelectric, battery storage and superconducting magnetic energy storage 

systems [420], although others are observed in the literature. Batteries are a 

common feature of microgrids, where they can reduce fluctuations from weather

dependent renewables, maximize renewable contribution to the local generation mix 

and regulate voltage and frequency [421], especially as they have dramatically 

reduced in cost in recent years. The ROI of batteries can be improved by 

coordinating short and medium term storage capacities to maximise their lifespan, 

without affecting the battery’s response time [411]. Long term energy storage is also 

possible through the production and storage of hydrogen via electrolysis [422]. 

Another novel means of storage is the use of a district heating network as a heat 

sink [423].  

As well as reducing transmission losses through distributed generation, recent 

technological advances allow waste heat to be reused through polygeneration, for 

example to contribute to a district heating network, cooling network, or even 

hydrogen storage. This can integrate the management of local heat and electricity 

networks, and the national grid [78], to create a multienergy system [74]–[79]. This 

has shown operational cost savings of 20% [75], also allows flexibility to meet peak 

demand through overproduction at offpeak times [423] and the storage of energy to 

sell to the national grid at times of highest price, where dynamic pricing occurs [424]. 

The main challenges are the investment and operational costs [425], and the 

complexity of the multiple energy vectors and agents, especially if there are several 

microCHP plants [426]. Research has worked to minimise these costs, such as 

through dynamic programming based on graph theory and a black box models [50], 

and in more complex scenarios through multiagent systems [83]. 

Extending the polygeneration concept further, energy hubs are grid nodes with 

multiple input energy carriers as well as output carriers. This allows a close 

integration of different energy systems through energy generation, storage, and 

conversion units at a single point in the network, which promotes increased 

reliability, load flexibility and efficiency gains [427], and significant potential for 

optimisation [427]–[429]. Again, this optimisation can be extended beyond financial 
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objectives to include environmental concerns, such as the “social cost” of CO2 

emissions [430]. 

2.4.3 DEMANDSIDE ENERGY MANAGEMENT INNOVATIONS 

2.4.3.1 TOPDOWN APPROACH: SMART METERING, ACTIVE LOADS 

AND SCHEMES 

Demand side management (DSM) refers to the systemic interaction with consumers 

and active loads to directly or indirectly affect demand profiles. This typically aims to 

either reduce the total load on the grid, the peak load on the grid, or both. This 

ability stems from the key feature of smart metering in smart grids: digital monitoring 

and regular transmission of consumption data to the energy provider, sometimes 

with bidirectional communication [431]. The concept of an ‘active load’ extends this 

to directly controlling aspects of the consumption. These represent transformative 

opportunities for managing energy grids, but also entirely new aspects of complexity 

in terms of security, privacy, trust, and psychosocial behaviour. This also opens up 

new market opportunities for ‘demand response providers’ as intermediaries 

between consumers and suppliers, with positive effects for grid operators [432]. 

Multiagent systems are well suited to represent this distributed agency and 

complexity [83]. One central concept in DSM is dynamic pricing, which could be 

used to optimise across local and global goals through automated load scheduling 

[433], resulting in a more stable demand profile and lower overall system costs, 

which could then be passed on to consumers. In order to ensure a balance between 

local and global optimisation, distributed intelligence is fundamental [81]. 

As well as DSM of buildings, the growth of the plugin electric vehicle (PEV) has led 

to unique challenges and opportunities, as they represent a significant total quantity 

of load and potential storage within the system [434]–[437]. They also exhibit 

stochastic demand profiles if not managed intelligently, which can cause large 

demand spikes at already peak times. Research has responded to this through 

intelligent scheduling [438], using PEVs as energy storage [439], optimising their 

market interactions, and intelligently managing large charging stations [434]. The 

ability of vehicles to sell energy back to the grid raises opportunities and complexity, 

and introduces new socioeconomic aspects, although this uncertainty can be 
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accounted for within model predictive control approaches [440]. The concept of 

aggregation can also be applied to electric vehicles, in order to improve their 

economic viability, and impact on the grid. 

2.4.3.2 BOTTOM UP APPROACH: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

IN BUILDING MANAGEMENT 

As well as optimising a grid’s demand profile through incentives or schemes from 

the supplier, energysaving retrofit measures and intelligent management can 

greatly reduce the energy consumption of buildings. The relevant aspect of this is 

the integration of buildings management systems (BMS) and building automation 

systems (BAS) with innovative IoT solutions and advanced applications such as 

artificial intelligence. A key facilitating field for this innovation is the use of Building 

Information Modelling, as this serves as a wellestablished set of processes and 

technologies for delivering data which is open and standardised.  

Technology within building management typically adopts a familiar stack, with 

industrial systems, sensing and communication hardware sending data to a 

centralised location and acting on commands, either as part of a local feedback loop 

such as with PID, or as part of a centralised supervisory control process. Where a 

centralised monitoring point exists, it is often possible to access this data remotely, 

allowing the development of valueadded services, and integration with more 

advanced applications. This stack has been described as three layers: sensor, 

computation, and application [441], although a middleware layer has also been 

proposed between the sensor and analytics layers [442]. This middleware layer 

plays a critical role in supporting the intelligence applied at the application layer, and 

more advanced applications require more comprehensive support from middleware 

regarding data meaning. A lack of sensing infrastructure is commonly found in 

existing buildings, which favours the use of simulation [443], [444], and surrogate 

models [445], and hence further emphasises the need for powerful middleware in 

retrofit buildings. 

A great deal of research has focused on the intelligence of building management, 

such as through rule mining [446], neural network [447], fuzzy logic [448], genetic 

algorithm [449], ant colony optimization [450], and hybrid algorithms [451]. Machine 
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learning has been demonstrated for predicting the behaviour of these highly 

nonlinear problems [452]. Either historical data or simulationbased data can be 

used to support artificial intelligence at the application layer of building 

management. For example, fuzzy controllers can be tuned by genetic algorithms 

over historical data [453] and data mining can produce integrated rule sets [446]. 

Recent simulationbased approaches are more effective, such as the use of 

EnergyPlus within a modelpredictive control process [454], or embedding a 

simulation within a stochastic search method [90]. These two strategies can also be 

brought together into a hybrid approach, which offers several benefits [455]. 

Despite research offering promising avenues for promoting intelligence in building 

management, these efforts are typically tested in vitro, where the lower layers of the 

technology stack are assumed to be sufficient, or are developed adhoc. This has 

prevented such approaches being adopted in commercial BEMS systems. For 

example, MonaVisa is a retrofit solution which uses simple rules to notify a decision 

maker when a KPI leaves a set range [456], and PlugWise uses IoT technology to 

monitor temperature, motion, and energy consumption, but again only provides 

simple dashboardtype intelligence at the application layer [457]. 

One research field where solutions to the applicationlayer interoperability challenge 

may arise is Building Information Modelling. This aims to produce digital models and 

standardised levels and formats of data. For example, the Industry Foundation 

Classes (IFC) [248] are an ISO adopted standard for exchanging building data 

between software in the architecture, engineering and construction fields, with a 

primary emphasis on the construction phase of a building’s lifecycle. This provides a 

comprehensive set of concepts for describing geospatial and semantic aspects of 

buildings. However, the model is currently based on the STEPEXPRESS language, 

which has drawbacks, as discussed later. 

2.4.4 EMERGING IMPORTANCE OF INTEROPERABLE, DISTRIBUTED 

AND INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS 

Given the growing options for smart interventions in the energy domain at both the 

supply and demand sides, the impact of this must be considered, and the 

challenges in unlocking value from this should be preempted. Most research in this 
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area has investigated the integration of a single new technology within the current 

centralised energy system, although it is clear that if DER penetration increases, the 

challenge will instead be how best to leverage a landscape rich in DER 

technologies. As the density of DERs and DER management structures increases, 

the potential benefit from coordination across these structures as well as the 

challenges associated with their integration with the grid increase dramatically. 

Some of the opportunities include flexibility, modularity, redundancy, coordination, 

aggregation, new market opportunities, systemic management schemes and big 

data, as well as the sustainability benefits in increasing RES reliance In order to 

achieve the most impact from this scenario, it is pertinent to research and take 

measures now to promote interoperability such that new control strategies can be 

implemented as the number of ‘nearby DERs’ gradually increases.  

Consideration of this in the literature is very sparse, but some authors have begun 

to consider interactions between management structures [71], [91]. In order to 

leverage the system of systems nature of energy systems to improve their 

operational performance, research must progress towards solutions which are truly 

scalable, utilise artificial intelligence maximally, and prioritise interoperability to cope 

with unavoidable heterogeneity. Further, given the stochastic nature of many of 

these local energy solutions due to their reliance on RESs and human behaviour, 

dynamic management of the network must be based to a greater extent on 

probabilistic simulations and shorter timescale reactive management [84]. 

Integrating data heterogeneity is one of the main purposes of semantic 

technologies, and advanced multiagent system research shows promise at coping 

with the required scalability. For these reasons, the following section presents 

recent progress towards distributed intelligence in energy systems, and then the 

progress of semantic technologies in this area is presented. 

2.4.5 TOWARDS DISTRIBUTED INTELLIGENCE 

Agentbased technologies and distributed intelligence are promising and active 

avenues of research in this area [458]. An agent is a software entity which exhibits 

autonomy and goals. The behaviours of agents are conditioned by their individual 

goals, and can cooperate or compete with other agents. The behaviour of the 

overall system then emerges as a result of its agents. By designing the agents, and 
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their interactions and goals carefully, this emergence can be used to optimize the 

system [240]. Also, the intelligence becomes more adaptable, resilient and scalable 

than centralized approaches [31], [239], [243], [459]. This resilience is due to each 

agent responding to changes in the system’s structure and components 

automatically, which tolerates partial failures in the system and leads to adaptability 

[31], [88], [91], [241]–[245]. 

The main approach observed in the literature is to develop device (and possibly 

supervisory) agents, then to simulate their efficacy for the authors’ intended purpose 

in coordinating electricity supply in an example network [67], [412], [414], [415], [460], 

[461]. One of the early seminal marketbased efforts was the PowerMatcher solution 

[461], [462]; a supply and demand matching system which aimed to promote 

sustainability in urban energy systems. Over the past decade, PowerMatcher has 

been developed and validated in realworld settings [400], [462], [463], and extended 

to consider electricity storage and microgrids [91], [412], [464], integrated heat and 

electricity systems [241], and DHN systems [465]. Dynamic pricing and market

based approaches are now well explored by various authors [91], [242], [412], [414], 

[464], although most examples typically exhibit a simple hierarchical structure, and 

only undergo lab or simulated validation. Van Dam et al. managed a collection of 

microCHP units in a VPP through agent based control [418]; which was then 

incorporated into the PowerMatcher repertoire [466]. Also, agentbased approaches 

have been explored to enable more accurate set point scheduling through demand 

forecasting [67], [467], and Lagorse et al. improved system resilience [459] by using 

a virtual ‘token’ to decide which device agent is responsible for ensuring the bus 

voltage. 

Urban energy management is an increasingly complex and multidisciplinary effort, 

with vast heterogeneity between components; causing significant interoperability 

issues [15].  It is critical that intelligent entities share an understanding of the 

domain, such as through common vocabularies, data models [92], [97] and 

ontologies. This is especially important within multiagent systems [243], where 

FIPAACL ontologies offer a step in the right direction as an enabling technology, 

albeit lacking the expressiveness of OWL. 
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2.4.6 PROGRESS AND CHALLENGES IN APPLYING SEMANTIC 

TECHNOLOGIES 

Semantic technologies are playing an increasing role in energy systems in 

supporting more powerful interoperability, and artificial intelligence functions. 

Interoperability is increasingly noted as a critical concern [15], [92], [93], including 

semantic heterogeneity, interoperable protocols, data formats, data quality, security, 

and trust [15], [16]. Semantic technologies can be used to reduce the development 

effort of advanced applications which use distributed data sources [15], [468]. This 

section briefly outlines the standards in this space, before discussing ontologies and 

the applications observed in research. 

Semantic energy standards typically adopt an entityrelationship approach rather 

than a triple based approach, and generally lack both expressivity and consideration 

of emerging technologies in smart grids. The main industrial standard is the 

Common Information Model of IEC [469], but this doesn’t support the increasingly 

distributed nature of energy systems. Notable standards which aim to overcome 

these challenges include the openADR model [470], and the energy@home data 

model [471], and from the BIM domain the IFC [248], [472] and SAREF [473] models 

are relevant, all of which are now discussed. 

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has identified over 100 

standards which it deems relevant to smart grids, of which the Common Information 

Model (CIM), IEC 61970 and IEC 61968, form the core semantic model. The CIM 

was developed in UML [469], [474], and later bound to RDF [475], although it still 

lacks the expressivity offered by OWL [250]. The model is split into three layers and 

covers a broad spectrum of exchange cases including network management, 

compliance checking, customer billing, and risk planning. However, this model has 

some limitations and contradictions [250]. As the model is over a decade old, it is 

rooted in a paradigm of centralized energy generation, although research has 

attempted to incorporate modern concepts [476]. 

The Open Automated Demand Response (OpenADR) [470] specifications support 

smart grid concepts such as DERs and dynamic pricing through a data model and 

communication specification. These specifications model the middle concepts 
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between consumer and supplier. Some of the main features are: optout capability, 

a rich data model, scalability, and openness. Decoupling the data model from the 

communication specification is a benefit, as this promotes reuse for other purposes. 

The energy@home data model [471] covers smart grid concepts relevant at the 

domestic consumer level, and is broadly aligned with OpenADR. This describes 

smart appliances, power profiles, renewables, smart meters, and user interfaces. 

The model describes static device parameters, and also energy consumption 

profiles. These consumption profiles are detailed and hierarchical, whereby a profile 

consists of a sequence of modes and breaks, where each mode can be 

decomposed into phases and represents a function of the appliance, such as a 

specific washing machine cycle. The overall profile therefore combines numerous 

functions, for example representing a washdry program of a washing machine. 

Between the CIM, OpenADR, and energy@home standards, the entire spectrum of 

demand response is modelled from supplier to domestic consumer, and so 

integrative work in this space would be highly valuable. 

The energy@home data model has similarities to the Smart Appliance Reference 

Ontology (SAREF) [473], which has emerged from the linked building data 

community, and has been standardised by ETSI. The SAREF ontology acts as a 

consensus smart appliance ontology, based on 23 analysed ontologies, and aims to 

unify them as a ‘lowest common denominator’. This reduces alignment efforts in 

systems with 3 or more smart appliance ontologies. As well as specific energy 

ontologies, aspects of BIM are relevant to the energy sector, and the IFC have been 

extended for AI applications through objectbased knowledge exchange [477]. The 

development of ifcOWL is an active area of research [472]. The semantic sensor 

network (SSN) ontology [330] described previously is also directly relevant here as 

an upper ontology which can be extended with descriptions of smart devices and 

the data they collect. 

As an example of how ontologies can be applied in energy systems, the ISES 

project developed a BEMS which used an OWLDL ontology for interoperability 

across lifecycle processes [478]. Also, the HESMOS project integrated data from 

building energy systems which were distributed and heterogeneous, through an 

ontology equipped framework [479]. However, these projects do not sufficiently 
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reuse existing standards, such as the IFC, nor do they fully consider the social 

aspects of energy systems.  

Most of the recent semantic modelling in the literature facilitated the planning or 

analysis of urban energy systems through simulation [480], [481] or information 

representation and exchange [249], [482], [483]. A few examples facilitated MAS 

communication [468], [484], [485] or complex event processing [97]. Unfortunately 

most semantic models intended for agent communication [484], [485] appear to be 

little more than class structures. The seminal work of van Dam [468] models urban 

energy systems as sociotechnical systems in order to represent concepts such as 

ownership and contracts. This was compared to the SynCity ontology [483], by 

Keirstead and van Dam [486], who advocate that a common upper ontology would 

facilitate integration considerably even if not universally accepted. This is 

corroborated by Catterson et al. [487] and Zhou et al. [97]. The smart grid 

information model (SGIM) presented by Zhou et al. [97] is worth noting, and was 

designed to manage realtime sensor data in an eventbased system. 

The CityGML utility domain extension [488] extends the OGC CityGML standard to 

describe networks and object types, although unfinished and inactive for 4 years. 

Finally, the SEMANCO Energy Model [249] uses OWL to describe a vocabulary for 

energy infrastructure planning, and is based on graph theory. The CityGML Utility 

ADE and the SEMANCO Energy Model are broad models of city level data in terms 

of components and performance metrics, and are primarily suited for system 

planning and analysis rather than operational management. Key avenues for 

progress in this space would be integrative research, metamodeling, consensus 

building and adoption, more advanced use case driven modelling, and work closer 

to enterprise systems and in vivo testing rather than theoretical modelling. 

2.5 SMART WATER: THE EMERGING IMPORTANCE OF SEMANTIC 

TECHNOLOGY 

As the second main domain where the value of SWoT technologies was tested, a 

thorough review of the smart water domain was conducted, although this domain is 

significantly younger than smart grid, and so less literature was observed. Modern 

research, and the concept of a circular economy, emphasises a ‘whole value chain’ 

approach. A water value chain is defined here as all processes, agents and objects 
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pertaining directly to the delivery of potable water to users and the subsequent use 

and removal of both foul and surface waters, from abstraction and treatment to 

usage, waste collection and disposal. This section briefly introduces smart 

approaches to managing this value chain, before discussing the role of 

interoperability and semantic technologies, and finally analysing relevant semantic 

models. 

2.5.1 INTRODUCTION TO SMART WATER NETWORKS 

The water sector is being transformed through the use of smart systems [107], [489] 

such as intelligent sensing [490], optimisation [491], and decision support [492], 

which aim to tackle sustainability and economic challenges. Smart water networks 

have been noted to promote efficacy, efficiency, and resilience in water 

infrastructure [489], [493]. Therefore, the amount of devices and software used is 

increasing rapidly, in line with broader IoT and AI predictions, and these resources 

must be used together efficiently. 

A cluster of European Commission Seventh Framework Programme research 

projects, ICT4Water, has been formed to investigate this proposition, and the 

European Innovation Platform for water has launched an action group for water 

monitoring for decision support [494].  The smart water networks forum (SWAN) has 

proposed a framework [495] of a number of layers: physical, sensing and control, 

collection and communication, data management and display, and data fusion and 

analysis. Intelligent pressure management has recently been shown to reduce 

leakage by 12% based on an EPANET model [496], and can also minimise energy 

consumption [108]. Cloudbased machine learning has also been explored for 

leakage reduction [497], and a cyberphysical platform has been used to promote 

reliability, resilience, and energy reduction [498]. However, implementing these 

solutions in practice requires pervasive interoperability, as highlighted by the recent 

SWAN report on communication in smart water [112]. 

2.5.2 EMERGING ROLE OF SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES IN WATER 

Applying IoT and AI in the water sector has much potential, as it does in the energy 

sector and other smart systems. This has been increasingly recognized across 

stakeholders over the past 5 years as a means to deliver water loss reduction, 
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energy savings, water quality assurance, improved customer experience and 

operations optimization, amongst other KPI benefits [110], [499]–[501]. This is 

achieved through the use of advanced analytics to provide insight into complex 

systems through abundant data and an integrated approach.  

However, the adoption of ICT in this field is hampered by the same interoperability 

challenges found in smart grids: (a) lack of machine communication protocols, (b) 

lack of common data formats and (c) lack of a common meaning of exchanged 

content [15]. This is corroborated by the ICT4Water cluster, who recently advocated 

for standard semantic models in this area [111], and aligns with the message of BSI 

regarding smart cities [16]. This leads to a clear emerging challenge; interoperability 

in terms of sharing meaningful data. Semantic models support this as a shared 

conceptualization of a domain, allowing contextualised data exchange. This allows 

management approaches which bridge traditional barriers within and across water 

organisations and technical systems. The role of IoT and semantics in smart water 

is beginning to emerge in research [502], but is embryonic at best. The following 

section presents notable efforts towards semantic models in this space. 

2.5.3 TOWARDS A SUITABLE SEMANTIC WATER MODEL 

The role of semantic technologies is increasingly recognised in the smart water field 

[111], [113], [365], [503]. However, little modelling has been conducted, widely 

adopted, or standardised in the water sector which meets the needs of smart water 

networks, so examples of smart water ontologies are sparse.  Several mature 

ontologies were observed in the earth science field [504]–[507], but these are not 

suitable for the application of ICT to the water value chain, as they don’t describe 

water utility networks. Also, the WaterML2 [508] and water data transfer format [509] 

standards are highly relevant to smart water, but do not express domain semantics. 

The main models observed in the literature are compared in Table 5 below. 

Table 5: Comparison of relevant existing water semantic models 

Acronym/name Description Owner #Entities Date 

SWIM Device level IoT semantic model for the water industry. Aquamatix 41 2016 

INSPIRE Data 

Spec – Utility 

Network Model 

The INSPIRE directive is establishing an infrastructure 

for spatial information exchange in Europe, resulting in 

data models for many application domains, including 

utility networks, of which water and sewer networks are 

EC 68 2013 
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a subset. 

WatERP Lightweight ontology of generic concepts for water 

sensing and management. 

EURECAT 25 

classes 

2013 

Water Innovation 

Thesaurus 

Aims to facilitate collaboration for water innovation by 

establishing and highlighting recognised terminology 

and providing clear definitions for these as well as 

demonstrating the relationships between terms. 

EIP Water 548 2013 

CityGML 

UtilityADE 

CityGML ADE for the modelling of utility networks in 3d 

city models, based on topology and component 

descriptions. 

OGC 317 2012 

SWEET Middlelevel ontology for environmental terminology. NASA 6000 2011 

Hydrologic 

Ontology for 

Discovery 

Supports the discovery of timeseries hydrologic data 

collected at a fixed point. 

CUAHSI 4098 2010 

HydrOntology Aims to integrate data sources regarding hydrographical 

information from a civil engineering or town planning 

perspective and a top down methodology. 

Vilches

Blázquez et 

al. 

250 2009 

The main relevant ontology observed was the WatERP “generic ontology for water 

supply distribution chain” [251], [510]. The semantic water interoperability model 

(SWIM) [511] is also very relevant, as well as the INSPIRE data model [512], and 

the CityGML utility network model [488]. SWIM formalizes a description of water 

sector devices such as sensors, pumps, reservoirs and valves.  

The WatERP ontology only contains 25 classes, and few details of the physical 

processes and components involved in water management, and it doesn’t describe 

relationships between features of interest or actors. The WatERP ontology is split 

conceptually into a ‘supply and demand ontology’, ‘observation and measurement 

ontology’ and an ‘alerts and actions’ ontology. Further, the WatERP ontology only 

captures high level concepts such as physical element types, and a few types of 

actors.  

The INSPIRE Utility Network specification [512] formalizes simple concepts and 

relationships about water and sewer networks, but only includes 68 named entities. 

The CityGML Utility Network Application Domain Extension includes geospatial and 

semantic concepts about network entities such as pipes and manholes, and 

describes some properties of flowing water and pipe materials. Again, this is not 

comprehensive or semantically expressive enough, and has been inactive and 

incomplete for several years.  
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More mature efforts exist in neighbouring fields such as BIM, smart grid and 

environmental science, but these must converge with water industry standards such 

as WaterML2, whilst leveraging emerging models such as SWIM, and covering 

sufficient breadth and depth of water sector concepts. An integrated and 

standardised framework of these built environment, Semantic Web, and water 

industry standards would be a significant benefit for the interoperation of smart 

devices, repositories and artificial intelligence in the water sector. There is therefore 

a significant gap of capturing indepth knowledge regarding the technological, 

network, social, sensory and ICT artefacts involved in water management decisions 

in a water value chain. 

2.6 DISCUSSION: NEED FOR INTEGRATIVE RESEARCH IN THIS 

SPACE 

The smart city paradigm can potentially deliver a great deal of economic, social, and 

environmental value, by improving the way a city’s system of systems operates, by 

better informing all of its decision makers. However, work to date has focused on 

digitising rather than valuedelivery, where data is centralised and displayed on a 

dashboard or visualised historically, but not used to derive deep systemic insight or 

business intelligence. This requires more advanced applications to be built on smart 

city data, a great deal of which resides in private organisations. Whilst the ‘smart 

city’ domain is conceptually composed of subdomains, in reality ‘smart city’ 

initiatives are publicly funded and do not integrate these subdomains’ systems in a 

meaningful way. This is partly due to i) the emphasis on open data, which cannot 

include sensitive data about critical infrastructure or private businesses, ii) a lack of 

research on integrating enterprise systems with novel IoT solutions, iii) resources 

across domains being semantically heterogeneous, and iv) insufficient support for 

the integration of smart city data with advanced applications. Smart city platforms 

typically have not considered data semantics, but the latest and most advanced 

work is beginning to recognise the importance of semantic technologies [513].  

It has been argued throughout this section that IoT is the emerging ‘canvas’ of smart 

cities, through which intelligent management must be applied. IoT has overcome 

several interoperability challenges, but whilst ‘things’ can now communicate, and 

securely discover and share resources [18], [47], [514], this has only fed lowervalue 

knowledge delivery. In order for more advanced applications such as artificial 
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intelligence and optimisation algorithms to use this data they must robustly and fully 

understand the meaning, provenance, and context of the data. This interoperability 

at the application layer has been coined by some as the ‘web of things’ [328]. By 

establishing applicationlayer interoperability through semantic modelling, the 

components of a smart city system could understand the meaning, context, and 

provenance of data. This would improve the value delivered by DSTs, through more 

powerful, reliable, and simpler integration of data and advanced software. To 

businesses this may represent reduce costs for future software development, 

reduced time to market, and less risk through a more systematic approach to 

dealing with complex webs of interoperation. 

Several smart city IoT platforms have considered semantics, such as the ALMANAC 

IoT platform [18], which used a “semantic representation framework” to promote 

resource discovery. The SmartSantander project [515] also used a ‘resource 

directory’ as a repository for IoT resource semantics. However, these examples 

don’t couple IoT semantics with domain semantics and dynamic data, which is 

essential for genuine machine comprehension of data context for advanced 

applications. Further, it is clear that research is required on the potential of semantic 

technologies within enterprise systems, as most research has been on the open 

‘semantic web’ [516], but much ‘smart city data’ resides within private organisations. 

There is a clear need for semantic models of smart domains, and integrative 

research alongside enterprise systems, IoT systems, and advanced applications. 

Currently, domain semantics are dealt with implicitly and manually in building 

interoperating software systems. By proceeding in an adhoc, implicit manner, the 

time and cost needed to reach confidence in software will grow exponentially 

alongside the number of IoT resources, eventually becoming prohibitive as human 

comprehension of complex systems and semantics becomes limiting. This 

complexity is magnified in industrial systems, as is the need for confidence in the 

assumed semantics of data. Harbor Research stated that application integration 

standards in IoT was the biggest unmet need in 2012 [517], and this is still the case 

today. Explicitly defining semantics in ontologies could overcome this roadblock to 

unlocking the potential of smart systems.  

The overarching argument is now formalised. The assumptions made are: i) 

machine intelligence has the potential to revolutionise the control of complex 
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systems, ii) using machine intelligence in an operational context requires deep 

automated comprehension of consumed data, and iii) data comprehension can be 

supported through semantic technologies. It follows from these assertions that 

semantic technologies may support the use of IoT within advanced applications, 

which can offer significant value to decision makers in complex systems such as 

smart city domains. Through this chapter it has been observed that research around 

this use of semantic technologies is significantly lacking. The observed gaps in the 

literature are: 

1. Elaborate crossdomain use case scenarios justifying the need for the smart 

cities paradigm across the city valuechain. 

2. Requirements on semantic technologies for solving relevant challenges in 

smart cities, with a focus on these (point 1) scenarios. 

3. Ontological representations of smart systems promoting interdisciplinarity 

and crossdomain considerations. 

4. Software designs, best practices and recommendations for leveraging 

semantic technologies alongside IoT and artificial intelligence. 

5. Realworld implementations of the smart city concept demonstrating added

value to citizens and stakeholders across the complex city valuechain. 

The thesis now continues by discussing the methodology followed whilst 

investigating the stated hypothesis, as an effort to contribute to filling these 

knowledge gaps identified in a rigorous and systematic manner. 
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3 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In order to take a step towards filling the gaps identified in the literature review 

through a rigorous scientific process, this chapter describes the research design 

and methodology adopted. Firstly, the philosophical and pragmatic paradigms in 

which the methodology is grounded are discussed. The research approach builds 

on established research design practices and modern developments to justify the 

processes undertaken to address the literature gap identified, and framed through 

the research questions posed in section 1.5. In this manner, this section links the 

literature review chapter with the findings chapters on which the discussion and 

contribution are based. 

The justification and presentation of the research methodology in this chapter 

broadly follows the model proposed by Saunders et al. [518]: the interpretation of 

which is illustrated in Table 6 below.  

Table 6: Methodological aspects, adapted from [518] 

Methodological 

Aspect 

Examples, schools of thought 

Epistemology Objectivism, Constructivism, Foundationalism, Scepticism 

Research theory Positivism, Realism, Interpretivism, Pragmatism 

Approach Deductive, Inductive 

Strategy Experiment, Survey, Case Study, Action research, 

Participatory research, Archival research 

Choices Mono method, Mixed methods, Multimethod 

 

The chapter therefore begins by discussing the uppermost level of the identified 

model of research design; the philosophical stance adopted. The chapter then 

proceeds by discussing the high level research approach adopted, followed by the 

strategy and more detailed choices, before describing the pragmatic processes 

undertaken and the roles of these in contributing to answering the research 

questions. This entails a description of 3 distinct stages in the overall study; 

theoretical analysis, participatory action research learning cycles in the energy and 
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water domains, and a design research process to unify and generalise learnings 

and artefacts from across the previous stages. Each of the identified stages’ roles 

within the overall research design is described and each of their systematic 

methodologies discussed, before they are expanded on alongside their findings in 

the following chapters. 

3.2 EPISTEMOLOGICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Epistemology is the philosophical study of knowledge, rationality and justification 

[519] and is arguably the most abstract perspective necessary from which to begin a 

discourse regarding a research design [520]. This is because epistemological 

choices define what the researcher believes constitutes valid knowledge and 

describes how they perceive existence. Following a consideration of the merits of 

concepts such as objectivism, constructivism, and subjectivism, these abstract 

notions can then begin a discussion of the theoretical underpinnings of the research 

approach, transitioning towards more direct relevance to the research design in a 

rigorous manner. Within epistemic justification, a central aspect of epistemology, 

some main schools of thought are foundationalism, coherence theory, reliabilism, 

scepticism, and cognitive realism [519], [521], [522]. Whilst a comprehensive and 

detailed consideration of such concepts is beyond the scope of this work, it is 

important to ground the research design within philosophy and theory, to validate 

the knowledge contribution of the work conducted and conclusions drawn. This 

theoretical grounding has been stated as the difference in the applied field of 

information systems between researchers and software developers or consultants 

[523]. This section now discusses the aspects of philosophy and research theory 

necessary to rigorously ground the knowledge contribution. 

Saunders et al. state that the first aspect which should ground a research design is 

a research philosophy, which they describe as a highlevel term regarding the 

development of knowledge and its nature [518], which broadly concurs with the 

aforementioned work of Gray [520]. The authors go on to explain that this choice 

fundamentally affects subsequent research strategy choices, and imports underlying 

assumptions into the research and hence the knowledge it produces, and that the 

choice is likely to be influenced by the researcher’s perspective, and practical 

considerations. It has been argued that research philosophy and methods should 

not be viewed independently, and that research philosophy should be addressed 
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pragmatically, mixing models as required to answer the specific research questions 

posed [524]. It follows then that enshrining a single philosophical doctrine with 

regards to research design may be detrimental to the varied insights which can be 

elicited from research practice. 

The views of Saunders et al. regarding philosophical stances are broadly echoed by 

Ritchie and Lewis [525], who explain the role of philosophical paradigms as a 

foundation of research design. Both sources identify positivism as the most clearly 

defined and acknowledged stance, which holds that objective truth exists and 

should be gained through observation and empirical analysis, with the researcher 

remaining objective throughout. This contrasts postpositivism, which acknowledges 

a researcher’s lack of neutrality and attempts to account for this in research design. 

These further contrast antipositivism (referred to as interpretivism by Saunders et 

al.), which holds that objective truth should not be the goal of research, but that 

reality and truth are experienced and interpreted by individuals [526]. Interpretivism 

is described as a group of several schools of thought, including notably, 

constructivism and phenomenology [518], [526]. Constructivism, as an 

epistemological philosophy, argues that reality is affected by the research process, 

whereby truly objective research is not possible, and researchers can choose to 

remain neutral or to personally engage in a study [525]. It is highly relevant that 

Ritchie and Lewis state that natural science research methods are not appropriate 

for deriving knowledge about the social world [525]. This is pertinent given the 

critical social dimensions of smart cities, and of ICT solutions in both the 

deployment and development stages, whereby social and humanmachine 

interactions are a central aspect of testing the hypothesis. 

Despite the clearly separated schools of thought, Saunders et al. state that a 

consideration of philosophical paradigms should not be viewed as a ‘shopping list’ 

from which to choose the best option.  Instead they argue that understanding the 

implications of philosophical stances on research design is valuable to enhance the 

production of valuable knowledge within a particular field [518]. To this end, and 

given the mixed social and technological aspects of the research questions 

considered in the current study, the paradigm of pragmatism holds significant value, 

and is again described by Saunders et al. This approach holds that choosing and 

enshrining a paradigm may not be ideal, and that the philosophical stance adopted 
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should be tailored to the research questions, hence supporting the role of mixed 

methods research, engaging with both quantitative and qualitative data. This 

concurs with the much earlier work of Orlikowski and Baroudi [527], who argue that 

augmenting a traditional, positivist, research perspective with interpretivism would 

produce better research endeavours. 

Critically, within the computer science field, the discourse regarding research design 

philosophy is markedly different to natural sciences where positivism is the ‘gold 

standard’, given the unique nature of computer sciences of studying phenomena 

within manmade machines, bridging the science and engineering fields [528], [529]. 

This provides further evidence that solely pursuing objective truth is not appropriate 

for evaluating the proposed hypothesis, as the role of social agents within the 

systems to be studied cannot be negated whilst drawing meaningful insight about 

the value of semantics and ICT within urban decision making. Despite this, the role 

of empirical observation and objective truth cannot be ignored when studying 

phenomena such as software speeds and objective functionality. Therefore the 

combined use of these, with a focus on applied theories rather than pure theory, as 

is typical of pragmatism, is the paradigm primarily aligned with for the purposes of 

this thesis overall. It has been argued that whilst pragmatism has a clear foundation 

in empiricism, it goes beyond this to fully acknowledge the mutual permeation of 

knowledge and action in reality [530], and hence primarily concerns the actions 

necessary for study. Therefore, the implications of this philosophical stance on the 

research is to adopt a considered approach which prioritises the justifications for 

actions on a cases by case basis towards the overall research goals and design of 

each stage, rather than aiming to enshrine a single pure philosophical perspective. 

This is particularly appropriate for the current study, given the multistaged design 

adopted, where each stage prioritises different research processes and hence 

benefits from a different, albeit compatible, philosophical stance. 

3.3 RESEARCH APPROACH AND STRATEGY 

The choice was made to adopt a pragmatic research philosophy, incorporating 

aspects of positivism alongside the interpretivism often used outside of natural 

science. The stance was hence malleable as necessary to suit each specific 

research question. This set a foundation on which to consider the functional 
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research approach and strategy, leading into concrete actions and research 

methods. 

Saunders et al. [518] discuss 3 research approaches in the context of the field of 

business: deductive, inductive, and mixed approaches. They again promote a 

defensible rather than a dogmatic approach to research design choices, advocating 

the role of combining deductive and inductive approaches. Also within their model of 

research design are the layers of ‘strategy’ and ‘choices’, and pragmatism suggests 

that these not be viewed independently, but rather stem from the needs of the 

research questions posed. This advocacy for a hybrid or multimethods approach 

has been echoed in IS research [520], [531] and can strengthen research by 

‘triangulating data’ to point towards research contributions from multiple 

corroborating directions [532]. 

The nature and contrasts of deductive and inductive approaches have been well 

considered in the literature as the two leading research approaches, such as the 

wellconsidered and modern work of Soiferman [533]. Inductive research is often 

described as a bottomup process, where specific observations evolve into generic 

models, whereas deductive research is a topdown process, which moves from 

generic models to data. Soiferman draws parallels between quantitative and 

deductive methods, and between qualitative and inductive methods. In this manner, 

deductive reasoning is often associated with the positivist research paradigm, as 

quantitative data serves positivist researchers as a measurable and objective truth 

[534]. In contrast, inductive reasoning is often associated with interpretivism, where 

qualitative data is used by researchers to induce generalisms about social or 

philosophical science fields. Whilst these two fields of scientific thought have been 

thought of as competing for some time, Soiferman highlights that there is a growing 

precedent to move beyond this mindset. As with the decision to adopt a 

pragmatismoriented perspective, the benefits of both deductive and inductive 

approaches could be leveraged alongside one another in a wellconstructed 

methodology. Further to this, the relative peculiarity of computer science in 

comparison to conventional research fields such as logic, natural sciences or social 

sciences, renders the decision to dogmatically follow a longstanding 

epistemological viewpoint somewhat moot, as each field typically favours a 
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philosophical stance, and computer science spans many of these conventional 

fields. 

One branch of research strategy deemed particularly relevant for the purpose 

required is that of participatory action research, which has been advocated for in 

this field [535]. One clear definition of action research is offered by Herr and 

Anderson [536]: “action research is inquiry that is done by or with insiders to an 

organization or community”. Action research aims to balance immediate problem 

solving with knowledge generation [537], and has been an established practice in 

social and medical science for a significant period of time, and has also been 

advocated for in ICT since the 1990s [538]. This presumes that systems with 

complex social interactions cannot be reduced and studied as simply the sum of 

their parts. Further, the action research paradigm is stated to hold 3 prerequisites; 

an interpretivist viewpoint, an idiographic viewpoint, and the use of qualitative 

methods [538]. However, as previously argued, the present work does not dismiss 

the value of empirical analysis of some aspects of ICT systems, such as those 

which purely involve computational speeds without requiring a consideration of 

humanmachine interaction. Participatory action research is then a subset of this 

type of systematic enquiry, and has been described as an extension of this wherein 

the ‘client’ also pursues information and ideas in a synergistic manner to the 

researcher [539]. This is particularly relevant to the field of IoT and urban 

cybernetics as it intrinsically involves the analysis of sociotechnical systems, 

wherein ICT systems act primarily to support human decision makers.  

Within action research, the researcher does not act as a neutral observer, but 

actively engages in the research in taking action towards overcoming an immediate 

challenge, whilst generating knowledge. This research stance is contrary to 

conventional positivist science, and some typical criticisms are that the research is 

less controlled, has greater risk of failure, and is interpreted subjectively, which 

Kock believes can be addressed through a number of ‘antidotes’ [540]. Further 

difficulties are considered and addressed by Marshall and Salas [537], who reflect 

on best practices for balancing the problem solving and research objectives of the 

approach based on a project they undertook. They explain that individual 

perspectives on the problem will differ within the organisation, formal business 

systems will differ from those implemented, the capabilities of the researcher(s) 
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must be thoroughly understood and acknowledged, and effective communication 

between parties is critical.  

As well as action research, case studies, and empirical research, design research 

has been legitimised in the study of information systems, themselves being an 

inherently applied discipline [541]. Design research aims to formally study the 

processes of design, with the goal of making design more empirical in nature [542]. 

In this manner, information system design research typically creates a business or 

managementoriented ICT artefact which extends the state of the art, and 

formalises knowledge from this which is beneficial for future designs [542]. Clearly, 

this narrative highlights similarities to action research, where the goal is to 

overcome an immediate challenge (such as through artefact design), and 

simultaneously produce knowledge (such as guidance for future designs). This 

similarity is observed in works which refer to both fields of study alongside each 

other, such as [543], which considers the nature of problem formulation in 

information system research, and discusses the implications for both action 

research and design science research. Given this precedent, the use of aspects of 

both design science and participatory action research are used within the current 

research, with an emphasis on the aspects appropriate for each stage of the 

research. 

Whilst the research will primarily follow the methodological traditions of action 

research and design research in information systems, given the pragmatic paradigm 

adopted, a consideration of positivist approaches must be offered in the context of 

each research question. In this manner, the role of empirical case studies and 

experiments must be acknowledged. Specifically, in determining the viability of 

enterprise software solutions, there are a number of empirical metrics which may be 

observed impartially, such as computation speeds over benchmark problems. 

These metrics can be measured independently of the organisational context in 

which the information system is implemented, and is relevant in most settings. 

Therefore, the approach utilised a mixedmethods approach, which drew on some 

aspects of more conventional positivist research approaches where appropriate. As 

became evident, this was particularly necessary to thoroughly investigate the 

scalability of semantically enabled solutions, as the perception was observed 

amongst experts that such solutions inherently involve verbose messaging formats 

and ‘contextual overhead’, which reduced performance. Investigating this aspect 
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and similar aspects of the designed systems benefitted from a more empirical 

perspective in order to generalise about the value of the approach adopted in ICT 

systems. 

This section has discussed the literature regarding research methodologies in ICT, 

information systems, and applied computer science. The advocacy for an approach 

which combines established practices and bridges traditional divides, when justified, 

and the unique nature of the humancyberphysical questions posed, led to an 

iterative and mixedstrategy approach being adopted. This supported the validity of 

the resulting knowledge, by establishing multiple viewpoints for the conclusions 

drawn. Further, the strategy and methods chosen at each stage of the inherently 

iterative action research approach adopted, was chosen based on suitability for the 

stage, and research question, under consideration. This mandated a well

considered approach to managing the overarching research design, which 

propagated the philosophical and higherlevel decisions taken, through the practical 

subprocesses undertaken, in a coherent and logically consistent manner for 

deriving wellgrounded knowledge. This overarching research design is now 

described in detail in the following section, and each stage’s detailed and pragmatic 

methodology is introduced herein, then expanded upon within their relevant 

subsequent chapters. 

3.4 RESEARCH DESIGN 

3.4.1 RESEARCH DESIGN BACKGROUND  

This section describes the pragmatic approach to collecting evidence and 

subsequently analysing this towards answering the proposed research questions. 

Formally considering and specifying a research design aims to facilitate an 

improved strategy and research integrity. This must detail the methodology 

conducted and artefacts used in producing and collecting data for analysis. In order 

for the methodology to elicit the best data from the systems under consideration, 

Cooper and Schindler [544] describe the essential components of a research 

design: 

 A plan which details both the actions and durations and chronology of the 

research 

 A clear focus on specifically answering the research questions 
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 Decision criteria for choosing information types and sources 

 A process description for each stage of the overall design 

Based on these requirements, the overall design of the research conducted is 

outlined in the following section, before each of the separate sections is described in 

more detail, and finally validation and ethical issues are discussed. 

3.4.2 DESIGN EMPLOYED IN THIS RESEARCH 

Building on the philosophical perspective and research approach adopted of 

pragmatismoriented multimethods research, this section describes the practical 

processes and actions taken, and their time frames, towards answering the 

research questions. As the research was exploratory in nature, the design of the 

research processes evolved over time, and so this section is a postrationalisation 

of the method pursued. Exploratory research aims to go beyond observing and 

describing phenomena towards uncovering causal links and extrapolations of the 

impact of this knowledge [545]. Further, as exploratory research, the design 

progressed through the spectrum of research methods proposed by Demeyer [528], 

from feasibility study to formal modelling, as far as possible within the limitations of 

the study, and from an ‘exemplar’ case study to a proposed benchmark for 

application layer interoperability. 

The overall research design was split into 3 stages, as illustrated in Figure 13. The 

first stage of the research design was an exploratory literature review to clarify the 

research questions from a generic research objective. The second stage was then a 

participatory action research process which engaged with experts through the 

innovative research, development and testing of semantic web of things systems in 

6 projects: 3 in the energy domain, 1 in the water domain, and 2 across domains. 

Chronologically, these transitioned from investigating the broader impact of 

semantics in IoT systems through a participatory approach, to investigating the 

specifics of developing, validating, and leveraging ontologies and semantic web 

aspects of SWoT systems. The third stage then brought together the findings and 

analysis of these 6 projects into a unifying design research process, which extended 

the work conducted beforehand without being participatory in nature. This aimed to 

bring the separate projects together to provide greater insight into answering the 

research questions posed, by further developing the artefacts and subsequently 

testing these as an extension of the state of the art. 
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applied semantic web, IoT, and AI to the built environment. This resulted in a 

number of artefacts, processes, and further lessons learnt. 

Finally, to fully answer the 3rd and 4th, deeper research questions, the latter 

participatory projects and the third research stage brought together previous work 

across the separate studies. The third stage extended this within a design research 

methodology, which aimed to produce a novel solution to established challenges 

based on the learning to that point, to provide further evidence and deeper 

understanding around the research questions. Design science utilises the pragmatic 

problem solving process of design, to serve a research purpose. Kotzé et al. [546] 

state that the distinguishing feature of design research beyond general design is 

relevance and rigour. Within the proposed methodology, this involved developing a 

unifying ontology for smart cities, with a focus on supporting the utility domains 

researched previously. It also involved developing a semantic middleware platform 

suitable for utilising the developed ontology in smart city IoT applications. These 

artefacts were then tested for suitability and extensibility to meet typical needs in 

terms of big data, privacy and security, and reliability. 

As the research contained participatory processes, and a multistage approach, it is 

important to establish the specific contributions to the participatory projects engaged 

with, and how these contributions led to the overall knowledge outputs. It is also 

important to reinforce the role of each process within the overall design, in a 

cohesive, questionoriented manner, as this follows from the philosophical stance 

adopted of pragmatism. These aspects are clarified in Table 7, Table 8, and Table 

9, for each of the 3 stages respectively. Each of the stages is now discussed in 

more detail, and further details are presented in their respective sections. 

Table 7: Breakdown of research stage 1: theoretical study 

Work conducted Role in answering research questions (main role in 

bold) 

Extensive literature 

review 

Comparative and GAP 

analysis of existing work 

Impact scenario 

development 

Q1: 

Provided theoretical grounding and rigour to the 

following work and valuable scope consideration for 

bounding the decision space 

Q2: 

Provided examples from literature of relevant work in 
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Scoping step change 

which SWoT can achieve 

Reference model 

development as a lens for 

the further work 

the surrounding space, and highlighted the gaps 

Q3: 

The GAP analysis highlighted the potential value to 

developers and decision makers 

 

Table 8: Breakdown of research stage 2: participatory action research project engagement 

Project Work conducted Role in answering research 

questions (main role in bold) 

KnoHolEM Impact scenario 

development 

Technical coordination 

aspects 

Thermal simulation model 

contribution 

Data production, 

processing, and analysis 

Optimised rule 

development contribution 

Guiding and testing AI 

aspects 

Analysing component 

integration and semantics 

Q1: 

Scenarios and scoping work provided 

evidence base and reference point. 

Direct engagement with AI and 

application components informed 

knowledge management 

requirements. 

Q2: 

Example of a SWoT system 

architecture in the building energy 

domain. 

Q3: 

Analysis of the system contributed to 

evidence base about the role of 

various components of a SWoT 

approach. 

MAS2TERING Development of OWL 

domain ontology based on 

existing standards and 

system requirements. 

Contribution to 

metaprogramming to 

convert OWL ontology to 

JavaBeans ontology, for 

Q1: 

Some further evidence of 

requirements on semantic 

components in SWoT systems for 

smart grids, broadening evidence 

base. 

Q2: 

Example of a SWoT system 
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deployment in MAS. 

Contribution to 

deployment of ontology in 

MAS. 

Analysis of resultant 

system 

architecture in the smart grid domain. 

Different use of explicit semantics 

provided breadth to evidence base. 

Direct contribution to ontological 

aspects provided depth to the 

evidence base. 

Q3: 

Analysis of resultant system and 

experience in development provided 

breadth to the evidence base.  

RESILIENT Contribution to OWL 

domain ontology 

Consultation with domain 

experts about role of the 

SWoT system 

Contribution to 

deployment of ICT system 

Analysis of resultant 

system 

Q1: 

Some further evidence of 

requirements on semantic 

components in SWoT systems for 

polygeneration grids, broadening 

evidence base. 

Q2: 

Example of a SWoT system 

architecture in the polygeneration grid 

domain. Again, different use of explicit 

semantics provided breadth to 

evidence base. 

Q3: 

Analysis of resultant system and 

experience in development provided 

breadth to the evidence base. 

WISDOM Primary contributor to 

development of scenarios, 

use cases, sequence 

diagrams, system 

requirements and 

decomposition to 

component requirements. 

Consultation with domain 

Q1: 

Evidence on SWoT system 

requirements in water domain, adding 

significant breadth 

Q2: 

Extensive depth added to evidence 

base from leading comprehensive 

semantic modelling task 
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and ICT experts about 

role and value of ICT and 

SWoT in target systems. 

Sole contributor to 

ontology scoping, 

requirements, 

development, validation, 

testing, and deployment 

Sole contributor to 

semantic web software 

and semantic inference 

software development 

Integrated developed 

software into wider smart 

water ICT platform 

 

Breadth added from different 

mechanisms of using explicit 

semantics to other projects. 

Q3: 

More extensive expert consultation 

and testing of SWoT approach 

provided significant evidence towards 

this question 

Q4: 

Some evidence of generalisation 

across domains, as water domain has 

significant differences to the energy 

domain 

CUSP CUSPenergy: 

Contributed to semantic 

web software, ontology 

deployment, and guided 

the leveraging of the 

SWoT approach 

Contributed to system 

architecture design, and 

GUI development 

 

CUSPwater: 

Developed a GUI which 

tested and ultimately 

demonstrated the value of 

the approach 

 

Analysis of system 

development and resultant 

Q2: 

Example of SWoT system with 

ambitions across domains, adding 

further breadth to the evidence base 

Q3: 

Adopting role of application 

developer offered further insight into 

the value of a SWoT approach 

Analysis of system contributed 

breadth to evidence base 

Q4: 

CUSP generalised across energy 

and water domains, and had 

ambitions to be extensible into other 

domains 
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artefacts 

Hypercat Engaged and consulted 

with experts from across 

12 ‘verticals’ 

Closely engaged and 

consulted with water 

‘vertical’ partner to 

complement learnings 

from WISDOM 

engagement 

Extensive literature 

review and comparative 

analysis of IoT standards 

landscape from 

technological and policy 

perspectives 

Q1: 

Literature review, comparative 

analysis, and expert consultation 

provided breadth and depth to 

evidence base 

Q2: 

Provided examples of more 

lightweight approach to application 

layer interoperability, where 

semantics are not handled verbosely 

Q3: 

‘Pure’ IoT approach demonstrated 

some benefits and limitations of this 

more lightweight option 

Expert consultation provided 

significant breadth to evidence base 

on the role and value of SWoT and 

IoT 

Q4: 

Analysis highlighted the nature of 

extensibility and interoperability 

across domains. 

Project acted over 12 smart city 

‘verticals’ with over 1100 individuals, 

so added significant breadth to the 

evidence base for this question 

Emphasis on accessibility contributed 

to consideration of nature of 

supporting further work 
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Table 9: Breakdown of research stage 3: unification and generalisation through design research 

Work conducted Role in answering research questions (main role in 

bold) 

Building and testing 

SWoT platform reference 

implementation 

Curating metamodel for 

smart city domain 

Aligning previous 

ontologies with smart city 

ontology 

Q2: 

Further depth and breadth to evidence base by building 

on previous stages to produce a modular solution which 

meets the collective requirements 

Q3: 

Further exploration of the potential value by building on 

the positives and mitigating the negative aspects of 

solutions from previous stage 

Q4: 

Significant breadth and depth added to evidence base 

by pursuing the unification and generalisation of the 

learnings and artefacts from the previous stages to 

support further work 

3.4.3 STAGE 1: THEORETICAL STUDY 

The theoretical study aimed primarily to collect and analyse the majority of the 

evidence base for the first research question, whilst supporting the evidence bases 

of the other questions. It also served to clarify the research questions, and 

determined the emerging landscape and resources evident for furthering the 

remaining research. A significant portion of the evidence towards answering the 1st 

research question emerged from the literature review conducted during this stage. A 

key initial output of the theoretical study was an early version of the proposed 

reference model. This reference model was then used as a lens for the identified 

literature, within the existing technological landscape in each smart city domain, to 

identify potential scenarios where semantics may have impact. Firstly, this identified 

the challenges faced and how ICT and existing ICT trends could help overcome 

these. This highlighted the areas where relying on ICT required comprehensive 

semantic interoperability; at the instances of most utilisation of machine traversal of 

the latter stages of the reference model in a domain.  
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The identified areas formed the basis of impact scenarios; descriptions of instances 

where semanticallyenabled advanced applications could have impact in a smart 

city or industrial system. Finally, these scenarios were explored more to identify how 

semantics could support ICT impact in various usage patterns. This formed a 

foundation for the experimentation and exploration in target domains in the second 

stage of the research. The domains of energy and water were chosen as two of the 

most critical, and for their similarity both technologically from an abstract level, and 

in a business sense given the utilitycentric nature of the industries. The model 

could equally be explored in other domains, and this is discussed fully in later 

sections. The exploratory process of the literature review was described more fully 

in Section 2 alongside the review itself, and the process and outputs of the 

theoretical stage are discussed further in Section 4.1. 

3.4.4 STAGE 2A: PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH IN ENERGY DOMAIN 

The second stage of the research design was a process of iterative learning cycles, 

each consisting of a participatory research approach, engaging with a collaborative 

research project. Each of these was essentially an instance of Kolb’s experiential 

learning cycle [335] whereby one senses the domain, actors, and goals, then tries to 

understand more about what is required and how others have done that, before 

deciding on possible approaches. These decisions are then acted on, before 

analysing the appropriateness of the actions and continuing to iterate to produce 

learnings whilst also addressing the immediate problem, a key aspect of the action 

research approach adopted, as discussed previously. 

Initially this took place within the energy domain, and then in the water domain. The 

energy domain was ideal, as a domain where semantic modelling and the value of 

IoT is already emerging in an ad hoc manner, as this provided a grounding to 

answering the 2nd and 3rd research questions before then testing these findings in 

another domain. The resulting artefacts and lessons were extended and tested 

further in the water domain, through direct development and testing of software and 

knowledge modelling artefacts, using the project’s data and also knowledge gained 

from consultation with domain experts. 

Within the energy domain, the approach was to first consider the manifestation in a 

relatively less complex case; at the building level. This allowed greater isolation of 
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the effect of utilising ontological representations and semantic web technologies. 

This was then expanded to consider groups of buildings within a smart prosumer 

grid. This tested the hypothesis across further experimentation. Finally, greater 

complexity was then added by considering additional energy vectors at the multi

building scale. Specifically, this involved the utilisation of semantic web and IoT 

technologies within an energy hub decision support tool, which involved the 

optimisation of power and district heating systems in parallel at the supply side, 

based on simulation and a wide range of heterogeneous data sources and remote 

resources. Whilst the role of semantics is already emerging in the energy sector, it 

is still embryonic in the water sector. Therefore, the water sector was chosen for an 

indepth case study, to observe the replicability of the benefits observed in the 

energy sector in other types of systems, with water systems chosen due to their 

partial similarities to energy systems. This is discussed further in Section 3.4.5, after 

each of the participatory energy research methodologies is discussed in more 

depth. 

3.4.4.1 SMART BUILDINGS 

Within the second stage of the overall research design, the hypothesis and 

reference model was first explored at the building level, with a focus on energy 

management. This was achieved by engaging in and contributing to an ICT solution 

which achieved semanticallyenabled advanced application decision support. The 

aim of this process was to elicit significant lessons about exploiting semantics in 

supporting the ICT traversal of the latter stages of the reference model. This began 

to prepare an evidence base for the second research question, and also added real 

world experience to the theoretical evidence towards the first research question. 

This research was conducted within the context of the EC FP7 research project 

KnoHolEM. The overall approach of the project was to integrate rules derived from 

empirical and theoretical analyses with a user interface and real world sensors and 

actuators through a semantic web approach, as shown in Figure 14. The main 

engagement with the currently described study was within the theoretical analysis 

shown in Figure 14, by using the project to assist with scenario definitions and 

energy modelling, and then contributing to the other theoretical analysis activities 

and integration with the further systems, with more details shown in Figure 15. 
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decision support. The BEMS aimed to promote trust with facility managers (FM) 

through a negotiation based userintheloop approach. 

The current work engaged with and observed the described project as a case study 

of the application of advanced applications and semantic technologies in the built 

environment, specific to the domain of building energy management. This was then 

compared to experience in the other case studies towards the development of the 

generic framework proposed. Especially, this was compared to the aspects of the 

other case studies which were relevant at the building level; distributed generation 

and load flexibility optimisation in case study 2, and domestic water behavioural 

change in case study 4. 

The case study involved active engagement with the described project. This 

primarily involved the development of the impact and optimisation scenarios through 

systems analysis and expert engagement, as well as collaboratively developing the 

simulation models and implementing the simulationbased rule generation process 

in the described building. This exposure to various activities in the research, 

development, and testing of semanticallyenabled advanced applications allowed an 

analysis to be conducted of the project for the purpose of the current thesis, from 

which the lessons learnt are drawn. As this stage of the research occurred 

chronologically alongside and shortly after the literature review, this stage formed 

further preliminary knowledge towards answering the first 2 research questions. 

Whilst the research process did not involve directly contributing to the semantic web 

components, it leveraged the literature review lessons directly to produce impact 

scenarios, which forms part of the research contribution proposed, and to gain an 

understanding of the artefacts and processes utilised in SWoT in a far more 

valuable manner than pure literature review, as it allowed monitoring and evaluation 

of the process and impact of leveraging ontologies and SWoT technologies in real 

world systems. 

3.4.4.2 SMART PROSUMER GRIDS 

Experience from the previous building energy project was used to explore the 

hypothesis and reference model in a more complex system: the management of 

smart prosumer grids. A semantic model was developed to support the ICT 

traversal of the latter stages of the reference model through an agentbased 
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approach, coupled with weatherbased predictive capabilities. The lessons learnt 

previously were used to develop the model, then its usage patterns were observed, 

as well as its role in the ICT solution and impact on the industrial system. Again, 

lessons were learnt and outcomes were formalised. This primarily aimed to provide 

evidence towards the 2nd research question, as it involved developing ontologies 

and integrating a semantic web approach with a MAS in a smart home and smart 

grid system. The analysis of this work then contributed to the 3rd research question. 

The project consortium developed a MAS and webservice system for optimising the 

load and energy storage scheduling of smart grids, based on the arrangement 

presented in Figure 16. Integrating these agents with each other and the web 

services developed required a comprehensive approach to knowledge management 

and interoperability, which was the aspect engaged with for the purposes of the 

currently described study. 

 

Figure 17: Illustration of smart home-smart grid MAS 
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Figure 18: Knowledge management approach developed for smart home-smart grid system 

The previous work on energy management at the building level was extended to 

their wider power network, in the emerging energy context of prosumers and 

microgrids. This case study focused on the work conducted and analysis of the EC 

FP7 collaborative research project entitled ‘MultiAgent Systems and Secured 

coupling of Telecom and Energy gRIds for Next Generation smart grid services’ 

(MAS2TERING). The project aimed to develop a MAS which was capable of 

optimising both domestic demand and energy generation and storage vectors 

through the emergent trading of the virtual commodity of flexibility, thereby creating 

and testing new markets and business models which supporting efficiency and grid 

resilience. The described MAS was also coupled with novel prosumer forecasting 

services, and the entire solution utilised a shared ontology and data model to 

facilitate communication. 

The current work utilised the described project as a participative action research 

process, through which various aspects of the hypothesis were tested in a different 
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manner to that of the previous case study. Specifically, this case study involved the 

development of an ontological solution to enable the traversal of the reference 

model’s stages through ICT, and collaborative deployment of the solution within the 

ICT system, followed by analysis and consideration of the process, and artefacts 

developed.  

The development of the ontology firstly required a thorough scoping and knowledge 

gathering process to bound the domain to be modelled. Lessons from the previous 

case study were also used to guide the process, to produce more suitable 

requirements for the ontology, and to use a more collaborative and balanced 

approach to the development process. After conducting the knowledge gathering 

and scoping process, the ontology curation was conducted manually. After reusing 

existing semantic resources, concepts specific to the target system were then 

included in a coherent manner. Further relationships, data properties, rules, and 

restrictions were then added, to provide a comprehensive domain perspective and 

data model. The ontology was then integrated with the knowledge management 

system developed by experts within the project. This involved collaboratively 

developing a metaprogramming tool to convert the ontology to a JADEcompliant 

JavaBeans ontology, and by building the accompanying software infrastructure to 

host and query the artefacts. 

3.4.4.3 SMART POLYGENERATION GRIDS  

The inclusion of heat as an energy vector in districts is growing in popularity, and 

adds significant complexity to the system of systems. This was therefore chosen as 

the next case study, where once again, semanticallydriven advanced applications 

provided decision support to assist the traversal of the reference model. This aimed 

to build on the previous case study to provide further evidence towards the 3rd and 

4th research questions, by contributing to and evaluating the performance of 

ontologies and SWoT systems in the domain. Lessons from the previous case 

studies were used to contribute to the semantic aspects of the ICT solution, and 

again the role and impact of the semantics were observed. Each of the case studies 

adopted different usage patterns for semantics and IoT, in different applications, 

and so significant breadth of knowledge was achieved. Further, as this case study 

held more complexity in the application domain, due to the multiple energy vectors, 
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it also provided more depth of evidence, by testing the hypothesis and reference 

model in more challenging ways. 

The case study focused on work conducted in the context of the EC FP7 project 

entitled RESILIENT. This project aimed primarily to optimise the generation mix 

within a district polygeneration grid. Specifically, the project’s intervention acted at 

the district’s energy hub, which included both power, heat, and cogeneration energy 

producing units. The energy hub served power to nearby public buildings through a 

low voltage grid, and was connected to the national grid. The energy hub also 

stored heat energy, and distributed heat to the nearby public buildings through a 

district heating network. The project therefore oversaw the installation of new 

renewable energy and storage units, and aimed to optimise their positive impact on 

the performance of the system. This was achieved by thermal modelling the public 

buildings, which allowed predicted demand profiles to be produced. These were 

then utilised within a multiobjective optimisation algorithm to produce a paretofront 

of setpoint options for the district managers to choose between. The solution utilised 

a semantic web approach to integrate the various components, including the storing 

and visualising of BIM models, the instantiation of simulation and optimisation 

models, and the discovery of sensors. 

As with the usage of the MAS2TERING project, the current work utilised the 

RESILIENT project as a case study, through which various aspects of the 

hypothesis were tested in a different manner to that of the previous case studies. 

This case study involved contributing to the development of the ontological solution 

described, and collaborative deployment of the solution within the overall system 

described, followed by an analysis of the evidence collected. The ontology scoping 

and development used the methodology shown in Figure 18 
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Figure 19: Methodology for ontology development in RESILIENT [547] 

3.4.5 STAGE 2B: PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH IN WATER DOMAIN  

The knowledge acquired from the previous case studies sufficiently justified the role 

of semantics in energycentric systems. This section describes the work conducted 
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to extend this evidence to the water sector, and with more control over architectural 

and software decisions and development. An indepth case study was pursued 

through the scoping, developing, validating, testing, and exploitation of semantically

enabled services for the water sector. The work was conducted in the context of an 

EC FP7 project, entitled ‘Water analytics and Intelligent Sensing for Demand 

Optimised Management’ (WISDOM). 

The WISDOM project aimed to integrate legacy sensors, existing data repositories, 

and new sensors, through a cloudbased service oriented architecture, and to 

demonstrate the value of this through several intelligent applications. This included 

a hardware and communications layer, a core services layer, and an applications 

layer.  The core services layer served as the primary component of interest to the 

case study, although its interactions with the application layer were also relevant. 

The core services layer included an eventbased knowledge management solution 

alongside analytics, rulebased, and optimisation services.  These were integrated 

through the use of a semantic web approach, grounded in the domain ontology 

developed within this case study.  The project involved several industrial partners, 

and tested the proposed solution within the business and technological contexts of 

those companies, in 5 pilot sites across Wales, France, and Italy.  

Similar to the previous two described energy case studies, the current work utilised 

this project as a case study, but through more direct engagement with the semantic 

aspects of the work. Specifically, the entire ontology and semantic web software 

scoping, development, and testing, was performed within the context of the current 

study as the sole contributor. This allowed more detailed control over the processes 

undertaken and a more thorough experience of both the process and the results. 

This provided significant exposure across the lifecycle of semantic artefacts in their 

role within an industrial smart city system. As semantic modelling in the water 

industry is embryonic, lessons learnt through this case study were deemed more 

likely to be applicable to other domains, where semantics are equally novel. 

The methodology adopted in scoping, developing and deploying the WISDOM 

semantic models primarily utilized the recommendations of the NeOn methodology 

to utilize a collaborative approach with domain experts and ontological experts, 

through an iterative process shown in Figure 19. The main stages involved in this 

workflow are described through the following subsections. Firstly the knowledge 
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acquisition and scoping phase is discussed, then the development of a domain 

independent metamodel as an extension of reusable ontologies, then each of the 

stages of the actual ontology development process are elaborated. The pilot site 

instantiation process is then discussed before the web service development 

process, the preliminary validation, inference engine development process and 

secondary validation and finally the process of mapping to other ontologies. 
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Figure 20: WISDOM ontology and knowledge-management system development processes 
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3.4.5.1 REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING 

The first phase of this learning iteration was to thoroughly understand and bound 

the challenge to be faced in the clients’ water utility management systems, through 

a comprehensive requirements engineering process. This was loosely comprised of 

3 stages, as shown in Figure 20. After gaining a conceptual understanding of the 

domain, pilot sites, and business processes, through literature review and expert 

consult, these were formalized into IDEF0  [548] models, use case models, explicit 

scenarios and deployments, and finally, software requirement specifications. These 

were all iterated through a collaborative process with domain experts to promote 

their accuracy and completeness. 

 

Figure 21: High level stages of the smart water requirements engineering 

The requirements engineering process modified NeOn to account for the growth of 

the Internet of Things, and to promote reuse in the field. This involved balancing the 

NeOn’s knowledge engineering objectives with software engineering objectives, and 

the softer requirements of fostering client ‘ownership’ and human intelligibility. Also, 

the knowledge gathering stage was supplemented with a semiautomated web

based process of concept extraction, as described in section 3.4.5.1.4, which 

primarily assisted in developing the semantic water models. 

After knowledge gathering and scenario specification, an analysis and design 

process was followed to produce software requirements for the overall software 

solution. These were then iterated alongside domain experts, and a system 

architecture was curated, before the requirements were decomposed for each 

component. The software requirements were then decomposed further to produce a 

set of ontology competency questions. 

Once the requirements had been developed, they were iterated against meta

requirements. This promoted coherency across the three perspectives of i) software 

specification, ii) knowledge modelling, and iii) domain reuse, after which the 

Knowledge 
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scenario 
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development of the ontology and accompanying software was undertaken. The 

requirements were used throughout the process to test and guide the software and 

ontology developments. The following subsections describe the requirements 

engineering steps in more detail. 

3.4.5.1.1 SCENARIO IDENTIFICATION 

The first milestone of the requirements engineering process was to produce 

platformlevel impact scenarios. These described the various impact pathways for 

the software within the existing business processes and software frameworks 

present in industry. The methodology consisted of four stages, as shown in Figure 

21, conducted in close collaboration with the industrial stakeholders. This aimed to 

foster early practitioner engagement with the developed artefacts, ‘buyin’ of domain 

experts, and genuine business and industry value.  

 

Figure 22: The WISDOM Scenario Identification Process 

The development of impact scenarios began with pilot site system specification and 

business process modelling. Next, informal knowledge gathering was conducted 

through expert consultation, literature review, site visits, and analysis of the existing 
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products and processes at the client organisations. Use case modelling of the 

existing system, and KPI documentation was conducted alongside this. Finally, this 

knowledge was unified into a gap analysis which resulted in a number of scenarios 

being identified. For each scenario the following fields were populated: 

 Name 

 Description 

 Objectives 

 Artefacts to be developed 

 Input Data 

 Existing Technologies to Utilise 

 Output Data 

 Actors (during demonstration and at other times) 

 When Applicable 

 Anticipated Impact 

Once generated, scenarios were reviewed and iterated until a final set of scenarios, 

sufficiently covering all targeted aspects of the water value chain, was identified. 

The main tasks in this stage of the requirements engineering process are described 

in the following subsections. 

3.4.5.1.2 SMART WATER DOMAIN ANALYSIS 

The first stage of the requirements capture process involved achieving a high level 

understanding of the structure and the processes involved in the water value chain 

from industrial experts. To achieve this, the first stage is broken down into two 

tasks: a) Documenting water processes using the IDEF0 [548] functional modelling 

methodology and b) the analysis of network topology specifications. 

In order to produce IDEF0 models for each pilot, the system within each pilot 

location was analysed and the following tasks performed: 

1. Document the high level processes that the water goes through within the 

pilot. 

2. For each process identified the inputs and outputs must be identified and 

using these inputs and outputs processes are connected. 
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3. For each process identified the constraints (standards/legal requirements, 

economic frameworks, quality/quantity requirements) and mechanisms 

(actors, existing software, existing hardware) must be identified. 

4. Once the high level model of the system has been produced, each process 

on this model should be broken down and the IDEF0 modelling process is 

repeated for each subprocess. 

3.4.5.1.3 ANALYSIS OF CLIENT’S SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES 

The second stage of the requirements capture methodology builds on the 

understanding of the pilots’ water processes and topology. This stage consists of 

three tasks: a) Documentation of existing hardware and software used within the 

pilot b) Documentation of key performance indicators and c) UML (Universal 

Modelling Language) Use Case Modelling [549]. 

The first task involved identifying further information for each of the mechanisms 

identified as part of the IDEF0 modelling. To achieve this, a template was provided 

to the client, asking for information such as name, type, data storage technology, 

and file format. 

The second task involved specifying in more detail the key performance indicators 

for the various processes within the pilot, the majority of which had been identified 

as constraints during the previous stage of the process. The final task in the second 

stage was to understand the interactions of actors with the water system. To 

achieve this, a series of use case modelling exercises were conducted. The IDEF0 

models were analysed and all actors that featured as mechanisms were used as a 

starting point for generating use cases. These described in a standard notation the 

interactions of individuals with the target system. 

3.4.5.1.4 SEMIAUTOMATED WEB CRAWL AND FEATURE EXTRACTION  

As supplementary work in gathering knowledge about the target domain, the 

manual elicitation of domain knowledge was coupled with a semiautomated web 

crawl and feature extraction process. The aim of this was to facilitate broader 

relevance of the ontology by aligning the terminology and semantics modelled with 

the wider water sector, by analysing web documents across the sector and 

ontological features from these, as a whole body of literature. The output of this 
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process was a list of the main smart water concepts used in web documents on the 

web sites of relevant organisations such as utility companies, education bodies and 

regulators. 

As a supplementary process, the full details of the semiautomated validation are 

outside the scope of this thesis, but it is briefly summarised here. The first stage 

consisted of automatically ‘crawling’ a manually selected list of relevant websites 

(and their linked websites) for public HTML data (raw ‘screen text’), Microsoft Word, 

.txt and .PDF documents based on loose rules for relevance, through a custom

made Python program. These were then processed to extract a list of all the words, 

and several metrics about them, per document. This data was then further 

processed through another novel Python program to identify the most relevant and 

likely candidate class and property names.  

The pertinent term extraction program developed first ranked the words by 

frequency and ‘term frequency, inverse document frequency’ (tfidf), a common 

metric of the importance of a word in a document. The program then filtered out 

‘stop words’ such as ‘if’, ‘the’ and ‘is’, then looked up the word in the WordNet lexical 

database and retrieved a definition of the word. The relevant words in this definition 

were then looked for in the list of words found in the crawled web documents, and 

their tfidf values summed when they were found, to produce another metric of 

‘importance’ for the crawled document word in the target domain. This was then 

utilised alongside each word’s tfidf value to produce a hybrid measure of 

importance of the word, and the master list of terms was ordered by this metric of 

importance.  

Finally the script utilised WordNet to separate the proper nouns (which would be 

instances of classes), nouns (which represent candidate classes) and adjectives 

and adverbs (candidate properties); other linguistic components were removed.  

From the resulting data an indicator of the domain coverage of the ontology was 

calculated when validating the ontology and possible missing classes and properties 

were identified. The output of this process complemented the manual requirements 

engineering stage, primarily by promoting better domain coverage and relevance of 

the ontology towards reusability. 
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brainstorming process. At each stage, scenario use case diagrams were produced 

for the envisaged software. These diagrams were then formally compared with each 

scenario’s goals and subsequently revised.  This represented a dependency model 

and provided accountability for the requirements engineering. The client was 

iteratively consulted as part of the requirement elicitation, as described in the next 

subsection. 

As well as comprehensively eliciting functional requirements, a set of nonfunctional 

requirements elicitation questions established by Michigan State University [227] 

was used to assist with gathering additional nonfunctional requirements. This 

produced requirements related to the quality of the functions delivered, such as 

response times and required ease of use. 

The end result of the initial requirements elicitation process was a set of definitive 

statements of requirements. However, these requirements were varied in terms of 

terminology, depth of specification and compliance with the metarequirements, as 

they were the result of an organic and multiperspective elicitation process. 

3.4.5.1.6 REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS AND REFINEMENT 

Following the elicitation and gathering of initial requirement statements, it was 

necessary to thoroughly analyse and revise them. The initial brainstorming 

approach produced a scenariobased list of requirements, but the terminologies and 

levels of detail of these were inconsistent due to the multiple perspectives adopted. 

The initial requirements were improved and homogenised by abstracting them from 

their scenario specific contexts and considering the entire set as a description of the 

overall system. This enabled the initial validation and improvement of the 

requirements as omissions, duplications, ambiguities and variations in terminologies 

were exposed. 

The main task that facilitated the analysis of requirements was explicitly mapping 

between the 13 discreet scenarios and the functional requirements. This checked 

that the requirements meet the scenario and project goals, and also check the 

relevancy of each functional requirement, to avoid overspecification. As well as 

dependency mapping, developing sequence diagrams to illustrate how the defined 

system functions achieved the scenarios highlighted several opportunities for 

improvement. The requirements were next compared against the meta
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requirements to ensure they were of a high enough quality, completeness and 

testability to sufficiently describe the system requirements. The final stage of 

validating the requirement specification was consultation with the end users and 

system designers. 

3.4.5.1.7 DECOMPOSITION TO ONTOLOGY SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

Producing the requirements of the ontology as a knowledge modelling artefact was 

a significant part of the requirements engineering. As ontologies aim to progress 

towards domain consensus, it is preferable that they not only meet system specific 

objectives, but balance this need with the goal of achieving an agreeable, complete, 

and sufficient representation of the domain. This is critical in the emerging field of 

urban cybernetics, as the initially intended system is highly likely to evolve to be 

integrated with external systems, new systemlevel functionality, and the ontology 

itself may be reused elsewhere, so it is beneficial if it is suitable as such. This 

involved additional requirements, and closely engaging with practitioners from an 

early stage. 

Once the systemlevel requirements were deemed sufficient, these were 

decomposed further into componentlevel requirements, including the knowledge 

management software service based on the ontology. These software requirements, 

alongside the scenarios, automated term list, reusable ontologies, and elicited 

domain knowledge, were used to produce a set of competency questions to bound 

the scope of the ontology. Again, these were iterated alongside the other 

requirements engineering tasks and mapped against the scenarios’ main entities 

and pertinent data, to promote completeness. Finally, the competency questions 

were converted into a set of SPARQL queries to serve as a litmus test, although the 

set of questions evolved through the project, as the role of the ontology became 

clearer. 

. 

3.4.5.1.8 PROMOTING ONTOLOGY REUSE 

One ambitious goal of the task was to contribute to the relatively new discourse in 

the water sector regarding semantic modelling and standardisation. Whilst a 

somewhat secondary goal, it was deemed worthwhile and feasible given the novelty 
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of the concept in the water sector. Arguably this is also true in other smart city 

domain, such as smart government, smart food management, and smart mobility.  

Towards this ambition, the best practices offered in the NeOn methodology 

regarding future reuse, abstraction, and intelligibility, were particularly taken into 

account. This involved prioritising the literature review of existing semantic 

resources in the field, and either reusing, or aligning in some way, the developed 

model. This therefore led to a small number of alignments which were deemed as 

requirements for the ontology developed. Also, significant abstraction was stated as 

a requirement for the ontology, as this would allow its future alignment with upper 

ontologies or across to other domains with more ease. Intelligibility was also 

specified as a requirement, meaning that the ontology must make not only be 

logically consistent and valid, but somewhat intuitive for a trained person to 

understand. This soft requirement could be met by ensuring intuitive class 

hierarchies, avoiding very similar labelling of different entities, and excessive 

equivalence statements.  

By achieving these goals, it was intended that the ontology would be more 

accessible, reusable, and modular, such that it could more easily contribute to the 

future development of a standardised semantic model for the domain. 

3.4.5.2 DEVELOPING A METAMODEL FROM REUSABLE ONTOLOGIES 

Given a clear ontology scope, domain conceptualisation and an assortment of 

relevant knowledge modelling resources, these were then analysed for reuse 

potential and subsequently merged into a metamodel.  Of the broad list of 

resources identified in D2.1, those which were reused were the W3C semantic 

senor network (SSN) ontology and the sociotechnical system (STS) ontology of van 

Dam [550]. The SSN ontology was adapted slightly in developing the metamodel to 

suit the WISDOM project, and the STS ontology directly reused, but only in part; 

again to suit the needs of the WISDOM project. This is subsequently discussed 

further. The guidance of the suggested upper merged ontology (SUMO) [551] was 

considered in merging these and developing the metamodel, so as to facilitate 

alignment with SUMO at a later stage. 
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3.4.5.3 CANDIDATE ONTOLOGY CURATION 

The WISDOM ontology’s design extended the domainindependent metamodel to 

be domain specific, and was assisted by the automated webbased termextraction 

process. The main stages in developing the draft ontology were to i) enumerate the 

domain’s concepts, ii) build a class hierarchy from this which was aligned with the 

metamodel, then iii) define class relationships and iv) data properties before v) 

stating restrictions. The knowledge necessary for this task and the modelling 

decisions made was derived from the previous stage of scoping and knowledge 

acquisition and scenario identification, and was conducted alongside domain 

experts to further promote the ontology’s accuracy and sufficiency. A full 

explanation of the nature of the various aspects of ontological modelling is beyond 

the scope of this thesis, but the main steps in are briefly summarised below. 

3.4.5.3.1 ENUMERATING CONCEPTS 

The concept enumeration involved utilising the data objects produced previously in 

the task to list all of the types of object and any other key aspects of the domain’s 

vocabulary. This involved a manual review of literature and domain expert 

communications as well as the IDEF0 models, use case models and scenarios; 

primarily for key nouns which represent classes of objects in the domain but also 

key adjectives and verbs which may represent properties and class relationships. 

The GIS data schema utilised by DCWW was also provided for analysis, which 

provided many key object types and properties. Finally, the automated webbased 

process offered a broad list of concepts used in the domain. This noun list was used 

to elaborate the concept enumeration and was used in the preliminary validation 

stage as an indication of ontology completeness. 

3.4.5.3.2 CLASS HIERARCHY DESIGN AND ALIGNMENT 

From the list of relevant concepts, a list of domain specific classes was extracted, 

and this was iteratively developed into a hierarchy, aligned with the metamodel 

previously produced. The inherent modelling decisions were based on the 

knowledge acquisition conducted previously, common sense, and domain expert 

consultation. This produced a domain specific class hierarchy enriched with 

significant domainindependent abstraction to facilitate valuable inference and to 
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better represent the underlying concepts in the domain, allowing its reuse or 

alignment with existing ontologies, upper ontologies and potential future 

applications. This class hierarchy represented a simple categorisation of types of 

concepts in the domain, including tangible and common sense knowledge such as 

‘a waste water pipe is a type of pipe’ as well as more complex and abstract 

knowledge such as ‘a pipe is a type of physical arc and also a type of designed 

artefact’.  

3.4.5.3.3 OBJECT PROPERTY SLOTS 

Object properties, which are relationships between instances of classes, were then 

modelled in agreement with the domain knowledge previously acquired. However, 

the object properties to be modelled were inherently considered during the class 

hierarchy design, as they are an integral part of the modelling decision process. 

This involved analysing the domain knowledge acquired and deducing statements 

such as ‘a sensor makes observations about a network entity’, then determining if 

the knowledge such a statement allows to be modelled is relevant and required 

within the requirement specifications given. Where the inferred statements were 

deemed necessary and valid, they were then formalised into the ontology. This 

resulted in many relationships between the social, sensing and physical systems in 

the domain, between the abstract and physical descriptions of the water network, 

between the designed and natural physical entities and between all entities and 

descriptive properties where they themselves were represented as concepts. 

3.4.5.3.4 DATA PROPERTY SLOTS 

Relevant domain specific data properties were then added, to facilitate the 

ontology’s intended purpose of representing the current state of the water network. 

This implied that as well as static data such as pipe diameters and topologies, some 

dynamic data should be stored in the ontology, such as the latest reading from a 

sensor or the current flow rate in a pipe. This stage involved a thorough 

consideration of the software specification, so as not to duplicate the functionality 

offered by the event database whilst sufficiently capturing the data required about 

objects in the domain. The data property slots formalised are expected to be 

extended considerably as the WISDOM project matures and the data required by 

other software components evolves. Regarding the social modelling, much use was 
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made of the previous work of capturing knowledge at the individual domestic 

consumer level through surveys to identify the key properties which describe 

residents from a water usage perspective. 

3.4.5.3.5 RESTRICTIONS 

Finally, restrictions (axioms) were modelled to supplement the potential inference 

and hence the new knowledge which may be inferred through the ontology. These 

included both ‘necessary’ and ‘necessary and sufficient’ restriction. Respectively 

these state that a class must adhere to a rule, and beyond that, if an individual 

adheres to the rule then it is a member of the class. This is useful in stating for 

example that a storage node must not change the water type between its input and 

output, and for stating that if an individual does change its water type from ‘raw’ to 

‘potable’, it must be a treatment node, respectively. This rule development is related 

to the inference engine developed. 

3.4.5.4 INSTANTIATING PILOT SITE KNOWLEDGE BASES  

Pilot site knowledge bases were produced for each of the 3 Welsh sites and the 

Italian site. These have mainly been produced by reusing GIS data, sensor 

databases, EPANET [552] models, and social entity descriptions provided for the 

sites by industrial partners, as well as some manual data elicitation and input. The 

data reuse was accomplished in an automated manner using a Python application 

written as part of this task, for this specific purpose, following the manual federation 

of the data schema into the domain ontology as described previously. This data has 

been federated into RDF format and has been enriched through additional data 

gathered through domain knowledge and domain expert consultation. This utilised 

the RDFlib Python library [553] to store the RDF data in memory, and the Python 

CSV library to parse the input data, as well as manual preprocessing of the 

EPANET input file. 

The knowledge bases were instantiated primarily by reusing GIS, sensor, and 

simulation data provided by industrial partners, through the development of a 

Python script which performed this conversion. This was then enriched manually 

with further sensor and social entity descriptions. The scripts extracted the relevant 

entities and properties from the GIS and EPANET files and sensor databases 
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provided (following automated conversion to commaseparated value (CSV) format) 

and produced an RDF/XML serialization of the data aligned with the domain 

ontology. Specifically at the Welsh sites, as subtly different GIS schemas were 

provided for each pilot site, which needed to be converged to the same domain 

model, different scripts were made for each pilot site, although each followed a 

similar pattern. At the Italian site, an EPANET model was provided, the input file for 

which was split into relevant CSV files describing each type of entity, before utilizing 

the same Python approach as at the Welsh sites. The main functions of each part of 

these scripts are the same. This script is now briefly described, before the data 

enrichment through the process is described, and then each Abox is presented in 

turn. Each Abox file could be trivially merged with the Tbox if required, or kept 

separate until storage in the triple store. 

The Python script to convert the GIS export files to RDF data contained 9 parts; 

each similar across the pilot site scripts, although sections 37 used different 

terminology and column placements, due to the different GIS exports. These 9 

steps are now briefly summarized: 

1. Import the RDFlib [553] and CSV libraries, to facilitate use of these file 
formats 

2. Create an RDFlib graph object, and RDFlib namespace; the graph is used 
as a container for the triples and the Namespace variables shorten URIs 

3. Use the Python CSV library to open the CSV file and create a reader object 
to parse the data into a list of lists 

4. Iterate over each nested list, which each includes the data from a single row 
5. Ignore the column header row, then print the new individual’s name to the 

console 
6. Create a new named individual using RDFlib, with a URI based on the base 

namespace, a pilot site and asset type string, and the entity’s GUID from the 
GIS system 

7. Create triples from all the relevant columns of the sheet to fully populate the 
description of the individual. The example only shows RDF:type and 
OWL:DatatypeProperty statements, but the actual code also automated 
object property statements. 

8. State the size of the resultant Abox to the console. 
9. Open an RDF file and write the data to it, using RDF/XML serialisation 

By processing the GIS data, it was enriched alongside conversion into RDF format. 

In the GIS format the data is simply stored as a list of values and the meaning of the 

values is assumed by the software using the data. In the RDF/XML serialization the 

data is linked to properties which themselves have descriptions, and where 

appropriate the property itself is an object with its own set of object and data 
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properties; therefore, the meaning is far more explicit and could be reused by other 

software with far less risk of misinterpretation.  

The approach of extracting CSV files from an EPANET input file simplified the 

coding required, although an EPANET Python library could have been used to 

directly extract knowledge from the EPANET input file, which represents a possible 

avenue of future work. 

Expressiveness and extensibility are significant benefits of the semantic modelling 

approach. For example, the ‘hasMaterial’ property is an object property which 

connects a pipe to a material, the material can then be described by properties such 

as surface roughness, for hydraulic modelling, or fracture toughness, for earthquake 

resilience simulation. These examples show respectively that the approach allows 

greater value to be derived from the initial data by formally describing it in a 

machine interpretable manner, and allows extensibility beyond its initial purpose 

with little effort. Further, semantic inference over the RDF form of the data allows 

greater value to be derived from the original data. For example the ‘goesToIpid’ is a 

datatype property which connects a pipe to an integer, but an SWRL is used to infer 

the knowledge that, given that the integer is the ID of another pipe, the latter is 

downstream of the former pipe. This is discussed more in the inference section. 

3.4.5.5 DEPLOYMENT AS A WEB SERVICE 

The deployment of the ontology as a web service supports the benefits of a service

oriented architecture [15] and hence allows plugand play capability with other 

software components of the WISDOM architecture. This software development was 

conducted in line with the software requirement specification produced for the 

ontology service. This was developed as a RESTful web service, written in Java, 

and based on the Apache Jena [554] suite of APIs for semantic web software 

development. The software was developed and tested on a local machine and has 

since been deployed on the secure cloud environment provided by ICL. This 

software is now at a mature stage where it is able to handle realtime SPARQL 

requests as well as custom functions for the most common foreseen uses of the 

ontology service, and meets the requirement specification. The ontology has been 

deployed through a web service to test its capability to handle realtime data, as 

discussed previously. 
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3.4.5.6 ONTOLOGY VALIDATION 

The ontology design process was followed by a collaborative and semiautomated 

preliminary validation, which was complemented by a secondary validation and 

revision iteration based on a meeting of industrial experts from relevant 

organisations.  The initial validation consisted of using Protégé’s [555] built in 

consistency checker, which determines if any of the explicit statements which have 

been made are contradictory. This was followed by competency question checking 

and iterative ontology revisions until the questions could be answered successfully, 

at this point the ontology could be assumed to sufficiently meet the stated 

objectives. However, it is critical to further test whether these stated objectives are 

an adequate representation of the intended objectives, and even further testing to 

determine whether these intended objectives are a valid representation of what the 

objectives should be. This testing has been conducted at a preliminary level through 

validation of the model by domain experts within the WISDOM project, in terms of: 

whether it meets their view of what the ontology should be, whether its statements 

are correct, and whether this is genuinely a valid representation of the wider 

domain. This was then further checked, still at a preliminary stage, through a semi

automated webbased termextraction process, this involved referring to the work 

conducted at the requirement engineering stage, which is detailed later. 

3.4.5.7 DEVELOPMENT OF INFERENCE ENGINE 

The inference engine used native OWL axioms as well as custom SWRL rules to 

infer domain specific and useful knowledge from that which is explicitly stated in the 

ontology, so as to produce a richer and more complete representation of each pilot 

site, at each time step of the ontology’s instantiation, and to perform various checks 

which will raise alarm events if they fail. This followed a robust usecase based 

approach to elicit the requirements of the inference engine, and subsequently 

develop and test the inference in the context of realworld situations. These custom 

rules supplement the default inference capabilities available to all ontologies 

through reasoners such as the Jena native reasoner and the Pellet reasoner, with 

heuristic rules relevant to the management decision process. This work was tested 

in the Protégé software, and the capabilities and efficiency of the engine is reported. 
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3.4.5.8 VALIDATION WITHIN WISDOM PLATFORM 

Following the preliminary validation of the domain ontology, and the development of 

the other semantic components, these were tested together in the WISDOM 

platform as a web service, through its capability to sufficiently provide knowledge 

management services to the other platform components. This served to test and 

revise the previously produced requirement specifications based on the ontology 

service’s contribution to the overall goals of the WISDOM project in supporting the 

other services. This formed an iterative process of semantic component revision 

and retesting until the collective result was deemed satisfactory. 

3.4.6 STAGE 3: GENERALISATION ACROSS DOMAINS 

Based on the work conducted within the energy and water domains at the building 

and network scales, through the participatory studies, the hypothesis was finally 

explored in a more generic ‘smart city’ sense, to promote applicability to other 

domains and a wider range of usage patterns. This was intended to address the 4th 

research question, through a design science research approach. The ontologies 

from the 2nd stage of the investigation were unified through a smart city upper 

ontology, which builds on existing standards. A software framework was also 

developed to support the exploitation semantic models. This followed a design 

research approach, where design research in information systems aims to extend 

the state of the art in current system designs, whilst simultaneously producing 

knowledge which is useful to future practitioners, as discussed previously. This 

remit was well suited to answering the latter research questions, and especially 

question 4, where the proposed solution aimed to extend the state of the art, and 

learning from the development and testing of this nextgeneration software 

produced knowledge which would be useful to future practitioners. The stage was 

useful as it provided significantly more breadth and reusability to the proposed 

solution, and built on the learnings and artefacts produced through the 1st and 2nd 

stage. 

The first aspect of this work was to scope the system to be developed and to 

produce a set of requirements to specify what was intended to be developed as a 

unification and extension of the previously conducted work. This involved 

reconsidering the work conducted in the 1st stage, especially the various scenarios 
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developed, in light of the learning and outcomes of the 2nd stage. Specifically, the 

gap analysis conducted in stage 1 was revaluated, in terms of how much of the gap 

the work conducted had addressed. This also aimed to build on the learnings of the 

2nd stage in terms of the limitations and reservations held about the systems 

engaged with and the outputs produced. After a scope of work for this stage had 

been produced in terms of its knowledge and software development, the main 

design and build process began. 

Following the requirements engineering process, ontological modelling was 

conducted to facilitate the integration of data across domains. This was undertaken 

by developing an upper level smart city ontology, with a focus on utility networks, 

which domain ontologies could be aligned through. This built on relevant existing 

work in the domain as well as primarily aiming to integrate the ontologies developed 

previously, as well as emerging smart city standards. This began by reusing 

relevant ontological resources and extending these with concepts and relationships 

deemed necessary, based on the learning and experience gained previously. The 

previously curated ontologies were then aligned with the smart city ontology, to 

allow data to be contextualised across systems in a coherent manner. The ontology 

was then further extended to facilitate integration with a leading IoT data format, the 

Hypercat standard, based again on the learning and experience gained previously. 

This also aimed to harmonise the Hypercat standard with the ongoing W3C 

development of a ‘thing description model’. Following the curation of this ontological 

framework, it was tested through SPARQL query execution against the competency 

questions formalised. 

A significant software development undertaking was then conducted to provide a 

coherent storage solution and suite of APIs for RDF, timeseries, BIM, CityGML, and 

Hypercat data. This work built separate servlets on an Apache Jetty server for each 

of the interfaces. SPARQL and Hypercat endpoints were built to interface directly 

with the triple store as a single point of truth. The triple store was also closely 

integrated with a KairosDB server to contextualise sensor data in a rich way. 

Integration with the BIM and CityGML servlets was loosely achieved, but was limited 

due to poor development and adoption of semantic web versions of the conceptual 

models underlying these standards. An API was developed for interfacing with BIM 

and CityGML models, based on open source Java libraries, but their data must be 
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stored in their native formats rather than RDF. For the Hypercat servlet, no Java 

library was found, so one was developed to represent Hypercat objects internally. 

Following the development of the software platform, it was tested against the 

requirements to evaluate its knowledge management capabilities, and its 

functionalities against the GAP analysis conducted. The system was then analysed, 

as well as its development process, which resulted in a number of lessons learnt 

and recommendations for future practitioners. This knowledge, alongside the 

resulting artefacts, were the primary outputs of this stage’s design research based 

process. 

3.5 RESEARCH EVALUATION ISSUES 

3.5.1 THEORY OF RESEARCH QUALITY EVALUATION 

As a multistage research design, each stage utilised a separate validation 

approach, nested within an overall strategy to promote the validity of the 

investigation and accuracy of the conclusions drawn. The approach aimed to ensure 

that the conclusions drawn were well reasoned and that the processes undertaken 

were appropriate, well considered, and accomplished with integrity. Further, bias 

was mitigated by seeking expert review of the work at various stages, including peer 

review prior to several publications. As the majority of the research was qualitative 

in nature, the conclusions drawn inherently incorporated subjectivity in the 

interpretation of the evidence, and the participatory nature of the 2nd stage also led 

to researcher bias potentially affecting the data collection and analysis process. 

However, this is a common feature of all participatory research, action research, 

and design research, which are all major methodological approaches in information 

system research, and so doesn’t necessarily invalidate the research outcomes, 

provided that these factors are wellconsidered in the design of the research and 

analysis. Given this, criticisms (and the mitigation of these) around the research 

quality should be framed with an emphasis on assuring trustworthiness rather than 

validation in the true sense of the latter word [536], [556], as this applies a positivist 

perspective, which is broadly considered unsuitable for research outside of natural 

sciences. This trustworthiness has been said to consist of credibility, transferability, 

dependability (repeatability), and confirmability (neutrality) [556], with methods of 

promoting these aspects summarised in Table 10. However, it is important to 
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recognise that this school of thought is arguably drawn from the period before 

‘modern’ information system research and computer science research, and so is 

primarily intended for studying social systems, rather than computer systems and 

humanmachine interactions, so the modern context must be considered in utilising 

traditional qualitative evaluation techniques. For example, [536] states in a more 

modern work that action research as a whole requires its own set of quality criteria, 

distinct from more traditional social science. 

Table 10: Means of promoting qualitative research quality [556] 

Trustworthiness 

aspect 

Methods for promoting aspect 

Credibility Prolonged engagement, persistent observation, 

triangulation, peer debriefing, negative case analysis, 

referential adequacy, memberchecking 

Transferability Thick description 

Dependability Inquiry audit 

Confirmability Confirmability audit, audit trail, triangulation, reflexivity 

 

Qualitative and quantitative research need significantly different validation 

approaches. The majority of the research design presented utilised a qualitative 

approach. However, some quantitative research was also required to fully explore 

the research questions, such as the performance speeds of the developed artefacts 

compared to current alternatives. Therefore, the validation of each stage needed to 

account for this slightly mixed methods approach.  

3.5.2 APPROACH TO RESEARCH QUALITY ASSURANCE 

In the first stage, the theoretical study was used primarily as background research 

and to scope the remaining project, and so carried less onerous validity challenges. 

However it was important to ensure that the primary outcomes of this stage were 

suitable for use by the remainder of the project, and could serve as the primary 

evidence base for answering the first research question. This involved the review of 

the impact scenarios by domain experts, as well as the peer review of aspects of 

the literature review. Also, the use of a comprehensive literature review promoted 
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the validity of the remaining work, by well grounding it in the existing solution space. 

Two main relevant types of literature review are defined: narrative reviews and 

systematic reviews, although a metasynthesis of literature would be somewhat 

relevant [557]. The primary difference between a narrative review and a systematic 

review, is the clearly defined methodology for conducting the review, in terms of 

defining a research question, choosing literature and analysing the literature to 

answer the question. In this manner the theoretical study aimed to promote a 

rigorous and unbiased approach, where the criteria for the aforementioned aspects 

were presented in section 3.4.3. Following from the initial literature review, 

alongside the participatory research projects, impact scenario development 

envisioned a ‘possible case’ of how emerging technologies could assist in 

overcoming challenges reported by people, organisations, and nations. This then 

formed the possible future point of a GAP analysis, which compared the current 

state observed in industry and literature against the ideal envisioned future, and 

considered a possible pathway towards this by overcoming specific limitations of the 

current state. 

In the second stage; the participatory action research stage, validation was in part 

achieved by the participation alongside experts, as well as the rigorous iterative 

process adopted. Building on the seminal work of Lincoln and Guba [556], Williams 

[558] outlines the aspects of qualitative rigour pertinent in information systems 

research, highlighting the necessity to consider rigour against the initial research 

goals. She also identifies aspects which contribute to quality action research: clear 

descriptions of the processes, detailed documentation of each stage, use of 

complementary interpretation techniques such as triangulation, and statements of 

the research philosophy, objectives, and a priori knowledge. The latter of these has 

been provided in this chapter, and the former are provided within the relevant later 

chapters. Champion and Stowell [559] concur with this sentiment that validating 

action research is not a clearly defined issue, but state that it requires a thorough 

consideration of the context, and a rigorous and documented approach, directly 

towards solving the research questions. They propose that the traits required are: 

documentation of participant selection, engagement mechanisms, authorities over 

actions and processes, relationships, and learning outcomes. Again, these are 

documented within this chapter and across subsequent chapters. Herr and 

Anderson [536] offer a comprehensive and modern description of best practices in 
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preparing an action research dissertation, including a thorough consideration of 

positionality, and also of the quality criteria for action research, the latter of which is 

summarised in Table 11, and broadly guided the research design. 

Table 11: Quality criteria promoting each action research goal [536] 

Action Research Goal Quality/Validity Criteria 

1) Novel knowledge contribution Dialogic and process validity 

2) Actionoriented outcomes Outcome validity 

3) Researcher and participant learnings Catalytic validity 

4) Local result relevance Democratic validity 

5) Sound and appropriate methodology Process validity 

The quality assessment of action research is most relevant in answering research 

question 3, and to a lesser extent 2 and 4, as question 3 aimed to understand the 

value of SWoT systems, which is inherently an investigation of a sociotechnical 

system. Specifically, this aimed to determine if there was value to persons and 

organisations involved in developing software, or using this software to make 

decisions within operational smart city systems, or whether there was value in 

overcoming challenges within the wider STEEP contexts of cities. Questions 2 and 

4 then emphasised more the problemsolving and actionoriented goals of action 

research, in determining how the state of the art of system and component designs 

should be extended to overcome the observed technological gap(s) and providing 

knowledge to future practitioners from this. By following the guidance of these 

sources, the research design aimed to embody best practice in eliciting high quality, 

valid, learnings from the participatory action research work conducted. 

Finally, in the third stage, a design research approach was conducted to unify and 

extend the outcomes of the 2nd stage, which included significant aspects of design 

science. This involved designing a generic framework, which was tested and refined 

through experimental methods to evaluate various functional arrangements of 

components, towards overcoming the wider gap identified in smart city ICT systems. 

Whilst design science inherently focuses a significant amount of effort on the 

creation of an artefact, the research outcome of design science is rather the 

knowledge about the artefact(s) [560]. Design science has also been defined as a 

science which constructs and outputs novel metaartefacts from a pragmatism

oriented epistemological perspective [541], and is increasingly relevant in 
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information system research [542], [546]. It has been stated that 4 aspects are 

required to validate the outcomes of a design research process: artefact success, 

generalisation, novelty, and explanation capability [560]. The first of these, artefact 

success, is said to relate to the efficacy and efficiency of the artefact for its intended 

purpose, which echoes the ‘validation   square’ of Seepersad et al. [561], which 

emphasises only these two aspects. The artefacts' successes were determined 

based on their specific design requirements, specified for each in subsequent 

chapters. The generalisation capability of the knowledge were promoted through 

stage 3, which tested this in new domains and use cases, and was further 

considered through consultation with experts and the literature review. The novelty 

of the research is derived from the thorough literature review and consultation with 

experts. The explanation capability was derived from the researcher learning which 

occurred throughout the process, the triangulation approach to testing, and the deep 

experience gained through extensive engagement with the participatory projects.  

The validation also considered the suitability of technology choices for each 

functional component, and compared usage patterns of semantics in supporting the 

ICT traversal of the reference model. These tests also served to compare the 

framework and the use of semantics with perceived traditional approaches such as 

relational databases, and suggested how they could be used to complement each 

other. Whilst the 3rd stage followed a ‘pure’ design science research approach, there 

were significant elements of design science within the participatory projects of the 

2nd stage, and so these considerations are relevant also to the evidence used from 

those towards answering the research questions. 

From a design science research perspective related to the artefacts produced in 

both the 2nd and 3rd stages, the qualitative aspects of the software developed (such 

as its functional capabilities) were validated as an extension of the state of the art by 

analysing them thoroughly against examples from the literature, and expert 

consultation. The quantitative aspects of the software developed were validated 

through direct comparison with alternative approaches, or against benchmarks, or 

against evidence from the literature. Finally, the ontologies themselves were 

validated as accurate and sufficient domain representations by domain experts 

themselves, a thorough process of automated ontology checking, and competency 

question checking through SPARQL queries. Further details and evidence of these 

processes are presented in the subsequent chapters. 
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3.6 ETHICAL ISSUES 

Within a research project, ethical considerations must be put in place to morally 

ensure that professional, legal and social obligations are adhered to [545]. 

Computer science research can engage with sensitive data and system functions 

with direct and indirect impacts on personal and organisational interests and safety, 

and can dramatically affect humanity’s relationship with the world and each other 

[562]. Ethical decisions in ICT are primarily influenced by 3 aspects: i) the 

researcher’s moral code, ii) informal ethical code in the researcher’s environment, 

and iii) exposure to a formal code of ethics [563]. In order to ensure such obligations 

were adhered to, the researcher followed the formal ethical guidelines of Cardiff 

University [564], within the BRE Institute of Sustainable Engineering research group, 

a respected and professional organisation. The work did not utilise personal data, 

didn’t conduct personal interventions, and didn’t directly control target systems in 

vivo, which significantly reduced the burden of ethical consideration. The main 

aspects requiring ethical professionalism were the security and privacy of sensitive 

organisational data, suggesting actions to decision makers, and dissemination of 

learnings from participatory action research projects, as well as considering the 

nature of the work in the broader context of computer science and the current socio

politicoeconomic landscape. 

3.7 SUMMARY 

This chapter has provided a description of the methodology and research design, as 

well as the philosophical groundings of the approach adopted. The chapter began 

by stating that the research has adopted the paradigm of pragmatism, and 

explained the reasoning behind this decision. The highlevel research approach was 

then described as a combination of participatory action research and design 

research, in a multistage methodology which utilised some quantitative methods in 

a primarily qualitative mixedmethods approach. This research design was then 

described and justified in detail as a sequence of 3 stages in line with the research 

questions posed. This 3 stage approach was chosen to provide a systematic means 

to gather a broad evidence base, which iteratively targeted a more specific indepth 

consideration of the hypothesis. 
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The first stage was described as a theoretical study to robustly situate the work 

within the existing solution space, and to provide a wellreasoned direction for the 

subsequent stages. The main processes in this stage were a literature review, and a 

scoping task. This resulted in a clear statement of the gaps in the literature, what 

would constitute a significant step towards filling these, and a set of impact 

scenarios as to the potential pathways for the considered technologies to assist in 

smart cities. 

The second stage was then a participatory research process, which shifted from 

participation to direct intervention over the course of engaging with 6 research 

projects. This provided a systematic means to build on the theoretical study in real 

world systems. Initially prioritising the observation of existing practices and expert 

involvement helped with the mitigation of researcher bias and supported a pathway 

towards genuine insight. By firstly observing the role of ontologies at a higher level, 

this guided the later project engagements, where the lessons learnt were built on in 

directly developing and testing ontologydriven IoT systems. 

The third stage then unified the distinct threads of research from the second stage 

into an overarching architecture for application layer interoperability in IoT systems. 

This primarily involved two aspects; the unification of the separate knowledge 

modelling work conducted for each project, and the unification of the software 

development work conducted for each project. The former of these was achieved 

through ontological alignment and abstraction through a higher level ontology. The 

latter of these involved leveraging the lessons learned across the projects to 

produce a generic platform which is sufficiently flexible to meet a wide range of 

smart city use cases. 

The proposed research design was developed in alignment with the previously 

stated hypothesis and research questions; the mapping between these is as follows: 

 The 1st research question, regarding theoretical underpinnings, including 

challenges, scenarios and requirements, was answered primarily by the 1st 

stage, with supporting evidence from the participatory research projects. 

 The 2nd research question, regarding how semantic web technologies can 

integrate IoT and AI to meet these requirements, was primarily answered 

across the 2nd stage of the research 

 The 3rd research question, regarding the value of adopting such an 

approach, was answered again through the 2nd stage of the research, with 

supporting evidence from the 3rd stage. 
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 The 4th research question, regarding extensibility and generalisation 

capability of the artefacts and knowledge, was primarily answered through 

the 3rd stage, with supporting evidence from the 2nd stage. 

By following the investigatory process described in this chapter, several iterative 

learning cycles were conducted, which each produced a number of software and 

intellectual outputs. The following chapter describes the details of the systems 

developed and the outputs of their development and testing processes, after first 

presenting the theoretical framework and highlevel scenarios developed. 
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4 OUTPUTS AND RESULTS  

This chapter presents the results of the three stages of experimental methods 

described in the methodology chapter, starting with the high level scoping and 

requirements analysis conducted through scenario development. This is followed by 

the results of the iterative action research cycles conducted through the second 

stage of the methodology within case studies in energy and water systems. Finally, 

the results of the third stage are presented, where a generic smart city framework 

was developed to unify the previous avenues of research and software 

development. 

4.1 THEORETICAL STUDY AND SCOPING 

This section presents the outcomes of the first stage and early aspects of the 

participatory research of the methodology proposed, where the main outcomes are 

impact scenario identification, use cases for semantic technologies, and aspects of 

requirements engineering for the overarching project. This builds on the research 

gap identified in the literature review towards an understanding of the potential and 

requirements of semantic technologies, in line with the first research question. This 

aims to act as a common framework and reference point for the action research 

iterations undertaken through the second stage, which the third stage then uses to 

unify these separate threads, and to promote extensibility to broader smart 

domains. The first subsection provides an overview and conceptual framework of 

the impact scenarios envisaged in smart city systems of systems. The second and 

third subsections then present in further detail the use cases and scenario 

descriptions for the energy and water domains considered in depth in the second 

stage, at the intradomain level of complexity. The final subsection then proposes 

use cases which extend the role of semantic technologies more to the interdomain 

level of complexity, where greater heterogeneity is experienced, to guide the third 

stage of the overall investigation. It should be noted that the literature review itself 

formed part of the 1st stage of the investigation. 

4.1.1 SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

This section outlines a highlevel conceptualisation of impact scenarios within and 

across smart domains, following a system of systems approach to smart cities. 
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Specifically, instances where the integration of IoT and machine intelligence may 

deliver value are proposed, and then briefly expanded upon. Three levels of detail 

were assumed in proposing impact scenarios: i) within an organisation, ii) across 

organisations within a domain, and iii) across organisations across domains. These 

distinctions were chosen as they represent levels of semantic heterogeneity and 

sociopolitical barriers for data exchange. The levels are not intended to be 

definitive or prescriptive, but were observed through the investigation and serve the 

purpose well. Figure 23 illustrates this concept by showing the hierarchical socio

technical context of water systems. In the current landscape, each node in Figure 

23 is mostly isolated from the others from an automated technological perspective. 

For example, a city could benefit significantly if the energy and water domains were 

optimised alongside each other so as to mitigate pain points in both systems.  
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Figure 24: Illustration of system of systems nature of smart city domains as three levels of detail (not 

exhaustive) 

At the lowest level of detail, across a business’s systems, less legal and socio

political barriers exist in relation to data sharing, broadly speaking. These systems 

are typically bounded by the vendors which developed the component, the business 

area which the system provides value to, or the group of staff which use the 

software. Whilst significant heterogeneity exists (such as between OT and IT 

systems), the terminology used and data semantics are likely to be closer together 

than at higher levels. Scenarios which integrate automated consideration of the 

decision space across these systems aim to aid the owning organisation, which are 

typically aligned with higher level goals through regulation and sometimes through 

market forces. 
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At the middle level of detail, there are clear boundaries between social entities 

where system integration does not occur, although this is often not due to 

technological issues, such as in sharing data between one utility’s GIS system with 

another utility’s GIS system. There are often deeply embedded semantic differences 

between organisations which consider the same system from different viewpoints, 

partially due to the lack of standardisation in this area, and partially due to the 

different priorities of each organisation in utilising the system. Scenarios at this level 

must be agreeable to the stakeholders involved, and must bridge the syntactic, 

semantic, security, and trust aspects of interoperability between their respective 

systems. 

At the broadest level of detail, domains can be generally conceptualised, but the 

boundaries between these in terms of their actors are less welldefined than 

between the systems which belong to each stakeholder, as higher level actors may 

have roles across these higher level domains. Broadly speaking, these domains are 

bounded by the service or value they provide to society, such as energy, water, or 

healthcare. Traditionally, these would represent separate value chains from 

production of raw materials to delivery of product or service to customer. However, 

integrating aspects of operational decisions across these domains may provide 

significant value in terms of economic, societal, or environmental performance 

indicators. 

It is proposed that value could be derived by many decision makers, both in normal 

operating conditions and in mitigating the impact of a disruptive event, by 

developing software which can integrate data and services across the silos such as 

those identified, both at design time and automatically at runtime. A difference is 

noted in developing information systems depending on whether the heterogeneity of 

the data is known at design time or not, especially when advanced applications 

such as machine intelligence must understand the context of the data. 

The energy domain represents a significant opportunity to test the hypothesis in a 

system which strongly impacts in social, economic, and environmental terms. 

Following on from this, the water domain represents a natural progression to 

evaluate the hypothesis across domains, as the potential of the waterenergy nexus 

has been recognised and both are utilitycentric sectors. Therefore the following 

sections explore scenarios within these domains, and finally across them. 
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Figure 26: Reference model for leveraging BI theory in IoT systems through semantic technologies 

Figure 25 shows a cycle around the perimeter which mirrors concepts in BI theory, 

showing the evolution of the value of knowledge through ICT. The model also 

includes a ‘Request’ state, whereby the optimal actuation is eventually determined 

by the system after considering the entirety of the data’s context. An expert person 

is placed in the middle of the cycle, and arrows indicate that the human can short

circuit the machine process at any time. This allows the model to be generic, and 

applied in different context, by adapting the point at which the expert typically 

resumes control. The arrows outside the cycle show the required semantic context 

which must be added to the data for it to progress to the next stage, and the 

comments around the diagram are example instances of each state.  

The model was not used prescriptively, but was conceptualised iteratively 

throughout the investigation, and was used as a reference point for the role of 

semantics in the target systems engaged with. It is critical to note that at each stage 

in the cycle, multiple streams are likely to converge to produce the next stage. For 

example, several pieces of data are needed to create useful information, and 

several pieces of information are needed to create useful knowledge. As well as 

providing business and systemic context, this interoperability is critical to the role of 

semantic technologies. 
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4.1.3 ENERGY DOMAIN SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGY USE CASES 

Following pilot site and business process analysis, this section proposes impact 

scenarios which test the role of semantic technologies in delivering value by 

integrating IoT and AI, to guide the work conducted in the second stage of the 

overall investigation. From the most granular level of detail to the most complex, the 

proposed scenarios are: i) building optimisation for energy minimisation, ii) smart 

home prosumer optimisation, iii) aggregation of domestic flexibility for grid stability 

and prosumer ROI, and iv) optimisation of a polygeneration microgrid. These 

scenarios are described in terms of their value propositions, impact pathways and 

pertinent data in Table 12  Table 15. 

Table 12: Impact scenario description for E01: building energy optimisation across systems 

ID#: E01 Building Energy Optimisation Across Systems 

Value 

Proposition 

Reduce energy consumption 

Description This scenario aims to provide a more holistic solution to the pilot 

building’s energy management by integrating temperature and 

occupancy data with simulation and optimisation to control the 

window actuation, air handling units, shading system, temperature 

setpoint for radiators, and lighting. 

Independent 

variables 

Lighting state (on/off) 
Heating temperature setpoints (18°C26°C) 
Atrium roof window opening temperature setpoint (16°C24°C) 
Shading state of each shade (on/off) 

Input data From facility management company: 
Occupancy 
Wind speed 
Rain intensity 
Current window state (open or closed) 
PMV (comfort predictor from simulation) (0.5 to +0.5) 
Room temperatures 
Solar radiation on external surfaces (E/S/W) 

Pilot site Residential care home 'FORUM building' in Eindhoven, The 

Netherlands 
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Table 13: Impact scenario description for E02: domestic prosumer optimisation 

ID: E02 Domestic Prosumer Optimisation 

Value 

Proposition 

Improve ROI for DG, storage, and load flexibility, and improve 

reliance on renewables 

Description Within individual households with various combinations of micro

renewables, energy storage, and flexible loads, the integration of 

weather and demand predictions, system descriptions, and market 

descriptions (such as variable tariffs), and artificial intelligence 

technologies, can optimise the operation of the smart home to the 

preferences of the home owner. This will primarily involve maximising 

the reliance on microgeneration, reducing the amount of peaktariff 

energy consumed from the grid, and respecting the owner's desired 

flexibility of loads such as through washing machine cycle finish 

deadline. 

Independent 

variables 

Flexible load schedules (deferment, curtailment) 
Battery charge/discharge state 
Buying/selling from/to grid 

Input data From the home owner: 
Battery level 
System descriptions 
Flexibility preferences (deadlines, min temperatures, min luminance) 
Smart metering data 
Demand predictions 
From external sources: 
Weather data and predictions 
From grid operator/utility: 
Market descriptions (tariffs for buying/selling from/to grid) 

Pilot site  

 

Table 14: Impact scenario description for E03: prosumer aggregation 

ID: E03 Prosumer Aggregation 

Value 

Proposition 

Improve average demand profile of area to reduce peak and total 

load on grid, improve stability and hence confidence in demand 

profile, improve ROI for prosumers, improve reliance on renewables, 

and reduced transmission distance. 

Description By encapsulating the 'domestic prosumer optimisation' intelligence 

within a software agent and introducing many of these to aggregation 
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agents and a grid agent, which varying the energy tariff dynamically 

and offer a market for domestic flexibility, the overall performance of 

the district can be improved. 

Independent 

variables 

To domestic agent: 
Flexible load schedules (deferment, curtailment) 
Battery charge/discharge state 
Buying/selling from/to grid 
To aggregator agent: 
Flexibility tariff 
Homes within portfolio 
To grid agent: 
Flexibility tariff 
Energy tariff 

Input data As with 'domestic prosumer optimisation', plus: 
Congestion points in network 
Grid stress/capacity 

Pilot site  

 

Table 15: Impact scenario description for E04: polygeneration microgrid optimisation 

ID: E03 Polygeneration Microgrid Optimisation 

Value 

Proposition 

Improved ROI for microgrid operator, improved reliance on 

renewables, improved service delivery for facility managers, 

improved demand profile for grid operator, more confidence in grid 

demand profile, reduced transmission distance. 

Description Demand profiles will be predicted for the microgrid's 5 public 

buildings through data mining or simulation, which will then be 

integrated with dynamic data and system descriptions. This will allow 

machine intelligence to optimise the control of the microgrid's energy 

hub which produces power and heat for the district. Specifically it will 

allow the optimal balance between gas boiler, gas CHP,  biomass 

boiler, heat storage,  and grid buying/selling to be pursued so as to 

minimise costs whilst also reducing the environmental impact of the 

energy production. 

Independent 

variables 

Generation mix setpoint schedule (plant start up/shutdown times and 
output rates) 
Balance between heat and power production from CHP 
Amount of energy bought from/sold to grid 
District heating network supply temperature and flow rate 
Energy storage charging/discharging rate 
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Input data From the energy hub operator: 
DHN and microgrid descriptions (topologies, materials, efficiencies if 
known) 
Realtime metering data 
Energy hub description (plant efficiencies, start up times etc.) 
From the grid operator: 
Variable tariff details 
From the building management companies: 
Metering data (heat and power) 
Building descriptions (CAD/BIM as available) 
From external source: 
Weather data and predictions 

Pilot site Ebbw Vale 

 

4.1.4 WATER DOMAIN SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGY USE CASES 

As with the energy domain, and following the lessons learned therein, a number of 

impact scenarios were devised where semantic technologies may unlock value in 

the water domain by integrating IoT and AI in innovative ways. These are presented 

in Table 16  Table 18, again in terms of their value proposition, impact pathway, 

and pertinent data. 

Table 16: Impact scenario description for W01: water utility integrated network monitoring 

ID: W01 Water Utility Integrated Network Monitoring 

Value 

Proposition 

Improved business processes from integration of data sources in a 

manner which supports insight extraction. 

Description Integrating existing GIS and SCADA systems will enrich of existing 

decision support systems with data regarding compliance monitoring, 

network malfunctions and water quality indicators etc.  A better 

understanding of the current state of the water network will allow the 

observation of spatiotemporal trends, a more rapid response time 

and an improvement of business processes. 

Independent 

variables 

N/A 

Input data From water utility: 
Water flow rates 
Water pressures 
Valve states  
Pump states 
Sensor health states 
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pH 
Stage height 
Temperature 
Chlorine residual 
Rainfall 
Salinity 
CSO spill (binary) 
Water density 
Water turbidity 
Asset locations 
Pipe locations 
Asset & pipe descriptions (material, type, size etc.) 

Pilot site Tywyn & Aberdovey, Cardiff, Gowerton, La Spezia 

 

Table 17: Impact scenario description for W02: demand optimised management 

ID: W02 DemandOptimised Management 

Value 

Proposition 

Matching the availability of water to the demand for water should 

reduce energy consumption, nonrevenue water (leakage and 

evaporation), and maintenance costs, and reduce the number of 

alarms by reducing the strain on the network. 

Description The integration of predictive models, optimisation algorithms and 

decision support tools will allow the suggestion of set point schedules 

and resource management schemes for water network operational 

assets. Specifically, simulation and optimisation models will be 

integrated with weather data and predictions to suggest options to 

functional managers and information regarding the implications of 

control strategies. A multiobjective optimisation will reduce the 

amount of pumping required and the peak pressures, hence reducing 

leakage and energy cost. Reducing the time water resides in 

reservoirs will also reduce evaporation through more of a justintime 

approach. 

Independent 

variables 

Reservoir set points and schedules 
Pump set points and schedules 
Pressure reducing valve actuation 
Control valve actuation 

Input data As with 'water utility integrated monitoring', plus: 
From external source: weather data and predictions 
From consumers: smart metering data 
From Environment Agency: river levels and rainfall gauges 
From water utility: Sensor descriptions 
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Pilot site Tywyn & Aberdovey 

 

Table 18: Impact scenario description for W03: predictive fault impact support 

ID: W03 Predictive Fault Impact Support 

Value 

Proposition 

Improved regulatory compliance from rapid fault detection and 

correction, improved customer relations from preemptive 

communication and quicker fault correction. 

Description By integrating the static and dynamic data with a semantic reasoning 

engine, it is possible to produce more insight about a problem in the 

water network which may have caused an alarm, and possible 

solutions. By integrating this with GIS and customer data it is 

possible to infer which customers may be affected, to gather more 

data about the issue and to preemptively inform them of the 

problem. 

Independent 

variables 

N/A 

Input data As with 'water utility integrated monitoring', plus: 
From customer database: Customer names, contact details, and 
property locations 
From maintenance personnel database: Staff locations, capabilities, 
contact details 
From water utility: alarm data 

Pilot site Tywyn & Aberdovey, Cardiff, Gowerton 

 

4.1.5 ENERGYWATER NEXUS USE CASES 

Following the delivery of successful outputs in the energy and water domains, a 

unifying platform was made which aimed to achieve similar impact pathways by 

integrating the energy and water domains at various scales. This was based on 

several conceived scenarios where integrating IoT and AI across these systems 

may bring value, which are presented in Table 19 Table 21, again in terms of their 

value proposition, impact pathways, and pertinent data. These scenarios aimed to 

test the hypothesis at the higher level of complexity and heterogeneity, across 
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domains, from which extrapolations could be considered into the value of the 

approach in other smart domains. 

Table 19: Impact scenario for EW01: water utility load-shifting 

ID: EW01 Water Utility LoadShifting 

Value 

Proposition 

Reduced energy cost for water utility, improved demand profile for 

energy utility, and improved confidence in demand profile. 

Description As water utilities are significant energy consumers, shifting portions 

of their loads to offpeak times would benefit grid operators 

significantly. By integrating the 'demandoptimised management' 

scenario as a software agent with a grid agent which proposes 

variable pricing based on predicted load schedules and grid capacity, 

the waterenergy nexus may be optimised for joint benefit. 

Independent 

variables 

To water network agent: 
Load shifting (pump start/stop times) 
To grid agents: 
Variable tariff 

Input data As with 'demand optimised management' scenario, plus: 
From water utility: 
Energy consumption data and predictions 
From grid operator: 
Predicted load schedules 
Grid capacity 

Pilot site None 

 

Table 20: Impact scenario description for EW02: water utility integration with distributed generation 

ID: EW02 Water Utility Integration with Distributed Generation 

Value 

Proposition 

Reduced energy cost for water utility, improved reliance on 

renewables, reduced transmission distance, improved demand 

profile for grid operator, improved ROI for local energy producers, 

reduced energy bill for local consumers. 

Description As an extension of the prosumer aggregation scenario, following 

investment by either a water utility or local prosumers in renewables 

or energy storage, it could be conceived that the utility's asset may 

interact with a lowvoltage grid. This would improve the ROI for the 

utility investing in renewables (such as for a pumping station) as it 
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would be able to sell surplus energy to local prosumers at offpeak 

times, and purchase their excess energy at a cost lower than from 

the grid. By protecting each actor's interests through multiagent 

based control, a situation may emerge which is beneficial to all 

parties compared to not integrating the utility's renewables in the 

local grid. 

Independent 

variables 

As with 'prosumer aggregation scenario', plus: 
To water asset agent: 
Load shifting (pump start/stop times) 
Energy exchange with grid 
Energy exchange with local aggregators 
Energy storage charge/discharge rate 

Input data As with 'prosumer aggregation scenario', plus: 
From water utility: 
Any flexibility in demand profile 
Device and system descriptions at asset 
Demand predictions and smart metering data at asset 

Pilot site None 

 

Table 21: Impact scenario description for EW03: integrating smart home energy and water demand-side 

management 

ID: EW03 Integrating Smart Home Energy and Water DemandSide 

Management 

Value 

Proposition 

Reduced water and energy bills for consumer, improved demand 

profiles for water and energy utilities, improved convenience for 

smart home owner. 

Description Given the likely future situation of both energy and water dynamic 

pricing, it would be beneficial to home owners for load scheduling to 

optimise across both of these systems to minimise their costs, and 

their environmental footprint if desired. This will require the 

integration of semantics across these systems at the domestic level 

and coordination of devices which impact both variable tariffs at the 

same time, such as washing machines. By extending the 'domestic 

prosumer optimisation' scenario to include water tariffs too, this 

added complexity may be accounted for. This could be further 

extended to include the 'demand optimised management' and 

'prosumer aggregation' scenarios for added benefits to the water and 
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energy utilities through adaptive pricing and ultimately optimise 

synergistically across both systems. 

Independent 

variables 

As with 'domestic prosumer optimisation' scenario, plus: 
Water demand flexibility (deferment/curtailment) including 'hard' 
scheduling (e.g. washing machine) and 'soft' scheduling (e.g. bath 
time & duration) 

Input data As with 'domestic prosumer optimisation' scenario, plus: 
From the home owner: 
Water consumption details of devices & functions 
System descriptions 
Consumer objectives (i.e. purely financial or some bias towards 
environment) 
Water meter data 
Demand predictions 
 

Pilot site None 

 

4.2 ENERGY SECTOR INVESTIGATION 

This section presents the results of the participatory action research undertaken in 

the energy domain through 2 projects, firstly at the building level, and secondly 

beyond the building level to the local grid level. Each project is introduced, as well 

as the role of the project within the present investigation, before presenting the work 

conducted and artefacts developed within the project, and finally project results. 

Note that the contribution of the investigator to each project is detailed in the 

methodology section. 

4.2.1 SMART BUILDINGS 

4.2.1.1 OVERVIEW & PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The first iteration of action research was conducted in the energy domain at the 

building level. This involved engaging in and contributing to an ICT solution which 

achieved semanticallyenabled advanced application decision support. The work 

was conducted in the context of the EC FP7 project entitled ‘Knowledgebased, 

holistic, energy management of public buildings’ (KnoHolEM).  

This project involved the installation of a relatively small number of wireless sensors 

into pilot buildings, to detect properties such as temperature, air speed, occupancy, 
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and humidity. The data from these was then communicated to a cloudbased retrofit 

building energy management system developed within the project. The solution was 

primarily tested within a mixed mode residential care home in the Netherlands. The 

primary goal of the Project was to produce a BEMS for retrofit into public buildings 

with minimal investment, to exploit the enhanced sensing infrastructure and any 

existing BEMS, augmented with analytics and visualization components through a 

semantic web approach.  

This involved a semantic knowledge base, which described the physical properties 

of the building as an extension of the openBIM IFC data model [565], [566], through 

an RDF store and SPARQL endpoint. The semantic model also contextualized the 

historical data stored in a MySQL database by formalizing a shared meaning. The 

novel analytics include the automated production of rules through simulation based 

rule generation [567] and their subsequent fuzzification alongside rules from mining 

on historical metering data. The visualization component utilized an HTML5 based 

smart GUI to deliver engaging 3D WebGL visuals alongside realtime and historical 

energy performance monitoring and decision support, by presenting the optimized 

rules as userfriendly actuation suggestions. The BEMS aimed to promote trust with 

facility managers (FM) through a negotiation based userintheloop approach. This 

meant the FM was responsible for actuating the suggested changes, as this was 

attractive to industrial partners due to liability and legislation concerns around 

automated actuation. 

The developed solution saved an average of circa 30% energy during the testing 

period. The current work used the project as a means to engage with industrial 

stakeholders, mature impact scenarios regarding energy in the built environment, 

engage with the development of advanced semanticallyenabled applications, and 

analyse the use and performance of the semantic artefacts in the solution. 

4.2.1.2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The project focused on an enhanced BEMS and delivering proof of concept at the 

selected pilot site. The key components of the proposed system’s serviceoriented 

architecture were; the RDF store, SPARQL mapper and knowledge base which 

constitute the semantic middleware, the data mining engine, rule engine, and fuzzy 

real time reasoner, which constitute the system’s analytics components, and the 
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this data. This ANN was then used as the cost function in a GA optimization to 

output actionable rules, which were evaluated for efficacy. 

A public residential care home in The Netherlands, named ‘the Forum’, was the 

primary pilot site. A thermal simulation model of the building was created in 

DesignBuilder, as shown in Figure 27 alongside a floorplan highlighting the main 

zone under consideration. 

 

Figure 28: Energy model of demonstration building and floor plan 

EnergyPlus was then used to produce simulated data across the permutations of 

the scenario’s independent variables. PCA and MRA were used to reduce the 

simulation model’s 954 reported variables. The ideal reduction was determined by 

PCA, and then MRA was used to rank the variables’ sensitivity according to the 

scenario’s objectives. The identified variables were then mapped with the existing 

sensors. This data was used to train the ANN model which served as a surrogate 

model in the cost function of the GA optimisation. As well as the 10 variables 

identified previously, the ANN included 4 actuator states, and time information, to 

predict the zone’s PMV and energy consumption. Following several experiments, it 

was identified that the use of the LevenbergMarquardt learning algorithm, 1 hidden 

layer of 30 process elements, and the ‘logsig tansig’ transfer function was ideal. The 

expected error level of 0.0001 was then achieved after 70 epochs.  

To generate the rules, GA optimization was used with an ANN cost function. An 

ANN model was developed in MATLAB to replace the simulation model due to its 

speed as a prediction engine, and as the decision space was clearly defined. The 

building’s actuator states and sensor data were used in the chromosome string.  

The termination condition of the GA loop was based on input from the FM; the rules 

generated aimed to reduce the energy consumption by 5, 10, 20 or 30 percent.  

 Atrium  
N
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Suggestions were produced which identified the actuations required to produce the 

desired change in building performance. 

A fuzzy reasoner module was responsible for running the SWRL rules identified by 

the former process. This communicated with the GUI through the mapper module, 

and the knowledge base through the Java Expert System Shell (JESS). The fuzzy 

reasoner consisted of a fuzzification module, SWRL bridge, rule engine, 

defuzzification module, and a rule matching module. This reasoner was used when 

the FM requested decision support. Firstly, the sensor data was compared with the 

antecedent parts of the rules, then it was fuzzified using triangular membership 

functions with predefined ranges. These fuzzy variables were then processed by 

the inference engine, which uses SWRL rules from the knowledge base. 

Defuzzifying the rules then determined the suggested actuation for any given input 

set. 

The project’s BEMS interface enabled the FM to monitor a building and utilise the 

decision support capabilities of the solution, in native web browser languages. 

Figure 28 shows the WebGL view of the building’s zones and Figure 29 shows the 

Energy Monitoring and Actuation Suggestion window. 

The 2D CAD plans of the building were converted to RDF data, and used to make 

the 3D visualization. As well as showing an extruded floor plan of the building, each 

zone is described in the knowledge base by its geometric properties, function 

(kitchen, atrium etc.), ID, and its connected sensors, and these are all displayed 

after clicking the zone, which triggers a query of the knowledge base. 

 

Figure 29: The WebGL view of the building’s zones 
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the virtual commodity of flexibility, thereby creating and testing new markets and 

business models whilst supporting efficiency and grid resilience. The described 

MAS was also coupled with novel prosumer forecasting services, and the entire 

solution utilised a shared ontology and data model to facilitate communication. 

The current work utilised this case study as an opportunity to develop and test a 

semantically enabled solution with a different domain and usage pattern to the 

previous case study. This offered breadth of analysis through the different 

application domain, and greater depth of analysis through the actual development, 

maintenance, and testing, of the ontology. 

4.2.2.2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The MAS2TERING project aimed to facilitate a new market within smart grids 

through the enablement of flexibility trading as a virtual commodity, within a 

framework which optimised the system’s emergent properties. The project 

recognises the emerging challenge of DERs as an opportunity to exploit the 

properties of multiagent systems, and also the properties of holonic systems. The 

project developed a MAS instantiation of the USEF framework [569], and extended 

this through predictive web services and the concept of holonic systems. To support 

interoperability, an ontological approach was adopted, which used both Java and 

OWL formalisms of the same ontology. This was required due to the MAS being 

developed in JADE, and hence requiring the use of a JavaBeans content language 

ontology, but the wider solution benefitting from the use of a semantic web 

approach based on an OWL ontology. This approach is illustrated in Figure 35, 

which shows two agents communicating through the JADE ontology, as well as the 

home energy management system querying the ontology web service, which would 

be required to engage with the other web services such as in the use case of 

predicting the energy generation of the home’s micro turbines. 
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Figure 36: Illustration of the JADE-OWL ontological approach in MAS2TERING 

The system’s primary components are the MAS, predictive web service, and 

knowledge management. The MAS is primarily based on the USEF framework, and 

includes agent types for each of the main roles in the framework: device, home, 

aggregator, and distribution system operator (DSO). Device agents exhibit little 

agency, and primarily act as abstractions of physical appliances, generation units, 

and storage devices. They interact with the physical devices, and with users 

regarding specific physical devices. Home agents then coordinate the devices in the 

home, based on the flexibility offered by the inhabitants, and based on the energy 

and flexibility markets offered by the grid and aggregator agents. The aggregator 

agents then interface between homes and the DSO, by identifying congestion 

points, setting local flexibility prices, and trading flexibility amongst their profile of 

homes and with other aggregator agents to improve the net demand profile of the 

overall area. The DSO agent then interfaces between the aggregators and the 

external utility at the pilot site, by setting energy and flexibility prices and trading 

with the aggregators. The predictive web service utilises an ANN to accomplish a 

data driven prediction of the energy consumption of the houses, and the production 

of the DERs. 
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The project investigated the described system across 3 phases; firstly at the 

building level, by only optimising within individual homes based on fixed pricing 

schedules. Then the project investigated local energy and flexibility trading up to the 

aggregator level, to explore the system’s behaviour in gridisolated mode, and finally 

the full system was explored to evaluate the solution in the businessasusual case 

in gridconnected mode. 

4.2.2.3 ONTOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

The ontology developed aimed to formalise a description of prosumerenabled 

smart grids in OWL. This domain can be considered as the emerging energy 

landscape described in the background section, typified by a high penetration of end 

users who i) exhibit flexible loads, ii) produce energy, and iii) store energy, as well 

as being typified by a high penetration of renewables, microgrids, virtual power 

plants, plugin electric vehicles, polygeneration systems, and district heating 

networks. The ontology integrated existing standards in the smart grid and demand 

side management domains, as well as lessons learnt in other case studies. 

The data model required in MAS2TERING facilitated the common expression of 

information exchange between participating entities. Instead of multiple adhoc 

mapping and conversion processes between arbitrary models, participants will 

either use the common model internally or map their internal model to a common 

schema. The common ontology will be used for formulating messaging data 

structures for syntactical and implied semantic compatibility between entities for the 

support of upper business processes. The common schema borrowed constructs 

from current standards. Three primary standards were identified for use, with 

varying relevance across the project’s use cases; namely the IEC 61970 standard 

for modelling the electrical domain, the OpenADR standard for modelling demand 

response within the smart grid, and the energy@home standard for domestic 

conceptual modelling. Subsequently, the IFC and SAREF models were also used 

and aligned with. 

Due to the predominance of multi agents in the MAS2TERING platform the primary 

usage of the data model was to formulate content for those messages, independent 

of protocols. As such the conceptual modelling resulted in an ontology suitable for 

use within JADE. This extended JADE’s Base Ontology Java class to formalize a 
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vocabulary, as well as descriptions of the concepts, predicates, agent actions and 

data slots relevant to the domain. In addition schemas formed the ontology 

metadata attributes of those messages and the schemas were generated from 

defined custom contexts applied to the base models. Both extending JADE’s Base 

Ontology and defining and registering the schemas were achieved by means of a 

JADE BeanOntology, given that concept, predicate and agent action beans were 

produced first. 

Following a thorough analysis of the standards, these were then federated manually 

into ontological representations using OWL constructs. Subsets of these ontologies 

were then aligned and extended to fully model the MAS2TERING domain. The main 

areas of extension regarded optimisation, device types and descriptions, demand 

response and load control. The results of the use case based elicitation are 

presented in the following sections followed by the resultant ontology. 

4.2.2.3.1 USE CASE BASED DESCRIPTION LOGIC ELICITATION 

Based on the methodology’s use case driven approach to elicit a lightweight 

ontology aligned with existing standards, each use case was considered in turn, 

with concepts, relationships and properties being elicited to satisfy exchange 

requirements. These were then compared to existing standards to determine 

potential alignments before formalising the MAS2TERING ontology. 

Regarding the use case of smart home energy management, the energy@home 

data model was reused and extended. The use case of aggregating several smart 

homes aimed to utilise the flexibility offered by consumers within a new market. 

Aggregator agents receive a prosumerplan (Pplan) from each home, buy the 

required flexibility, and then trade flexibility with each other, and relay these 

requests to the smart homes. This use case required the modelling of multihome 

concepts, and flexibility concepts. This reused significant parts of the openADR and 

CIM standards. 

The final use case aimed to reduce the number and impact of congestion points 

within a low voltage grid through the introduction of DSO and facilitatory agents. 

These agents exchanged knowledge and traded flexibility with aggregators in order 

to improve the efficiency and resilience of the grid. This required the modelling of 

connections and congestion points, as well as DSOs and further modelling of 
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Figure 41: MAS2TERING OWL economic MVD 

Table 23: MAS2TERING MVD data properties 

Data Property Functional Domain Range 

hasSupplyUnitPrice  FixedPowerTariff float 

hasMaxOverloadPause  EnergyPhase float 

hasTotalEnergyDemand  DeferrableLoad float 

hasDemandUnitPrice  FixedPowerTariff float 

hasActivePower  CurveDataPoint float 

hasDuration  EnergyPhase, 
ExtendedPowerProfile, Mode, 
PowerProfile 

float 

hasHeatingSetPoint  ElectricHeater float 

hasTimestamp  SensorObservation, 
CurveDataPoint 

string 

hasMaxDischargeRate  Battery float 

hasMaxChargeRate  Battery float 

hasSequenceOrder  EnergyPhase, PowerProfile int 

hasMaxDelay  EnergyPhase float 

hasPeakPower  EnergyPhase float 

penaltyParameter  CurtailableLoad float 

applianceID  Appliance string 

hasExecutionDeadline  DeferrableLoad string 

hasMinDuration  DeferrableLoad float 

hasBatteryCapacity  Battery float 

hasBatteryInitialCharge  Battery float 

hasMinPowerProfileDelay  PowerProfile int 

hasSensorValue  SensorObservation float 

4.2.2.3.4 ALIGNMENT WITH EXISTING STANDARDS 

The ontology was aligned with existing standards due to reusing them, which is 

introduced in Table 23. This doesn’t represent full compliance or alignment with the 
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standards, but it demonstrates broad coherence with their domain perspectives of 

the existing standards. 

Table 24: Alignment of MAS2TERING terms entities with existing specifications 

MAS2TERING 

entity 

IEC 61968-9 

alignment 

CIM alignment energy@home 

alignment 

Dwelling UsagePoint   

FixedPowerTariff Tariff   

HEMS LoadControlDevic

e, Head End, 

PANDevice 

EnergyConsumer  

IntervalBlock IntervalBlock   

MeterReading MeterReading  MeterReading 

Reading Reading   

SmartDevice EndDevice  EndDevice 

SmartMeter Meter   

Tariff PricingStructure   

AggregatedDwelling  LoadGroup, 

ControlArea 

 

DG_Wind  WindGeneratingU

nit 

 

DGUnit  GeneratingUnit  

DSO  ControlArea  

Dwelling  ControlArea  

hasLimit  Limit  

hasReadingValue  MeasurementValu

e 

 

hasSetPoint  SetPoint  

Sensor  Sensor  

SensorObservation  Measurement  

Appliance   Appliance 

CurveDataPoint   CurveData 

EnergyPhase   EnergyPhase 

ExtendedPowerProf

ile 

  ExtendedPowerProf

ile 
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Mode   Mode 

PowerProfile   Mode 

The outputs of the case study were threefold; firstly, the ontology itself represents 

an output, as it aligns several seminal models for a valuable purpose, secondly, the 

integration of the ontology into the knowledge management software and 

subsequently into the wider ICT solution produced useful knowledge about the role 

of advanced applications and semantics in the domain. Finally, the case study 

reused the ontological artefacts produced to further explore the role of reuse and 

semantics in smart cities, which represents a significant output. 

4.3 WATER SECTOR INVESTIGATION 

4.3.1 OVERVIEW & PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

This case study tested the thesis’ hypothesis in an industry with a less mature smart 

technology market, by developing a semanticallyenabled cloud platform for water 

knowledge management. This involved the development, validation, and 

experimentation of a domain ontology and knowledgebased system for the water 

sector, within the context of an EC FP7 project, entitled ‘Water analytics and 

Intelligent Sensing for Demand Optimised Management’ (WISDOM). The case 

study built on the lessons learnt and artefact developed in the previous case studies 

in the energy sector.  

The present study utilised this project to gather industrial expert domain 

perspectives, as well as providing realworld use cases whilst building and testing a 

knowledgemanagement solution and domain ontology. The work conducted went 

beyond the remit of WISDOM to test the knowledgemanagement solution in a 

standalone knowledgebased system, developed specifically to evaluate the 

hypothesis. 

WISDOM aimed to demonstrate the value of applying ICT to the water domain in 

operational systems, by installing sensors and using a cloudedge system to 

support advanced applications. These applications included intelligent leakage 

detection, pumping optimisation, and sewer overflow spill prediction, which used AI 

and optimisation software to support decision makers at pilot sites in Wales, France, 

and Italy. 
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The work conducted was a thorough requirements engineering process in close 

collaboration with experts, before developing a domain ontology and accompanying 

knowledgebased system and inference engine. The artefacts produced and the 

evidence gained in engaging with industrial experts was used to evaluate the 

validity of the hypothesis. The knowledge base can import GIS data and integrate 

this with dynamic sensor data, social concepts and inference rules.  

The core element of this case study; the domain ontology, was engineered following 

the guidance of the wellestablished NeOn methodology [570], and represents a 

formal and shared description of the concepts and relationships in the domain of 

water management. These concepts are grouped into a Water Catchment 

Information Model, a Water Semantic Sensor Network Ontology and a Water Value 

Chain Social Model. The domain ontology and ontology service have undergone a 

multistage validation process. The instantiation of the knowledge bases was 

accomplished through a semiautomated method of legacy system integration. 

4.3.2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The system is conceptually arranged into 4 architectural layers: sensing 

infrastructure, data acquisition and actuation, core services and business services, 

as shown in Figure 42. The core services layer contains the system’s semantic 

integration service, optimization and analytics services, event bus and governance 

module. These core components utilize data communicated from the sensing 

infrastructure to the event bus via the data acquisition layer, and are delivered to 

users through the GUIs and edge analytics which form the business service layer. 

The intended users of the system would primarily be operational staff of the water or 

waste service provider, although consumers may have access to a restricted set of 

services. The key innovation considered herein is the use of the core services to 

integrate analytics across heterogeneous data sources by standardizing data syntax 

and meaning. However, one of the main applications supported by the semantic 

web service is now described.  
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4.3.3.2 INITIAL ONTOLOGY SCOPING 

The next output of the requirements engineering process was a set of informal 

statements about the scope of the ontology. Examples are presented below: 

 Should model the entire water network’s physical and topological properties 

 Should model the actuation and instrumentation layer, and its relationship to 
water network 

 Should be aligned with existing models such as W3C, SSN, WaterML and 
emerging efforts such as SWIM 

 Electricity consumption will be included, but its management is not a focal 

point 

 Managing the internal operation of treatment plants and pumping stations is 

not a focal point 

4.3.3.3 COMPETENCY QUESTIONS 

The competency questions were produced iteratively alongside the project’s 

scenarios, by considering the main entities and the properties within each scenario. 

Questions were then formed which elicited these properties, as illustrated in Table 

24. 

Table 25: Example competency question elicitation process 

Scenario 1 (Behaviour & Feedback) 

Question How much water does person X consume per week, on average? 

Property Average weekly water consumption 

Entity Domestic resident 

Scenario 1 (Behaviour & Feedback) 

Question Which water meter is attached to house X? 

Property Attached water meter 

Entity Domicile, domestic water meter 

Scenario 2 (Network monitoring) 

Question What property does sensor X detect? 

Property Observed property 

Entity Sensor 

Scenario 11 (Reservoir optimization) 
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Question What is the maximum storage volume of service reservoir X? 

Property Max storage volume 

Entity Service reservoir 

4.3.4 ONTOLOGICAL DOMAIN MODEL 

This section presents the semantic domain models which have been produced, split 

into three conceptual regions; the Water Catchment Information Model (WCIM), 

Water Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (WSSNO) and the Water Value Chain 

Social Model (WVCSM). These represent a language used to produce knowledge 

bases for each of the pilot sites. Firstly the metamodel developed from the W3C 

SSN ontology and the STS ontology is presented before discussing and showing 

each model in turn. 

4.3.4.1 DOMAIN INDEPENDENT METAMODEL 

Following the alignment and extension of the reused ontologies, a domain 

independent metamodel was produced which described the concepts and 

relationships in the upper domain of intelligent sensing in a sociotechnical network. 

The choice of a sociotechnical system approach was made due to both the 

autonomy exhibited in the water network’s social subsystems and the clear divide 

between physical, technological concepts and social concepts. This implied that the 

modelling view should go beyond a systems theory approach and even beyond a 

system of systems approach to a sociotechnical systems approach, and hence 

reused the work of Koen van Dam [550], the main relevant components of which are 

shown in Figure 43.  
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Figure 43: Main reused concepts and relationships from the STS ontology 

The use of the W3C SSN ontology was a natural choice due to the heavy reliance 

on intelligent sensing in WISDOM, and so this was merged with the STS ontology 

through an alignment process. The resultant metamodel was extended slightly with 

object properties and object property restrictions, and an excerpt of it is shown in 

Figure 44. 
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Figure 44: Excerpt of the meta-model for intelligent sensing in socio-technical systems 

4.3.4.2 WATER CATCHMENT INFORMATION MODEL 

The Water Catchment Information Model (WCIM) describes the concepts and 

relationships relevant to the physical infrastructure in the water value chain.  This 

was developed from business process modelling, GIS data schemas, and the 

preliminary knowledge acquisition. The WCIM model can be conceptually divided 

into 5 models; supplyside artefacts, water network topology, process model, 

domestic artefacts, and natural water body descriptions. These components are 

described through the following subsections. 

4.3.4.2.1 THE WATER VALUE CHAIN PROCESSES 

Figure 45 below shows the process model of the water value chain’s key processes. 

This was used to categorise physical components by purpose. From Figure 45, 

each process has been modelled as a concept; all technical components facilitate 

one of these processes, and each process has input and output substances (water 

types or byproducts such as sludge, waste solids, or rag & grit).  
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4.3.4.2.2 WATER NETWORK MODEL 

A water network is modelled as a collection of nodes connected by arcs, where 

nodes represent utility assets and arcs represent pipes, and each has a taxonomy 

of object types. Examples of nodes are pumping stations, reservoirs, and buildings. 

Note that devices at assets such as individual pumps are out of scope. All node 

classes are subtypes of the generic node presented in Figure 46 below. Each node 

is also described by its geographic coordinates, elevation, and by its preceding and 

succeeding arcs. Natural water bodies are modelled separately. 

 

Figure 46: Description of a generic node and its relevant data 

From this generic node description, subtypes are described by the restrictions they 

place on aspects of the generic node, shown in Table 25 below. ‘Abstraction node’ 

and ‘discharge node’ refer to the start and end of the manmade water network. 

These correspond to the abstraction and discharge points, not to natural water 

bodies. They are instead related to natural water bodies through ‘abstractsFrom’ 

and ‘dischargesTo’ relationships. 

Table 26: Subtypes of the generic node 

Node subtype Restrictions Extra 

properties 

Abstraction 

node 

Output type must be ‘raw water’. 

Contained water volume is assumed to be 

infinite. 

Has no input. 

Max output 

Discharge node Max contained water volume is assumed to be 

infinite. 

Has no output. 
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Pump node Output water pressure must be higher than input. 

Input flow must equal output flow. 

Input type must equal output type. 

Contained water volume is assumed to equal 

zero. 

Currently 

active 

Storage node Input type must equal output type. 

Max contained water volume must not equal 

zero. 

Max stage 

height, 

current stage 

height, min 

stage height 

Consumption 

node 

Output type must be ‘foul water’.  

Treatment node Output type must not equal input type. Max output 

Valve node Contained water volume is assumed to equal 

zero. 

Input type must equal output type. 

Current 

degree of 

openness 

 

Water and waste pipes are modelled as arcs. Different sizes and types of pipe are 

subtypes of the generic pipe shown in Figure 47. 

 

 

Figure 47: Description of a generic pipe and its relevant data 

Each fitting between pipes is considered as a node, but whole stretches of pipe 

between assets can be modelled as a single pipe if suitable for the target 

application, with sections then modelled as subarcs. Pipes are classified as either 

clean, raw, or waste, and are classified further as shown in Figure 92. Pipes are 

also described by their material, IPID, diameter (absolute and nominal), length, 

starting and finishing coordinates and elevations, and the preceding and succeeding 

nodes or pipes. Also, pipe shapes are modelled as object properties. 
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A water network consists of only nodes and arcs, where each arc can be connected 

between only two nodes, but nodes can have any number of input and output arcs. 

Natural water bodies are related through abstraction and discharge nodes, and 

described through data properties. A fictitious water network using this approach is 

shown in Figure 48.  

 

 

Figure 48: Simple water value chain showing connection of nodes (labelled) and arcs (arrows) 

 

The main upper classes and relationships of the WCIM are illustrated in Figure 49. 

 

Figure 49: Main WCIM level classes and relationships 
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4.3.4.2.3 SUPPLYSIDE ARTEFACTS 

Table 26 details the main artefacts and node types within each process of the water 

value chain, and is illustrated in Appendix A. 

Table 27: Artefacts in each water value chain process 

Process Artefact Node type Sub-types 

Abstraction Raw pumping station Pump node  

Raw water pipe N/A (arc)  

Raw water vehicle N/A (arc)  

Clean treatment Clean water treatment 

plant  

Treatment node  

Clean distribution Clean main N/A (arc) Communication 

pipe, Distribution 

pipe, Trunk main 

Water vehicle N/A (arc)  

Clean storage device Storage node Service reservoir, 

water tower 

Clean pumping station Pump node  

Clean valve Valve node Boundary valve, 

control valve, 

pressure 

regulating valve 

Consumption Hydrant Consumption 

node 

 

Boundary box Valve node  

Building Consumption 

node 

Commercial 

building, Industrial 

building, Domestic 

building, Other 

building 

Domicile Consumption 

node 

 

Waste 

distribution 

Waste main N/A (arc) Combined waste 

main, connecting 
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sewer, foul pipe, 

lateral drain, 

surface water pipe 

Waste truck N/A (arc)  

Chamber Storage node Combined 

chamber, foul 

chamber, storm 

water chamber, 

surface water 

chamber, treated 

effluent chamber 

Waste pumping 

station 

Pump node  

Waste treatment Waste treatment 

works 

Treatment node combined 

treatment works, 

foul treatment 

works, surface 

treatment works 

Discharge Discharge pipe N/A (arc) Storm overflow 

pipe, emergency 

overflow pipe, 

treated effluent 

pipe 

4.3.4.2.4 DOMESTIC ARTEFACTS 

A key goal of the WISDOM project was to integrate knowledge across supply and 

demand, including smart meter data. Concepts were therefore modelled around 

domestic water consumption devices, watersaving devices and greywater devices. 

As water flows between devices are not, often, actively managed in domestic 

properties, domestic pipes were not represented. Table 27 describes relevant 

artefacts, and Figure 93 presents the OWL class hierarchy of this. 

Table 28: Artefacts relevant to domestic water consumers 

Process Artefact Subtypes Extra properties 
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Water usage Water using appliance tap, bath, 

shower, toilet, 

washing 

machine, 

dishwasher, 

irrigation 

system, boiler, 

other 

Average water 

consumption per 

use, average 

energy 

consumption per 

use 

Rainwater 

usage 

Rainwater harvesting 

device 

  

Rainwater purification 

device 

  

Waste storage Domestic waste storage 

tank 

Septic tank, 

Cess pit 

 

Greywater 

usage 

Greywater harvesting 

device 

Reuse device, 

harvesting 

device 

 

Water metering Domestic water meter   

4.3.4.3 SENSOR ONTOLOGY 

The sensor ontology described the concepts and relationships relevant to IoT and 

webenabled telemetry systems, by adapting the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) 

ontology. The SSN ontology models sensors as devices which implement a ‘sensing 

process’ through a ‘measurement capability’. The ‘measurement capability’ is 

subject to various conditions and properties regarding operating conditions and 

accuracy. The sensing process receives a stimulus from the sensed event and 

outputs an information object describing some property of a feature of interest. This 

is illustrated in Figure 50, and described further in Table 28.  
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Figure 50: OWL implementation of the SSN ontology 

Table 29: Descriptions of main ambiguous SSN classes 

Class Description 

Stimulus The event which is the input of the sensing process 

Operating range The environmental conditions and characteristics of a 

system/sensor's normal operating environment.  

Survival range The conditions a sensor can be exposed to without damage. 

Measurement 

property 

A characteristic of a sensor’s output. e.g. Accuracy, detection 

limit, drift, frequency, latency, measurement range, precision, 

resolution, response time, selectivity, sensitivity. 

Observed 

property 

The quality of the physical phenomenon sensed which the 

sensor observes.  

Sensing A process implemented by a sensor which produces an 

information object describing the value of a property of a 

phenomenon. 

Measurement 

capability 

Collects together measurement properties (accuracy, range, 

precision, etc.) and the environmental conditions in which 

those properties hold, representing a specification of a 

sensor's capability in those conditions. 

Condition Used to specify ranges for qualities that act as conditions on 

a system/sensor's operation. 
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The SSN ontology does not include any measurement concepts (units, etc.), nor 

water specific taxonomies, so has been extended to include these. An excerpt of 

this extension is shown in Figure 51, where all arrows indicate a ‘hasSubclass’ 

relationship. Water sensors also have additional data properties, including 

‘ProductNumber’, ‘Manufacturer’ and ‘AttachmentType’ etc. 
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Figure 51: The main class hierarchy extensions to the SSN ontology for WISDOM 

 

4.3.4.3.1 DATA ENRICHMENT & WCIM LINKS 

Relationships between the cyber and physical concepts in the domain were 

modelled. The key relevant relationships are shown in Figure 52 (inverse 

relationships not shown for simplicity). 
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Through the relationships shown in Figure 52, data have been contextualised in 

terms of the component they relate to, their unit, the sensor they originated from and 

the water property they relate to. This was aligned with the semantics of the 

KairosDB module, as shown in Appendix A. 

4.3.4.3.2 PROBLEMS AND ALERTS 

Based on industry feedback, alarms, problems, and alerts, were also modelled, as 

shown in Figure 53. This allowed the developed rule engine to provide more 

powerful inference. Entityproblem relationships are inferred at runtime based on 

sensor data. Further, WaterAlert individuals have an ‘isActive’ Boolean property. As 

description logic is monotonic, semantic reasoning cannot infer the existence of new 

individuals. This means that the alerts and problems must either all be defined in the 

ontology prior to deployment, or external software must create new named 

individuals when a problem arises. A simple ‘acceptable range’ condition has been 

modelled, as this serves as proof of concept. 
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4.3.4.4 WATER VALUE CHAIN SOCIAL MODEL 

The Water Value Chain Social Model (WVCSM) formalizes the domain vocabulary 

for the social nodes and arcs of a water network. In contrast to the physical model, 

social arcs are modelled as classes themselves as relationships between social 

entities are more often referred to than between physical entities, such as 

describing the details of a contract.  

Social networks only include nodes connected by arcs. Social nodes are referred to 

as ‘agents’, which are typically people or organisations. The main class hierarchy of 

the social model is shown in Figure 94. Again, data properties describe the 

organisations and people themselves as appropriate. 
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A social ‘node’ is connected to any number of arcs, and a social arc connects 2 

nodes. Supply side social arcs include employment contracts, regulations and 

management structure relationships.  An example social graph is shown in Figure 

55. Each of the node and arc classes shown in Figure 55 has a taxonomy of sub

classes. 

 

Figure 55: Example supply-side social network 

This model uses a systemofsystems approach, where knowledge can be captured 

both at the interpersonal and/or interorganisational level. This represents a multiple 

levelofdetail approach. 

The supplyside (clean & waste services) social model and the domestic social 

model serve significantly different purposes. The supplyside model enriches asset 

descriptions and sensory data and facilitates knowledge management, whereas the 

domestic model categorises a ‘domicile’ based on the social system which occupies 

it and its water use. The domestic social model is further enriched with demographic 

and water data and object properties, more so than other areas of the ontology.  

4.3.4.4.1 WATER MANAGEMENT STAKEHOLDERS 

The main stakeholder organisations within a water value chain have been 

categorised as shown in Figure 56.  Individual organisations could be an instance of 

multiple subcategories, such as a supply company being both a ‘RetailCompany’ 

and a ‘PotableSaleCompany’. 
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Figure 56: WVCSM water management organization class hierarchy 

4.3.4.4.2 SUPPLYSIDE RELATIONSHIPS 

Supplyside relationships are modelled as entities in themselves so that they can be 

described in detail. These relationships are categorised as either personperson, 

personorganisation, organisationorganisation, organizationgoverning body or 

organizationmunicipality; where ‘organisation’ refers to a water company. The main 

class hierarchy is shown in Figure 57. 

 

 

Figure 57: WVCSM class hierarchy of supply side relationships 
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4.3.4.4.3 DOMESTIC SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS 

To classify domestic consumption profiles and formalise domestic level water use 

behaviour, domestic social networks were modelled. Relationships and people can 

be described through data properties and supplementary object properties if 

necessary for target applications. The main relationships are family and neighbourly 

relationships, which can broadly categorise domiciles into usage profiles, as shown 

in Appendix A. 

4.3.4.4.4 SUPPLY SIDE SOCIOTECHNICAL RELATIONSHIPS 

Relationships between social, physical and virtual entities of the water value chain 

were modelled, as shown in Figure 59. Again, these are categorised as existing 

either at the supply or domestic level. Whereas physical relationships were 

modelled as object properties and social relationship types were modelled as 

classes, sociotechnical relationships were modelled as both classes and object 

properties. It is variable whether the relationship itself will require much description, 

and directly relating instances is typical practice. The nature of these sociotechnical 

classes is shown in Figure 58 below with an example on both the supply and 

domestic side. 

 

 

Figure 58: WVCSM socio-technical arc classes on both supply and demand side 
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Figure 59: WVCSM main supply side social and socio-technical classes and relationships 

 

4.3.4.4.5 DOMESTIC SOCIOTECHNICAL RELATIONSHIPS 

Domestic sociotechnical water systems were simplified to only model consumption 

and conservation behaviours, ignoring domestic plumbing and flow control. An 

‘ApplianceConsumptionPattern’ is introduced, as shown in Figure 60. The notion of 

inhabiting a domicile has also been modelled. 
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Figure 60: WVCSM Consumption pattern concept and relevant object properties 

4.3.4.4.6 ECONOMIC CONCEPTS & RELATIONSHIPS 

Some economic concepts have been included, such as the domestic water bill; this 

is related to a person through the ‘main bill payer’ relationship and to a tariff through 

the ‘charged according to’ relationship. The tariff could be a static rate or could be a 

dynamic pricing scheme. Economic concepts at the supply level were out of scope. 

4.3.5 ONTOLOGY VALIDATION  

The initial, automated check of the ontology’s consistency through the built in 

Protégé reasoner has consistently passed many times throughout the ontology’s 

development; such that the ontology does not contain contradictory statements. The 

competency questions have been utilized throughout the semantic activities, and 

they can be answered by the ontology. This has been checked thoroughly by 

‘asking’ the questions as SPARQL queries once the pilot site knowledge bases 

were finalized. The domain expert validation was conducted separately with the 

Italian and the Welsh domain expert partners through one day workshops, and in 

both cases the ontology’s modelling choices were broadly validated, the majority of 

the detailed modelling choices were validated and corroborated between 

workshops, and some revisions and extensions were suggested. These 

modifications have been made and are reflected in the version of the model 

presented in this thesis. An additional workshop with the WISDOM partners and 

special interest group experts was then conducted, which served to validate that the 

changes made were sufficient and hence that the ontology is now sufficient. This 

workshop was held with parties from all WISDOM pilot sites present, so as to 

produce discussion and a consensus of either validity, or of the necessary revisions. 
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The domain ontology was tested for validity at a projectfacilitated meeting of 

industrial experts, where it was considered by a wider range of stakeholders in the 

water value chain, most of which had little bias towards the WISDOM project. This 

offered a broad view on the ontology and hence tested its extent, as well as its 

detail in areas of the water value chain which the WISDOM partners are not experts 

in. That consensus was reached that the WISDOM ontology represents a shared 

and sufficient conceptualization of the domain by this group, represents a significant 

milestone in its validation. Finally, the domain ontology was tested in an integrated 

manner with the other semantic components through the web service testing, which 

determined that the ontology successfully and sufficiently contributes to an ‘ICT for 

water’ web platform. This integration with the other WISDOM components has been 

conducted to a preliminary stage, and represents ongoing work within other project 

tasks. 

Some of the comments from the SIG expert validation session were: 

1. The ontology addresses the problem of interacting between tools (GIS, SAP, 
customer data) 

2. Include alarms as well as sensors 
3. ‘Governing body’ is also called ‘regulator’ 
4. Include ‘water testing company’  

The 2nd comment is addressed in Section 4.3.4.3.2, the 3rd comment has been 

addressed by adding a comment to the class, and the 4th comment was addressed 

by including a ‘waterTestingCompany’ class. The majority of comments were 

advisory or generic, such as regarding possible future work, rather than required 

changes in the scope currently addressed. Examples of these comments were: 

 The work could be considered as a type of enterprise service bus 
 An ontology is also called a taxonomy 
 Sensors could also be ‘social sensors’, which report numbers of tweets etc. 
 Collaboration relationships exist between utilities which share a water 

resource 

Table 29 below presents an example outcome of the competency question testing, 

showing how the deployment sufficiently answers the questions when formalized as 

SPARQL queries, where the queries were answered in circa 15ms. Overall, the 

ontology has been validated by 25 organisations, with a range of expertise, as 

illustrated in Figure 61. 
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Table 30: Example competency question testing evidence 

Natural language question: 

What is sensor E2000’s current reading? 

 

SPARQL query 

PREFIX wis:<http://www.WISDOM.org/WISDOMontology#> 

PREFIX rdf:<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22rdfsyntaxns#> 

PREFIX dul: <http://www.loacnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#> 

 

SELECT ?reading 

WHERE { 

wis:E2000 rdf:type wis:LevelSensor. 

wis:E2000 wis:hasLatestOutput ?output. 

?output dul:hasDataValue ?reading } 

Output (csv format) 

reading 

2.0 

Natural language question: 

What is Pipe X’s material? 

 

Figure 61: Breakdown of ontology validators by organisation type 
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4.3.6 ALIGNMENT WITH EXISTING STANDARDS AND MODELS 

4.3.6.1 ALIGNMENT WITH WATERP ONTOLOGY 

The WISDOM ontology was aligned to the WatERP ontology, and hence with the 

recommendations of WaterML2. This was stated through OWL annotations for 

relevant classes and properties.   

The majority of modelling patterns adopted by the two ontologies were 

homogeneous from their joint grounding in the SSN ontology. Further matching was 

achieved through manual alignment, which involved revising the WISDOM ontology 

by adding concepts and axioms and revising existing ones to produce a compatible 

domain perspective which still met the requirements. The matched terms are stated 

in Table 49 in Appendix A. 

A system modelled through the WatERP ontology could be extended with the 

WISDOM ontology’s detailed physical network concepts without having to redo or 

change the existing knowledge base. Some of the WatERP modelling patterns and 

concepts could not be aligned with the WISDOM ontology, as shown in Table 50, 

although they are still complementary. A WatERP pipe could be described using 

WISDOM concepts, such as in the triple WatERP:Pipe_001 RDF:type 

WIS:TrunkMain. This would then allow a reasoner to infer extra knowledge about 

the pipe based on the WISDOM Tbox, and would allow ontologydriven applications 

to leverage both domain perspectives on the available Abox. 

The key areas of the WatERP ontology which are outside of WISDOM’s scope are 

FinanceManagementFlow, Instruments, and AssessmentIndicator. The main 

aspects of the WISDOM ontology which are out of WatERP’s scope are 

WasteNetwork concepts, ConsumptionProcess subclasses, DesignedArtefact 

subclasses, DesignedArtefact properties, Sociotechnical relationships, Sensor 

subclasses, MeasurementCapability, Sensing, and subclasses and object properties 

which model additional depth to the concepts modelled by WatERP. 

4.3.6.2 ALIGNMENT WITH THE INDUSTRY FOUNDATION CLASSES 

Broad alignment with the nonontological resource of the relevant parts of the 

Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) was achieved, as shown in Table 51 in Appendix 
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A, although the IFC schema assumes that all individuals are within the context of a 

building, or at least an ‘architecture, engineering and construction’ scope, so further 

testing and refinement is needed for this alignment.  

4.3.6.3 ALIGNMENT WITH INSPIRE 

The INSPIRE directive [512] aims to facilitate geospatial data exchange within 

Europe, so as to foster international coordination in situations such as river 

contamination (where rivers cross country borders), and so has produced a set of 

data specifications, as UML class diagrams. These artefacts (from their application 

theme of utility networks and government services) include a data specification for 

generic networks and utility networks, and slightly more specific models for sewer 

networks and water networks.  These model high level topological relationships and 

entities such as nodes and arcs, as well as some enumerations such as water 

types, node types, and warning types. Whilst full alignment with the code lists which 

INSPIRE propose is out of scope, this could be achieved given the alignment of 

critical modelling decisions. This alignment is shown in Table 52 in Appendix A as a 

set of aligned terms, which represent classes and object properties. 

4.3.6.4 PLACEMENT WITHIN EXISTING STANDARDS 

Based on the reuse and alignments of the WISDOM ontology with other knowledge 

modelling artefacts and standards, it is well situated to serve a role in the 

standardisation landscape, following some development of its maturity through 

industrial exposure and accepted standardisation processes. The ontology builds on 

existing work and interoperates with relevant standards in the water, IoT, and 

knowledge management fields, as illustrated in Figure 62. 
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have been separated for manageability, and because little direct utilisation of each 

other’s data was undertaken.  

Each knowledge base was produced by reusing existing data from utility company 

project partners where possible, and completing the remaining instantiation 

manually, to the completeness required in order to satisfy the requirement 

specification. This process is now described, before each of the knowledge bases is 

presented in turn. 

4.3.7.2 KNOWLEDGE BASE RESULTS 

This section presents the pilot site models developed, following the methodology 

described in the previous subsection. The input and output data for each model is 

summarised, before the main modelling patterns used and objects modelled in the 

knowledge bases are illustrated. 

7 CSV files were used as a basis for extracting information regarding the Cardiff 

pilot site; these described the system valves, meters, mains, control valves, 

boundary valves, hydrants, and asset sensors. In total, these represented 352 KB of 

data. The number of entities and properties in each of these sheets is summarised 

in Table 53 in Appendix B. 

Following the production of the knowledge base, an RDF/XML file was produced, 

which included only the Abox triples, and was 2183 KB in size, representing 17355 

triples. This included the 1966 named entities, and the properties shown in Table 54 

in Appendix B. 

6 CSV files were used as a basis for extracting information regarding the Tywyn and 

Aberdovey pilot site; these described the system valves, meters, mains, control 

valves, hydrants, and asset sensors. In total, these represented 572 KB of data. The 

number of entities and properties in each of these sheets is summarised in Table 55 

in Appendix B. 

Following the production of the knowledge base, an RDF/XML file was produced, 

which included only the Abox triples, and was 2142 KB in size, representing 21122 

triples. This included the 2363 named entities, and the properties shown below in 

Table 56 in Appendix B. 
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As the Gowerton pilot site only includes waste water assets, its knowledge base is 

significantly different to the Cardiff and Tywyn & Aberdovy sites. 5 CSV files were 

used as a basis for extracting information regarding the Gowerton pilot site; these 

described the conduits, nodes, pumps, sensors and subcatchments. In total, these 

represented 5.28 MB of data. The number of entities and properties in each of these 

sheets is summarised in Table 57 in Appendix B. 

Following the production of the knowledge base, an RDF/XML file was produced, 

which included only the Abox triples, and was 6582 KB in size, representing 60081 

triples. This included the 6674 named entities, and the properties shown below in 

Table 58 in Appendix B. 

The Italian Pilot site was instantiated using a Python script to extract knowledge 

from the hydraulic model developed of the Italian pilot site, using the RDFlib Python 

library previously described and the EPANETTOOLS Python library [571]. This 

meant that instead of the Welsh pilot method of exporting CSV files, then parsing 

the CSV files into Python objects, the EPANET model could be parsed directly into 

Python objects, and then iterated over to add statements to an RDFlib graph and 

the WISDOM namespace, before being serialized into an RDF file. The Italian pilot 

input data was split across several sections of an EPANET input file, which 

described the 426 entities within 42 KB of data, as detailed in Table 59 in Appendix 

B. 

Following the production of the knowledge base, an RDF/XML file was produced, 

which included only the Abox triples, and was 222 KB in size, representing 1942 

triples. This included the 426 named entities, and the properties shown below in 

Table 60 in Appendix B. 

4.3.8 SEMANTIC WEB SERVICE TESTING 

4.3.8.1 SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE 

Following the validation of the domain ontology, this was instantiated for a real 

Welsh pilot site by using survey data from residents as well reusing GIS data and 

data from sensor, social and asset databases, as well as heuristic knowledge, 

operating manuals and product specification sheets. This pilot site knowledge base 

was then deployed in the cloud based system described previously; with live data 
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4.3.8.2 SMART HOME APP SCHEMA CONVERSION 

The benefit of using the semantic web approach to promote interoperability across 

software with different domain perspectives was tested by performing a schema 

conversion from a knowledge base of devices instantiated within the WISDOM 

ontology into a set of SAREF individuals. This RDF data could then be used within 

an UPDATE SPARQL query to add the individuals to a SAREF knowledge base. A 

similar approach could be used in the more likely case of converting to an 

application specific ontology which is also mapped to the SAREF ontology, by 

loading both ontologies and the SAREF ontology into memory. This could also 

convert object and data properties between knowledge bases if appropriate 

mappings were formalized. The conversion was conducted through a simple 

SPARQL CONSTRUCT query. Excerpts of the source data, SPARQL query and 

output data are shown in Table 30 below, in turtle. Careful federation of the shared 

objects would be required to manage access rights and update priority, for example 

whether the application using the target knowledge base could update properties 

regarding individuals at the source knowledge base URI. The implication of this is 

that software developers could utilize data from across these domains far more 

easily, more powerfully, and with more confidence that the data was being correctly 

understood and contextualized. 

 

Table 31: Excerpts of the knowledge base conversion process, with prefix definitions omitted 

Source data 

wisdom:washingMachine rdf:type wisdom:ElectricAppliance, owl:NamedIndividual 

wisdom:meter_01 rdf:type wisdom:DomesticWaterMeter, owl:NamedIndividual 

wisdom:meter_02 rdf:type wisdom:DomesticWaterMeter, owl:NamedIndividual 

SPARQL query 

CONSTRUCT {  ?individual rdf:type owl:NamedIndividual, ?TargetName} 
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WHERE{       ?individual rdf:type owl:NamedIndividual. 

        ?individual rdf:type ?SourceName. 

        ?SourceName wisdom:alignedWithSaref ?TargetName 

} 

Output data 

wisdom:washingMachine rdf:type saref:Device, owl:NamedIndividual 

wisdom:meter_01 rdf:type Saref:Meter, owl:NamedIndividual 

wisdom:meter_02 rdf:typeSaref:Meter, owl:NamedIndividual 

 

4.3.9 ADVANCED DECISION SUPPORT THROUGH INFERENCE AND 

SEMANTIC RULES 

Following positive feedback from practitioners, a knowledgebased system was 

developed by coupling the triple store with an SWRL rules and an inference engine, 

and producing a graphical interface. This section introduces the target use case and 

software architecture, the semantic inference rules produced, and finally the 

graphical interface. 

4.3.9.1 OVERVIEW AND USE CASE DESCRIPTION 

A new use case was produced specifically to highlight the value of semantic 

inference. The proposed use case assumed a fault had occurred within the water 

value chain, such as a pipe blockage. The aim of the target system was to assist the 

decision maker in responding to this issue. A core software requirement was that 

the inference engine should have the ability to detect problems in the network, and 

then determine the network entities affected by the problem. This would provide a 

decision support function, for example helping to identify customers affected by a 

network blockage and proactively engaging with them. 
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Identification of faults was achieved through rulebased detection. The concept of 

an alert was modelled in the domain ontology, as well as the problem which caused 

the alert, and object properties then connected these to the physical network 

entities, their topological representation, and the related sensors and properties. 

Each alert had an associated ‘alert condition’, which could be a complex fault 

detection algorithm, but a simple ‘acceptable range’ was used for proof of concept. 

This range had an upper and lower bound, which an SWRL rule was able to 

evaluate against the latest observation from the appropriate sensor. Firstly, the rule 

engine determined the affected network entities, and its severity and detection time. 

By updating the knowledge base with this information, it was then exposed to 

applications. 

The work used KairosDB as a timeseries database, and the Pellet reasoner for 

simpler rules and OWLbased inference, with a separate Drools engine managing 

more complex rules. The Pellet reasoner was chosen over native Jena reasoners to 

achieve the maximum reasoning capabilities from native OWL axioms. The Drools 

engine was found to offer better performance and reliability during testing. At each 

timestep, the Drools engine reevaluates the triple store against the rules, and 

updates the triple store accordingly. 

4.3.9.2 INFERENCE ENGINE RULES 

The required inference capability for the target use case is illustrated in Figure 64, 

where the solid arrows indicate explicit knowledge, and dashed arrows represent 

inferred knowledge. 
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A number of SWRL rules were written to achieve the desired inference, and were 

utilized by the inference engine. Example rules are now described and presented in 

SWRL syntax, and the full set of rules can be found in Appendix C. 

Inferred property: deployedAt 

As sensors are not explicitly described in terms of the node which they are deployed 

at, this is fundamental knowledge which must be inferred in order to contextualise 

the capability of the deployed sensors.  

SENSOR(?S) ^ ATASSET(?S, ?A) ^ TOPOLOGICALNETWORKENTITY(?E) ^ ATASSET(?E, ?A) -
> DEPLOYEDATENTITY(?S, ?E) 

 
 
Inferred property: isActive 

If an alert has an acceptable range, and it is triggered by a sensor, and the 

sensor’s latest reading falls outside of the acceptable range, the alarm is 

triggered. This can occur if the reading is greater than the allowable maximum, 

or smaller than the allowable minimum, otherwise the alarm is not active. 

WATERALERT(?A) ^ HASALERTCONDITION(?A, ?AC1) ^ 
HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1, ?AR) ^ HASMAXVALUE(?AR, ?XMAX) ^ SENSOR(?S) ^ 
TRIGGERSALERT(?S, ?A) ^ HASLATESTOUTPUT(?S, ?TVP) ^ HASVALUE(?TVP, ?X) ^ 
SWRLB:GREATERTHAN(?X, ?XMAX) -> ISACTIVE(?A, TRUE) 
 
WATERALERT(?A)^HASALERTCONDITION(?A,?AC1)^HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1,?AR)^
HASMINVALUE(?AR,?XMIN)^SENSOR(?S)^TRIGGERSALERT(?S,?A)^HASLATESTOUTPUT(?
S,?TVP)^HASVALUE(?TVP,?X)^SWRLB:LESSTHAN(?X,?XMIN)-> ISACTIVE(?A,TRUE) 
 
WATERALERT(?A)^HASALERTCONDITION(?A,?AC1)^HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1,?AR)^
HASMINVALUE(?AR,?XMIN)^HASMAXVALUE(?AR,?XMAX)^SENSOR(?S)^TRIGGERSALERT
(?S,?A)^HASLATESTOUTPUT(?S,?TVP)^HASVALUE(?TVP,?X)^SWRLB:LESSTHANOREQUAL(
?X,?XMAX)^SWRLB:GREATERTHANOREQUAL(?X,?XMIN)-> ISACTIVE(?A,FALSE) 
 
Inferred property: hasDownstreamEntity 

In order to generalise pipes, pumps, and reservoirs etc. to determine what is 

upstream or downstream of an entity, it is useful to use the IPID values held in the 

legacy GIS database to infer knowledge about flow chronology through the entities. 

This allows later inference of whether an entity is affected by any given problem, 

and greatly simplifies those rules. 
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If an entity goes from an entity with IPID of i, and another entity has an IPID of i, 

then the latter is downstream of the former, and vice versa. 

GOESFROMIPID(?P, ?I) ^ HASIPID(?U, ?I) -> HASUPSTREAMENTITY(?P, ?U) ^ 
HASDOWNSTREAMENTITY(?U, ?P) 
 
GOESTOIPID(?P,?I)^HASIPID(?D, ?I) -> HASUPSTREAMENTITY(?D, ?P) ^ 
HASDOWNSTREAMENTITY(?P, ?D) 
 
Inferred property: hasDetectionTime 

Given that the knowledge base will be iteratively updated as new sensor readings 

are received, and alerts may not be observed immediately, it would be beneficial to 

inform decision makers exactly when a problem was first observed. This is achieved 

by noting the time at which the sensors latest reading is outside the acceptable 

range, but the sensor’s previous reading was inside the acceptable range. 

If an alert has an acceptable range, and is triggered by a sensor, and the sensor’s 

latest reading is outside that range, but its previous reading was inside the range, 

then the detection time of the problem is the latest reading’s timestamp. This can 

occur when the reading is above the maximum range, or below the minimum range. 

PROBLEM(?P)^ISCAUSEOFALERT(?P,?A)^WATERALERT(?A)^HASALERTCONDITION(?A,?A
C1)^HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1,?AR)^HASMINVALUE(?AR,?XMIN)^HASMAXVALUE(?
AR,?XMAX)^SENSOR(?S)^TRIGGERSALERT(?S,?A)^HASLATESTOUTPUT(?S,?TVP)^HASVAL
UE(?TVP,?X)^SWRLB:GREATERTHAN(?X,?XMAX)^HASTIMESTAMP(?TVP,?TIME)^HASPRE
VIOUSOUTPUT(?S,?TVPPREV)^DIFFERENTFROM(?TVP,?TVPPREV)^HASVALUE(?TVPPREV
,?XPREV)^SWRLB:LESSTHANOREQUAL(?XPREV,?XMAX)^SWRLB:GREATERTHANOREQUA
L(?XPREV,?XMIN)->HASDETECTIONTIME(?P,?TIME) 

 

PROBLEM(?P) ^ ISCAUSEOFALERT(?P, ?A) ^ WATERALERT(?A) ^ 
HASALERTCONDITION(?A, ?AC1) ^ HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1, ?AR) ^ 
HASMINVALUE(?AR, ?XMIN) ^ HASMAXVALUE(?AR, ?XMAX) ^ SENSOR(?S) ^ 
TRIGGERSALERT(?S, ?A) ^ HASLATESTOUTPUT(?S, ?TVP) ^ HASVALUE(?TVP, ?X) ^ 
SWRLB:LESSTHAN(?X, ?XMIN) ^ HASTIMESTAMP(?TVP, ?TIME) ^ 
HASPREVIOUSOUTPUT(?S, ?TVPPREV) ^ DIFFERENTFROM(?TVP, ?TVPPREV) ^ 
HASVALUE(?TVPPREV, ?XPREV) ^ SWRLB:LESSTHANOREQUAL(?XPREV, ?XMAX) ^ 
SWRLB:GREATERTHANOREQUAL(?XPREV, ?XMIN) -> HASDETECTIONTIME(?P, ?TIME) 

4.3.9.3 INFERENCE USE CASE TESTING 

The rules were tested individually during development for efficacy and to stimulate 

false positives, which the rule set consistently passed. However, use case based 
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testing of the rules in unison is more rigorous. This section therefore presents the 

use case based testing of the rules. The rules were tested on a Samsung 900X 

laptop, with an Intel i5 1.7GHz processor and 8GB of memory, on 64bit Windows 7, 

and the rules were tested in the Protégé software. The rules were tested on an 

instance of the domain ontology, such that the entire domain ontology was 

reasoned over, as well as the individuals specifically relevant to the use case. The 

input and output graph sizes were determined through the RDFlib Python library by 

command line. 

An instance of the use case was defined whereby a reservoir node is connected to 

a level sensor, and has a tree of downstream nodes and arcs. It was considered 

that the sensor’s latest reading indicated that the reservoir’s water level was too low, 

as illustrated in Figure 65, which also shows the named individuals for the alert, and 

acceptable range and latest output. 

 

 

Figure 65: Problem and alert inference test case illustration 

Following the application of the inference engine on the test knowledge base of 56 

triples, the Abox contained 972 triples, meaning that 916 triples had been inferred, 

of 7185 total inferred axioms. This inference occurred in 1427 ms on the first 

instance (without caching), which reduced to circa 450 ms after caching. The 

desired knowledge primarily centres on the problem and downstream entity named 

individuals, so Figure 66 displays the Abox knowledge at these entities following the 
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inference. This shows that the node is linked to its upstream and downstream 

entities, is ‘affected by’ the active alert, and is ‘affected by’ the low level problem. 

Figure 66 also shows that the problem individual is linked to all of the downstream 

nodes, and its severity and timestamp have been inferred. 

Figure 67 highlights some of the key inferred knowledge. Specifically, this shows 

that knowledge about the reservoir problem can be inferred, and this can be linked 

directly to downstream entities.  

 

Figure 66: Excerpt of resultant Abox knowledge after problem and alert inference testing 
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Figure 67: Key knowledge inferred and extendable through the alert and problem inference testing 

4.3.9.4 GRAPHICAL INTERFACE 

A decision support tool was developed as a proofofconcept, to demonstrate the 

benefits of the proposed platform, within the context of the established use case. 

The tool aimed to extend the state of the art of GIS tools, as well as typical water 

utility dashboards. The following section describes the interface from a user and 

technological perspective, and then provides evidence of the software's 

performance. 

The GUI made several queries to the back end described: the first use of the 

knowledge management platform was a call to the Hypercat API to retrieve a list of 

pilot sites and knowledge bases, followed by a second call to discover the online 

sensors and alerts. The discovered SPARQL endpoints of each sites' knowledge 

base were then queried to retrieve descriptions of the water network objects such as 

pipes, assets, and sewer overflows. Once a sensor had been selected, as described 

in the following subsection, the timeseries endpoint was queried to retrieve its data 

for graphing. On discovering an active alert, the SPARQL endpoint was queried to 

retrieve further information such as the affected network entities and the problem's 

severity, based on the results of the inference engine's algorithms. 
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The decision support tool used the Google Maps API [572] to visualise the water 

network assets in an intuitive manner in a webbrowser. The tool's functions were 

programmed in JavaScript and AJAX. CSS was used to mobileoptimise the page, 

such that it could be used onsite and away from utility workstations. Information 

about the assets was made available through context boxes on clicking assets. On 

clicking a sensor, an info window was displayed which showed a graph of the 

sensor's latest readings, which could be expanded for further investigation, as 

illustrated in Figure 68. 

  

Figure 68: Illustration of the user interface in network monitoring mode 

If a fault was detected by the inference engine, a side menu was uncovered and an 

alert icon was shown. On clicking this icon, the alert investigation state was entered, 
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the colour of the affected network entities was changed to the alert's colour, and 

basic alert information was shown in the side menu. The user could then click the 

alert information to see more detail, or could click network entities to view 

information about them, as illustrated in Figure 69. 

 

Figure 69: Illustration of the user interface in alert mode 

4.3.9.5 SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE 

The response time to network faults was evaluated `in vitro'. The total response 

time was evaluated as the sum of the time for the sensor reading to be updated in 

the knowledge base, the time taken for the inference engine to reason over the 

updated readings, and the time taken for the active alert to be represented in the 

GUI. The first of these three components depends entirely on the sensor network 

and communication technologies at a site, so was omitted. 
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The time taken for the inference engine to reason over the knowledge base was 

450ms on average following caching.  As this time is subsecond, it is deemed 

satisfactory. The time taken to retrieve knowledge about the active alerts from the 

SPARQL endpoint was found to be 550ms after caching, with an initial time of 

3000ms, and with memory consumption increasing from 113MB to 800MB after 

caching. As sensor readings are only typically reported up to every 15 minutes in 

water networks, the overall latency observed was deemed satisfactory. 

4.4 SEMANTIC WEB OF THINGS PLATFORM 

4.4.1 OVERVIEW AND USE CASES 

Following the conclusion of stage 2 through indepth smart water domain action 

research, stage 3 then aimed to build on the work conducted to unify it towards 

broader smart city domain relevance. The aim of this work was to produce further 

evidence in consideration of the 3rd and 4th research questions, by bringing together 

the domainspecific learnings from stage 2 within a unifying software development 

and knowledge modelling design project, conducted independently. The goal was 

then to elicit deeper understanding of the causal relationships underlying the 

observations made throughout the 2nd stage, to clarify and evidence further the 

value of semantic technologies in smart cities, and to generalise the learnings 

towards relevance in other smart domains.  

The primary use case of the project was smart city resource discovery and semantic 

integration, wherein a software developer or amateur programmer would be able to 

use the software to discover the web resources available to them and also 

contextualise the services offered by each resource. It was intended that the 

software could be deployed by a local authority to publicise their smart city 

capabilities and encourage development on their open data at both the grassroots 

and professional levels. The aim was to make a proofofconcept of software which 

could be flexible enough to be used manually as a reference to assist a project’s 

stakeholders, and also to act as a benchmark implementation of semantic 

integration and smart city visualisation for developers to build on top of. 
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Figure 70: Architecture of the smart city back-end software developed 

The project produced 3 primary components: a 3D graphical user interface, a ‘smart 

city server’, and a smart city ontology, as illustrated in Figure 70. The front end 

builds on the Cesium.js library [573] to show 3D city objects on a terrain model, with 

interactive functions to allow the user to view static data about objects, discover 

services and IoT Things in the area, view dynamic timeseries data from sensors, 

and view 3D BIM models of the buildings in the area. The smart city server 

integrated a number of modules into an Apache Jetty server to provide timeseries, 

BIM, CityGML, Hypercat, and SPARQL endpoints to the city’s data. The SPARQL 

endpoint allows the most functionality as it directly queries the Fuseki triple store 

which serves as the underpinning graph database for the software, whilst the other 

interfaces provide functions which are familiar and welladopted within their smart 

city discipline. The triple store hosts an instance of the developed smart city 

ontology, which represents a conceptualisation of the smart city domain, aligned 

with several prominent ontologies and semantic resources of relevance to the target 

application. 

This section now discusses each of these components in turn, beginning with the 

value proposition of the front end and its potential usage and performance. The 

smart city server is then presented, both in terms of how it supports the frontend, 

and how it serves as a reference implementation to be built on for domainspecific 
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applications. Finally, the smart city ontology is presented and the results of its 

competency question testing are reported. 

4.4.2 CUSP DEMONSTRATION USER INTERFACE 

4.4.2.1 OVERVIEW 

The graphical user interface developed displays 3D city objects to the user as well 

as terrain and highresolution imagery, and allows them to both interrogate the 

Things (sensors, other devices, and objects such as buildings) for data and 

resource discovery and also search the area for Things by text. The 3D city objects 

are initially rendered in a basic view to expedite loading, and reduce the mandatory 

data preparation requirements of the tool to promote widespread deployment. 

These objects can also be rendered using more detailed models on demand where 

they are available, or the user can move from ‘city mode’ to ‘building mode’ and 

interact with a building’s full BIM model where available. On selecting an object, 

data about the object is displayed in an information box. If the object has sensors 

deployed at it, these are linked to, and if the object offers services these are also 

linked. The user can then see data and metadata from sensors, and can interact 

with available services. The components which provide this functionality are now 

presented, and the uses and functions of the tool are described in more depth. 

4.4.2.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENTS 

The web application is coded in a single HTML file and accompanying JavaScript 

file, with dependencies on a number of external libraries. The HTML document 

contains a single div element which contains the app. The HTML file is served from 

the root of the Jetty server so the app is the default landing page. 

The application, written in JavaScript, is grounded in the Cesium.js library [573] for 

3D geospatial visualisation, uses AJAX to query the smart city server, uses the 

xbimviewer library [574] for the BIM model visualisation, uses the N3.js libraries 

[575] for handling clientside RDF data, and uses Chart.js [576] to display graphs 

from the timeseries data. The application itself then integrates the use of each of 

these libraries through a number of functions called either on loading the webpage, 

or on interacting with Cesium objects.  
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The application starts by creating and configuring the Cesium environment, and the 

query strings needed to retrieve data from the SPARQL and timeseries endpoints. A 

query is then made to the SPARQL endpoint to retrieve all of the basic city object 

geometries. If successful, the returned data is then parsed into an N3 graph and 

used to instantiate Cesium entities. Another query is then performed to instantiate 

entities for each sensor.  

When a sensor is clicked, its description is shown in the information box and its 

dynamic data is presented in a graph. This is achieved by creating new div and 

canvas elements to hold the graph, then querying the timeseries endpoint to retrieve 

data from the sensor. If the query is successful a Chart.js line graph is instantiated 

on the canvas element to show a snapshot of the sensor’s observations.  

Finally, on clicking to move into ‘building mode’, the BIM file is retrieved from the 

server based on the building’s ID in the triple store, and this is rendered in a 

translucent overlay div by using the xbimviewer library. The xbim libraries offer 

mechanisms which could extend this functionality to suit target use cases. 

4.4.2.3 GUI FUNCTIONALITY 

The various functions of the GUI are now presented and described. On loading the 

web app, the user is presented with the Cesium globe, zoomed to the basic object 

models loaded. For the demonstration instance developed, only buildings were 

instantiated, and these were arbitrarily coloured orange. The Cesium globe, the 

landing screen, and the basic city view are shown in Figure 71  Figure 73. Loading 

the app took 6.36s (5.94s – 6.96s over 5 tests) on a local development version of 

the software without any optimisations. On average, 58% of this loading time was 

spent performing scripting activities, as shown in Figure 74. A significant part of this 

time was caused by displaying topography, and Cesium overheads, rather than the 

application’s functions. 
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Figure 75: Screenshot of smart city GUI showing information box with example data 

On clicking a sensor’s name, the information box changes to displaying information 

about the sensor, and a snapshot of the sensor’s information is displayed in a new 

div, as shown in Figure 76. The user can also click the video camera icon in an 

object’s information box to zoom to that object. A sensor’s information box also 

contains a link back to the object it’s deployed on. The time taken from the mouse 

up event over the sensor’s name to the chart animation beginning is approximately 

0.5 seconds with a local server deployment on a laptop, when retrieving 273 data 

timevalue pairs. 

 

Figure 76: Screenshot of GUI with timeseries data snapshot and building focus shown 
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On clicking the BIM link in a building’s information box, the interface enters ‘building 

mode’, where the BIM model is visualised and users can interact with this, as shown 

in Figure 77. As the BIM model is stored in a format which is ideal for web display 

rather than raw IFC STEP format, loading, parsing and rendering a BIM model is 

very quick, taking approximately 1 second between the mouse up event and the end 

of the rendering process, for a detailed single storey building. 

 

Figure 77: Example building level interface showing BIM model overlay 

Also shown in the interface figures are icons in the navigation bar in the top right, 

which allow the user to search for places, objects, and things, as well as returning to 

the default location, and offering help on using the interface. 

4.4.3 SMART CITY SERVER 

4.4.3.1 OVERVIEW  

The ‘smart city server’ was developed to support knowledge management for built 

environment and IoT data, primarily as a proofofconcept of the potential for 

semantic technologies to integrate and empower traditional approaches. The aim of 

this work was to act as a generic layer which could be built on for specific use cases 

or applications, as well as supporting the demonstration GUI developed. The server 

integrates several opensource libraries to provide interfaces to the smart city data 

which would be familiar to stakeholders from the various disciplines which constitute 

smart cities. 
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The smart city server was written in Java and makes use of the Apache Jetty project 

to expose the various libraries through web protocols. The main underpinning 

database is an Apache Jena triple store, which works alongside a KairosDB 

timeseries data store, as these are well suited to handle complex static data and 

large volumes of simple timeseries data respectively. As well as interfaces to these 

two components, the server provides interfaces to IFC files and CityGML files 

through the IFC toolbox [577] and CityGML4j toolbox respectively [578]. Finally, the 

server supports the discovery and interoperability of resources through a Hypercat 

interface, which uses a custommade library to serve descriptions and ‘API 

signposting’ for the resources available in the area. This section now describes the 

API for these interfaces before presenting more implementation details about the 

components. 

4.4.3.2 API SPECIFICATION 

The API for the smart city server is separated by component, as these are each 

accessed through separate paths, as shown in Table 31. 

Table 32: The URL paths of the components of the smart city server 

Relative 

Path 

Service Description 

/ GUI for visualisation & manual discovery of 

resources 

/data KairosDB timeseries 

endpoint 

Timeseries database for sensor data 

/sparql Fuseki SPARQL endpoint Standard SPARQL endpoint for 

querying the knowledge base 

/bim BIM server Custom interface for querying IFC 

resources through HTML binding of the 

apstex IFC Java Toolbox [577], as well 

as visualising BIM models. 

/citygml CityGML server Custom interface for querying CityGML 

resources through HTML binding of the 

CityGML4j library [578]. 

/cat Hypercat endpoint Endpoint for retrieving a catalogue of 
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resources available through the server 

 

The most powerful interfaces are the SPARQL and KairosDB endpoints, which 

provide access to the graph database and the timeseries data, including links to 

IFC, CityGML, and Hypercat objects. The IFC and CityGML files are stored as 

STEP and GML files, rather than triples, although this data could be moved to the 

triple store if relevant RDF formats are standardised. The SPARQL endpoint could 

then query all of the objects and properties on the server. 

Objects, such as buildings, are identified by a URI, which can be resolved in a 

browser to an instance of the GUI, zoomed to that building with its infobox open. 

Building individuals have properties which link to their IfcBuilding and CityGML 

Building counterparts, where geometries are described. This is also the case 

between the ontology and sensor data in KairosDB. The SPARQL endpoint offers a  

standard  API[579]; as specified in Appendix D. 

Requests made to the timeseries interface are handled by a standard instance of 

KairosDB. The output from this service is a wellstructured JSON object containing 

the requested time stamped data. An excerpt of the time series API is specified in 

Table 32. 

Table 33: POST method API for the KairosDB endpoint of the smart city server 

POST     /data 

Description 

A KairosDB query is passed to the endpoint in the body of the request as a JSON 

string specifying the ID of the sensor, as well as the desired date range, 

aggregation, time zone, grouping, return order, and maximum number of returned 

points. 

Response 
JSON A JSON object detailing the number of data points returned, the sensor ID 

returned, other echoes of the query processed, and finally the data points. 
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The Hypercat endpoint uses a novel Hypercat4j library and Hypercat Servlet as a 

mask for the SPARQL endpoint. This offers the API specified in Table 33 to Table 

35. 

Table 34: API specification for the Hypercat root endpoint 

GET     /cat 

Description 

Top endpoint for retrieving a catalogue of available resources.  

Request parameters 
None   

Response 
JSON Hypercat catalogue complying with the BSI:PAS 212 specification. 

 

Table 35: API specification for the Hypercat item endpoint of the smart city server 

GET     /cat/{item_ID} 

Description 

Retrieves information about a specific Hypercat item. 

Request parameters 
None   

Response 
JSON Hypercat item description complying with the BSI:PAS 212 specification. 

 

Table 36: API specification for the Hypercat item description endpoint of the smart city server 

GET     /cat/{item_ID}/description 

Description 

Retrieves the name and a humanreadable description of a Hypercat item. 

Request parameters 
None   

Response 
JSON JSON object with two parameters: name and description, the values of 

which are Strings. 
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The BIM endpoint binds the BIM toolbox [577] to standard RESTful HTTP methods. 

This uses the IFC files stored on the server. Requests are handled by the 

developed BIM Servlet. On each function call, the ID of the IFC file is used to load 

the file, before performing the required methods on it. This approach uses less 

memory than loading all of the models on startup, but alternative approaches such 

as storing the IFC data in a database exist. A proofof concept of the binding was 

developed, which offers the API specified in Appendix D, and partially in Table 36. 

Table 37: Top level endpoint of the BIM interface of the smart city server 

GET /bim 

Description 
Provides a name, description, and size of all the BIM models stored in the server. 

Request parameters 
None   

Response 
JSON Object containing an array of objects, each containing three parameters: 

name, description, and size. 

 

The CityGML endpoint, in parallel to the BIM endpoint, binds the CityGML4j library 

to RESTful HTTP methods. Again, this interacts with GML files at present but could 

interact with CityGML data in the triple store or another database. Requests are 

handled in a similar manner to the BIM interface, in that the CityGML file is loaded, 

parsed, and queried for each call. Again, the work conducted produced a proofof

concept of this binding, offering the API specified in Appendix D and summarised in 

Table 37 and Table 38. 
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Table 38: Top level endpoint of the CityGML interface of the smart city server 

GET /citygml 

Description 
Top level endpoint; returns the names, descriptions, and sizes of all the CityGML 

files stored on the server, where available. 

Request parameters 
None   

Response 
JSON Description 

 

Table 39: Entity level endpoint of the CityGML interface of the smart city server 

GET /citygml/{id}/{gmlid} 

Description 
Returns the properties of a CityGML element 

Request parameters 
id String ID of the citygml model, used to find the correct file 

gmlid String ID of the element to be retrieved 

Response 
JSON JSON object with a key:value pair for each property returned. 

 

Finally, the Jersey Servlet developed to handle GUI requests offers the functionality 

of linking directly to Smart City objects through the API specified in Table 39 and 

Table 40. 

 

Table 40: Root endpoint of the smart city server, for the GUI 

GET / 

Description 
Root of the smart city server; returns the default GUI 

Request parameters 
None   

Response 
HTML The GUI JavaScript dynamically creates the HTML file 
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Table 41: Object level endpoint of the GUI for resolving object URIs to human-readable information 

GET /{id} 

Description 
City object URL, deferences to an instance of the GUI zoomed into that object with 

its properties visible  

Request parameters 
id String ID of the entity to be dereferenced 

Response 
HTML The ID is passed to the GUI JavaScript, which creates the default instance 

and then performs a Cesium flyTo function to zoom onto the target object. 

4.4.3.3 HYPERCAT RESOURCE DISCOVERY SERVICE 

As an emerging standard, Hypercat has less tooling already available than the other 

components of the server. Therefore, a new Java library was developed, entitled 

Hypercat4j. This represents Hypercat items and catalogues as Java objects and 

provides functions for interacting with these, including the retrieval of items and 

catalogues in JSON. 

The Item class has two member variables: ‘String href’ and ‘SetMultimap<String, 

String> metadata’ (using SetMultimap from com.google.common.collect). The href 

is the URL of the item, as specified by PAS212 [47], and the metadata object is a 

set of key:value pairs, where each key can have multiple values, but no duplicate 

key:value pairs can exist. Item objects are instantiated from an href and a 

description, which are both mandatory according to PAS212. A human readable 

description is added to the metadata object with the key  

“urn:Xhypercat:rels:hasDescription:en”. Member functions expose an item’s data 

according to the API specified in Table 41 and Table 42. 
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Table 42: Javadoc specification of the Item class of the developed Hypercat4j library 

Return 
Type 

Method and Description 

void addMetadata(String _rel, String _val) 
Adds the provided rel:val pair to the item’s metadata, if the pair 
is not already present. 

String asJson()  
Returns the item’s serialisation as a string in JSON format 
complying with BSI:PAS212 

String description() 

Gets the item's human readable description 

void description(String _desc)  
Updates the item’s description 

String href() 

Gets the href of an item, which is the url that the item is 
available at 

void href(String _href)  
Updates the item’s href  

SetMultima
p<String, 
String> 

metadata() 

Gets all of the item's metadata as a SetMultimap 

String metadataAsJson()  
Returns the item’s metadata array, serialised as a string in JSON 
format 

void updateMetadata(String _rel, String _val)  
Removes any previous values in pairs where the provided _rel is 
a key, then adds the provided rel:val pair 

Set<String
> 

values(String _rel)  
Returns a set of all of the values associated with the provided rel 
in the item’s metadata. Returns null if not found. 

String valuesAsJson(String _rel)  
Returns all of the values associated with the provided rel, 
serialised as a JSON array string. Returns null if not found. 

 

The catalogue class extends the item class to also include a ‘Set<item> items’ 

member variable, which represents a collection of Hypercat items. The Catalogue 

constructor also instantiates a catalogue from an href and a description, but adds an 

additional metadata key:value pair specifying that the object stores Hypercat 

catalogue content. The use of Sets to store items and metadata ensures that each 
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catalogue can’t have duplicate items. The catalogue class’s explicit methods are 

specified in Table 42. 

Table 43: Javadoc specification of the Catalogue class of the developed Hypercat4j library 

Return Type Method and Description 

void addCat(java.lang.String _href,String _description) 
Adds a catalogue to the catalogue as an item by calling the catalogue 
constructor with the provided href and description 

void addItem(Item _item)  
Adds an item to the catalogue by directly adding an item object to the member 
set of items 

void addItem(String _href,String _description)  
Adds a new item to the catalogue by calling the item constructor with the 
provided href and description 

String asJson() 
Returns the entire catalogue as a JSON object string, based on the serialisation 
specified in BSI:PAS212 

Item item(String _href) 
Returns an item object with the specified href if present, otherwise returns null. 
Note that each href must be unique within the scope of each catalogue. 

String itemAsJson(String _href) 
Returns a JSON object string of the item with the specified href, or returns null 
if not found. 

Set<Item> items()  
Returns a set of all the item objects in the catalogue. 

String itemsAsJson()  
Returns a JSON array string of all the items in the catalogue, without the 
catalogue’s metadata or href. 

 

On receiving a request for a Hypercat catalogue or an item description, the 

Hypercat Servlet produces a SPARQL query based on the requested information 

and sends this to the triple store. The retrieved information is then parsed and 

converted into Hypercat objects and ultimately a JSON string describing the 

specified Things, which is then returned to the client.

4.4.3.4 PERFORMANCE TESTING 

The smart city server was tested for performance on a Samsung 900X laptop with 

8GB of RAM and an Intel i5 processor, using the demonstration instance displayed 

in Figure 72  Figure 76. The server was restarted 10 times and took an average of 
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as an alignment and extension of various existing models and standards pertinent to 

smart cities. This section describes the outputs of the ontology curation process and 

competency question testing. 

4.4.4.1 SCOPING AND REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 

The ontology development process was similar to that of the smart water ontology. 

The outputs of the earlier stages of this process were a set of initial statements 

informally bounding the scope of the ontology, a set of candidate donor ontologies, 

use cases, and finally a set of competency questions. 

There were two main use cases for the ontology: contextualising discovered 

resources, and integration of data and semantics across smart domains. The former 

was derived from the main use case of the overall smart city platform as described 

previously. The latter use case emerged from the learnings from the energy and 

water domains. Based on this ‘initial intent’, a conceptualisation of the scope of the 

ontology emerged, which was captured through informal scoping statements. These 

included that the ontology should: 

 Describe systems and networks in general for extensions into smart 

domains 

 Capture the symmetry between social, physical, and cyber systems 

 Include modelling patterns across IoT Things (physical objects and devices), 

their web representations, and the data and services they expose 

 Include modelling patterns across agents, the services they offer, the web 

representations of these, and the places they are offered from when not via 

web protocols 

A set of candidate donor semantic models were then established for potential 

reuse. These were selected based on the degree of consensus and adoption 

they had achieved, and their relevance, as described in Table 43.  

Several models were not available in OWL format. For the BSI:PAS182 smart 

city concept model, an OWL model was developed based on BSI:PAS 182. For 

the Industry Foundation Classes, the latest ifcOWL conversion was used. For 

CityGML, the semiautomated conversion from the University of Geneva [580] 

was used. For Hypercat, a conceptual model was derived from the BSI:PAS212 
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specification and formalised in OWL. Whilst several IoT ontologies were 

considered for reuse, none emerged as a de facto standard, and there was little 

value in adopting a dedicated IoT ontology as well as the Hypercat, SAREF, and 

SSN ontologies already identified.  

Table 44: Models reused in the smart city semantic model 

Acronym/name Description Owner # 
Entities 

Date 

Smart City 
Concept Model 

Lightweight generic smart city 
ontology including 
organisations, services, 
places, and events. 

BSI 54 2014 

IFC Open format for the exchange 
of building information 
models. 

buildingSMART 768 2016 

CityGML Information model and XML 
encoding for representation, 
storage, and exchange of 3D 
city and landscape models. 

OGC 557 2012 

Hypercat Lightweight JSONbased 
hypermedia catalogue format 
for exposing collections of 
URIs. 

BSI 2 2016 

SAREF Describes smart appliances 
and their services, functions, 
properties, and commands. 

ETSI 223 2013 

QUDT Schema for describing 
quantities, units, dimensions, 
and types. 

QUDT 229 2017 

SSN Describes sensors, 
observations, and related 
concepts. 

W3C 107 2011 

 

Given the informal scope produced, competency questions were formalised to 

guide the ontology development, such as: 

 What devices are present? 

o What services do these devices expose over the web, and what 

are their endpoints? 

 What sensors are present, what do they observe, and how can their 

observations be accessed? 

 What is the context of the data produced by sensor X? 

o Where is the sensor deployed? 
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reasoned over the ontology with the HermiT reasoner, and no inconsistent logic was 

identified. The OOPS tools declared that the ontology had passed all ‘pitfall’ tests 

apart from 1 minor issue where two class identifiers were deemed to be synonyms 

in the SSN ontology, and several minor issues where classes were ‘unconnected’: 

they had no explicit properties linking them to other classes. 

After verification, a preliminary validation was conducted using the prescribed 

competency questions, formalised as SPARQL queries. These tests were passed, 

an excerpt of which is illustrated in Table 46 and Table 47. 

Table 47: Sensor discovery example competency question testing evidence for smart city ontology 

Natural language question: 

What web enabled sensors are there?  

SPARQL query 

PREFIX sco:<http://www.semanticweb.org/sco#> 

PREFIX rdf:<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22rdfsyntaxns#> 

 

SELECT ?sensor ?webThing 

WHERE { 

?sensor rdf:type sco:Sensor . 
?webThing sco:represents ?sensor . 
?webThing rdf:type sco:WebThing .  
} 

Output (csv format) 

Sensor                webThing 

sco:sensor_01    sco:webThing_sensor_01 
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Table 48: Sensor context example competency question testing evidence for smart city ontology 

Natural language question: 

What is the context of the data produced by sensor X? 

SPARQL query 

PREFIX sco:<http://www.semanticweb.org/sco#> 

PREFIX rdf:<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22rdfsyntaxns#> 

 

SELECT ?sensor ?platform ?property ?unit ?lat ?lon 

WHERE { 

?sensor rdf:type sco:Sensor . 
?property rdf:type sco:Property . 
?observation rdf:type sco:observation . 
?sensorOutput rdf:type sco:sensorOutput . 
?observationValue rdf:type sco:observationValue . 
?unit rdf:type sco:unit . 
?location rdf:type sco:location . 
?sensor sco:observes ?property . 
?sensor sco:deployedOn ?platform . 
?platform sco:hasProperty ?property . 
?sensor sco:hasLocation ?location . 
?location sco:hasLat ?lat . 
?location sco:hasLon ?lon . 
?observation sco:observedBy ?sensor . 
?observation sco:observationResult ?sensorOutput . 
?sensorOutput sco:hasValue ?observationValue . 
?observationValue sco:unit ?unit . 
} 

Output (csv format) 

sensor              platform              property                    unit                                lat       lon 

sco:sensor_01  sco:building_01  sco:enConsump_01  sco:kilowatthours  11.01  12.24 

 

4.5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

This chapter has presented the outputs and results of the 3stage investigation. 

Firstly, the results of the theoretical study were presents, which built on the literature 

review and engagement with experts to propose a system of systems conceptual 

framework for smart cities and a model which integrated the emerging IoT stack 

with BI theory. Next, the use cases pursued to evaluate the role of semantic 
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technologies were specified for the individual energy and water domains, and finally 

at the energywater nexus. 

Next, the outputs of the participatory action research iterations were presented, first 

in the energy sector, followed by the extended learning iteration around a smart 

water platform. For both energy learning iterations, an overview of the project, 

software outputs, ontologies, and testing results, were described. In the water sector 

investigation, significantly more work was conducted, which resulted in various 

requirements engineering outputs, a detailed ontology, several instantiations of this, 

a semantic rule engine and suite of rules, and finally a proofofconcept decision 

support tool. 

Finally, the outputs of the 3rd stage of the investigation were presented; a smart city 

semantic web of things platform and upper level smart city ontology. Each of the 

components of this investigation were described in turn, beginning with the user 

interface and frontend value proposition. Next, the backend software was 

described and the results of its performance testing was offered. Finally, the smart 

city semantic model was described, including its own scoping artefacts, modelling 

patterns, alignments, and testing results. 

The following discussion chapter critically considers the evidence presented in this 

chapter towards answering the research questions. This begins by firs considering 

each action research iteration in turn, before then unifying these in a discussion of 

the overall contributions to the literature, and finally discussing the relevance to 

practice. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

This chapter presents a discussion of the work conducted and outputs presented in 

the previous chapter. The analysis of the results relies primarily on qualitative data, 

as is typical of action research investigations [538]. The data most pertinent to the 

hypothesis are the qualities of the designed artefacts, the perspectives of the 

experts engaged with, and the learnings of the researcher. As mentioned in section 

3.5.2; 4 aspects are required to validate design research outcomes: artefact 

success, generalisation, novelty, and explanation capability [560]. Each of these 4 

aspects can be argued through discussion of the aforementioned data. By 

discussing the value which semantic technologies brought to each of the systems 

and experts engaged with, knowledge regarding the role of semantic technologies in 

future system designs and problem solutions emerges. 

The chapter is structured into 3 sections; firstly, direct analyses of the action and 

design research conducted in the 2nd and 3rd stages of the methodology are offered, 

proposing an interpretation of the results, the lessons learned and challenges faced 

through the process. Secondly, a discussion is made of the overall work conducted 

as a contribution to the discourse within various academic fields. Finally, the 

relevance of the work to industry is discussed, and recommendations are made for 

practitioners. 

5.1 ANALYSIS OF PROJECT RESULTS  

Three iterations of action research undertaken in the 2nd stage of the methodology 

are reported on here, coinciding with the 3 main research projects engaged with 

through the course of the investigation, followed by a discussion of the 3rd stage of 

the methodology at the end of this section. Firstly, the work conducted in the 

building energy domain is discussed, before the work conducted in the energy 

domain at the multiconsumer and grid levels, and finally the work in the water 

domain. Within each action research iteration, each section firstly discusses the 

work conducted and the outputs produced in a general sense, before specifically 

discussing the use of semantic technologies. The discussion is summarised in 

Table 48, which highlights the value observed of the semantic approach in each 

action research iteration. 
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Table 49: Overview of the observed benefits of the semantic approach in each action research iteration 

Building energy management (KnoHolEM) 

Traditional Approach Semantic Approach 

Data mining would require adhoc 

elicitation of data semantics. Making the 

simulation and mapping the simulation 

rules to realtime data would require 

another investigation of the installed 

sensors, and analysis of CAD data. The 

rule engine would need another adhoc 

mapping to the SQL database with non

standard queries. 

Semantic knowledge base integrated the 

fuzzy reasoner, data mining rules, 

federated CAD data, and simulation

based optimised rules. Use of semantic 

web standards allowed the GUI to be 

thin. Adding further modules would be 

simplified. 

 

Smart grid demand side management (MAS2TERING) 

Traditional Approach Semantic Approach 

Agent message payloads would have to 

be carefully considered to ensure each 

agent correctly understood its meaning. 

Developing the communication 

framework would require a more 

complex process of analysing the 

purpose of each message type and its 

required sentiment. Integrating the MAS 

with web services would require adhoc 

mapping of the agents’ world views to 

the data used in the web services, which 

must be duplicated for each new web 

service.  

Agents communicated through a shared 

language and understanding of data 

because of the JavaBeans ontology. 

Developing the communication 

framework for each scenario could be 

systematically aligned with the message 

payloads and their meanings. The MAS 

was integrated with web services 

through the OWL version of the 

ontology. Further web services or agents 

could be added with significantly less 

effort. 
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Smart water management (WISDOM) 

Traditional Approach Semantic Approach 

All mappings between the system 

components’ semantics would need to 

be adhoc and manual. Discovery of 

available sensors would also be manual, 

or would require another adhoc 

solution. Integration with legacy systems 

would require a detailed analysis of 

legacy semantics for each component. 

The applications would not have a 

coherent view of the water network and 

available resources. Developed 

applications and services would be 

much ‘thicker’ as they would have to 

manage significant domain complexities. 

Building new applications on the 

platform would require more effort to find 

and understand the available data and 

services for each new application. 

The various applications access data 

through a coherent data model with clear 

semantics, masking the heterogeneity of 

the legacy systems. The intelligent core 

services consider the domain at a 

conceptual level without a need to 

manage conflicting data semantics. The 

proof of concept GUI was thin and 

simple to make. Data can be 

incorporated from other systems with 

less effort, and from instances of the 

aligned semantic models with very little 

effort. Further applications or core 

services could be added without a 

detailed analysis of domain semantics. 

The ontology can be reused in other 

systems, which could then integrate with 

the WISDOM system. 

5.1.1 SMART BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT: KNOHOLEM 

5.1.1.1 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF ACTION RESEARCH 

The retrofit building energy management system developed combined the use of 

theoretical and empirical approaches to optimal rule generation, and also 

incorporated negotiation between the FM and the optimisation engine.  Negotiation 

is achieved by varying the termination goal of the multiobjective optimisation 

process in an iterative manner.  Through interaction with the GUI, the FM may 

experiment with the desired energy reduction in order to gauge its effect on the key 

performance indicators within the facility such as PMV, temperature or luminance.  

This recognises the importance of including an FM within the decision making 

process.  Therefore, the system does not aim to replace the FM as the decision 

maker, but aims to better inform the FM. 
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The developed retrofit BEMS demonstrated its capability of delivering energy 

savings through analytics across existing data sources and actuators in a building, 

by using semantic middleware to integrate heterogeneous devices within a cloud 

based, serviceoriented architecture. As well as the novelty of the semantic 

approach, the solution represents a step change by encouraging the use of AI by 

FMs, by respecting the FM’s role in the decision process and by using an engaging 

GUI, and the solution has been successfully deployed in a public building in The 

Netherlands.  

The developed tool goes beyond existing solutions, as they typically only serve data 

to monitoring tools, without providing actionable insight or higher order knowledge, 

which the proposed system accomplishes. This served to better empower the 

decision maker in making more informed choices. Valuable knowledge was 

produced from the data through its contextualisation in the triple store, and the 

integrated use of artificial intelligence and optimization algorithms. These applied 

business objectives of reducing energy consumption and improving occupant 

comfort, within a set of constraints and through a set of decision variables, to the 

incoming data. Finally, offering this intelligence in real time was accomplished by 

the fuzzy reasoner, which used SWRL rules to decide suggested actions. This was 

an iterative negotiation process with the human expert, who interrogated the 

suggestions offered by the solution and utilised expert knowledge to alter the 

prescribed objectives and constraints, then finally accept and actioned an 

acceptable solution.  

The system saved the expert time and offered insight into the optimal setpoints to 

choose based on predicted weather patterns and the building environment. In the 

testing of this system, a high degree of trust was established between the FM and 

the proposed actions, although the FM did have the option at each iteration of not 

trusting the suggestion and simply changing the decision space until a suggestion 

was presented which was deemed trustworthy. Further work could automate the 

process completely, although this may raise regulatory issues in many situations. 

One significant outcome of the case study was that the use of simulated data 

successfully supplemented legacy sensor installations, significantly mitigating 

hardware investment costs. The case study also highlighted the importance 

considering legacy system integration into any developed solution. This was evident 
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in the pilot building where sensors were closely coupled with existing legacy BEMS 

systems, and so retrieving data from these systems was a prerequisite to building 

the system. 

5.1.1.2 USE OF SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES 

The case study considered a whole BEMS solution through its development and 

testing from the perspective of the hypothesis being tested, and this section 

discusses the solution’s use of semantics to integrate data and ICT resources. The 

system relied on a knowledge base in order to integrate the fuzzy reasoner, data 

mining rules, federated CAD data, and simulationbased optimised rules, for use by 

the GUI. This knowledge base was produced for each pilot building as an 

instantiation of the OWL domain ontology developed by Krahtova et al. [568] within 

the case study. The knowledge base also included SWRL rules produced by the 

data mining process and simulationbased optimisation process. In this manner, the 

knowledge base for each pilot site stored the semantics required to apply 

intelligence and context to the data, to proceed from ‘information’ to an actionable 

request, in a coherent and shared manner. Further applications could be integrated 

into the system with relatively little effort.  

It was found that the solution was required to include a traditional ‘dashboard’ 

interface, as well as the advanced analytics, for familiarity to the expert users. The 

users also requested the ability to interrogate the higher order knowledge was 

presented, by justifying it through its lower order constituents and the additional 

semantics and logic which led to the higher order knowledge. This was achieved 

through graphs of historical data for each sensor, and a traffic light system 

indicating the current state. Further work could present more detail of the logical 

argument which led the system to make each recommendation. 

The performance of the semantic software was sufficient for the intended use 

cases. With the final number of rules and individuals, the system was able to return 

suggestions rapidly. However, the number of rules was significantly limited to 

ensure this response speed. Initially, the simulationbased optimisation process 

produced thousands of rules, but suitable performance was only achieved with circa 

500 rules embedded in the knowledge base. If a large number of rules must be 

incorporated into a future system, it is suggested that these are handled by a 
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dedicated application. Also, managing the triple store in a distributed manner or 

using a more scalable triple store could be explored. 

The knowledge base stores all the data about the building and its systems relevant 

to the BEMS. The knowledge base integrates heterogeneous data sources and also 

provides intelligence capabilities through reasoning over the rules and structures 

contained in the knowledge base. Realtime sensor data was not stored in the 

Fuseki server, as this reduced the performance below acceptable levels, instead it 

was stored in an SQLdatabase, and was referenced through an ID in the semantic 

model. 

5.1.2 SMART GRID DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT: MASTERING 

5.1.2.1 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF ACTION RESEARCH 

The action research conducted in the smart energy grid domain produced evidence 

pertinent to evaluating the hypothesis, across the research questions. The main 

work conducted was the development of an ontology for use in a multi agent system 

for demand side management. The action research iteration also contributed to and 

analysed the integration of this ontology in a knowledge management solution and 

the wider ICT solution. The primary use case of the semantic modelling conducted 

was prosumer demand side management; specifically with a close coupling of home 

appliance automation and the peak shaving goals of the smart grid. This was 

achieved through the concept of a holonic multiagent system, and its emergent 

properties. Deep interoperability between the agents was essential for them to 

effectively engage in marketbased negotiations and optimisation. 

The holonic systems approach was utilised to promote optimal demand profiles, 

through the incentive of intelligent flexibility trading, whilst respecting individual 

desires and beliefs. The knowledge management architecture developed allowed 

the integration of both traditional agents, and web services, which didn’t exhibit 

autonomy, but offered the advantages of modern web technologies. The ability of 

semantic technologies to facilitate a shared domain conceptualization and hence 

interoperability amongst virtual artefacts represents a critical enabling step towards 

highly distributed energy systems. The diversity and prevalence of interoperating 

components is increasing and is leveraged as an opportunity in holonic systems, but 
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the ability to share and fully utilize data between these components is critical to their 

intelligent management.  

In this case study, intelligent distributed management was achieved to improve the 

demand profiles of aggregated dwellings, in a consistent and reliable manner, whilst 

providing economic benefits to the active prosumers and meeting their preferences. 

The adaptability of the agentbased approach also promoted resilience in the 

system by optimising the emergent properties of the aggregated dwellings in the 

case of grid failure. Given that these benefits relied directly on pervasive 

interoperability, this highlights the value of the semantic approach adopted herein, in 

facilitating this interoperability in a powerful, confident, and open manner, as 

discussed below. 

5.1.2.2 USE OF SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES 

The described ICT system relied on semantics to integrate the intelligent 

components on 2 levels; firstly, the ontology’s axioms were formalised in JavaBeans 

to be utilised directly by the MAS, as a common language for message payloads. 

Secondly, the ontology, formalised in OWL constructs, was used to integrate the 

agents with web services such as load and RES predictions. This common 

language allowed confident and powerful interoperability with less effort than a 

manual, implicit approach, given the number of coordinating software components. 

The language also served to provide partial alignment between several 

neighbouring models, including CIM, IEC 619689, energy@home, IFC and SAREF. 

It is worth noting that the JavaBeans model and the OWL model formalised exactly 

the same domain conceptualisation, as the JavaBeans model was created 

automatically from the OWL ontology, so they were semantically homogeneous. 

Most in vivo systems would probably contain several varying models, so 

incorporating this complexity into the system is a possible avenue of further work. 

The integration of the agents with web services was achieved through a semantic 

web approach which utilizes a domain ontology, within a triple store. This data can 

then be accessed through an ontology service wrapper around a SPARQL endpoint, 

based on the JENA ARQ API. The entities within the domain ontology also then 

comprise the content ontology for FIPAACL message payloads. 
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The developed domain ontology was based primarily on an OWL representation of 

reused semantic resources; the CIM, IEC 61968, OpenADR, and the energy@home 

data model. Firstly, classes and slots were elicited from the described resources, to 

produce a coherent model across the domains of smart appliances, demand 

response and smart grid, whilst still respecting the scope of the ontology prescribed 

by the use cases. The ontology also formalized the concept of domestic load 

flexibility, and included concepts related to the trading and aggregation of this 

flexibility. Given the difference in nature between the data schemas of the reused 

standards and that of OWL and JADE ontologies, the federation and reuse 

approach adopted represents a bestcase for future compliance with existing 

standards if they are expressed normatively in an ontological format in the future. 

5.1.3 SMART WATER: WISDOM 

5.1.3.1 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF ACTION RESEARCH 

This final iteration of action research within the second stage of the methodology 

aimed to explore further the evidence and artefacts produced previously, but within 

the water domain. This involved a significantly greater engagement with a research 

and development project leading a requirement engineering process and 

subsequently an ontology and software development process. The target system 

aims to deliver intelligent water sensing, analytics, services and interfaces, towards 

optimization of the water network at the utility level, as well as in homes, through 

interoperability and demand side management. A key innovation of the proposed 

solution, and the focus of the work conducted, is the integration of heterogeneous 

data sources and varied analytics and visualization components, through a domain 

ontology, which has been instantiated and deployed within a dedicated web service. 

The utility of such an approach has been highlighted within the network optimization 

service, as the ontology web service allows this to utilize data from across the water 

value chain at runtime.  

The results presented show that the ontology and its software deployment are 

sufficient as a conceptualization of the water domain for use within a near realtime 

decision support system. The validation of the domain ontology displays that it is 

agreeable amongst a wide range of stakeholders within the industry, and that it 

could contribute significantly to the standards identified by as critical in the smart 
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water domain [111]. The software testing conducted indicates that the performance 

of the ontology service and SPARQL endpoint, an extension of the Apache Jena 

APIs, was sufficient for the velocity and volume of requests and updates deemed 

typical within the target software platform’s use cases. 

One of the key analytics services provided by the WISDOM platform is the 

optimization of pump and reservoir management schemes in water networks. This 

uses a range of metaheuristic optimization techniques to minimize the energy and 

water consumption of the network by providing online nearoptimal suggestions for 

pump and valve control. The ontology service plays a key role in facilitating this 

optimization of the water network, by integrating data across domains and scales for 

use by the optimization module such as network asset descriptions and CSO 

overflow locations. 

An example of the integration of data across water systems is illustrated in Figure 

89, which also demonstrates the key approach of ensuring data privacy; whilst the 

use of domestic knowledge is useful for analytics, and network knowledge may be 

helpful to consumers, it is critical to respect the privacy of data owners. The system 

therefore balances the benefit of integrating data with the requirement for data 

security and privacy by facilitating private and shared objects. 

 

 

 

Figure 89: Integration of object knowledge across the water value chain to highlight the capability for data 

privacy 
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A use case which highlights the interoperability benefits of the semantic alignment 

at the building scale is shown in Figure 90, which illustrates the hypothetical case of 

a consumer with both a water feedback app and an appliance scheduling app 

interacting with their devices.  

Figure 90 shows the objects (physical and otherwise) which are relevant to the 

repositories of both applications, including those which can be reused from 

WISDOM by simply aligning with SAREF. If a third application is introduced, the 

previous mappings to SAREF have already been completed, meaning that only one 

mapping is required to integrate the application, as opposed to mapping to both of 

the other applications. This is illustrated further in Figure 91 as a means to avoid 

exponential mapping tasks in the likely future case of many integrated software 

artefacts. Also, it is not required for one single common model to gain universal 

acceptance for the premise of Figure 91 to hold; even with 2 or 3 common models 

(each mapped to each other) the mapping task growth is mitigated significantly. 

  

Figure 90: Object reuse across smart home applications, through alignment with the SAREF ontology 
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Figure 91: Mitigation of mapping task growth with increasing entities through a common model 

5.1.3.2 ROLE OF SEMANTICS IN TARGET ICT SOLUTION 

A key aspect of the WISDOM project was the integration of data, analytics, and 

decision support components across the water value chain. This interoperation 

presents a significant challenge for existing technologies which use proprietary 

protocols, and convey messages with widely different terminologies and meanings.  

Further to the benefits of semantic models in the domain in general, the WISDOM 

semantic models have a specific role within the target project and target software 

platform. They aim to capture sufficient water management knowledge for the 

implementation of the WISDOM scenarios through the WISDOM platform’s 

business services, whilst also being suitable for reuse in other smart water systems. 

The WISDOM semantic models underpin the ICT platform by formalizing a 

vocabulary of technological, sensory and socioeconomic concepts and their 

relationships within the water management domain. This provides a common 

interface for the software components to share data through, enriches sensed data 

with contextual meaning and utilizes inference to produce new knowledge from that 

which is explicitly inputted or reused from GIS data sources.  

The approach prioritized requirements engineering, leading to an acknowledgement 

of the ontology’s scope boundaries in a formal and rigorous way. This facilitated the 

reuse of the ontology in future applications, as its role alongside other ontologies 

becomes clearer. For example, it could be aligned with a model of treatment plant 

concepts to enrich and integrate data between high level system management and 

asset level performance objectives. 
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The ontology was built on previous efforts such as controlled vocabularies [504], 

[582], a format for hydrologic timeseries data [508], and a data model of geospatial 

utility networks [512]. The main advantages of the ontology compared to alternative 

semantic resources are: 

 The use of greater semantic expressivity (more detailed and machine

interpretable descriptions of meaning). 

 Modelling the domain with more breadth and depth (including things like 

sensors, people and GIS descriptions). 

 Using techniques to allow alignment with other smart city systems (e.g. 

smart grids) so that interoperability can be achieved with them in the future. 

The deployment of the ontology as a web service supports the benefits of a service

oriented architecture [15] and hence allows plugand play capability with other 

software components of the WISDOM architecture, and potentially beyond. The 

software was developed and tested on a local machine and has since been 

deployed on the secure cloud environment provided by Imperial College London for 

the purposes of the project. This software is now at a mature stage where it is able 

to handle realtime SPARQL requests as well as custom functions for the most 

common foreseen uses of the ontology service.   

Regarding the semantic inference capabilities of the system, Apache Jena natively 

supports 4 types of reasoner based on the architecture: transitive reasoner, RDFS 

rule reasoner, OWL/Lite reasoners, and generic rule reasoner [554]. These increase 

in inference capability from the transitive reasoner to the generic rule reasoner, 

although even the most capable of the Jena reasoners typically achieves less 

inference than the Pellet reasoner, due to Jena being RDF based and Pellet 

considering the entire conjunctive query [583]. 

As the Jena API integrates the Pellet inference engine [583] with little effort, and the 

Pellet engine is well regarded for capability and speed, the Pellet reasoning engine 

was initially chosen to exploit the maximum potential from the OWL axioms. Further, 

Pellet relaxes OWLDL restrictions on the OWLFull features, and allows the 

majority of SWRL builtin atoms. This meant that Pellet could reason over rules 

which included maths features and numerical comparisons, which have been 

included in the developed SWRL rule set. However, during testing this inference 
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capability was found to be slower, and less reliable, than the use of a separate 

Drools engine. For this reason, and given that a Drools engine matches the other 

benefits of Pellet, a Drools engine was ultimately chosen. 

By performing semantic inference at the platform layer, the resultant knowledge 

could be shared by multiple applications, for example if the same issue affected 

different business processes and hence different expert decision makers. By 

offering a single point of truth with a range of data and contextualisation to various 

applications, the response of the organisation can be streamlined, coordinated, and 

more effective.  

The rules developed to supplement the ontology’s semantic inference would assist 

with impact mitigation after detecting a network fault, by identifying the customers 

likely to be affected by the issue and exposing their details in a secure manner to 

the appropriate member of staff. Also, by including knowledge regarding the 

organisation’s performance indicators, the inference engine could offer targeted 

information and suggested actions. This would support the stage of resolution, 

which could also be supported by extending the knowledgebase to cover the asset 

management processes, people, and organisations, as this could identify nearby 

people able to resolve the issue. 

5.1.4 SMART CITY SEMANTIC PLATFORM 

The third and final stage of the methodology aimed to build a generic semantic 

middleware platform for smart cities. This unified the work conducted across 

separate projects in the second stage, and explored in more depth the 3rd and 4th 

research questions. A platform was developed which integrated several relevant 

components into a coherent API structure, including a SPARQL endpoint, a 

Hypercat endpoint, a KairosDB timeseries data endpoint, and BIM and CityGML 

endpoints. The platform reused libraries to provide the BIM and CityGML endpoints, 

but developed a library for storing and querying Hypercat item and catalogue 

objects. This library used a SetMultimap object to store Hypercat metadata about 

items, in Java, which is well suited to this purpose, as Hypercat metadata of both 

items and catalogues use an RDFlike approach to describing web resources. The 

internal structure of the BIM servlet was significantly simpler than the CityGML 

endpoint, primarily because the internal data structure used in the CityGML4J 
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toolbox are significantly more complicated, in part because CityGML is centred on 

the concept of geometric features. 

As well as the smart city server developed, a graphical interface was developed 

based on the CesiumJS engine. This application worked in tandem with the server 

to populate the interface with geometry and data about city objects as well as 

dynamic data from sensors. The static data about city objects, as well as links to 

their Things and services, are all stored in each entity’s Cesium description. Whilst 

this does achieve the intended functionality, Cesium descriptions are HTML 

documents stored as plain strings, which was very cumbersome to embed callback 

functions into, as this aspect is primarily intended for plain or formatted descriptions 

of the objects, rather than dynamically created rich content and JavaScript. Future 

development could extend the Cesium library with ‘Things’ and ‘Services’ properties 

for entities, which are then handled independently by the infobox, outside of the 

description div element. 

The use of semantic modelling techniques is a core benefit of the platform. This 

uses an ontology to formalise a description of the domain, which enriches the data 

with meaning and context. This goes beyond existing IoT platform approaches, in 

that the knowledge base includes rich semantic models of the built environment and 

its sociotechnical systems as well as descriptions of the devices in the area. This 

allows the web services to reason over the meaning of the dynamic data in a much 

fuller sense, by applying AI to interoperable knowledge of the underlying systems in 

order to produce higherorder knowledge. The semantic knowledge base is 

deployed as a triple store, using the Apache Jena framework. The web services 

query the knowledge base with SPARQL to return static information directly, or to 

receive linked data URIs. 

The platform integrates several features so as to provide a whole valuechain 

approach to empowering urban decision makers, as an extension of the current IoT, 

BIM, DST and KBS state of the art within a novel urban sustainability platform and 

interface. The solution uses an engaging 3D game engine to promote interactivity 

and responsiveness, and is closely coupled with the semantic web service and 

other backend components, providing rich engagement with the virtual urban 

landscape.  Finally, the system’s interoperability approach emphasises the semantic 

description of the underlying sociotechnicalcyber network as well as device and 
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data knowledge; to expose a full and rich description of the environment to 

connected web services. 

The proposed solution has the advantage over existing solutions of utilising its 

semantic web service, the ‘ontology server’, to describe the urban environment itself 

in a machineinterpretable manner, as opposed to current IoT platforms, which 

focus on describing the cyber aspects of smart connected devices. The platform is 

also intended to be highly extensible, such that new client applications can be 

developed as smart city use cases emerge, relevant research fields advance, and 

new humanmachine technologies come to market. Having decoupled domain logic 

into a rich semantic model, these applications can be much thinner than if they had 

to cope with complex domain semantics. The frontend developed could be used as 

a template for incorporating additional functionality, or could be used alongside 

separate frontend components which provide intelligent analytic services. 

5.2 OVERALL ACADEMIC CONTRIBUTIONS 

This section now discusses the work conducted and outputs produced across the 

investigation, from the perspective of various fields of research. Firstly the 

contribution to the IoT field is discussed, before the contribution to smart city 

research in general, and finally to the main application domains targeted; smart 

energy and water systems. 

5.2.1 IOT RESEARCH: INTEGRATING IOT AND DOMAIN SEMANTICS 

The work conducted can be considered within the discourse of IoT research. The 

contribution of the work conducted is now discussed in relation to existing IoT 

platforms in research, the state of the art research around the semantic web of 

things, and briefly with regards to other pertinent research. 

Firstly, it should be stated that most IoT platforms do not tackle semantic 

interoperability issues explicitly. Compared to those platforms which do not include 

semantic context for their data and services, the developed systems offer the 

previously mentioned benefits of semantic technologies. Some platforms do 

acknowledge the benefits of addressing semantics directly, such as the ALMANAC 

platform [18]. However, most SWoT ontologies consider only ICT concepts such as 

device status, services, and accuracies [269], [275], [319], [325], [584]. The platform 
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developed in stage 3 offers the critical advantage of integrating ICTdomain 

descriptions of resources with rich application domain models for more powerful 

search and contextualisation. Also, none of the observed works used a standard 

API or response structure, whereas using the standard Hypercat format and API 

structure for resource discovery is beneficial. Also, offering various coherent 

programming and graphical interfaces for discovering resources and querying data 

supports the multidisciplinary nature of smart cities. Most previous research has 

followed an approach similar to ALMANAC, which refers to semantic data as 

‘metadata’ [18]. However, the current work views semantic data as data in its own 

right, rather than just being used to supplement the data from the timeseries 

database. For example, water network GIS data was stored in a semantic web 

format in stage 2, and was retrieved by applications for direct visualisation, rather 

than being used as metadata. Emphasising the role of semantic data improves the 

value derived from its use, by promoting homogeneity amongst datasets and 

supporting the development of ‘thin’ applications. 

Secondly, the work can be viewed within the discourse of the ongoing evolution of 

IoT towards a semantic web of things, as pioneered by the W3C Web of Things 

working group [277], and the Hypercat consortium [47].  Research towards a 

semantic web of things is embryonic, and regarding its semantic aspects, current 

work is exploring the data formats and ontologies necessary. The work conducted 

extends that of the Hypercat consortium by integrating the Hypercat API and 

response format with semantic web standards such as SPARQL and RDF. The 

integration of rich domain semantics with IoT semantics is also valuable, as it 

greatly facilitates the integration of data and services from different companies and 

domains, by reducing the ambiguity of the resource within the application domain. 

Specifically, this allows software developers to produce thinner applications, with 

greater confidence in data semantics, and also allows a greater depth of machine 

comprehension of the data and services, supporting semantic inference and other 

AI technologies in providing domain value. 

Semantics and IoT are also being researched with regards to inference over data 

streams, which is particularly relevant with growth of big data. The work conducted 

didn’t directly address stream data processing, although the ontologies produced 

could be used for this purpose. The approach adopted within the water domain 

investigation was to store the latest readings from each sensor in the triple store, 
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and to apply inference over these values. This approach was sufficient for the 

intended purpose, but is not scalable to volumes and velocities of data which are 

orders of magnitude larger, and it precludes the inference of patterns in data 

streams, as it only considers the latest values. The ongoing work in the RDF stream 

data processing community would therefore be valuable and complementary to the 

conducted work.  

5.2.2 SMART CITY RESEARCH: EMPOWERING DISCOVERABILITY 

AND BUILDABILITY 

Within the discourse of smart city research, the work conducted furthers the state of 

the art from several perspectives. Firstly, the primary contribution to this field is 

empowering the ‘data hubs’ currently in widespread use [158], [585]. These data 

hubs are oriented around datasets, rather than the objects and data which they 

represent, which make it harder to discover and comprehend data through them. 

The platform developed overcomes this by focusing on the objects in the domain, 

and using those objects and their descriptions to contextualise the data from them. 

As well as facilitating the development of commercial software, this promotes the 

use of open data at the grassroots level by lowering the barriers of discoverability 

and comprehension of the data and services. By explicitly stating in OWL the 

context of datasets and streams, thin applications can be built on top of them with 

less technical knowledge and very little domain expertise. In an industrial IoT 

setting, this results in reduced development times, costs, and complexities (for 

extension and maintenance). 

Another benefit of the developed platform is its multilevel API. This is a significant 

benefit as it allows data to be served in formats familiar to developers of different 

disciplines, rather than forcing a new toolset onto them. Specifically, developers 

familiar with BIM concepts or CityGML concepts can use the APIs of those 

standards to retrieve relevant data. Whilst this is not currently integrated with the 

triple store, that could be accomplished once semantic web versions of those 

standards are themselves standardised. Also, the upper ontology allows the 

platform to integrate data and services across smart city domains, which was not 

observed in the literature. The use of the Hypercat API and file format also aids in 

discoverability of resources, as it provides a standard and simple means to retrieve 

human and machine readable descriptions of the available resources. Finally, the 
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3D interface of the platform promotes engagement with the platform, and provides a 

proof of concept of how to leverage the platform, which could then be exploited by 

developers, and grassroots enthusiasts, to explore the available resources in a 

visual manner. 

5.2.3 ENERGY AND WATER RESEARCH: SMART GRIDS NEED 

SMART DATA 

This section discusses the work conducted in the 2nd stage, within the discourse of 

the application domains of the energy and water sectors. It is pertinent to discuss 

the work in these sectors alongside each other, as they share several similarities, 

and much can be learned from the energy sector and applied to the water sector 

both in research and practice. 

Firstly, in the energy sector, at the building level, the solution space established 

within the literature has typically only explored the use of optimisation, simulation, or 

semantic web data integration independently, and mostly in vitro, as discussed in 

the literature review. The work conducted takes a step beyond the state of the art by 

addressing semantic interoperability in an explicit and automated way, and 

deploying this in vivo, demonstrating suitability of the technologies for retrofit in real 

world systems. The developed solution also combines the advantages of 

optimisation, simulation, rulebased systems, and data integration.  For example, 

using an ANN model as a surrogate of the simulation model reduces the prediction 

time of the energy consumption and PMV variables.  Finally, the combined use of 

empirical and theoretical rules allows a wide range of sensitive variables to be 

considered. 

Next, at the smart energy grid level, the work conducted provided evidence in the 

domain of smart prosumer grids. The work was especially valuable as it served to 

explore the automation of several energy management decisions without requiring 

human authorisation or negotiation. This highlighted the breadth of ontological 

engineering required when applied to different domains, target systems, and for 

different usage patterns, despite using the same fundamental modelling language 

and constructs. The semantic artefacts performed sufficiently well for the target 

system’s purposes, but their potential for reuse was reduced, due to the very close 

coupling of the ontology with the target ICT solution. This emphasised the 
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importance of upfront decisions about the purpose of an ontology to be developed: 

the developers should agree and understand the implications of whether it is 

intended purely for one purpose or the degree of reuse which is desired from it. The 

use of semantic clarity was especially useful as the ICT solution integrated building

scale prosumer energy management with grid scale power management; M2M 

integration between applications and data in smart homes with gridscale 

management schemes is highly valuable, and greatly assisted by semantic clarity. 

The same is true in integrating data and applications within homes and across grids 

of different utilitycentric systems. An example of this would be the management of 

electrical and water appliances, including their nexus during heating water, or using 

appliances such as washing machines. Domestic ‘smart grid’ and ‘smart water’ 

applications at the property would hence have to interoperate if they were actuating 

or making suggestions about decision variables which affected the other system. 

Applications which successfully bridge the semantic complexity of integrating two 

expert technological domains to any nontrivial level of complexity would be arduous 

and potentially prohibitive without abstracting domain semantics from the application 

logic through semantic technologies. 

Following from the lessons learnt in the energy sector, a significant undertaking was 

pursued of applying these to the water sector, which has little or none of the 

appreciation for the importance of semantics observed in the energy sector. In the 

water sector, it is common for system integration to be adhoc, and require a 

manual mapping between each heterogeneous component. As water networks 

become smarter, the timeintensive nature of this process, and of expert 

interpretation of the network’s data, will prohibit businessasusual approaches. In 

order to overcome these challenges, alongside the trend of IoT, semantic modelling 

of the water industry must be undertaken. This need has been widely acknowledged 

in smart power grids through IEC standards [469] and in the building information 

modelling field through BuildingSmart [586], eeBUS [587], Haystack [588] and BSI 

standards. Of the various interoperability challenges, semantics have been 

particularly noted in the water sector, with the ICT4Water cluster of EU research 

projects noting “that semantics is the most important hurdle to overcome, even 

preceding the other priority sectors” [111]. 

The work conducted in the water sector successfully leveraged semantic 

technologies to improve the knowledge management of a water utility. Semantic 
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models store knowledge about the network in a more comprehensive manner than 

traditional GIS or databasecentric approaches, such that intended meaning is more 

precisely and reliably shared between interoperating software. Further, as 

relationships between data concepts are expressed, this enables the application of 

a knowledge based systems approach to the data management, whereby the water 

sector’s decision makers are empowered by comprehensive, timely, and accurate 

knowledge, which is coupled closely with their management processes.  

A knowledgebased approach to water system data offers several benefits. For 

example, rather than a water operations manager being notified of a pump alarm 

and then having to crossreference and apply expert knowledge using several ICT 

systems, this can be achieved automatically, with semantics providing the mappings 

between systems to inform the expert; (a) exactly what the error is, (b) what the 

likely cause is, (c) what the impact is likely to be, and (d) what actions should be 

taken.  The semantic web approach also presents the key benefit to utility 

companies of avoiding vendor lockin, and is built from the groundup to allow 

extensibility and scalability as the company’s sensing and ICT infrastructure grows 

and changes over time. This technology also paves the way for enabling the use of 

artificial intelligence for the processing of water network data network, providing 

further added value to the data being collected. This inherent extensibility could also 

allow for an evolution whereby upgraded infrastructure and systems can infuse 

semantic meaning at lower levels of the technological stack thus moving towards 

increasingly distributed models of IoT. The semantic models of the WISDOM project 

represent a significant step towards this interoperable and knowledgebased 

approach. 

A key contribution of the work conducted was the water domain ontology, as 

semantic modelling has been identified as a critical obstacle [111]. Whilst other 

ontologies take fundamental steps towards overcoming this obstacle, they are either 

not intended for the smart water domain, or are only suitable for capturing generic 

knowledge about a water network and relating observations to features of interest 

and alerts. The key novelty presented lies in the semantic representation of the 

water value chain as a detailed manifestation of a sociotechnicalsensory system, 

at the network and building scales. This goes beyond the ontological modelling 

conducted elsewhere to offer greater depth and breadth. Specifically, the 

‘observation and measurement ontology’ of the WatERP ontology is similar to the 
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WISDOM sensor ontology, due to their shared roots in the W3C SSN ontology 

[330], although the WatERP ontology’s alignment with the SSN ontology is shallow; 

only reusing a few high level concepts. However, the WISDOM sensor ontology 

thoroughly reuses the SSN ontology, and extends it directly in order to be relevant 

to the water domain. The WatERP ‘supply and demand ontology’ contains concepts 

from across the rest of the WISDOM ontology, but again only captures high level 

concepts such as physical element types (storage, transfer, etc.) and a few types of 

actors (bulk water suppliers, consumers, regulators and water utilities). Hence, the 

WISDOM ontology is suited to a different purpose to that which the WatERP 

ontology achieves. Further, the WISDOM ontology captures domestic knowledge, 

so as to allow the integration of consumers within the water value data chain and 

hence contextualize smart meter and behavioural readings.  

5.3 RELEVANCE TO PRACTICE 

The final section of this chapter discusses the relevance of the work conducted, 

artefacts produced, and knowledge contributions to industry and practitioners. 

Firstly, the relevance to the field of informatics and enterprise systems is discussed, 

before a discussion pertinent to IoT practitioners, and finally smart cities and 

systems in a broader sense. 

5.3.1 INFORMATICS AND ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS 

Within informatics and enterprise systems, the work conducted has highlighted that 

i) there are many different types of semantic model, and just as many different 

arrangements for how to leverage these through semantic technologies. Also, ii) the 

upfront effort required to ontologyenable a system is sometimes prohibitive, but 

can be significantly mitigated. Finally, iii) requirements engineering and a clear 

prioritisation of expert engagement and ‘ownership’ is crucial in successfully building 

and leveraging ontologies. This section discusses these points in turn. 

5.3.1.1 CONTEXT DEPENDANT MANIFESTATIONS OF ONTOLOGIES 

FOR VARYING PURPOSES 

Many different ‘recipes’ for using semantic technologies are observed in the 

literature, and have been explored through this thesis, both in terms of various 

interpretations of ‘semantic model’ as well as leveraging these artefacts in different 
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ways. For example, using an ontology as a collection of metadata ‘tags’ to add to 

datasets is distinctly different to the use of an ontology to classify objects into 

various groups with specific meanings. Even within the use of ontologies as 

knowledge bases of IoT resources and their contexts within application systems, 

developers can choose to either store timeseries data within the triple store itself, or 

just link to the data in an external database.  

The variety of possible mechanisms for leveraging semantic technologies highlights 

the importance of understanding clearly the purpose of incorporating semantics 

explicitly into a system. The decisions surrounding the ontology and the associated 

software should be led by business cases around the purpose and scope of the 

resulting software. This variety of ‘what semantic web looks like’ is also important in 

engaging stakeholders in the ontological processes, as preconceived notions of the 

purpose of a ‘semantic  component’ of a system may negatively influence software 

development from a lack of understanding. Figure 12 illustrated a perspective on the 

various levels of semantic complexity possible in an ontology.  

5.3.1.2 MITIGATING THE UPFRONT DEVELOPMENT BARRIER OF 

ONTOLOGIES 

One criticism typically levied against ontologies is the upfront development barrier, 

in that developing an ontology can be prohibitively time consuming. In many cases 

this is a fair criticism, especially where the system doesn’t involve many 

intersections of domain perspectives, or the data is very tabular. However, in many 

cases, it is likely that the benefits of addressing semantics explicitly are worth the 

additional investment, especially if certain measures are taken to mitigate the 

upfront effort. This is especially true when future costs of extending the software are 

included. The first mechanism for mitigating the upfront effort is the reuse of existing 

ontologies, and especially middle and/or upper ontologies, as this can accomplish 

much of the work or provide a metamodel as a shortcut to the desired artefact. 

Adapting ontologies with similar structures or from similar domains can also reduce 

the effort required. To these ends, the smart city ‘upper’ ontology presented in this 

thesis can greatly reduce the effort required to develop an ontology for smart city 

applications. The role of accepted methodologies in ontology engineering such as 

the NeOn methodology [313] is also crucial, as these provide template processes to 

go through and offer structure and an evidencebased approach. Also, the role of 
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standards work around ontologies is critical, as efforts to develop ontologies, build 

consensus, facilitate adoption, and finally standardise ontologies in a domain can 

then provide a benchmark ‘off the shelf’ solution to greatly shortcut the process. 

Finally, it is important to generally prefer lightweight ontologies during scoping and 

requirement setting stages, as a smaller scope will clearly require less work to fill, 

yet is often ignored in pursuing detailed and yet unnecessary scopes. 

5.3.1.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGAGEMENT, SOFT 

ENGINEERING, AND ROBUST REQUIREMENTS 

Discussion has already been made around the importance of requirements 

engineering in general, but it is also critical in ontology engineering to balance the 

often conflicting drivers. Broadly speaking, the owners of an ontology’s target 

system won’t understand ontologies, and any ontology developed is only useful if 

it’s adopted and applied, so people have to understand it and engage with its 

development early on. Specifically, balancing software requirements with industrial 

engagement is important: computer experts must be able to develop applications 

from the model easily, but domain experts must clearly understand the terminology 

and cope with the abstraction and reuse of accepted ontological modelling 

practices.  The work presented in this thesis benefits in this aspect from formal, 

regular, multistakeholder engagements in the process, and an iterative process. By 

prioritising collaboration, and early domain expert engagement in the requirement 

setting, industrial experts gain more of a sense of ownership of the artefact. 

As ontologies are an emerging field, the soft aspects of the process are also due 

significant consideration; requirement engineering for ontologies in fields where they 

are novel requires a careful balance of semantic accuracy and domain relevance. If 

the approach prioritises the ontological aspects of the task at the exclusion of the 

others, it may result in an artefact which is clear to semantic experts and which is 

logically optimal, but which appears far removed from the actual language used by 

domain experts. This results in the model only being relevant within the originally 

intended setting, with less likelihood for reuse and adoption. A balance should 

always be sought between software, knowledge, and reuse requirements, as well as 

pursuing expert engagement. 
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5.3.2 EMPOWERING IOT 

IoT technologies are increasingly being recognised as transformative, but significant 

interoperability challenges remain and are underacknowledged. This section first 

discusses the role of semantic technologies in achieving rich resource descriptions, 

discovery, and powering AI applications, before then discussing the suitability of 

semantic technologies within the trend of big data in enterprise systems. 

5.3.2.1 NEXT GENERATION IOT THROUGH MACHINEINTERPRETATION 

OF DATA MEANING 

Currently, IoT interoperability technologies are focused on enabling systems to 

communicate with each other, but little attention is being paid to ensuring that they 

are communicating effectively or accurately. The work presented in this thesis has 

shown that supplementing IoT systems with semantic context enables them to 

interoperate more effectively, towards a true cyberphysical system. Specifically, by 

decoupling the domain logic from application logic through semantic abstraction, 

less work is required to build powerful applications on top of the data and devices in 

a system. Ideally, the semantic context achieved through the ontology developed 

should integrate the cyber and targetdomain semantics, by aligning an ontology of 

devices and cyber concepts with one describing the functions of these within the 

application domain, such as in the smart city ontology developed. Another benefit of 

such an approach is enhanced discoverability of IoT devices and services based on 

their real world relevance, and a significantly richer response describing discovered 

resources in an appropriate format, such as the Hypercat standard incorporated in 

the work conducted.  

Whilst IoT is currently answering the question of getting data to applications and the 

cloud, this needs to evolve into applicationlayer interoperability. The applications 

need to speak the same languages and share domain perspectives, or at least map 

to the same intermediary in order to interact meaningfully. A great deal of the value 

of human communication is derived from the context of messages and message 

content, rather than the raw data exchanged, and as computers become more 

intelligent and humanlike, it is logical for them to mirror this communication 

paradigm. 
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As machines progress towards AI and other advanced applications, they require 

more context around their input data, in order to exhibit more generic intelligence 

over that data. Little work has been done to date at the intersection between IoT 

and AI, but this represents a research field of unprecedented value. If machines 

were able to truly understand the capabilities and the data from an IoT system, and 

subsequently apply cutting edge intelligence techniques to this knowledge, they 

could take vast steps in improving the way industrial systems, and beyond, are 

controlled and monitored. In order to achieve this however, it is a prerequisite for the 

semantics of the data and systems to be available explicitly for the AI and advanced 

applications to use. The work conducted has demonstrated that semantic web 

technologies and OWL ontologies are suitable for this purpose. 

5.3.2.2 ONTOLOGIES AND KNOWLEDGEBASED SYSTEMS IN THE ERA 

OF BIG DATA 

As ontologies and knowledgebased systems typically use novel data storage 

software such as triple stores, it is pertinent to weigh the merits of these against 

conventional relational databases in terms of scalability, and other considerations 

for use in enterprise systems. Regarding scalability, Oracle have successfully tested 

a knowledge base with over a trillion triples [589], as have AllegroGraph [590], and 

many free options exist which can support billions of triples, which is likely to be 

enough for the majority of systems, if good practice is followed in designing the 

ontology in a lightweight manner.  

Triple stores have many benefits over relational databases, the most important of 

which are i) standardised query language, ii) schema flexibility at runtime, iii) 

integration of data across graphs, and iv) inferencing can produce new knowledge 

beyond those inputted directly. Having a standardised and more powerful query 

language, SPARQL, makes it much easier to traverse data schemas, and means 

that any chosen triple store can be replaced if it is no longer suitable, without 

changing the way it is queried. Schema flexibility is another significant benefit of 

graph databases, as the contrary has been a drawback of relational databases for 

some time. Finally, it should be noted that semantic technologies add scalability to a 

system with data that is widely varied, as it allows the context of data to be 

understood automatically, rather than requiring human intervention to understand 

each variable. 
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5.3.3 MODERN SMART CITY AND SYSTEM MODELLING 

This subsection discusses the role of modern file formats and semantic web 

concepts in built environment information modelling, before then discussing the 

need for semantic technologies to empower smart city data hubs across disciplines. 

Finally, this subsection discusses the need for standardisation work within the 

studied field.  

5.3.3.1 BENEFITS OF MODERN KNOWLEDGE MODELLING LANGUAGES 

IN DIGITISING AECFM 

The two main emerging data formats in smart cities are IFC and CityGML, although 

other formats are pertinent such as gbXML. Unfortunately these formats, and most 

other standards, are based on legacy languages, such as IFC being based on 

STEPEXPRESS, and CityGML being an extension of XML. Simpler conceptual 

modelling technologies such as EXPRESS are less expressive than the W3C RDF 

model, and not using IRIs to refer to named individuals makes them less wellsuited 

to use in webenabled systems. 

The work conducted in the buildingenergy domain utilised the emerging ifcOWL 

semantic web format, and showed that it is ideal for integration of web services. The 

domain ontology reused ifcOWL, and extended it with relevant sensing, actuation, 

energy, and behavioural concepts. Also, the work conducted in the water and 

energy grid domains aligned their ontologies with the IFC model, for future 

integration with ifcOWL when standardised. The benefit of the ifcOWL alignment, as 

well as SAREF alignment, is that these common languages facilitate interoperability 

with other existing or future smart home applications, allowing the data to be reused 

in a contextualized and meaningful manner. For example, water data from a 

washing machine which is used by the WISDOM app could be integrated with 

energy and scheduling data which is used by the MAS2TERING app, allowing 

optimization across both systems, due to the use of a common vocabulary. The 

work conducted in the 3rd stage incorporated CityGML and IFC APIs, although it 

didn’t integrate the underlying conceptual models with the smart city ontology 

because suitable standardised semantic web versions were not available. 

The use of semantic web technologies to provide semantic context to data instead 

of legacy formats greatly facilitates the integration of static system descriptions with 
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dynamic timeseries data from sensors, as the timeseries data can either be also 

stored in the triple store, or richly linked contextualised whilst being stored in an 

external database, as demonstrated through the work conducted in the WISDOM 

project and the smart city platform developed. 

5.3.3.2 UNLOCKING THE VALUE OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY LINKED OPEN 

DATA 

One common feature of most smart city initiatives is an open data portal or ‘hub’, 

where local public bodies make a number of datasets available. These portals are 

typically focused on retrieving datasets, with limited tagging of the datasets in terms 

of their contents, and possibly regarding their quality. This limits the utility of the 

uploaded data, as people are more likely to perceive urban environments in terms of 

the objects within them, and are unlikely to be familiar with the semantics or 

terminology of the uploaded datasets. By making a common semantic framework for 

open data about smart cities, and allowing data and their semantics to be searched 

and contextualised, these hubs are likely to be far more useful to potential 

commercial projects, private usage, and grassroots app development. Also, by 

relating data from across organisations and domains to a coherent semantic 

framework, relationships across these systems can be found and more complex 

analyses are feasible, promoting a more intelligent system of systems approach to 

smart city management. 

5.3.3.3 THE ROLE OF STANDARDISATION IN URBAN SEMANTICS 

Throughout the work conducted the importance of information modelling standards 

work has been highlighted. Ontologies were developed for the smart water and 

energy domain, as well as an upper level smart city ontology. Throughout these, the 

ability to reuse existing models and to use standards as a benchmark of expert 

consensus has been invaluable in reducing the work required, building confidence 

in the ongoing process and in the produced artefacts prior to formal validation. 

However, the need for further work, especially with a focus on rich semantics 

models for use in web contexts, cannot be understated. This work should prioritise 

rapid development of models and building of consensus within a clear scope and 

towards clear use cases, as it is not necessary or even ideal for one ontology to be 

universally adopted to benefit from consensus amongst a community. 
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The need for standards work was especially noted in the water sector, where 

significantly less pertinent standards development organisations are present than 

the energy sector. A lot of ground has been covered by organisations like the 

European Commission, NASA and the Open Geospatial Consortium, and by 

projects such as WatERP, SWIM and WISDOM. These have built a strong 

foundation for syntactic and semantic interoperability in the water sector, but there is 

a lot left to do. Critically, these largely separate efforts should be brought together in 

a coherent manner by the water industry. This will deliver a semantic model which is 

necessary for the next generation of truly smart water networks. The model will 

enable powerful interoperability across traditional silos in the water industry. The 

initiative has to be driven by industry, through a mechanism which echoes the 

transformation the construction industry has recently undergone with BIM through 

buildingSMART. 

This chapter has provided a discussion around the evidence produced throughout 

the investigation, with the aim of exploring its knowledge contribution though the 

lens of the stated research questions and hypothesis. This has considered each 

action and design research iteration in depth, before unifying these threads of work 

and comparing the work and findings to the literature, and finally discussing the 

relevance to practice. The following conclusion chapter draws together this 

discussion to directly address the stated hypothesis and research questions. This 

succinctly outlines the main research findings, the novel contribution to the body of 

knowledge, and the limitations and potential further work. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

Unifying the threads of discussion provided in the previous chapter, this chapter 

provides a summary of the work conducted and its main findings, framed through 

the research questions posed at the beginning of the investigation. The chapter first 

considers each of the research questions in turn, before discussing the limitations 

and potential for future work, and finally offering concluding remarks. The 

overarching perspective adopted is a heirarchical view of the academic 

contributions across the stages of the investigation. Specifically, the most important 

and unified contribution is derived from analysing across the entire investigation, 

and the next level of contribution significance relates to the work conducted in the 

3rd stage of the investigation. The work of the 2nd stage then supported the higher 

tiers of contribution through a rigorous and broad evidence gathering and iterative 

learning process. The furthest removed stage from the central findings was then the 

1st stage, which provided a broad literature review and theoretical consideration of 

the problem space, but provided little direct academic contribution. 

6.1 MAIN RESEARCH FINDINGS 

The objective of the investigation conducted was to explore the stated hypothesis 

through its decomposition into 4 research questions. The hypothesis explored was: 

A Semantic Web of Things approach to technology interventions can deliver value 

to smart city stakeholders by better leveraging IoT and AI synergistically to provide 

better decision support. 

This section restates and offers a concluding discussion for each of the research 

questions in turn, and discusses the pertinent work conducted, evidence produced, 

and main findings related to each.  

6.1.1 SMART CITY THEORY AND REQUIREMENTS 

The first research question posed was: 

What are the theoretical underpinnings of ICT knowledge gaps in smart cities, 

including the challenges, impact scenarios and scope for step changes? 
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The work conducted through the literature review in the 1st stage of the 

methodology, and through the requirements engineering and expert engagement 

tasks of the 2nd stage, were the most pertinent to this research question. The 

literature review formed a theoretical underpinning for the research based on 

system theories, and elicited knowledge gaps from state of the art research in smart 

city informatics, IoT software, and applied semantic technologies. The literature 

review also began an ongoing effort towards application domain relevance by 

reviewing the latest research in smart energy and water grids. Overall, this painted a 

clear picture of a gap in the literature which pointed to a need for further research on 

semantic interoperability at the intersection of IoT and AI technologies in enterprise 

systems for smart city applications. Specifically, applied ontology research is critical, 

including development, application, and consensus building around ontologies and 

their supporting software, to produce reusable ontologies and evaluate the best 

approaches to leveraging them in IoTAI systems. 

Extending the work conducted through the literature review, the 2nd stage of the 

investigation involved engaging with several projects alongside experts. By 

consulting closely with many stakeholders in the technology value chain of smart 

cities, a better understanding was elicited of the practical nature of the semantic 

interoperability gap. Detailed requirements engineering processes were undertaken 

at the building and grid level in both the water and energy domains. This produced 

many scenarios and use cases for the application of semantic technologies, as well 

as comprehensive requirement statements in order to realise these. This work was 

also supplemented by generalising the energy and water domain research into a 

broader smart city consideration, which paved the way for the smart city semantic 

platform developed in the 3rd stage of the investigation. 

It is concluded that a system of systems perspective is critical in optimally operating 

built environments. Specifically, if intelligence and even control of industrial systems 

is to be awarded to virtual agents rather than human agents, the communication 

between these agents should be supported in at least as rich and expressive a 

manner as would be expected between humans. Within human communication, the 

context and semantics of exchanged messages are crucial to enabling rich 

interactions and truly facilitating emergent behaviour, and this is equally true 

between machines, so should be automatically supported as such. It is essential 

that work is conducted towards these aims with a pragmatic stance of delivering 
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value to the organisations and individuals involved in the target domains, so as to 

avoid the perceived ‘academic ambiguity’ of semantic technologies observed in 

stakeholders throughout the investigation. 

6.1.2 INTEGRATING IOT AND AI THROUGH SEMANTIC 

TECHNOLOGIES 

The second research question posed was: 

How can a semantic web of things approach integrate IoT and advanced smart city 

applications? 

The 3rd stage developed a software platform which aimed to answer this question 

based on the learnings and artefacts of the 2nd stage, and this software is detailed in 

the results section. This platform was based on the evidence gathered across the 

research projects engaged with through the 2nd stage of the investigation. Each 

project provided different use cases, stakeholders, and legacy systems; so a 

breadth of pertinent evidence was produced. Within the KnoHolEM project, the 

knowledge base was required to store many business rules, and so a triple store 

was integrated with a Jess rule engine and intelligent components which produced 

the rules. In the MAS2TERING project, an OWL ontology was integrated into a MAS 

to facilitate agentbased communication through a metaprogramming conversion to 

a JavaBeans format, and was also exposed through a triple store to integrate with a 

prediction service. In the WISDOM project, integration with legacy systems and 

timeseries data was critical, so the ontology was designed to link sensors with their 

timeseries data in a KairosDB server. These requirements also led to the developed 

system incorporating a message bus, and advanced inference capabilities through 

the Pellet and Drools engines. 

It is concluded that many different arrangements of semantic technologies can 

integrate IoT and advanced applications within the smart city domain, each of which 

has its own characteristics and use case suitability. Several of these arrangements 

have been explored and demonstrated through this investigation to produce a better 

understanding of their implementation for novel applications. Semantic Web of 

Things approaches to using semantic technologies can be conceived as consisting 

of 3 parts: i) a set of knowledge, which is typically comprised of a domain ontology 

and an instance of this, ii) software components which store and manage the 
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knowledge internally, and iii) a programming interface which exposes some 

functionality of the internal software to external applications. By varying the nature 

and use of these parts, especially the domain ontology, the performance and 

system integration functions of the service can be adapted to provide the necessary 

support to the broader system. 

It was found, for the systems explored, that semanticallyenabling an IoT system 

should ideally incorporate a comprehensive knowledge base; describing the Things 

in terms of their cyber and application domain contexts, as well as pertinent non

webenabled objects in the system. This allows software, including AI, to be built on 

top of the available data and services in a much ‘thinner’ manner, whereby the 

domain logic is disaggregated from the application logic. This allows software to be 

developed more easily, and with more confidence and less complexity in the use of 

the domain data, services, and devices. 

6.1.3 VALUE PROPOSITION OF SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES 

The third research question posed was: 

What value does a semantic web of things approach offer technology providers and 

decision makers in smart city systems? 

As with the 2nd research question, a breadth of data was gathered through the 2nd 

research stage, and used to solidify the value proposition through design science in 

the 3rd research stage. Whilst the 3rd stage directly demonstrated the potential of a 

SWoT platform, the 2nd stage involved a qualitative analysis of the various artefacts 

and systems produced, a quantitative analysis of their performance, and 

consultations with expert partners to determine the pragmatic value to their 

organisation.  

The value proposition of semantic technologies to smart city IoT systems depends 

on the target system, but a typical value pathway is now provided. Firstly, semantic 

technologies provide a powerful discovery service for web resources. Provided a 

webenabled Thing has a useful URL which can be meaningfully dereferenced, an 

RDF triple store is an ideal way to provide a list of available resources. Secondly, 

this ‘list’ can be enhanced with an almost unlimited amount of contextualisation, to 

support more powerful semantic search of resources in large systems, and to 

provide a comprehensive description of discovered resources for software 
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developers. This point stands regardless of whether the Thing has a dereferencable 

URL. Thirdly, this context can (and should) include application domain semantics in 

a completely integrated and flexible manner, to provide further richness to the 

description, and to explicitly indicate the role of the Thing within the target system. 

Fourthly, this contextualisation can be enhanced by using an inference engine, and 

possibly encoding expert knowledge into SWRL rules to supplement the potential 

inference. Finally, rich machine interpretable picture of a system and its parts allows 

application developers to discover and build on top of the available data in less time, 

towards more complex applications, and with more confidence in the assumed 

meaning of data. 

It must also be mentioned that from a purely computer science perspective, triple 

stores offer several advantages over traditional relational databases, regardless of 

whether a full semanticallyenabled approach is adopted. The main benefits of triple 

stores are that they offer a standard, powerful query language, schema flexibility at 

runtime, and the ability to query over multiple graphs seamlessly. 

6.1.4 GENERIC SMART CITY SEMANTIC PLATFORM 

The fourth research question posed was: 

Can these learnings and artefacts be generalised to support further work across 

smart city domains and semantic web of things research? 

This final question was primarily addressed through work conducted in the 3rd stage 

of the investigation. This involved a design research process to build a semantic 

smart city framework, with the aim of unifying the previous learnings and artefacts, 

and to facilitate further ontological modelling. To this end, a generic ‘smart city 

server’ was built which incorporated a triple store along with a coherent API for 

querying other built environment semantic model formats and timeseries data in an 

integrated manner. Further, the ontological modelling of system theories conducted 

in stage 2 was unified and extended into an upper smart city ontology, which 

facilitates extensions into other domains through metamodeling. In this way, using 

semantic technologies in any smart city domain can be integrated by incorporating 

conceptual abstraction (as is best practice) into the modelling of the domain, and 

then aligning the resultant ontology with the presently developed smart city 
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ontology. This was conducted for the energy and water domain ontologies, to 

demonstrate the approach. 

The system of systems and sociotechnical systems nature of smart city systems 

can be captured through ontological modelling, and then reused in other domains 

which exhibit systemic characteristics. Also, within urban environments, several 

features are likely to be relevant regardless of the application domain, such as 

buildings, green spaces, water bodies, transport artefacts, devices, pipes and 

cables: these have been captured in the developed ontology for extension into 

application domains. As well, the best practices and learnings discussed with 

regards to the 3rd research question are relevant regardless of the application 

domain. However, it must be stressed that the manner in which semantic 

technologies are applied in a target system should ideally be specific to that system, 

rather than adopting a generic system architecture and modelling paradigm. 

Whilst the developed smart city ontology successfully acts as a proof of concept, 

and can be used as a reference point for further ontological modelling, it does not 

currently represent a consensus amongst experts of how smart cities are perceived, 

or should be modelled. The role of standardisation work around semantic 

technologies cannot be understated, as the value of ontologies is closely linked to 

the degree of consensus and adoption they represent. This leads to the beginning 

of recommendations for further work. 

6.1.5 REVISITING THE RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS 

The initial hypothesis of the investigation was: 

A Semantic Web of Things approach to technology interventions can deliver value 

to smart city stakeholders by better leveraging IoT and AI synergistically to provide 

better decision support. 

This assertion was tested by investigating the 4 research questions posed. The 1st 

research question elicited a rigorous grounding and conceptual framework for 

understanding the hypothesis’ assertion properly. Specifically, the perceived natures 

and roles of IoT, AI, and semantic technologies were clarified, and what delivering 

value would require in the smart city domain. From this, it was understood that 

semantic technologies should promote a system of systems approach to managing 
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the built environment, primarily by empowering intersystem communication, in 

order for the investigation to support the hypothesis. 

The 2nd research question demonstrated various possible value pathways of 

semantic technologies. This showed that semantic technologies can play a role in 

leadingedge innovations in smart systems. Specifically, this showed the various 

ways semantic technologies can promote synergy between the IoT and AI aspects 

of ICT interventions in industrial systems through a knowledgebased approach 

including applicationdomain knowledge. 

The 3rd research question then explored in more depth the value brought to the 

smart systems engaged with by using a semantic approach, which forms the 

knowledge most pertinent to the hypothesis. The value proposition of semantic 

technologies to smart city stakeholders are manifold, as discussed previously. To 

summarise, adopting a semantic approach promotes powerful IoT resource 

discovery and contextualisation, allows integration with inference engines and 

allows applications to be much thinner.  

The 4th research question then generalised the prior outputs to a broader range of 

‘smart city stakeholders’. Through metamodeling, and the development of generic 

software platforms, the value of semantic technologies is increased as components 

can be reused both directly and indirectly to reduce future barriers to adopting a 

semantic approach. It also became clear that the manner in which semantic 

technologies should be leveraged in a target system can vary significantly 

depending on the system, its application domain, and the stakeholders’ objectives. It 

also became clear that semantic technologies are not a ‘silver bullet’, and are not 

suitable in all situations. 

Overall, the main value of semantic technologies lies in mitigating the semantic 

interoperability barriers which arise when two or more agents communicate data to 

each other. Currently, these barriers are overcome manually in an adhoc manner, 

through discussion and expert investigation between ICT and domain professionals 

and the target system. However, as the scale of IoT penetration grows, 

heterogeneous systems will increasingly be expected to interoperate, as ICT 

systems in general become more and more interconnected. The scale of the 

challenge of achieving semantic interoperability in a system increases with the 

number of agent interactions, the heterogeneity of the agents’ domain perspectives, 
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the complexity of the domain or datasets, the criticality of the target system, and the 

quantity of exchanged knowledge at each interaction. This is pertinent because the 

semantic challenge in systems is generally increasing as IoT interconnects more 

and more broadly, and semantic technologies greatly reduce these challenges.  

Specifically, semantic technologies offer value where semantic interoperability may 

otherwise have significantly negatively impacted the investment required, time to 

market, functionality, or confidence in an ICT system, or is likely to in the future. 

Pragmatically, if a system is simple or clearly bounded to a few agents with similar 

domainperspectives, incorporating semantic technologies is unlikely to make 

business sense. However, many smart city undertakings are now involving multiple 

stakeholders with varying perspectives, and expect software to interoperate in a 

systemofsystems nature, where semantic technologies can bring much value. 

6.2 KEY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BODY OF KNOWLEDGE 

This section describes the core contribution of the investigation and its relevance in 

furthering the body of knowledge. This provides an overarching perspective of the 

main research findings, based on a hierarchical view of the contributions from the 

learning iterations undertaken. From this view, the top level of the contribution 

hierarchy is the overall finding of the value of a Semantic Web of Things for smart 

cities. This is supported strongly by the next level of the contribution: the novel and 

significant work conducted in developing a smart city server, ontology, and GUI in 

the 3rd research stage (presented in Section 4.4). The rigour of the 3rd research 

stage was then supported by the extensive work conducted through the 2nd 

research stage, consisting of multiple learning iterations of action research 

(presented in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3). The lowest level of the contribution 

heirarchy is then finally the 1st research stage, which provided a comprehensive 

understanding of the problem space and its conceptual grounding (presented in 

Section 4.1 and supported by the literature review in Section 2). 

The key contribution of the investigation is knowledge of the value and means of 

progressing towards a Semantic Web of Things for smart cities. Specifically, the 

work demonstrated that enriching IoT devices, services, and data with semantic 

web descriptions effectively evolves the Internet of Things to a Semantic Web of 

Things, which better supports applications and intelligent agents in managing the 

built environment. Specifically, the use of a SWoT approach allowed rich knowledge 
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of the context of devices to be shared amongst business services, which greatly 

promoted interoperability. This scalable interoperability promoted an integrated 

consideration across previously siloed systems, and moved towards leveraging 

‘system of systems theories’, to optimise built environment management more 

holistically. This was achieved by improving applicationlayer IoT communication. 

Within the case studies engaged with, this i) allowed facility managers to reduce 

energy consumption by circa 30%, ii) enabled water utilities to better manage 

regulatory compliance regarding CSO spill events, and iii) enabled applications to 

effectively consider the waterenergy nexus by overcoming heterogeneity between 

the two domains, amongst other positive results. 

The investigation explored the problem space iteratively towards a final learning 

cycle, which built on the rigour of the broad investigation and developed a novel 

software platform, ontology, and GUI, in the 3rd stage of the methodology. The 

software platform proposed an integrated suite of APIs for accessing semantically

enriched built environment data from various perspectives. This leveraged a 

prevailing IoT interoperability standard in a unique way, by building a Java binding 

for the data format and its implicit model, and using this to extract and transform 

device metadata from a triple store into the appropriate JSON serialisation. The API 

also exposed a full SPARQL endpoint for rich querying of the data, as well as BIM, 

CityGML, and timeseries endpoints for specifically accessing those views of the 

data. Coupled with the comprehensive ontological modelling conducted of the smart 

city domain, this provides a highly extensible means of providing rich cyberphysical 

semantics to IoT data, and hence replicating the positive results observed from 

leveraging a SWoT approach through this investigation.  

As well as supporting the outputs of the 3rd research stage, the 2nd research stage 

contributed a rigorous breadth of evidence itself. This was achieved by exploring the 

problem space thoroughly within the building, energy and water domains, within a 

wide range of systems, use cases, and software architectures, and alongside a 

range of expert stakeholders. This variety of experimentation provided a wealth of 

qualitative and quantitative data by which to triangulate findings and evaluate the 

research hypothesis, where each iteration provided preliminary learnings and 

supported the later stages of work. The lowest level in this hierarchy of contribution 

was then the 1st research stage, which thoroughly explored the literature 

surrounding the various fields which SWoT research intersects with, and used an 
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analysis of existing theories and approaches to postulate a conceptual model for 

SWoT systems. 

6.3 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The investigation was conducted over the course of 3 years, involving engagement 

with 6 research projects and circa 40 organisations across stakeholder 

perspectives. However, the research and hence findings are subject to a number of 

limitations. One primary limitation of the work is that the research projects engaged 

with were not fully subject to typical business drivers as they were supported by 

research grants. Whilst the crosssectional qualitative consideration of the 

developed artefacts and systems is not weakened by this, greater depth could be 

explored regarding the longitudinal impact of semantic technologies in enterprise 

systems. This should explore in more depth the value which semantic technologies 

offer organisations with regards to their key performance indicators and business 

drivers. 

Another clear limitation of the investigation is the rapidly evolving nature of the 

studied field. Specifically, IoT research, adoption, and standardisation, has 

undergone transformative change over the course of the investigation. Due to this, 

new standards and technologies have become available and expert perceptions 

have changed between the stages of the investigation, which is not conducive for 

academic rigour, albeit unavoidable and not a critical weakness. This transformative 

change is likely to continue for the near future, but further work could continue to 

explore the role of semantic technologies with this knowledge and incorporate it into 

the methodological design. 

The final limitation to mention is the breadth of the work across smart city domains. 

Specifically, the work only conducted action research across projects in the energy 

and water domains, before then generalising to the smart city upper domain in the 

3rd stage of the investigation. The impact of this limitation was mitigated by reusing 

and aligning with ontologies adopted across the range of smart city domains, and 

consulting with organisations with expertise across smart city domains, such as 

local municipalities. Despite this, the suitability of the ontological modelling for 

broader domains has not been tested. The overall findings are unlikely to be 

affected by this, as the IoT stack has been applied broadly across all smart city 
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domains, but further work could explore the applicability of the findings to other 

domains such as mobility, health and security/crime.  

As mentioned, the role of standards in leveraging semantic technologies is critical, 

as their value is partly derived from their representation of a domain consensus. 

Therefore, further work could be conducted towards building such a domain 

consensus around the ontologies produced in this investigation. Especially, further 

research should investigate expert domain perceptions around the scope of the 

smart water and smart city ontologies developed, as these could fill significant gaps 

in both academic literature and in practice. Detailed, comprehensive and systematic 

consultation processes could be undertaken to elicit constructive feedback in 

iterative cycles until a true consensus is reached and the models can be relied upon 

as de facto standards. 

6.4 CLOSING REMARKS 

This thesis has applied semantic technologies at the intersection of IoT and AI 

technologies within smart city systems. Smart energy, water and city ontologies 

have been developed, as well as accompanying software, and the value of 

incorporating semantic technologies into urban ICT interventions has been 

demonstrated and explored. A great deal of work remains before a true semantic 

web of things may be achieved, but the work conducted acts as a proof of concept 

of the approach and provides a number of artefacts and knowledge contributions 

which can assist the ongoing research and development effort. 
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8 APPENDICES 

8.1 APPENDIX A: SMART WATER ONTOLOGY 

During the action research iteration within the water domain, a comprehensive 
water ontology was developed. As well as the description in section 4.3.4, Figure 92 
- Figure 95 illustrate this model to greater depth. 

 

Figure 92: Main supply side WCIM classes and relationships 
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Figure 93: WCIM Domestic artefacts 
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Figure 94: WVCSM class hierarchy of main social network entities 
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GoverningBody Regulator 

occursAtEntity isModelOf 

AgriculturalConsumption AgriculturalUse 

SampledFeature SampledFeature 

SupplyChainProcess WaterResourceManagement 

TimeValuePair TimeValuePair 

Organisation WaterIndustry 

hasState hasState 

FeatureOfInterest FeatureOfInterest 

WaterAlert Alert 

StorageNode Storage 

TransformationNode Transformation 

DesignedArtifact Infrastructure 

WaterConsumer Consumer 

PhysicalArc Transport 

Property Phenomenon 

requiredToSolve solves 

WaterBalanceState State 

AbstractionNode Source 

observationResultTime hasTimestamp 

ObservationResult ObservationResult 

IndustrialConsumption IndustrialUse 

Observation Observation 

ConsumptionNode Sink 

SocialAgent Actor 

implementsConsumption peformsActivity 

PhysicalTopologicalEntity WaterResource 

isDescribedBy hasObservation 

hasValue hasValue 
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Table 51: Main heterogeneity between WatERP ontology and WISDOM 

WatERP concept Closest WISDOM 

concept(s) 

Comments on Heterogeneity 

TimeSeriesObservation TimeSeriesStore, 

TimeValuePair 

The WISDOM ontology perceives 

an observation result as the 

outcome of a single act of 

observation. This is such that an 

observation is made available at a 

single point in time, in accordance 

with SSN:ObservationResultTime. 

Cluster WaterConsumer 

subclasses 

The WISDOM ontology models 

types of water consumers as 

subtypes of water consumer, as it 

is logically inconsistent to state 

that a consumer is a type of group 

of consumer, as a group must 

contain more than one member. 

WaterUse ConsumptionProcess Whilst these classes appear 

weakly aligned, it is inconsistent to 

state that a group of consumers is 

a type of consumption process, 

which would be explicit in the 

WISDOM ontology if this 

alignment was formalised, unless 

the definition of the WaterUse 

class has been misunderstood. 

Consumer WaterConsumer, 

SocialAgent,Resident 

The WatERP ontology states that 

a Consumer is a type of EndUser, 

but it is not clear which individuals 

may exist in the EndUser set but 

not in the Consumer set. In the 

WISDOM ontology, it is assumed 

that no such individuals exist, 

such that the two classes are 
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equivalent. 

UserClass WaterConsumer, 

SocialAgent,Resident 

The WatERP ontology states that 

a UserClass is a type of 

Consumer, but the WISDOM 

ontology models types of 

Consumer as subclasses. In order 

to model specific people or water 

consuming organisations, an 

individual of type 

WatERP:UserClass would be a 

class and an individual, which 

would require the use of OWL 

Full, as “a class can not also be 

an individual” [311]. 

 

Table 52: Likely aligned WISDOM and IFC concepts 

WISDOM term IFC term 

Sensor IfcSensor 

AlarmDevice IfcAlarm 

PhysicalQuantity IfcPhysicalSimpleQuantity 

Arc IfcEdge 

DesignedArtifact IfcAsset 

Pump IfcPump 

Building IfcBuilding 

Entity IfcObject 

PhysicalArtifact IfcProduct 

Process IfcProcess 

Node IfcVertex 

Fitting IfcPipeFitting 

Condition IfcConstraint 

Amount IfcQuantityCount 

Length IfcQuantityLength 

TopologicalNetworkEntity IfcTopologicalRepresentationItem 
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PhysicalTopologicalEntity IfcTopologicalRepresentationItem 

Property IfcProperty 

TimeInterval IfcQuantityTime 

Area IfcQuantityArea 

Chamber IfcDistributionChamberElement 

WaterMeter IfcFlowMeter 

StorageAsset IfcFlowStorageDevice 

Weight IfcQuantityWeight 

hasLocation IfcPlacement 

TreatmentWorks IfcFlowTreatmentDevice 

Volume IfcQuantityVolume 

Main IfcPipeSegment 

Actuator IfcActuator 

Event IfcEvent 

TerminalNode IfcFlowTerminal 

Valve IfcValve 

ElectricAppliance IfcElectricAppliance 

WaterSensor IfcFlowInstrument 

Material IfcMaterial 

 

Table 53: Aligned terms between the WISDOM ontology and the INSPIRE utility data models 

WISDOM term INSPIRE term 

WaterPipe WaterPipe 

Main Pipe 

WastePipe SewerPipe 

Node Node 

hasNetworkEntity elements 

hasInputArc spokeEnd 

isInNetwork inNetwork 

hasEndNode endNode 

PhysicalArc UtilityLink 

hasOutputArc spokeStart 
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PhysicalNetwork UtilityNetwork 

Arc Link 

hasStartNode startNode 

PhysicalTopologicalEntity Network::NetworkElement 

PhysicalNode Appurtenance 

8.2 APPENDIX B: SMART WATER ONTOLOGY INSTANCE MODELS 

The input and output data for each instance created of the smart water ontology at 

the WISDOM pilot sites are now summarised. 

7 CSV files were used as a basis for extracting information regarding the Cardiff 

pilot site; these described the system valves, meters, mains, control valves, 

boundary valves, hydrants, and asset sensors. In total, these represented 352 KB of 

data. The number of entities and properties in each of these sheets is summarised 

in Table 53 below. 

Table 54: Summary of Cardiff pilot input data 

Entity type Number of entities Number of 

properties 

Asset sensor 29 5 

Hydrants 269 24 

Boundary 

valves 

47 19 

Control valves 12 16 

Mains  1210 28 

Meters 29 30 

System valves 370 22 

Following the production of the knowledge base, an RDF/XML file was produced, 

which included only the Abox triples, and was 2183 KB in size, representing 17355 

triples. This included the 1966 named entities, and the properties shown below in 

Table 54. 

Table 55: Summary of Cardiff pilot output knowledge base before inference 

Entity type Object Datatype Properties 
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Properties 

Asset sensor atAsset, 

observes 

comment, hasUnit 

Hydrants  hasIpid, hasXcoord, hasYcoord 

Boundary 

valves 

 hasNominalDiameter, hasUnit, hasIpid, 

hasXcoord, hasYcoord 

Control 

valves 

 hasNominalDiameter, hasUnit, hasIpid, 

hasXcoord, hasYcoord 

Mains  hasMaterial, 

hasWaterType, 

hasSubtype 

hasNominalDiameter, hasUnit, hasLength, 

isPumped, goesFromIpid, goesToIpid, hasIpid, 

hasAbsoluteDiameter  

Meters hasSubtype, 

observes 

hasNominalDiameter, hasUnit, hasXcoord, 

hasYcoord, hasMeterType, hasMeterFunction, 

hasAttachedPipeType, hasIpid, hasSiteRef 

System 

valves 

 hasNominalDiameter, hasUnit, hasIpid, 

hasXcoord, hasYcoord 

 

6 CSV files were used as a basis for extracting information regarding the Tywyn and 

Aberdovey pilot site; these described the system valves, meters, mains, control 

valves, hydrants, and asset sensors. In total, these represented 572 KB of data. The 

number of entities and properties in each of these sheets is summarised in Table 55 

below. 

Table 56: Summary of Tywyn and Aberdovey pilot input data  

Entity type Number of entities Number of 

properties 

Asset sensor 29 5 

Hydrants 261 18 

Control valves 46 18 

Mains  1517 19 

Meters 26 15 

System valves 485 19 
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Following the production of the knowledge base, an RDF/XML file was produced, 

which included only the Abox triples, and was 2142 KB in size, representing 21122 

triples. This included the 2363 named entities, and the properties shown below in 

Table 56. 

Table 57: Summary of Tywyn and Aberdovey pilot output knowledge base before inference 

Entity type Object 

Properties 

Datatype Properties 

Asset sensor atAsset, 

observes 

comment, hasUnit 

Hydrants  hasIpid, hasXcoord, hasYcoord 

Control 

valves 

 hasNominalDiameter, hasUnit, hasIpid, 

hasXcoord, hasYcoord 

Mains  hasMaterial, 

hasWaterType, 

hasSubtype 

hasNominalDiameter, hasUnit, hasLength, 

isPumped, goesFromIpid, goesToIpid, hasIpid, 

hasAbsoluteDiameter  

Meters hasSubtype, 

observes 

hasNominalDiameter, hasUnit, hasXcoord, 

hasYcoord, hasMeterType, hasMeterFunction, 

hasAttachedPipeType, hasIpid, hasSiteRef 

System 

valves 

 hasNominalDiameter, hasUnit, hasIpid, 

hasXcoord, hasYcoord 

 

As the Gowerton pilot site only included waste water assets, its knowledge base is 

significantly different to the Cardiff and Tywyn & Aberdovy sites. 5 CSV files were 

used as a basis for extracting information regarding the Gowerton pilot site; these 

described the conduits, nodes, pumps, sensors and subcatchments. In total, these 

represented 5.28 MB of data. The number of entities and properties in each of these 

sheets is summarised in Table 57 below. 

Table 58: Summary of Gowerton pilot input data  

Entity type Number of entities Number of 

properties 

Sensors 103 12 

Subcatchments 1372 140 
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Conduits 2574 204 

Nodes 2621 71 

Pumps 40 186 

 

Following the production of the knowledge base, an RDF/XML file was produced, 

which included only the Abox triples, and was 6582 KB in size, representing 60081 

triples. This included the 6674 named entities, and the properties shown below in 

Table 58. 

Table 59: Summary of Gowerton pilot output knowledge base before inference 

Entity type Object Properties Datatype Properties 

Sensors atAsset, observes, 

subtype 

hasXcoord, hasYcoord 

Subcatchments subtype has Area, hasXcoord, hasYcoord, 

hasPopulation 

Conduits Subtype, 

hasMaterial, 

hasUpstreamNode, 

hasDownstreamNode 

hasNominalDiameter, hasXcoord, 

hasYcoord, hasLength, hasPipeShape, 

hasWidth, hasHeight, 

hasBottomRoughness, 

hasTopRoughness, 

hasUpstreamInvertlevel, 

hasUpstreamHeadloss, 

hasDownstreamInvertlevel, 

hasDownstreamHeadloss, hasGradient, 

hasCapacity 

Nodes Subtype, atAsset hasXcoord, hasYcoord 

Pumps  Subtype, WaterType,  PumpComment, hasOnDelay, 

hasOffDelay, hasDischarge 

 

The Italian Pilot site was instantiated using a Python script to extract knowledge 

from the hydraulic model developed of the Italian pilot site, using the RDFlib Python 

library previously described and the EPANETTOOLS Python library. This meant that 

instead of the Welsh pilot method of exporting CSV files, then parsing the CSV files 
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into Python objects, the EPANET model could be parsed directly into Python 

objects, and then iterated over to add statements to an RDFlib graph and the 

WISDOM namespace, before being serialized into an RDF file. The Italian pilot input 

data was split across several sections of an EPANET input file, which described the 

426 entities within 42 KB of data, as detailed in Table 59. 

Table 60: Summary of Italian pilot input data 

Entity Number of entities Properties 

Junctions 99 Elevation, demand, XCoord, YCoord 

Pipes 99 Node1, Node2, Length, Diameter, 

Roughness, Status 

Pipe vertices 190 Pipe, XCoord, YCoord 

Pumps 19 Node1, Node2, Parameters 

Reservoirs 19 Head 

 Following the production of the knowledge base, an RDF/XML file was produced, 

which included only the Abox triples, and was 222 KB in size, representing 1942 

triples. This included the 426 named entities, and the properties shown below in 

Table 60. 

Table 61: Summary of Italian pilot output knowledge base before inference 

Entity Number of entities Properties 

Junctions 99 Elevation, demand, XCoord, YCoord 

Pipes 99 hasStartNode, hasEndNode , Length, 

Diameter, Roughness 

Pipe vertices 190 Pipe, XCoord, YCoord 

Pumps 19 hasStartNode, hasEndNode 

Reservoirs 19  
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8.3 APPENDIX C: WATER ONTOLOGY SWRL RULES 

A full description of the SWRL rules embedded in the smart water ontology is 
provided here. For each rule, the inferred property is declared as a heading, 
followed by a human readable description, and finally the formal SWRL rule. 

 

1. deployedAt 

As sensors are not explicitly described in terms of the node which they are deployed 

at, this is fundamental knowledge which must be inferred in order to contextualise 

the capability of the deployed sensors.  

SENSOR(?S) ^ ATASSET(?S, ?A) ^ TOPOLOGICALNETWORKENTITY(?E) ^ ATASSET(?E, ?A) -
> DEPLOYEDATENTITY(?S, ?E) 

 
2. observes 

Whilst it may be explicitly stated in the knowledge base that a sensor observes a 

certain property, this may not be directly stated, as the SSN modelling pattern is that 

a sensor has a measurement capability, which is then for a certain property. If this is 

the case, it is useful to infer the direct link between the sensor and the property, to 

facilitate the previous rules. 

HASMEASUREMENTCAPABILITY(?S, ?MC) ^ FORPROPERTY(?MC, ?P) -> 
OBSERVES(?S, ?P) 
 
3. isActive 

If an alert has an acceptable range, and it is triggered by a sensor, and the 

sensor’s latest reading falls outside of the acceptable range, the alarm is 

triggered. This can occur if the reading is greater than the allowable maximum, 

or smaller than the allowable minimum, otherwise the alarm is not active. 

WATERALERT(?A) ^ HASALERTCONDITION(?A, ?AC1) ^ 
HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1, ?AR) ^ HASMAXVALUE(?AR, ?XMAX) ^ SENSOR(?S) ^ 
TRIGGERSALERT(?S, ?A) ^ HASLATESTOUTPUT(?S, ?TVP) ^ HASVALUE(?TVP, ?X) ^ 
SWRLB:GREATERTHAN(?X, ?XMAX) -> ISACTIVE(?A, TRUE) 
 
WATERALERT(?A)^HASALERTCONDITION(?A,?AC1)^HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1,?AR)^
HASMINVALUE(?AR,?XMIN)^SENSOR(?S)^TRIGGERSALERT(?S,?A)^HASLATESTOUTPUT(?
S,?TVP)^HASVALUE(?TVP,?X)^SWRLB:LESSTHAN(?X,?XMIN)-> ISACTIVE(?A,TRUE) 
 
WATERALERT(?A)^HASALERTCONDITION(?A,?AC1)^HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1,?AR)^
HASMINVALUE(?AR,?XMIN)^HASMAXVALUE(?AR,?XMAX)^SENSOR(?S)^TRIGGERSALERT
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(?S,?A)^HASLATESTOUTPUT(?S,?TVP)^HASVALUE(?TVP,?X)^SWRLB:LESSTHANOREQUAL(
?X,?XMAX)^SWRLB:GREATERTHANOREQUAL(?X,?XMIN)-> ISACTIVE(?A,FALSE) 
 
4. hasDownstreamEntity 

In order to generalise pipes, pumps, and reservoirs etc. to determine what is 

upstream or downstream of an entity, it is useful to use the IPID values held in the 

legacy GIS database to infer knowledge about flow chronology through the entities. 

This allows later inference of whether an entity is affected by any given problem, 

and greatly simplifies those rules. 

If an entity goes from an entity with IPID of i, and another entity has an IPID of i, 

then the latter is downstream of the former, and vice versa. 

GOESFROMIPID(?P, ?I) ^ HASIPID(?U, ?I) -> HASUPSTREAMENTITY(?P, ?U) ^ 
HASDOWNSTREAMENTITY(?U, ?P) 

 

GOESTOIPID(?P,?I)^HASIPID(?D, ?I) -> HASUPSTREAMENTITY(?D, ?P) ^ 
HASDOWNSTREAMENTITY(?P, ?D) 

 

5. hasProblem 

In the situation that an alert is active, and the alert is caused by a certain problem, it 

is beneficial to connect the problem entity to the problem directly, which this rule 

achieves. 

If an entity has an active alert, and the alert is for a certain problem, the entity has 

that problem. 

HASALERT(?E, ?A) ^ FORPROBLEM(?A, ?P) ^ISACTIVE(?A,TRUE) -> HASPROBLEM(?E, ?P) 
 

 
6. hasAffectedEntity 

Tracing the impact of a problem downstream in a water network to determine further 

problems which the problem could cause, and its negative consequences for 

customers, is both highly beneficial and challenging, due to the system complexity. 

Further, if a problem is reported at a downstream entity, one expert task is tracing 

backwards in the value chain to determine if an upstream problem could be causing 

it. This rule aims to empower water experts by telling them upfront if an entity is 
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affected by any upstream problems. Further, the knowledge of an entity being 

affected by an upstream problem could be used automatically by a further rule to 

infer a likely problem at that entity, and even a required action to proactively mitigate 

the overall impact of the initial problem.  Note that ‘hasProblemEntity’ is a sub

property of ‘hasAffectedEntity’, allowing this inference to propagate to all 

downstream elements. 

If a water alert is active, and the problem entity has a downstream entity, then that 

entity is affected by the alert.  

WATERALERT(?A) ^ ISACTIVE(?A,TRUE) ^ HASAFFECTEDENTITY(?A, ?E) ^ 
HASDOWNSTREAMENTITY(?E, ?D) -> HASAFFECTEDENTITY(?A, ?D) 

 

7. AFFECTEDBYPROBLEM 

This rule continues the benefits of rule 5 by directly linking the downstream entity 

with the problem which it is affected by. Note that ‘hasProblem’ is a subproperty of 

‘affectedByProblem’, allowing the inference to propagate to all downstream entities. 

If an entity has a downstream entity and is affected by a problem, then that 

downstream entity is also affected by the problem. 

 

HASDOWNSTREAMENTITY(?E, ?D) ^ AFFECTEDBYPROBLEM(?E, ?P) -> 
AFFECTEDBYPROBLEM(?D, ?P) 

 

8. hasSeverity 

This inference ability explores the possibility of evaluating how severe a 

problem is, based on how far outside the acceptable range a current sensor 

reading is. This has been achieved is a simple manner by finding the relative 

distance which the reading is outside of the acceptable range. This could be 

explored further with more specific use cases, and more domain knowledge 

about the criteria for problem severity, such as the likely total future impact on 

the organization’s KPIs. However, the current approach shows that the 

knowledgebased approach allows further knowledge to be derived quite easily 
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about the current situation, to empower decision makers without them having to 

do their own analysis of the data. 

Firstly, in the case of the reading being greater than the maximum allowable 

value, severity is defined by equation 1. 

IF	VAL������ > VAL���:		SEVERITY	 =
����������	������

�
������–	������

�
�
	       

(1) 

If a problem causes an alert and the alert has an acceptable range, and the alert is 

triggered by a sensor whose latest reading is above that range, the severity of the 

problem is calculated as per equation 1. 

PROBLEM(?P)^ISCAUSEOFALERT(?P,?A)^WATERALERT(?A)^HASALERTCONDITION(?A,?A
C1)^HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1,?AR)^HASMINVALUE(?AR,?XMIN)^HASMAXVALUE(?
AR,?XMAX)^SENSOR(?S)^TRIGGERSALERT(?S,?A)^HASLATESTOUTPUT(?S,?TVP)^HASVAL
UE(?TVP,?X)^SWRLB:GREATERTHAN(?X,?XMAX)^SWRLB:SUBTRACT(?X1,?XMAX,?XMIN)
^SWRLB:DIVIDE(?X2,?X1,2)^SWRLB:SUBTRACT(?SEVABS,?X,?XMAX)^SWRLB:DIVIDE(?SE
VREL,?SEVABS,?X2)->HASSEVERITY(?P,?SEVREL) 

 

In parallel to the above rule, the opposite logic holds if the sensor reading is below 

the minimum acceptable range, where the severity is calculated as per equation 2 

below. 

IF	VAL������ < VAL���:		SEVERITY	 =
�������	���������

�
������–	������

�
�
	   

 (2) 

PROBLEM(?P)^ISCAUSEOFALERT(?P,?A)^WATERALERT(?A)^HASALERTCONDITION(?A,?A
C1)^HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1,?AR)^HASMINVALUE(?AR,?XMIN)^HASMAXVALUE(?
AR,?XMAX)^SENSOR(?S)^TRIGGERSALERT(?S,?A)^HASLATESTOUTPUT(?S,?TVP)^HASVAL
UE(?TVP,?X)^SWRLB:LESSTHAN(?X,?XMIN)^SWRLB:SUBTRACT(?X1,?XMAX,?XMIN)^SW
RLB:DIVIDE(?X2,?X1,2)^SWRLB:SUBTRACT(?SEVABS,?XMIN,?X)^SWRLB:DIVIDE(?SEVREL
,?SEVABS,?X2)->HASSEVERITY(?P,?SEVREL) 

If the sensor’s reading is within the acceptable range, then the severity of the 

problem is 0. 

PROBLEM(?P)^ISCAUSEOFALERT(?P,?A)^WATERALERT(?A)^HASALERTCONDITION(?A,?A
C1)^HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1,?AR)^HASMINVALUE(?AR,?XMIN)^HASMAXVALUE(?
AR,?XMAX)^SENSOR(?S)^TRIGGERSALERT(?S,?A)^HASLATESTOUTPUT(?S,?TVP)^HASVAL
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UE(?TVP,?X)^SWRLB:LESSTHANOREQUAL(?X,?XMAX)^SWRLB:GREATERTHANOREQUAL(
?X,?XMIN)->HASSEVERITY(?P,0.0) 

 
9. hasDetectionTime 

Given that the knowledge base will be iteratively updated as new sensor readings 

are received, and alerts may not be observed immediately, it would be beneficial to 

inform decision makers exactly when a problem was first observed. This is achieved 

by noting the time at which the sensors latest reading is outside the acceptable 

range, but the sensor’s previous reading was inside the acceptable range. 

If an alert has an acceptable range, and is triggered by a sensor, and the sensor’s 

latest reading is outside that range, but its previous reading was inside the range, 

then the detection time of the problem is the latest reading’s timestamp. This can 

occur when the reading is above the maximum range, or below the minimum range. 

PROBLEM(?P)^ISCAUSEOFALERT(?P,?A)^WATERALERT(?A)^HASALERTCONDITION(?A,?A
C1)^HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1,?AR)^HASMINVALUE(?AR,?XMIN)^HASMAXVALUE(?
AR,?XMAX)^SENSOR(?S)^TRIGGERSALERT(?S,?A)^HASLATESTOUTPUT(?S,?TVP)^HASVAL
UE(?TVP,?X)^SWRLB:GREATERTHAN(?X,?XMAX)^HASTIMESTAMP(?TVP,?TIME)^HASPRE
VIOUSOUTPUT(?S,?TVPPREV)^DIFFERENTFROM(?TVP,?TVPPREV)^HASVALUE(?TVPPREV
,?XPREV)^SWRLB:LESSTHANOREQUAL(?XPREV,?XMAX)^SWRLB:GREATERTHANOREQUA
L(?XPREV,?XMIN)->HASDETECTIONTIME(?P,?TIME) 

 

PROBLEM(?P) ^ ISCAUSEOFALERT(?P, ?A) ^ WATERALERT(?A) ^ 
HASALERTCONDITION(?A, ?AC1) ^ HASACCEPTABLERANGE(?AC1, ?AR) ^ 
HASMINVALUE(?AR, ?XMIN) ^ HASMAXVALUE(?AR, ?XMAX) ^ SENSOR(?S) ^ 
TRIGGERSALERT(?S, ?A) ^ HASLATESTOUTPUT(?S, ?TVP) ^ HASVALUE(?TVP, ?X) ^ 
SWRLB:LESSTHAN(?X, ?XMIN) ^ HASTIMESTAMP(?TVP, ?TIME) ^ 
HASPREVIOUSOUTPUT(?S, ?TVPPREV) ^ DIFFERENTFROM(?TVP, ?TVPPREV) ^ 
HASVALUE(?TVPPREV, ?XPREV) ^ SWRLB:LESSTHANOREQUAL(?XPREV, ?XMAX) ^ 
SWRLB:GREATERTHANOREQUAL(?XPREV, ?XMIN) -> HASDETECTIONTIME(?P, ?TIME)  
 

8.4 APPENDIX D: FULL SMART CITY SERVER API SPECIFICATION 

The full API for the smart city server developed in the 3rd stage of the investigation is 

detailed through Table 61  Table 77 

Table 62: GET method API for SPARQL endpoint of smart city server 
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GET     /sparql/{dataset}/query 

Description 

Endpoint for retrieving information from the knowledge base through SELECT, 

CONSTRUCT, ASK, and DESCRIBE SPARQL queries, passed as URL encoded 

strings through the query parameter. 

Request parameters 
query SPARQL query 

string 

The GET method can only be used to retrieve 

information. Other methods must be used to 

update, insert, or delete data. 

Response 
String, CSV, RDF/XML, 

Boolean or JSON 

Response type varies depending on the SPARQL 

query form. SELECT returns a string by default, 

CONSTRUCT and DESCRIBE return an RDF/XML 

graph, and ASK returns a Boolean. 

 

Table 63: POST method API for the KairosDB endpoint of the smart city server 

POST     /data 

Description 

A KairosDB query is passed to the endpoint in the body of the request as a JSON 

string specifying the ID of the sensor, as well as the desired date range, 

aggregation, time zone, grouping, return order, and maximum number of returned 

points. The query can also be executed with the GET method by encoding the query 

and passing it to the ‘query’ parameter. 

Response 
JSON The response is a JSON object containing a hierarchy of JSON objects 

detailing the number of data points returned, the sensor ID returned, other 

echoes of the query processed, and finally the data points. 

 

Table 64: API specification for the Hypercat root endpoint 

GET     /cat 

Description 
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Top level endpoint for retrieving the overall catalogue of resources available through 

the server. This endpoint masks the complexity of SPARQL through a binding 

between the Smart City Ontology developed and the Hypercat specification. 

Currently, only devices offering web services are exposed through the Hypercat 

API, although this could easily be adjusted to suit client requirements. 

Request parameters 
None   

Response 
JSON The response is a JSON object complying with the BSI:PAS 212 

specification of Hypercat catalogues. 

 

Table 65: API specification for the Hypercat item endpoint of the smart city server 

GET     /cat/{item_ID} 

Description 

Item level endpoint for retrieving information about a specific Hypercat item. 

Currently, only devices offering web services are represented as Hypercat Items, 

but this could be adjusted to suit client requirements, such as also including 

buildings, or any set of named individuals from the triple store. 

Request parameters 
None   

Response 
JSON The response is a JSON object complying with the BSI:PAS 212 

specification of Hypercat item descriptions. 

 

Table 66: API specification for the Hypercat item description endpoint of the smart city server 

GET     /cat/{item_ID}/description 

Description 

Retrieves the name and humanreadable description of a Hypercat item. 

Request parameters 
None   

Response 
JSON JSON object with two parameters: name and description, the values of 

which are Strings. 
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Table 67: Top level endpoint of the BIM interface of the smart city server 

GET /bim 

Description 
Top level endpoint of the bim interface, which provides a name, description, and 

size of all the BIM models stored in the server. 

Request parameters 
None   

Response 
JSON JSON object containing an array of objects, where each object contains 

three parameters: name, description, and size, the first two of which have 

String values, and the latter of which has an integer value for the number 

of Kilobytes of data. 

 

Table 68: Building level endpoint of the BIM interface of the smart city server 

GET /bim/{id} 

Description 
Top level endpoint for a building. Returns the name and description of the building 

described in the relevant IFC file. 

Request parameters 
id String The ID of the building which is the subject of the query 

Response 
JSON JSON object three parameters: name, description, and size, the first two 

of which have String values, and the latter of which has an integer value 

for the number of Kilobytes of data. 

 

Table 69: Building level source file endpoint of the BIM interface of the smart city server 

GET /bim/{id}/src 

Description 
Returns the STEP source code of the building from the relevant IFC file. 

Request parameters 
id String The ID of the building which is the subject of the query 

Response 
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String Returns the contents of the IFC file as a string 

 

Table 70: Entity level endpoint of the BIM interface of the smart city server 

GET /bim/{id}/{guid} 

Description 
Entity level endpoint of the BIM interface, which returns details about the element 

specified by the GUID. 

Request parameters 
id String The ID of the building which is the subject of the query 

guid String The ID of the element which is the subject of the query 

Response 
JSON JSON object containing an array of objects, where each object 

represents a property, and has a number of parameters depending on 

the property. 

 

Table 71: Property level endpoint of the BIM interface of the smart city server 

GET /bim/{id}/{guid}/{property} 

Description 
Entity property interface of the BIM interface, which returns the property of the 

element specified by the GUID and property name. 

Request parameters 
id String The ID of the building which is the subject of the query 

guid String The ID of the element which is the subject of the query 

property String The name of the property to be retrieved for the subject 

element 

Response 
JSON JSON object containing the name of the property and the value of the 

property, where the value type depends on the property 

 

Table 72: Top level endpoint of the CityGML interface of the smart city server 

GET /citygml 

Description 
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Top level endpoint; returns the names, sizes and descriptions of all the CityGML 

files stored on the server, where available. 

Request parameters 
None   

Response 
JSON JSON object containing an array of objects, where each object contains 

three parameters: name, description, and size, the first two of which have 

String values, and the latter of which has an integer value for the number 

of Kilobytes of data. 

 

Table 73: Model level endpoint of the CityGML interface of the smart city server 

GET /citygml/{id} 

Description 
City model level endpoint, which returns the name, description, and size of the city 

model specified, if available. 

Request parameters 
id String ID string of the CityGML model 

Response 
JSON JSON object containing three parameters: name, description, and size, 

the first two of which have String values, and the latter of which has an 

integer value for the number of Kilobytes of data. 

 

Table 74: Model level source endpoint of the CityGML interface of the smart city server 

GET /citygml/{id}/src 

Description 
Machinereadable city model level endpoint, which returns the source code of the 

city model specified, if available. 

Request parameters 
id  String ID string of the CityGML model 

Response 
XML  Returns the CityGML source code for the model specified 
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Table 75: Entity level endpoint of the CityGML interface of the smart city server 

GET /citygml/{id}/{gmlid} 

Description 
Entitylevel API which returns the properties of a CityGML entity, specified by the ID 

of the model and entity. 

Request parameters 
id  String ID string of the CityGML model 

gmlid String ID string of the CityGML entity 

Response 
JSON JSON object containing an array of objects, where each object 

represents a city object, and has a number of parameters depending 

on the object. 

 

Table 76: Entity level source endpoint of the CityGML interface of the smart city server 

GET /citygml/{id}/{gmlid}/src 

Description 
Entity level source code API, which returns the XML description of a CityGML entity, 

specified by the ID of the model and entity. 

Request parameters 
id  String ID string of the CityGML model 

gmlid String ID string of the CityGML entity 

Response 
XML  Returns the CityGML source code for the entity specified 

 

Table 77: Root endpoint of the smart city server, for the GUI 

GET / 

Description 

3D graphical interface for human exploration of the available resources and systems 

in the pilot site, based on cesium.js. 

Request parameters 

None   

Response 

HTML HTML page containing the Cesium.js widget zoomed to the pilot 

site data 
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Table 78: Object level endpoint of the GUI for resolving object URIs to human-readable information 

GET /{id} 

Description 

3D graphical interface for human exploration of the available resources and systems 

in the pilot site, based on cesium.js. By adding the ID of an object after the root of 

the server, it initialises focused on that object, displaying its information box. 

Request parameters 

id String ID of the object to be focused on 

Response 

HTML HTML page containing the Cesium.js widget zoomed to the pilot 

site data 

 

8.5 APPENDIX E: RESEARCH MOTIVATION 

After completing 3 years of higher education towards a Master’s degree in Civil 

Engineering at Cardiff University, I had gained a grounding in many theories and 

skills relevant to the lifecycle of built environments. However, I observed that the 

value of emerging technologies was poorly appreciated in the AECFM industry, and 

many others which exhibit similar inertia and are very riskadverse. I realised that 

continuing to pursue traditional approaches would not sufficiently address the 

growing pressures faced by the complex system of systems present in urban 

environments, from economic as well as environmental perspectives. The potential 

impact of certain technologies, and the prospect of contributing to their development 

and implementation greatly motivated me, and so I decided to pursue a BEng + 

PhD route instead, as this would better prepare me with skills in leading edge 

technologies and independent investigation. 

Regarding my choice of research topic, the Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, 

and the semantic web, have all been foreshadowed as having the potential to 

revolutionise the modern world, yet the intersection of these fields has barely been 

considered. The value proposition of their convergence is unprecedented, and 

wielded in the right manner could even herald a bright new age of humanity. Yet 

realising these exceptional claims carries exceptional challenges. My motivation for 
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investigating this space is to contribute to the emerging global effort of overcoming 

these obstacles. My intention is to produce and disseminate knowledge and 

artefacts through collaborative innovation, alongside experts in various fields, 

through which I also aim to gain a breadth of expertise across these fields, with a 

depth of expertise at their intersection. By adopting a pragmatic stance and focusing 

on the value proposition of this complex research space, I hope to move this global 

effort a small step closer to achieving the vision of a truly intelligent web of things. 

8.6 APPENDIX F: INTENDED AUDIENCE 

Whilst this thesis is targeted at an academic audience with at least some 

background in the central topics (semantic technologies, AI, and IoT), an effort has 

been made to achieve a broader appeal by considering the research and results 

from various viewpoints. Especially, the relevance of the work to businesses and 

governmental decision makers was strongly considered. The nature of a PhD thesis 

is necessarily more verbose and focused on providing a knowledge contribution 

than may appeal to such audiences, so a shorter alternative version will be made 

available. Interested persons, and anyone with questions, are encouraged to 

contact the author by email at shaunkhowell@gmail.com. 


